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SUMMARY 

 

  When Rudyard Kipling died in January 1936, the resulting national and international 

mourning indicated the popularity and enormous influence of his life and work.  It 

demonstrated the esteem in which he was still held and the consequent longevity of his 

literary success.  This thesis examines how Kipling established, maintained and 

protected his reputation, his purpose in doing so and considers if concern about his own 

ethnic purity was a central motivation for him in this regard.  This thesis explores 

Kipling‟s preoccupation with the reputation of the enlisted man – or „Tommy Atkins‟ 

figure – and his sympathy with the „underdog‟ and discusses how recuperation of this 

denigrated image was instrumental in establishing and increasing Kipling‟s poetic and 

literary success.  His intimate personal relationship and fascination with the enlisted 

man is investigated, especially in terms of Empire and the Great War and juxtaposed 

with discussion of Kipling‟s numerous elite, establishment military and political 

connections.  His post-war link to the soldier is considered, including the powerful and 

enduring effects of the death of his son.   

  Exploration of Kipling‟s writing is undertaken using material from the University of 

Sussex Special Collections Kipling Archive, including Kipling‟s personal papers and 

correspondence which are referred to throughout and the six volume collection of 

Kipling‟s correspondence edited and published by Thomas Pinney.  Additional, 

selective close-reading of his verse and prose illustrates arguments in the personal 



papers and indicates that Kipling‟s literary reputation vindicated both himself and the 

image of the soldier.  Work from poets contemporary with Kipling is used in context, to 

provide comparison and contrast.  In addition to the main thesis, an appendix volume is 

in place to offer further exploration of the primary archive material.   
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Introduction 

  When Rudyard Kipling died in 1936, he had an international reputation as an author 

and poet – arguably greater than any other English writer of the twentieth century.  As 

an anonymous obituary in the Times Literary Supplement of January 25
th

 1936 states: 

What verdict England of the future will pass upon England of the last 

years of Victoria and Edward VII, is uncertain, but it is incontestable that 

the age will always rank as one of the greatest in our history…And may 

one not dare to foresee that when, long hence, that age and its 

characteristics and products are called to mind, the name of Rudyard 

Kipling will come first to men‟s mouths when they talk of its most 

typical representatives?
1
 

 

The admiration that he received had lasted for decades.  This thesis examines how and 

why he achieved such fame and explores the ways in which Kipling self-consciously 

generated, managed and maintained his own reputation and his possible reasons for 

doing so.  An early letter hints at his intentions:   

I did not come to England to write myself out at first starting…This 

seemeth to me the more perfect way.  To go slowly and only do 

sufficient magazine work to enable me to rub along comfortably while I 

turn my attention to the novels and the books.  A man can fritter himself 

away on piece work and be only but a very little the richer for it.  

Whereas if he holds his hand the money and what is of more importance 

the power of doing fresh and original work comes to him.
2
 

 

 

Whilst commercial gain is clearly a motivation for him, of greater importance is the 

power of his work and the probable influence that would follow from its success.  

Judicious personal management of this power and influence would ensure that Kipling 

could maintain authority over the manner in which he was perceived.  This thesis will 

not only demonstrate this, but I will also argue that he then uses this model of 

reputation-management to engage with his poetic and narrative subjects of choice.  The 

specific example used for illustration is connected to Kipling‟s concerns about the 

                                                 
1
 N/A, [“]Rudyard Kipling‟s Place in English Literature,[”] Kipling: The Critical Heritage, ed., 

Roger Lancelyn Green (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1971) 390.  
2
 Rudyard Kipling, “To Caroline Taylor,” 2 November 1889, The Letters of Rudyard Kipling 

Volume 1: 1872-89, ed. Thomas Pinney (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1990a) 354-356.    
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image of the common soldier and the ways in which his recuperation and management 

of the „Tommy Atkins‟ image reflects Kipling‟s micro-management of his own.        

  Kipling‟s significance when the obituary was published is illustrated by the pomp and 

ceremony which attended the interment of his ashes at Poets‟ Corner, Westminster 

Abbey.  Two days after Kipling‟s death „his friend King George V had followed him to 

the grave‟
3
 and therefore Westminster Abbey was in full preparation for the royal 

funeral.  However „[i]f this meant that Rudyard‟s obsequies were overshadowed, no-one 

attending the Abbey would have guessed it.‟
4
  (Kipling‟s funeral is discussed in depth 

with regard to the context of his fame, in Chapter 1.) 

  In my concern with the construction of a writer‟s reputation, I will focus not only on 

reviews, commentaries and the extensive, six volume collection of Kipling‟s 

correspondence edited and published by Thomas Pinney, but unusually I will also focus 

on the voluminous correspondence received by Kipling, which is held in the Kipling 

Archive at the University of Sussex.  I will argue that in combination, all these sources 

reflect Kipling‟s conscious management of his career, his consistent attentiveness to his 

audience and his shrewd exploitation of various modes of dissemination, from the 

popular press to the music hall.  This thesis will engage in a close reading of his 

extensive correspondence, published and unpublished, sent and received.  In addition, 

similar documents and diaries from members of his family and friends, which are also 

held at the University of Sussex Archive, will be used to add context and authority to 

the discussion.  Illustrations are included for the same purpose.  I have used an appendix 

to provide fuller versions of archival letters from which I quote more briefly in the body 

of my thesis. 

                                                 
3
 Andrew Lycett, Rudyard Kipling (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1999) 584.  

4
 Lycett 585.  
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  In terms of chronological literary criticism and existing scholarship on the making of 

Kipling‟s reputation, magazine and newspaper reviews held in the Kipling Archive, 

several published essays, appropriate examples of Kipling‟s correspondence, the 

specific text Kipling: The Critical Heritage [1971], edited by Roger Lancelyn Green 

and other secondary resources provide evidence of the critical reception of Kipling‟s 

work throughout his lifetime.  (Kipling: The Critical Heritage reviews the work 

chronologically, from an opening chapter in which Andrew Lang discusses the 1886 

publication of Departmental Ditties, to a 1936 obituary from the Times Literary 

Supplement).  This thesis will also use archival resources to augment the current state of 

critical knowledge by the close-reading and discussion of uncollected manuscript 

material, which illustrates through its volume and quality the breadth of Kipling‟s 

public reputation and the illustrious figures to whom he was connected, including King 

George V and other senior members of the Royal Family, Henry James, Mark Twain, 

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Cecil Rhodes.  

  Reinterpretation of Kipling‟s printed and manuscript correspondence, his personal 

papers and biographical material, is particularly affected by the discussion which begins 

in chapter 2, with regard to letters from Kipling‟s sister Trix Fleming, to their cousin, 

Stanley Baldwin.  In her letters, dated March and April 1945, she comments on issues 

of racial identity.  These are discussed in this thesis as one possible major motivation 

behind Kipling‟s manufacture and manipulation of his reputation and a dominant 

element driving his work.  This is a crucial factor in the reinterpretation of existing 

reviews and press comment and a new interpretation of archive material.  (Existing 

reviews may be re-examined in the light of archive review material, many volumes of 

which have been used in this thesis.  Whilst this material has previously been published 

in newspapers and magazines, as a collection in volumes in the Kipling Archive it 
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offers an unrivalled breadth of review material in one location and is used as such in 

this thesis.  I view the careful compilation and maintenance of the archival collection of 

cuttings as evidence of my overall thesis that Kipling was a manager of his own 

reputation.  The existence of these apparently unsophisticated volumes illustrates the 

importance to Kipling and his family of his work and reputation.  They were not 

destroyed with much of his other personal effects).   

  Starting from the overview of his position at his death, I will explore how and why 

Kipling‟s work achieved its immense popularity and its highly influential status.  I will 

discuss the conflict between the public poet and the private person; Kipling and the 

media, in terms of his adoring fans; ideas of new journalism, the power it exerted and 

the ways in which he used it to become influential; popular culture; the music hall and 

the relationship with his work; his use of family connections and his position as „poet of 

the bereaved‟ in Great Britain.  I will examine the letters he received as a response to his 

work.   

  In the body of my thesis, I will examine the ways in which Kipling developed new 

interpretations of particular images, specifically that of the common soldier as the 

„Tommy Atkins‟ figure and I will narrate the new portrayal and progress of this subject.  

I will discuss his attempts to recuperate the reputation of the enlisted man and explore to 

what extent this engaged with Kipling‟s personal requirements.  Drawing upon 

unacknowledged aspects of Kipling‟s correspondence, I will suggest that Kipling‟s 

anxiety about his own racial identity engenders empathetic portrayals of Indians and of 

the soldier as „other‟ and demonstrates his unusual sympathy towards them.  Kipling‟s 

poetic and literary output is too extensive to allow exploration of every text.  Therefore, 

I will give close attention to his poetry, with reference to some of his short stories.         

The primacy in the use of verse is for two further reasons.  In 1886, Kipling published 
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the volume of poems Departmental Ditties.  This received favourable reviews
5
 and 

allowed his writing to receive broader scrutiny.  For example, as Andrew Lang states: 

„[t]here is a special variety of English Vers de Société namely the Anglo-Indian species.  

A quaint and amusing example of this literature has reached me, named Departmental 

Ditties….this is an excellent arrangement‟.
6
  When the third edition of these poems was 

published, William Hunter commented that „[t]aken as a whole, his book gives hope of 

a new literary star of no mean magnitude rising in the east.‟
7
  Two years later, although 

Kipling had established a reputation with his short stories published as Plain Tales from 

the Hills [1888], it was his poems and soldier imagery from Barrack-Room Ballads 

[1890] „which aroused real enthusiasm‟.
8
  There are many documents and letters in the 

archive, as well as within the letters published by Pinney, which confirm the reputation 

of Kipling‟s verse.  Secondary sources will be used for additional context and a sense of 

the contemporary.  

  Kipling used the content and the manner of his writing to create specific imagery of 

chosen subjects.  It is possible to trace, retrospectively from his death, the imagery that 

he produced and utilised.  This does not signify the writing of a full biographical 

account of the poet, several fine examples of which already exist.  (For example, 

Charles Carrington was authorised by Elsie Bambridge [Kipling] to begin work on her 

father‟s official biography Rudyard Kipling His Life and Work in the 1950s.  They 

collaborated closely on examination of Kipling‟s papers and according to Carrington: 

„her name should properly appear…as part-author‟).
9
  This thesis presents a discussion 

of Kipling‟s life through his writing and his documents and discusses the ways in which 

                                                 
5
 Norman Page, A Kipling Companion (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 1985) 163.    

6
 Andrew Lang, “Andrew Lang Introduces Kipling‟s First Book,” Kipling: The Critical 

Heritage, ed., Roger Lancelyn Green (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1971) 34.   
7
 William Wilson Hunter, “Sir William Hunter on Departmental Ditties,” Kipling: The Critical 

Heritage, ed., Roger Lancelyn Green (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1971) 38.     
8
 Page 163.  

9
 Charles Carrington, Rudyard Kipling His Life and Work (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1986) 10.         
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he developed particular images of a subject to influence the ways in which the subject 

was „read‟.   

  Even though Kipling was determined to destroy his papers, the material held in the 

University of Sussex Archive is vast (appendix 1) and forms the single, most important 

holding of his papers.  There are other archives that hold Kipling-related material, 

including several which are not in the United Kingdom.  With a broad requirement to 

collect, as far as possible, every Kipling letter or fragment in existence, Pinney was able 

to access „6300 letters in manuscript, copy, or printed form, drawn from 138 collections 

public and private, and from 135 printed sources‟.
10

  These sources are of international 

origin and resulted in Pinney‟s publication of six volumes of Kipling‟s letters about 

which he states „[t]hough it aims to be generous and fully representative, this is a 

selected, not a “complete”, Letters.‟
11

  Therefore, I have drawn on Pinney for the letters 

sent from Kipling and manuscript texts for those letters received by him and held at 

Sussex.  Also used in manuscript form are several letters from Kipling that Pinney has 

chosen to omit from his selection.  Pinney‟s contribution to Kipling scholarship is very 

important, but the selective omissions give equal importance to the archival material.  

Several letters outside his publications have raised interesting questions or statements, 

relevant to this thesis.  (Even with an exhaustive study like Pinney‟s additional and new 

material has been added to the archive since the publication of his edited volumes of 

letters).  My reading of his letters reveals that Kipling deliberately used a combination 

of styles to embrace his wealth of topics.  Moreover, in his writing, he fiercely defended 

his independent position on any subject: „he studiously avoided all attempts to associate 

him with any literary party or group.  He would be his own man‟.
12

  As he comments: 

                                                 
      

10
 Pinney (1990a) editorial and introduction xi. 

11
 Pinney (1990a) xvi.  

12
 Thomas Pinney, ed., The Letters of Rudyard Kipling Volume 2: 1890-99 (Basingstoke: 

Macmillan, 1990b) 3.     
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One heard men vastly one‟s seniors wasting energy and good oaths in 

recounting „intrigues‟ against them, and of men who had „their knife 

into‟ their work, or whom they themselves wished to „knife‟…It seemed 

best to stand clear of it all.  For that reason, I have never directly or 

indirectly criticised any fellow-craftsman‟s output, or encouraged any 

man or woman to do so; nor have I approached any persons that they 

might be led to comment on my output.  My acquaintance with my 

contemporaries has from first to last been very limited.
13

 

  

This illustrates the nonconformist stance that Kipling often took in his portrayal of a 

particular image.  He took great care to be precise in everything he wrote, in whichever 

genre he was using:   

I made my own experiments in the weights, colours, perfumes, and 

attributes of words in relation to other words, either as read aloud so that 

they may hold the ear, or, scattered over the page, draw the eye.  There is 

no line of my verse or prose which has not been mouthed till the tongue 

has made all smooth, and memory, after many recitals, has mechanically 

skipped the grosser superfluities.
14

  

 

But Kipling was precise in more than just the content of his work.  As we shall see, in 

weighing up the method and technique of his writing, he was equally fastidious in his 

choice of subject and in its depiction; the image that he portrayed of his subject being of 

great importance to him.  However, his reputation and work gain additional resonance 

when viewed in the light of clear and conscious management of what Kipling wished to 

achieve: 

[P]ublishers live in regal – nay imperial luxury.  I begin to see now why 

authors were created and where go the profits that should rightly be 

theirs….I am just now being chased by several publishers….Just at 

present I reply with great sweetness that my engagements are complet 

and that they had better go and take a walk.  Publishers are not used to 

being treated in this manner and they return to the charge like Jew 

hawkers with proffers of ready money down.
15

 

 

 

                                                 
13

 Rudyard Kipling, Something of Myself: For My Friends Known and Unknown (London: 

Macmillan and Co. Ltd, 1964) 85.  
14

 Kipling (1964) 73.  
15

 Rudyard Kipling, “To Caroline Taylor,” 2 November 1889, Pinney (1990a) 354-356. 
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Citing the Kipling Papers 

  This thesis draws extensively on Kipling’s correspondence and other papers.  The 

six volumes of letters published by Pinney and other published Kipling documents 

have provided a major source for this material, where a published letter or 

document does not vary significantly from either the original or its transcript in 

the Kipling Archive.  Citations of these letters are to the Pinney volumes not the 

archive.  However, the thesis also draws extensively on letters not included in 

Pinney and on unpublished correspondence to Kipling from diverse 

correspondents.  (This is of particular importance in the material from Trix 

Fleming to Stanley Baldwin in chapter 2 touching upon issues of heritage).   

  In the absence of publication or to clarify a discrepancy, documents from the 

Archive have been consulted for which I have devised a system of citation.  Each 

citation is referenced according to the labels on individual boxes or volumes.  

Immediately following a quotation from archive material is a reference in 

parentheses.   This denotes the box or volume from which a file is obtained, 

followed by the file number, then document number from within the file.  In the 

footnotes, the box topic will be given at first mention; following citations from the 

same box within that chapter will have an abbreviated box number.   

  Kipling was frequently unconventional and inaccurate in his use of lexis and 

syntax.  These lexical and syntactical idiosyncrasies occurred in both handwritten 

and typed texts and throughout this thesis they are transcribed as found.     
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Chapter 1: Fame, Celebrity and Posterity  

The Reputation of Kipling at His Death 

  In Something of Myself [1937], the posthumously published „fragment of 

autobiography begun, but neither completed or revised, in his old age‟,
16

 Kipling 

questions how he achieved his success:  

I embarked on Rewards and Fairies
17

 [1910]…in two minds.  Stories a 

plenty I had to tell, but how many would be authentic and how many due 

to „induction‟?...Among the verses in Rewards was one set called „If-‟, 

which escaped from the book, and for a while ran about the world.
18

 

(appendix 2). 

 

(Brander Matthews comments in 1926 of this collection that „Puck of Pook’s Hill and 

Rewards and Fairies, [are] that incomparable pair of volumes in which 

Kipling…[“]makes the past of English history live with such implicit learning as is the 

wonder of historians and such imaginative truth as is paralleled in literature only by the 

splendidly vagrant chronicle-histories of Shakespeare[”].‟)
19

  Kipling‟s comment 

engages with one reason why at his death, Kipling had attained his literary reputation: 

„[b]etween 1870 and 1900 the British Empire occupied four million square 

miles…[T]he British…govern[ed] nations far larger than Great Britain 

itself…thousands of miles from home, in dozens of different regions‟.
20

  Such 

government required an exchange of language to ensure understanding and imposition 

of order.
21

  This led to rapid international spread of English into a „world-wide‟ 

language, which gave Kipling an expanding audience.  Subsequent comment recognises 

                                                 
16

 Charles Carrington, Rudyard Kipling His Life and Work (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1986) 46.       
17

 „This sequel to Puck of Pook’s Hill was published in London and New York in 1910.…The 

volume contains eleven stories, each accompanied by one or more poems (22 poems in all).  All the 

stories except „Marlake Witches‟ had appeared in various magazines in 1909 and 1910.‟ Norman Page, A 

Kipling Companion (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 1985) 59.      
18

 Rudyard Kipling, Something of Myself: For My Friends Known and Unknown (London: 

Macmillan and Co. Ltd, 1964) 190.     
19

 Brander Matthews, “Brander Matthews on „Kipling‟s Deeper Note‟,” Kipling: The Critical 

Heritage, ed., Roger Lancelyn Green (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1971) 338.   
20

  Talia Schaffer, Literature and Culture at the Fin de Siècle (New York: Pearson Longman, 

2007) 481.       
21

 Schaffer 481.  
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another element in his success: „Once started, the mechanisation of the age made [the 

verses] snowball themselves in a way that startled me‟.
22

  Rapid development of the 

popular press had occurred, caused by significant industrial developments from the 

mid-1860s onwards.  Such changes occurred in many countries.  For example, they 

were noted in Europe and in the United States: „the most likely explanation lies in the 

urbanization of these countries and in the speeding up of transport arrangements.  

Railways, which made the provisioning and the employment of large concentrated 

populations possible, also made possible the larger markets for newspapers‟.
23

  Kipling 

exploited the expansion of journalism.  He remarks upon later utilisation of his work: 

„Schools, and places where they teach, took them for the suffering Young – which did 

me no good with the Young when I met them later.
24

 (His tone echoes his short story, 

„The Education of Otis Yeere‟, published in „The Week’s News 10 and 17 March 

1888‟.
25

  The narrator declares: „[this] might be an instructive tale to put into print for 

the benefit of the younger generation.  The younger generation does not want 

instruction, being perfectly willing to instruct if anyone will listen to it‟).
26

 

  Kipling comments of his verses that: „[t]wenty-seven of the nations of the Earth 

translated them into their seven-and-twenty tongues, and printed them on every sort of 

fabric.‟
27

  Correspondence from W.S. Maugham illustrates this: „the King of 

Siam…told me that he had himself translated If into Siamese and a devil of a job he 

found it, he says, to get the rhythm and metre to his satisfaction‟ (22/38 File 22/49 Un-

numbered Document).
28

  Language invites unity between people, as nations share the 
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same language such as English, or consensual use of several languages within the same 

country.
29

  In Kipling‟s observation on the dissemination of his poems, both routes of 

unity apply, with consequent augmentation of readership and fame. 

  His retrospective comments illustrate several points.  As self-critic
30

 at the end of his 

life, he doubts his ability to write original and „real‟ work.  (Given the tenor of 

Something of Myself it is difficult to tell if he is honest or disingenuous about this, or 

about his surprise that the poems „freed‟ themselves from the bounds of his writing, to 

become influential.)  Another reason why Kipling‟s reflections about his work and 

success are puzzling is that he knew that eighteen years before the publication of 

Rewards and Fairies: „[w]hen he left England in 1892 Moberly Bell
31

 had told him that 

The Times would publish anything that he cared to submit…[L]ater he used The Times 

as a platform for the major poems which he designed to carry a message to his 

generation‟.
32

  As he reflected on his life, he must have been aware of how 

dissemination of his work and press sources such as The Times had ensured its major 

impact.  He deliberately employed such publication as a device to increase public 

access to his views, in terms of the number and range of readers (appendix 3).  He used 

the press brilliantly and was fortunate that its development, through innovative 

technology, increased readership and geographical spread coincided with and 

contributed to the development of his career.  

  The press was powerful.  The radical press had declined in importance after 1836 and 

the few titles that remained could exert influence through market dominance: „In these 
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publications were to be found…“the greatest combination and concentration of forces 

known in the intellectual world”.  These newspapers, by impressing their prejudices 

immediately and simultaneously on many thousands of minds, possessed power of 

unprecedented magnitude.  It was unsurprising that the public generally could have “no 

adequate conception of it”‟.
33

  This was a potent tool for Kipling to employ.  The press 

shaped ideas of Englishness and imperial identity with which Kipling was inextricably 

linked.
34

  This is illustrated by correspondence from A. P. Watt who acted as an 

„intermediary between authors and publishers and editors…[and] believed he invented 

the concept of the literary agent‟.
35

  (He acted in this capacity for Kipling.)
36

  He 

compliments Kipling in 1897: „Allow me to offer you congratulations on the 

appearance in today‟s “Times” [sic] of your magnificent poem.  It strikes the right note 

with regard to this Jubilee Celebration and will recall the nation to the source of its real 

strength.  You are the only rightful heir to…Shakespeare, Milton, and Tennyson, our 

Laureate de facto!‟ (22/38 File 22/49 Document A3).
37

 (appendix 4).  He reinforces 

Kipling‟s literary credentials.      

  The press proposed and confirmed the nineteenth century Anglo-Saxon notion of 

assumed racial superiority.  It was in prime position to inform, educate and influence its 

public.  Newspapers were inexpensive and accessible with „the capacity of journalism to 

influence individuals, and to construct and interact with a public….[T]he elasticity of 

newspaper formats, and the polymorphic nature of news meant that descriptions of 
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events were encased within particular readings…readers would be getting a message‟.
38

    

Since it was at the heart of the imperial English speaking world, it could dictate social, 

moral and cultural codes and reinforce them.  Kipling used this, even in less widespread 

press publications, from his youthful days working in a newspaper office in India.  He 

was employed on the staff at the Civil and Military Gazette in Lahore between 1882-

1887
39

: 

I‟ve got a new editor…Between the two of us we‟ve been making the 

Civil and Military Gazette hum…Robinson gave me an absolutely free 

hand and consulted me about questions of “views” and “lines” and 

“policies” so that in his Consulship I got a greater insight into the higher 

workings of a paper than ever before.
40

  

 

Kipling knew that the press could provide a huge and diverse audience for his work 

and his views.  But he disliked it, as he demonstrated to Sidney Low (1857-1932), 

Editor of the St. James’s Gazette.  Low offered to publish some of Kipling‟s work and 

wanted him to sign a contract with the newspaper.  Kipling did not want to „[put] his 

head back in the old noose of journalism‟ and he „refused in a brief poem of five 

stanzas‟
41

 (appendix 5).  He denigrates the popular press when he discusses the Daily 

Mail with his cousin, Stanley Baldwin in 1921: „I‟ve followed that lying sanitary 

towel the Daily Mail at intervals.‟ (11/38 File 11/3 Document D31).
42

  He felt 

threatened by its potentially destructive powers and as he clarifies in a letter to 

Baldwin in 1925, he believes that the press had the power to dictate and manipulate 

public opinion, either beneficially or detrimentally.  Baldwin was Prime Minister and 

Kipling a representative of the War Graves Commission: „My great fear in this matter 
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is the Press.  If the newspapers get possession of these facts, and, weaving them into 

the Imperial situation, as it exists at the present, raise the cry of the betrayal of the 

dead…they could make a very strong case, which they would exploit with infinite 

satisfaction‟.
43

  His resentment and wariness was not directed at the British press 

alone.  He had experienced problems with American reporters too:  

Reporters came from papers in Boston, which I presume believed itself 

to be civilised, and demanded interviews.  I told them I had nothing to 

say.  „If ye hevn‟t, guess we‟ll make ye say something.‟ So they went 

away and lied copiously, their orders being to „get the story.‟  This was 

new to me at the time; but the press had not got into its full free stride of 

later years.
44

  

 

  Kipling recognises that his audience would vary in its reception of his work in terms 

of age, nationality, gender, experience and beliefs of each reader and the ways in 

which the reader receives the writing.  He acknowledges the importance that „new 

technologies‟ held in terms of dissemination of his writing and the varied forms in 

which such technologies affected and would continue to affect, the presentation of his 

work (figs. 1, 2 & 3).  Technology in the press had developed from at least two 

perspectives, in terms of newspaper content and production of the artefact.  In 1868 

the Press Association was established „as a landmark in the development of the 

nineteenth-century newspaper press‟.
45

  It was the largest organisation of networked 

news-gathering: „By co-operative arrangements the quality and range of news and 

features could be vastly extended.‟
46

  Concurrently, from the 1860s increasingly 

sophisticated mechanisation of newspaper production increased circulation in the 

United Kingdom, Europe and the United States.  Brown comments that the increased 
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circulation encouraged technological advances.
47

  From the earliest days of his 

writing, Kipling was astute enough to utilise these innovations to his advantage.          

 

Figs. 1 and 2 Front and reverse covers of presentation copy on padded silk, of the poem, 

„The Absent Minded Beggar‟ [1899] (30/38 File 30/1).
48

  Note the dedication on the 

reverse cover (appendix 6).  The poem was written by Kipling to raise funds for Boer 

War soldiers and families. 
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48
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Fig. 3 Middle section of the presentation copy (30/38 File 30/1). 

 

  His autobiography acknowledges the huge national and international audience with 

which the poems in Rewards and Fairies engage and the world renown in which his 

work was ultimately held.  Implicit is the idea that this audience represents all aspects 

of society, from the ordinary citizen to the influential figure.  For example, the 

President of The United States, Woodrow Wilson „wrote, through a mutual friend, to 

ask Rudyard for an autographed copy of “If-”.‟
49

   Despite Kipling‟s apparent 

surprise, he intimates knowledge of an international reputation: „Did I tell you that the 

Brazilian Government announced that one was to be treated in all respects like a 

crowned head, and that they began with some notion of paying my hotel bill?‟
50

    

Something of Myself was written in the last year of Kipling‟s life.  In January 1936, he 

died in the Middlesex Hospital, London, at the age of seventy.  His 70th birthday was 

quietly celebrated at home, two weeks before his death.  Kipling „was engaged in 

redrafting his will and, when his birthday came…in a dark wet winter at 

„Bateman‟s‟…neither he nor Carrie was in a mood for jubilation‟.
51

  However, the 
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Kiplings were surprised by the attention the event received, including tributes from 

critics who „had ignored [his] existence for years‟.
52

  His autobiography recognises 

the international renown in which he was now held.
53

  National and international 

mourning took place, which affected all classes.
54

  

  Two weeks after Kipling died, George Orwell wrote an article about him, for the New 

English Weekly.  The article, entitled „On Kipling‟s Death‟, is Orwell‟s obituary for 

Kipling: „[Rudyard Kipling] was the only popular English writer of this century who 

was not at the same time a thoroughly bad writer…[B]efore the war he had a prestige 

that is not even approached by any writer of today‟.
55

  Orwell‟s article acknowledges 

Kipling‟s enormous influence.  A remark from President Wilson confirms this: 

„Tumulty has handed me your letter of November eleventh about Kipling‟s poem, “If”.  

It is true that I have derived constant inspiration from that poem and have often 

conscientiously tried to live up to its standards‟ (22/38 File 22/40 Document 4).
56

  

Kipling left as his legacy a vast body of writing, across several genres, which had been 

read by a huge number of national and international readers of every class and 

background.  He was world famous and his success in poetry and literature covered an 

extremely lengthy chronological span, which encompassed several hegemonic 

perspectives.
57

  This is confirmed in the article „Rudyard Kipling‟ originally published 
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in Horizon, in February 1942.  Written by George Orwell, it defends Kipling against 

criticism from T.S. Eliot: „Kipling is in the peculiar position of having been a by-word 

for fifty years.  During five literary generations every enlightened person has despised 

him, and at the end of that time nine-tenths of those enlightened persons are forgotten 

and Kipling is in some sense still there‟30).
58

  As Orwell remarks of his own lifetime of 

changing literary tastes: „I worshipped Kipling at thirteen, loathed him at seventeen, 

enjoyed him at twenty, despised him at twenty-five, and now again rather admire 

him‟.
59

  Kipling wrote on subjects which touched people at all levels and in a narrative 

form with which this disparate audience could engage.  This is reflected in the 

outpouring of grief at his death, which prompted „numerous tributes, to his teachings 

and his inspiration and to his literary genius and his laureateship of the Empire‟.
60

  

(Many tributes are archived in Volumes 28/15 and 28/16 Rudyard Kipling Obituary 

Notices Volumes (I) and (II) January 1936).        

  One prestigious expression of condolence was a telegram from King George V and 

Queen Mary, to Caroline Kipling.  It implies the primacy of Kipling‟s poetry: „The 

King and I are grieved to hear of the death this morning of Mr Rudyard Kipling.  We 

shall mourn him not only as a great national poet but as a personal friend of many years‟ 

(20/38 File 20/5 Document A2).
61

  The timing of this tribute is important since „[i]t was 

generally known that [the King], too, was dying‟.
62

  The death took place two days 

later: „“The King has gone”, it was said, “and taken his trumpeter with him”.‟
63

  Harry 

Ricketts comments: „[t]hough inevitably overshadowed by George V‟s 
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passing…Kipling‟s death sent almost as many shockwaves round the world as his near-

fatal illness had done in 1899.  It symbolised an end.‟
64

  Noteworthy contemporaries 

such as General Sir Ian Hamilton viewed Kipling‟s death as an indication of „the close 

of an era of European  history: [“]His death seems to me to place a full stop to the 

period when war was a romance and the expansion of the Empire a duty.[”]
65

  The 

illustrious international reputation enjoyed by Kipling is illustrated by a message from 

the Brazilian Ambassador to Caroline Kipling: „In the name of my Government and my 

country where your husband was so widely known and admired and in my own name 

will you accept the expression of our deepest sympathy in your very sad 

bereavement‟[sic] (20/38 File 20/5 Document A10).
66

   

  National and international associations wrote and cabled to Caroline expressing their 

regret at Kipling‟s death: „All the members of the Canadian Authors [sic] Association 

most earnestly sympathize in irreparable loss‟ (20/38 File 20/5 Document A8).
67

 

(appendix 7).  The Disabled American Veterans Of  The World War National Capital 

Chapter No. 2, Washington, tabled a resolution which read: „death has stilled the pen of 

Rudyard Kipling, the poet, artist and seer who brought to great themes a pomp and 

glory that stamped them indelibly upon one‟s memory‟(20/38 File 20/6 Document B25) 

(appendix 8).
68

  The resolution closes: „[We] hereby join the people of the world in 

mourning the loss of one of the most shining figures of modern times‟ (20/38 File 20/6 

Document B25).
69
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  These tributes portray a sense of loss which encompasses Kipling as a man and his 

poetic and literary achievements.  He is depicted as an icon of „nationhood‟.  Great 

Britain had lost its most influential apologist and „voice‟ and the inspiration that 

Kipling provided in every sphere in which he worked.  It is implied that subjects with 

which he has engaged, whether of national, international or personal importance, have 

been permanently enhanced.  File 20/6 is letters and messages of condolence to 

Caroline Kipling from associations, clubs and notable organisations in Great Britain 

and around the world.   

  Personal letters of condolence flooded in.  These cut across social and class barriers 

(appendix 9).  It is expected that condolences to a widow would be of uniform 

vocabulary and presentation.  However, the concept implied by these letters, that 

Kipling and his work occupied a position of predominance at his death for a vast and 

diverse audience of admirers is emphasised by the reaction of the national, international 

and regional press at that time.  Newspapers offered articles, obituaries and quotations 

which extolled the virtue and talent of Kipling and his work.  He was linked and 

favourably compared to other great national literary figures.  Simultaneously, his 

empathy with „common man‟ was emphasised.  The title of an obituary from the Daily 

Express demonstrates these links, „Kipling, “Our Brother,” Laid To Rest Near The Dust 

of Dickens‟.  It states that: „He lies beneath the monument to the serene Addison.  On 

the other side is the memorial to Oliver Goldsmith, with that celebrated epitaph written 

by Dr. Johnson in Latin, which, in English, fits Kipling – “He attempted every style of 

writing and touched nothing without adorning it” [sic]‟ (28/16, 1936, 1).
70

 

  An obituary from the Daily Mail denotes a public figure of influence and popularity, 

which echoes Orwell‟s comments and those of other press sources.  The term 
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„contemporary‟, suggests that the newspaper felt that Kipling‟s esteemed position was 

current at his death: 

Poet and Prophet: With the deepest sorrow his countrymen will learn to-

day of Mr. Rudyard Kipling‟s death.  As the greatest and most beloved 

figure in contemporary English literature his fame is secure…He taught 

England the meaning of Empire and the Empire the meaning of England 

(28/15, 1936, 5).
71

  

 

In similar vein the Daily Telegraph published the article, „Kipling: Poet and Prophet of 

Empire‟: „[o]ne of the great ones of the earth, one of the great masters of English prose 

and English verse, has died in Rudyard Kipling….His place is secure enough among the 

immortals without debate as to the order of precedence (28/15, 1936, 7).
72

  The titles 

and content of the three obituaries are overlaid with meaning about Kipling and his 

work.  Coupling of the words „poet‟ and „prophet‟, as in the Daily Telegraph and the 

Daily Mail suggest a consensus about a visionary element to his writing, of Biblical and 

revelatory import, whilst connecting him to the contrasts of the literary great and the 

common man.  The terms imply that the popular press believed that at his death Kipling 

still occupied the opposite spheres of private poetic narrator and public seer.  The 

writing suggests that his position of greatness is unassailable and discourages 

comparative or controversial debate.  Again, the primacy of his verse is suggested.   

  The Daily Express reverently describes the burial of Kipling‟s ashes at Poets‟ Corner, 

Westminster Abbey: „[H]is ashes w[ere] laid beside the remains of Thomas Hardy and 

Charles Dickens, a yard from Macaulay‟ (28/16, 1936, 1).
73

  Kipling‟s son-in-law, 

George Bambridge, describes the scene: „Every seat in choir and lantern and both 

transepts were filled and the general public was admitted as well; thousands could not 
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obtain entry‟.
74

  (This illustrates Kipling‟s significance and prominence at the time of 

his death, since the congregation at the ceremony to inter his ashes could fill 

Westminster Abbey to overflowing, only a few days before the funeral of the King.)  

The style and timing of the ceremony and use of the names of British literary giants in 

this context add emphasis to the distinction and solemnity that such a place of interment 

would confer.  At the same time, Westminster Abbey was preparing for the funeral of 

George V.  It was therefore an honour, an indication of Royal connection and reward 

for a lifetime of „devotion‟ that the Kipling ceremony was allowed to take place.
75

      

  The contrasts between Kipling‟s public and private self are mirrored in the ceremonies 

which accompanied his death.  The burial of his ashes was in a place of national 

distinction attended by an assembly of high-ranking and esteemed mourners.  (The 

previous occasion of this kind had been the burial of Thomas Hardy „who was borne to 

the grave by an escort of poets and dramatists.  Not so was Kipling…the congregation 

consisted of men of action‟.
76

)  A report, first published in the Kipling Journal, No. 37 

(Mar 1936), lists some of the dignitaries present at the burial of Kipling‟s ashes.  Some 

served in a dual role, for example the Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin, was first cousin 

to Kipling.  The list of distinguished and titled mourners covers over one page of text, 

yet is described as „a very condensed list of those who attended Kipling‟s 

funeral…[which has] merely tried to give…an idea of the esteem in which [Kipling] 

was held‟.
77

  Ricketts lists Kipling‟s pall-bearers as including „Stanley Baldwin (still 

Prime Minister), Sir Roger Keyes (Admiral of the Fleet), Sir A Montgomery-

Massingberd (Field Marshal), Sir Fabian Ware (editor and instigator of the Imperial 
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War Graves Commission), and H A Gwynne (editor of the Morning Post).‟
78

  These 

were some of the notable „men of action‟ to whom Carrington refers.  They „reflected 

the imperial rather than the literary side of his career‟.
79

  The contrast between the 

„[s]ix…celebrated writers of the day [who] had helped to carry Hardy‟s coffin in 

1928‟
80

 and the men who carried Kipling‟s coffin is marked.  Even amongst the 

mourners at Kipling‟s funeral there were few writers.  The „distinguished congregation 

[consisted] of politicians, newspapermen, clergymen, ambassadors and other dignitaries 

that packed the Abbey for the service.‟
81

  (Although Gilmour is possibly correct in his 

assertion that the congregation at Kipling‟s funeral illustrates his imperial, rather than 

literary credentials, it is probable that the military and naval subject matter with which 

Kipling frequently engaged in his writing would have engaged these „men of action‟ on 

a literary level as well).        

  However, having been awarded the honour of lying in state „in the mortuary chapel of 

the hospital, with a Union Jack as pall over the coffin‟,
82

 his cremation was private.  It 

was privacy of which Kipling would have approved: „It was learned to-day that Mr. 

Rudyard Kipling was cremated at Golders Green yesterday evening.  There was a 

complete absence of ceremony, and few people were aware of the arrangement….There 

were no flowers.  The plain coffin was covered by a Union Jack…No pomp, no 

ceremony…The Empire poet shunned publicity, and sought quiet and simplicity in life.  

There was peace and quiet at his passing‟ (28/16, 1936, 2).
83

  Despite having „[b]y his 

range of imperial experience and his anticipation of public moods…made himself an 
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essential figure for people who did not normally read poetry‟
84

 and spent a lifetime in 

the public eye, the uneasy relationship with the press, fame and his private and public 

selves remained until his death.  It was a paradox that he sought privacy and anonymity, 

resenting intrusion, whilst using his writing to influence his peers, his readership and 

the general public: „I have always held the strongest objection to the circulation of 

personal details about men and women who happen to be in the public eye‟.
85

  

Nevertheless, the mood in January 1936 was to mourn a talented man of distinction, 

acknowledged as one of his nation‟s major literary and visionary figures, who had 

attained a position of authority and predominance with the power to engender change, 

or underpin hegemonic ideals (appendix 10): „He was one of the makers of the Britain 

he leaves behind him.  By the magic of his tales and verse he held in equal sway all the 

English-speaking peoples.  But for his own country and its Empire he has been prophet 

as well as bard-faithful counsellor and guide in the paths of destiny‟ (File Ad. 24).
86

  

  Orwell remarks that Kipling‟s popularity rested with the middle classes: „especially in 

Anglo-Indian families‟.
87

  Perhaps this was the case in the early days of Kipling‟s 

career in India, but as his correspondence and obituaries indicate, his audience was 

ultimately greater and more inclusive.  Orwell suggests that Kipling, his work and his 

influence were integral to an ongoing relationship with literature and society.  He was 

„a sort of household god with whom one grew up and whom one took for granted 

whether one liked him or whether one did not‟.
88

  An obituary article published 

anonymously in the Times Literary Supplement on 25
th

 January 1936, augments 

Orwell‟s comment when it states that Kipling „was a national institution…and regarded 
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as such by all the world.‟
89

  The article does not continue in such an adulatory tone as 

may be suggested by these opening words, but despite a pragmatic critique of Kipling 

and his writing it concludes „if, amid the work he leaves behind him, those juries of the 

future contrive, to catch a glimpse of the man himself, as his own time knew him, they 

must add to their verdict a rider that this was a great man as well as a great wirter [sic]; 

and honourable and fearless and good.‟
90

  Perhaps these sentiments provide an insight 

into Kipling‟s apparently cross-societal and cross-class popularity at the end of his life, 

which reflected and remembered that „[i]n his prime as an imperial bard, Kipling 

seemed to embody both the hopes and the fears of his countrymen….His was a voice 

that people loved not just because it articulated their thoughts but because it also 

managed to express their feelings and illuminate their lives.‟
91

     

 

Kipling’s Relationship to Fame and ‘Celebrity’ 

  As has been demonstrated earlier in this chapter, Kipling attained great fame and 

influence through his work.  The fame that he achieved and his consequent „celebrity‟ 

status was partly as a result of his concern with the advancement and management of his 

own reputation.  From the mid-twentieth to the early twenty first century the term 

„celebrity‟ has denoted specific images, expectations, attainments and relationships with 

famous subjects: „celebrity [is] the attribution of glamorous or notorious status to an 

individual within the public sphere‟.
92

  This is „mediated through…the assistance of 

cultural intermediaries…[who] concoct the public presentation of celebrity 

personalities‟.
93

  Cultural intermediaries is a „collective term for agents, publicists, 
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marketing personnel, promoters, photographers and those devoted to the total physical 

appearance of the celebrity‟.
94

  The term has cultural currency, which has altered 

according to its chronology: „modern celebrity [is] a symptom of a worrying cultural 

shift…that privileges the momentary, the visual and the sensational over the enduring, 

the written and the rational‟.
95

  Celebrities are defined as having an „innate or natural 

quality…[or] charisma‟ and as the products of a process of commodification through 

media promotion and publicity.
96

  Daniel Boorstin argued in 1961 that fame had 

changed from attainment through merit or talent, to fame as a result of „hype and 

exhibitionism‟.
97

  He commented that „the celebrity is a person who is well-known for 

their well-knownness‟.
98

   

  Public engagement with earlier ideas of celebrity was due to „three major interrelated 

historical processes…the democratization of society…the decline in organized 

religion…[and] the commodification of everyday life‟.
99

  Rojek suggests that „the 

transference of cultural capital to self-made men and women‟ began as early as the 

seventeenth century as Court life began to decline.  From this point „Celebrities 

replaced the monarchy as the new symbols of recognition and belonging, and as the 

belief in God waned, celebrities became immortal.‟
100

  Leo Braudy, author of The 

Frenzy of Renown: Fame and its History [1997], argues that during the Middle Ages, 

the emergence of printing, increased urbanisation due to a huge increase in the 

population and portrayal of human rather than religious images altered the Western 
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interest in fame.
101

  It is interesting to note the early influence of printing and 

urbanisation on fame, since these two elements were later crucial to Kipling.          

  The term „celebrity‟ was used to refer to him as early as 1890, when he was only 

twenty-five years of age, in an interview published as an article entitled „Celebrities at 

Home‟.  In a letter written in September 1888 Edmonia Hill, who became Kipling‟s 

„main critic and confidante‟
102

 for a time, mentions that Kipling told her about a „series 

of articles now coming out in an English paper‟.  Entitled „Celebrities at Home‟, they 

were published in World magazine.
103

  Even at this early date, as the article discusses 

the impact of his work, its language is as hyperbolic as his obituaries of 1936.  Although 

it may not suggest that Kipling attains the „immortality‟ of current celebrity, the 

interview argues that his creative output has:  

Mr. Rudyard Kipling, the literary hero of the present hour, “the man who 

came from nowhere” as he himself remarks, and who a year ago was 

consciously nothing in the literary world, though even had he died then 

his works must have lived and spoken to posterity none the less 

(28/10, 1888-1897, 3).
104

 

 

The article implies disappointment, using Biblical allusion, that only enlightened 

members of his earliest, limited, largely Anglo-Indian audience recognised his 

prodigious talent from the first: „only now and then was an opinion expressed, and this 

by the most advanced spirits, that perchance they were entertaining an angel 

unawares.
105

  Not that his genius could be denied‟ (28/10, 1888-1897, 3).
106

  The article 

suggests that this situation is remedied by the date that „Celebrities at Home‟ was 
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published.  (In another context, Kipling acknowledges the inadequacy of his early 

audience.  In his short story, „The Education of Otis Yeere‟ [1888]
107

, one of the main 

protagonists, Mrs Mallowe discusses the Anglo-Indians of her acquaintance: „There‟s 

Colonel Blone, and General Grucher, and Sir Dugald Delane…All Heads of 

Departments, and all powerful…One by one, these men are worth something.  

Collectively, they‟re just a mob of Anglo-Indians.  Who cares for what Anglo-Indians 

say?‟).
108

   

  In several respects, the 1890 article‟s connotation of „celebrity‟ applies to Kipling in 

similar context to twenty-first century usage and contemporary theoretical application.  

For example, Talia Schaffer describes Kipling as „a celebrity when he was only in his 

twenties‟.
109

  However, she alludes to early ideas that Kipling‟s attainment is due to 

merit.  The 1890 article is adulatory, hyperbolic and exposes Kipling to public scrutiny.  

He is sensationalised, commodified
110

 and „read‟ through media promotion and there is 

reflection on the rapid, unexpected nature of his success.  Ideas of „special‟ literary 

qualities or inherent talent are attributed to Kipling, a circumstance that continues 

throughout his life and this straddles the earlier and later definitions of celebrity:  

„Asked if he had always had the taste for writing, and meant to be an author, Mr. 

Kipling shrugs his shoulders expressively.  “What else was I born for?  The ink-pot was 

emptied into my veins and was bound to ooze out through my fingers” (28/10, 1888-

1897, 3).
111

  Kipling used the talents of an early „cultural intermediary‟ in the form of 

Alexander Pollock Watt „the literary agent, who was [by 1890] at last getting his affairs 

in order‟.
112

  Watt enabled Kipling to engage with a new, emerging market.  
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Fortunately, his requirement for the services of Watt coincided with the inception of a 

role considered as indispensable by celebrities today.   

  In the same year as the „Celebrity‟ article, the Yorkshire Post expressed similar 

sentiments about Kipling, his work and his meteoric rise to fame.  Kipling was also 

judged favourably by some of his notable literary peers:   

Mr. Rudyard Kipling, whom a twelvemonth ago probably few people 

had as much as heard of, is today acknowledged to be one of the most 

brilliant story writers and one of the greatest masters of English style 

now living.  That fact has been generously placed on record by no less a 

judge than Mark Twain (28/10, 1888-1897, 68).
113

  

  

(Mark Twain met Kipling in 1889-1890.  Twain had: „a long interview with the twenty-

four-year-old Rudyard Kipling, who had arrived uninvited at the great man‟s home with 

a card reading simply “From Allahabad”.  Kipling‟s admiration – “He spoke on and I 

listened groveling [sic]” – was quickly reciprocated by Twain, who offered some rare 

praise of the younger man‟s work‟).
114

 

  A 1910 letter to Edmund Gosse responds to a request for Kipling to join and support 

„an “Academic Committee of English Letters” within the Royal Society of 

Literature‟.
115

  He demonstrates that despite his fame and success, he would not judge a 

fellow writer such as Twain: „I am not a critic and to the best of my recollection have 

never directly or indirectly criticized the work of any man in my profession or 

associated myself with any body that has done so.‟
116

  This is despite his belief that 

literary criticism is necessary to produce and maintain an outstanding body of English 

literary texts: „There is…urgent need in our calling of a Court of Appeal and Revision – 
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a judicial body that can maintain and impose standards‟).
117

  Kipling comments on the 

reception of his own work: „Speaking as a prisoner, or author, I desire the very best 

court that I can get – for my own sake, for the honour of my profession and the dignity 

and advancement of the English tongue.‟
118

  In remarking that he is a „prisoner‟ he feels 

bound by his gift and success.  In his opinion literary criticism of his work, or that of 

others, echoes a legal process of weighing up evidence by a qualified body, before an 

accurate judgement can be given of its worth.  This process is credible because it is 

under the auspices of the British establishment.  

  Kipling achieved the merit that contributed to celebrity status by rapidly producing a 

large body of highly successful published work
119

, with which huge numbers of his 

audience could engage:   

Three authors during the last few years have awakened one morning and 

found themselves famous at an abnormally early age – Louis Stevenson, 

Rider Haggard and Rudyard Kipling…I hear that at present he is only 

twenty-four years old.…Even if he were twice that age his talents would 

be remarkable, but as matters stand they look something akin to genius.  

(28/10, 1888-1897, 22).
120

  

 

Rider Haggard met Kipling in 1890, after Kipling‟s return from India.  They remained 

friends for the rest of their lives (appendix 11).
121

  In 1897 he praised Kipling‟s poetic 

achievements: „I wish to offer you my congratulations on your poem in today‟s Times 

[sic] which expresses very nobly what many of us feel but are unable to express…I do 

earnestly rejoice that a man has arisen who has the power to clothe these animating 

truths in fitting and influential words.…I hope…you will live and have strength to 
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preach more of such splendid sermons‟ (22/38 File 22/49 Document 9).
122

  Although 

Rider Haggard does not name the poem, he refers to „Recessional‟ which was „written 

for Queen Victoria‟s diamond jubilee in 1897…and published in The Times that 

year….The poem – in which Kipling as poet adopts the role of guardian of the national 

spirit – solemnly admonishes England against forgetting her responsibilities and ethical 

identity‟.
123

  (This poem will be closely read in a subsequent chapter).    

  Kipling was celebrated, famous and a literary figure from an early age.  His work and 

status were cross-cultural and held in common across all sectors of class and society, 

including connection to the Royal Family (appendix 12):  „[A]s the most famous writer 

in the world, he had to sort a postbag stuffed with the petitions and manuscripts of “the 

helpless, the crank, the imbecile and the lazy”, the less mad of them receiving dutiful 

but unvarnished replies‟.
124

 (appendix 13). The vast number of cuttings from 

newspapers and articles about Kipling indicated by the examples used in this chapter, 

comments from writers such as Twain, Rider Haggard, Orwell and Somerset Maugham 

and the tone of Kipling‟s obituaries combine to indicate that he can be read as a 

celebrity within a new understanding of an international man of letters.  His rise was 

very rapid, yet his fame was forecast to be of long duration.  The obituaries demonstrate 

that this forecast was accurate: „As a canonical author, Kipling is unusual in having a 

large and admiring public that is outside university departments of English literature 

and, to some extent, detached from prevailing critical formulae and assumptions‟.
125

    

  From his earliest years as a writer gaining renown, Kipling‟s relationship with his 

public and the status that this brought was problematic for him.  Occasionally, he 
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appears ambitious for success, as he illustrates in 1889: „An Australian paper offers me 

5 guineas…for anything I choose to write.  That‟s pretty decent and might be thought 

over but I do want the American connection above all things and I mean to get it.‟
126

  In 

April 1890 he gave the World sufficient cooperation to publish the article, „Celebrities 

at Home‟, as an insight into his life.  But at times in the summer of 1889 he felt 

differently.  He describes his feelings about an encounter with members of his American 

readership at two private functions.  His attitude towards them is derogatory, dismissive 

and immature, although such immaturity reflects his age at the time; he was still only 

twenty four years old.  It implies disillusionment with his burgeoning fame and a high 

level of self-criticism.  He seems bemused at the rapidity of his ascent and extent of his 

influence: „Nothing has startled me more than the difference between “Young Kipling 

of the Pi” and “Rudyard Kipling the Indian Editor.”  I own I enjoyed it while it lasts, but 

afterwards it is all dust and ashes in my mouth‟.
127

  A note added in 1924 by the 

recipient, comments: „Herewith the San Francisco letter of the early days…telling how 

R[udyard] K[ipling] felt at his first ovation…I think in his heart he feels just the same.  

Fame means nothing except for the moment‟ (16/38 File 16/4 Document 60).
128

  

  An encounter with his aristocratic English readership in 1890, four months before the 

publication of the World article, generates similar sentiments to those expressed in the 

June 1889 letter.  Kipling is even more sarcastic and pejorative.  He recognises the 

transient nature of the praise and mocks his own social position: 

I went to tea in the “hoight av society” at a place in Stanhope Gate and 

was shown off to a lot of people. Among ‟em three…backed me into a 

corner and stood over me pouring melted compliments into my throat….  

And through it all I kept thinking to myself: – “Unless it happened that I 

was the fashion for the moment – to be treated like a purple monkey on 
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a yellow stick for just so long as I amuse you, you‟d let me die of want 

on your doorsteps”.‟
129

    

 

  Over the next decade Kipling continued the momentum of the previous ten years and 

wrote and published many of his most successful and popular books and verses.  These 

included Barrack-Room Ballads and Other Verses (1892), The Jungle Book (1894), The 

Second Jungle Book (1895), Captains Courageous (1897), Stalky & Co. (1899) and 

influential poems such as „Recessional‟ (1897) (this important poem will be discussed 

in depth in a subsequent chapter) and „The White Man‟s Burden‟ (1899).
130

  But an 

inner conflict of public versus private self continued: „celebrity status always implies a 

split between a private self and a public self‟ in which the public self is a conscious 

presentation which can mask and confuse the private self.  This may be psychologically 

disturbing and can lead to the feeling of engulfment of the „real‟ self by the 

manufactured self.
131

  This was intensified by personal tragedy in March 1899. (fig. 4).  

Caroline Kipling describes the culmination of the dreadful events: „Mar 5 I saw 

Josephine 3 times today, morning and afternoon and at 10.30. p.m. for the last time.  

She was conscious and sent her love to “Daddy and all”.  6. Josephine left us at 6.30 

this morning.‟ (File Ads. 40 Document Ad. 40, 23) (appendix 14).
132

   Josephine was 

Kipling‟s eldest „loveliest and favourite‟ child, born in 1892.  She was only six years 

old when she died.
133
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Fig. 4 Press notice announcing the death of Kipling‟s  

eldest daughter, Josephine – hand dated March 6
th

 1899. 

Due to his own severe illness he was unaware 

of her death for several days.   

(19/38 File 19/13 Document 9 (1) & 9 (4)).  

 

Kipling‟s father describes the lasting effects that this tragedy had on the couple: 

„[they]…found going back to the Elms much harder and more painful than they had 

imagined.  The house and garden are full of the lost child‟. (1/38 File 1/9 Document 

4).
134

  Rudyard bitterly reflects in July 1899: „Be thankful that you have never had a 

child to lose.  I thought I knew something of what grief meant till that came to me.  My 

“fame” never was of any use to me anyway, and now it seems more of an irony than 

ever.‟
135

   

  His cousin, Hugh Poynter, describes disturbing incidents relating to Kipling‟s 

celebrity status and its interference with his ordinary life.  These incidents resemble 
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media and public behaviour common towards „celebrities‟ today.  They engendered a 

similar response: „Kipling was driven from Rottingdean, in Sussex, by the 

overwhelming attentions of the public, who came in carriage loads and bus loads from 

Brighton to catch a glimpse of him or peep through his garden gate‟ (29/38 File 29/5 

Un-numbered document).
136

  Compelled to depart from Rottingdean: „on 10 June 

[1902] Rudyard‟s solicitor cousin, George  Macdonald, negotiated the purchase of the 

house called „Bateman‟s‟ [sic] at Burwash [East Sussex], with thirty-three acres of 

land‟.
137

  Five months later, Kipling gives a proud description of his new situation:   

We left Rottingdean because Rottingdean was getting too 

populated…Then we discovered England which we had never done 

before….and went to live in it.  England is a wonderful land.  It is the 

most marvellous of all foreign countries that I have ever been in.  It is 

made up of trees and green fields and mud and the Gentry:  and at last 

I‟m one of the Gentry!
138

     

 

His new location offers him the seclusion that the pressures of celebrity status demands.   

  He adopts an interesting position.  Fame and its trappings infuriate him, but the letter 

intimates that the opportunity to improve his social standing does not.  This presents a 

paradox, since it is well documented that Kipling rejected official recognition from the 

British establishment on several occasions: „[He] was offered the Laureateship in 1895, 

but refused it.  Kipling refused a knighthood in 1899 and the Order of Merit in 1922‟.
139

   

This was due to his desire to express himself as he chose on any subject to his own 

timetable, unfettered by overt political loyalties.
140

  Perhaps Kipling wished to embrace 

the concept of a Victorian country gentleman of means and his changed situation made 

this possible.  Hugh Poynter implies this: „Kipling went to Bateman‟s…There he lived 
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the life of a writer and a country squire‟ (29/38 File 29/5 Un-numbered document).
141

  

He never received any form of official title to augment his status largely, although not 

entirely, due to his personal choice (appendix 15).  This exemplifies his public versus 

private conflict.  It was inevitable that the eminent position attained by Kipling and his 

work would attract discussion of honours.  However, there are indications that he was 

considered temperamentally and politically unsuitable for such distinctions, by those 

who would bestow them: 

I don‟t think my Father [Prime Minister Asquith] ever offered R[udyard] 

K[ipling] the Laureateship…(tho‟ he did think of doing so)….The 

obvious choice was Kipling…What weighed with him was the very 

reason you (Lord Baldwin) give – that Kipling was inspired and could 

not write to order”…In 1913 Bridges was appointed by Asquith as being 

“more likely to write to order” and fall into line than R[udyard] 

K[ipling] who, it was thought would probably refuse again.  In 1930 

Ramsay Macdonald would not have thought R[udyard] K[ipling] 

possible nor would he have been allowed by his party to make the 

appointment (File Ads. 40 Document Ad. 40, H7).
142

 

 

  The exception to Kipling‟s distaste for establishment recognition was academic 

honours, which he accepted.  In 1907, Kipling described to his son events at Oxford, 

when Rudyard became a Doctor of Letters.  Evidently Kipling enjoyed the ceremony, 

although there is discomfiture in the vivid and humorous description:   

a splendid person in a gown would come in and lead away several of 

us…we who were left behind heard the roars of applause and shouting 

from a multitude in the distance – exactly like prisoners in a desert 

island hearing savages eating their companions.  This was very 

fine….we could just see a figure all in gold…sitting high on a throne.  

That was the Chancellor of the University in his robes of office, sitting 

on his stately seat, ready to welcome the men who were getting their 

degrees.
143

 

 

  A prestigious award was accepted in December 1907, when Kipling received the 

Nobel Prize for Literature: „It was a very great honour….It was necessary to go to 
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Stockholm.  Even while we were on the sea, the old King of Sweden died.  We reached 

the city…to find all the world in evening dress, the official mourning, which is 

curiously impressive.  Next afternoon, the prize-winners were taken to be presented to 

the new King‟.
144

 (fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5 Letter from the Swedish Academy informing Kipling of his Nobel Prize for 

Literature (20/38 File 20/24).  

 

Despite his acceptance of the award he resents the intrusive public acclaim which 

accompanies it: „This solemn injunction of secrecy on the part of the [Nobel Prize] 

Committee seems to be what Shakespeare called “a damned farce”.  I have already been 

decimated by agile Swedish journalists demanding locks of my golden hair and the bulk 

of the continental press has written articles on my virtuous life!  Let us then thank God 

in a whisper that we live in Burwash‟.
145

  Twenty four years later he was also 
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„admitted…to full membership as Honorary Fellow of Magdalene [sic] College 

[Cambridge]‟.
146

  

  Inevitably during their lengthy residence at Bateman‟s, whenever Kipling and his wife 

ventured from its seclusion, resented intrusions into their privacy were liable to occur.  

He complains about an encounter at the theatre: 

[W]e went to Galsworthy‟s new play “The Show”…and a U.S.A. person 

(female) next me attacked Mum when I went out to smoke, saying she 

had heard that I was some sort of eminent person and had certainly seen 

my photo in the mags and please would M. tell….[O]n my return the 

person attacked me and got no special satisfaction.  They are beyond all 

known limits, those persons!
147

    

 

In letters to Lionel Dunsterville, Kipling demonstrates that elements of being famous 

were always anathema to him, including the success of his writing and the 

consequences of that success.  Dunsterville „was an early worker for the formation of a 

Kipling Society, which…[Kipling] regarded with gloomy distaste…Since 1919…J.H.C. 

Brooking had been trying to bring enthusiasts for Kipling‟s works together.  In 1922 he 

persuaded…[Dunsterville] to lend a hand…A convening committee…met in 1923, but 

it was not till 1927 that the Society was formally constituted‟.
148

  Following its 

foundation Dunsterville „became the society‟s first president‟.
149

  Kipling protests: „I‟m 

blowed if I see why this society
 
“has got to be.”  All “poet” societies make the wretched 

godfather of ‟em more ridiculous than he would be even naturally.  Wait till I‟m dead 

and then you can start up.‟
150

  Kipling‟s objections to a society devoted solely to 

himself and his work remained over several years, although later correspondence 

recognises the difficulty of this stance.  Included is a letter to Dunsterville implying that 
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Kipling, despite his objections, had attended a Kipling Society function.  It proved to be 

as distasteful as he had suspected.  One remark he makes is important: „when a man has 

given all that he has to give to the public in his work, he is the keener to keep for 

himself the little (and it is very little) that remains.…[T]hough I know that you write in 

jest about “whims and foibles” – I explain in earnest how unutterably repugnant the 

whole thing is to me.‟
151

  Coates discusses Kipling‟s concerns: „Recent critics have 

stressed Kipling‟s extreme reticence and his suppression of emotional material…The 

secretive Kipling must have had a great deal to hide and what he was concealing must 

certainly have stood in contradiction to what he seemed to be saying, to the surface of 

his art‟.
152

  His work had attained fame and notoriety with almost no current, 

contemporary equivalent and in his lifetime he detested this. It is as if he wished that he 

could be completely detached from his body of work.  One final letter is noteworthy.  

Written to Dunsterville, it suggests that Kipling, although not reconciled to the idea of a 

Kipling Society had become resigned to it: „It will be all right about the Society, on the 

lines that you send in & which I return.  As you know I never pretended to like the idea 

but if its done it‟s done‟.
 
(14/38 Files 14/51 & 14/52 Documents Un-numbered and 

49).
153

  It is difficult to judge the sincerity of his comments and whether this apparent 

resignation masked an element of gratification.        

  Kipling notes in Something of Myself that: „I had learned to distinguish between the 

peremptory notions of my Daemon, and the „carry over‟ or induced electricity, which 

comes of what you might call mere „frictional‟ writing‟.
154

  He describes his „Daemon‟ 

as an inner voice which controls the quality and quantity of his creative output.  In a 
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review of the book, the Times Literary Supplement remarks: „These pages of 

autobiography are probably the last that we shall have from the pen of Rudyard 

Kipling...[There is] evidence here…of Kipling‟s literary honesty… the refusal to 

“follow up a success, ” which he declares was one of the clauses in his contract with his 

Daemon – “for by this sin fell Napoleon and a few others.”‟ (28/17, 1937, 36).
155

  

Celebrity and fame were mainly unwelcome, because they celebrated something that he 

felt was undeserved, the possession of qualities and literary gifts that he considered 

inherent and not controlled by him.         

  It is paradoxical that part of Kipling‟s dislike of celebrity and antagonism towards it, 

was because of the concept of an „innate or natural quality‟
156

 in a famous subject. 

Instead of cultivating and capitalising on such a quality, Kipling dismisses it, arguing 

that if a quality is „natural‟ then the fame it attracts is worthless, since the host is merely 

a channel or catalyst.  If a subject is born with a „gift‟, in what way could use of this be 

a credit to that subject?  Rider Haggard describes a visit to Kipling in 1918: „I 

commented on the fact that he at any rate had wide fame…He thrust the idea away with 

a gesture of disgust.  „What is it worth?‟…Moreover he went on to show that anything 

any of us did well was no credit to us; that it came from somewhere else, that we were, 

in fact, only telephone wires‟.
157

 (appendix 16).  Occasionally, Kipling and Caroline 

enjoyed the privileges that fame, prominent family and social relationships brought to 

them.  His celebrated position allowed him to exploit pleasant social opportunities, but 

this was the exception rather than the rule:  „Thanks to your hospitality in every way 
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and at every turn the Coronation was for Carrie and me made most delightfully 

easy…we found your name opened all doors‟.
158

 

  Kipling attained an unprecedented level of fame, celebrity and success during his 

lifetime.  He could claim relationships with some of the most important political and 

artistic figures of his day.  In addition to the letters in this chapter which indicate many 

influential correspondents, he numbered amongst his friends and acquaintances such 

diverse individuals as Cecil Rhodes, Alfred Milner, High Commissioner to South 

Africa, Sir Arthur Sullivan and Lord Kitchener.  Kipling mocked such impressive 

biographical material: „Lord! Lord! What a work of wonder is a man‟s life – after he is 

dead.  I don‟t think any of us could recognize our own biographies if we read ‟em.  

Which increases my respect for the Recording Angel‟ (17/38 File 17/14 Document 

66/71).
159

  It was not only the necessity for privacy but „[w]ith a view to frustrating 

biography, he set about the destruction of many of his own papers, and those of his 

parents, and wrote an autobiography almost comically deficient in its description of his 

life events‟.
160

  Kipling‟s success was due to a culmination of crucial factors, several of 

which have been explored in this chapter.  The mechanisation of the press guaranteed 

new and additional circulation, with increasing geographical spread.  This ensured that 

the press had greater influence and these major factors combined in the dissemination of 

his work and his consequent fame.  Due to his early background as an „insider‟, he 

knew the ways in which the press could be used to his advantage. 

  Also, English had become a world-wide language and levels of literacy were being 

addressed. Late nineteenth-century attention to literacy was rooted in the idea that 
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countries with high levels of illiteracy were considered to be essentially backward: „By 

1880 the „developed‟ world consisted overwhelmingly of countries or regions in which 

the majority of the male and increasingly the female population was literate‟.
161

  By the 

late nineteenth century „[m]ass education…was…secured in the developed countries by 

increasingly universal primary schooling by or under the supervision of states‟.
162

  

Raised standards of literacy, Kipling‟s ability to address audiences of different social 

levels and his unconventional background ensured his engagement with a vast audience, 

including a non-English audience.  His family became influential and well-connected.  

His unconventional upbringing gave him the curiosity and access to material which 

provided subjects that were well received by his audience and ensured that he attained 

fame and became the „apostle of the empire, the embodiment of imperial aspiration, 

and…the prophet of national decline‟.
163

  Such heritage also generated curiosity in the 

„exotic‟ in terms of himself and his work.  

  Undoubtedly, he had the inherent, indefinable characteristics of „celebrity‟ and there 

were major elements of good fortune in his career, since he took advantage of 

favourable circumstances.  The idea that luck was part of Kipling‟s success is implied in 

an article published in 1937, in the Cambridge Review: 

When the fictitious legend of the “naughty nineties” is forgotten, 

Kipling‟s works…will be quarried for the materials from which a truer 

description of that age can be constructed; for the secret of his 

astonishing career is his exposition of the dominant mood of the period 

between the 1887 Jubilee and the 1906 Election.  It would be worth 

while for some social historian to explain how this ill-educated, sharp-

eyed boy, from a third-rate newspaper office in an up-country Indian 

town, first laid bare the workings of the Empire to a nation in an 

expansionist mood; then provided the age of world-exploitation with 

brilliantly effective propaganda; then finally retired to his own acres 

(28/17, 1937, 3).
164
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A memoir, written more than forty years after Kipling‟s death, illustrates the intensity of 

the fame that he eschewed:   

Most of his correspondence was interesting.  People seemed to write to 

him on every conceivable subject from all over the world, especially the 

United States…Countless requests came for his autograph.  He would 

sign these by the hundred at a time, to be sent out when required: if 

return postage had been received.  The letters that I particularly recall 

were one asking him to rewrite the Psalms, and the other comparing him 

to Shakespeare to the detriment of Shakespeare.  The first he did not feel 

qualified to do and with the second he did not agree…Many people think 

of R.K as arrogant, but in my personal dealings with him he displayed 

the humility which is an attribute of really great men (File Ad. 8).
165

 

 

  This chapter has begun the task of exploring the ways in which Kipling began to 

generate and maintain his reputation.  He provides evidence in his letters that he is 

aware of his inherent talent for writing and that fame, influence and popularity are 

transient.  These concepts provide early motivation for him to begin a process of 

building a reputation that would endure.  Without doubt, his initial journalistic 

apprenticeship in India provided him with his earliest skills and tools in this regard.  His 

correspondence makes it clear that he observes and understands the ways in which the 

press, expanded through newly available technologies, could be used to shape the ideas 

of a vast, diverse and impressionable audience.  His deliberate manipulation of the press 

and of his audience allows him to present himself and his work in whichever light he 

chooses.  Both Adams and Coates comment that he maintained rigorous control over as 

many aspects of his life story as he could.  By the end of his life the reviews and 

correspondence used throughout this chapter indicate that he is firmly part of the 

establishment, even if as Orwell remarks, Kipling is despised by the enlightened.   
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Chapter 2: Kipling’s Early Influences 

Family, India, Empire and Early Success 

  The previous chapter examined the level of fame and influence attained by Kipling in 

his lifetime.  This chapter explores the early factors which inspired and shaped 

Kipling‟s creative output and underpinned his later reputation.  In 1891, Kipling‟s father 

wrote: „don‟t you think, when one employs a distinguished author to write for one, he 

might have combed out the sentences and put a little more elegance and art into it?‟ 

(1/38 File 1/2 un-numbered document).
166

  The comment disguises the close, lifelong 

relationship between father and son and ignores the profound effect that John 

Lockwood Kipling had on Rudyard and his work.  As the younger Kipling remarks in a 

letter written after his father‟s death in 1911: „my father was more to me than most men 

are to their sons: and now that I have no one to talk or to write to I find myself 

desolate.‟
167

   An article about Rudyard from 1890, confirms his affection for his father: 

„All I have, all I am, I owe entirely to him‟ (28/10, 1888-1897, 3).
168

  The article adds 

„indeed it is very evident that the success which has come to him is most highly valued 

for the sake of the people it will so deeply please.‟ (28/10, 1888-1897, 3).
169

  The 

positive influence of his father provided an integral component to Kipling‟s early work.  

This was acknowledged in public discussion of the young man: „[The] creator of 

Terence Mulvaney was born and brought up in an atmosphere of literature and 

art…[H]e had barely entered his teens when it became apparent that he was a boy of no 

ordinary gifts….some of his verses, printed when he was fourteen, manifested an 

extraordinary command of language, and a precocious…insight into the recesses, not 
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always the most pleasant, of the human heart‟ (28/11, 1891-1895, 1).
170

  The importance 

of Kipling‟s poems is inferred and the article alludes to three of his major characters, in 

his earliest soldier portrayals.  In the tale „The Three Musketeers‟, first published in the 

Civil & Military Gazette on the 11
th

 March 1887 and in Plain Tales from the Hills in 

1888,
171

 Mulvaney and his friends Ortheris and Learoyd are described by the narrator as 

„Privates in B Company of a Line Regiment, and personal friends of mine.  

Collectively, I think…they are the worst men in the regiment so far as genial 

blackguardism goes‟.
172

  (An anonymous review of Plain Tales from the Hills, 

published in the Saturday Review of 9
th

 June 1888 states: „Mr. Kipling knows and 

appreciates the English in India, and is a born story-teller and a man of humour into the 

bargain.‟
173

   „The Three Musketeers‟ is the first appearance of these soldier-characters 

about whom there are eighteen tales, four in Plain Tales from the Hills, seven in 

Soldiers Three [1888], three in Life’s Handicap [1891], three in Many Inventions 

[1893], and one in Actions and Reactions [1909].)
174

  Even at this stage there is 

sympathetic imagery of the enlisted man.   

  His father provided criticism of Kipling‟s writing, although John Lockwood doubts his 

critical abilities: „I am too near, too little of a judge and too personally interested in his 

eager, vivid life to do much‟ (1/38 File 1/1 Un-numbered document).
175

  The comment 

illustrates the importance of close family relationships: „Ruddy let me see your note on 

his City of Dreadful Night [1885]
176

 and I was delighted to mark your advice.  His 
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Chief gives similar counsel, but where you gently suggest, that unsympathetic one 

snarls….The temptations to vulgar smartness, to over emphasis and other vices are 

tremendous…anything from you or his aunt would sink deep….some of us here hesitate 

to express opinions and we talk in the plainest, frankest way.  So the truest kindness is 

to speak and spare not‟ (1/38 File 1/1 Un-numbered document).
177

  Maternal rapport 

provided encouragement and criticism and the Echo of 31
st
 January 1891 [?] discusses 

Kipling‟s alleged description of his mother:   

If there be anything in heredity, Mr. Rudyard Kipling is an example of it.  

Who is the “wittiest woman in India” to whom he dedicates one of his 

books?  Why, of course, his mother as everybody from Bombay to 

Lahore and Simla is well aware.  It is not filial love and admiration alone 

that have prompted the words we have quoted (28/11, 1891-1895, 1).
178

 

 

(Andrew Rutherford denies that it is his mother to whom Kipling refers: „it has often 

been asserted, notably by Kipling‟s sister Trix, that this dedication was addressed to 

their mother, who was indeed well known for her ready wit and gift of repartee.  Trix 

was, however, an unreliable witness in her old age, and it is now established beyond 

doubt that the dedication was addressed to the wife of Major F.C. Burton of the 1
st
 

Bengal Cavalry‟.  Mrs. Burton provided the model for Mrs. Hauksbee, a formidable and 

recurring character in several of the tales.)
179

  These important relationships extended 

from Kipling‟s close family to distant contacts and influences, both relatives and 

friends.  For example, Kipling was linked to the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood because 

„his mother…belonged to the pre-Raphaelite circle [sic] and was on terms of friendship 

with the Morrises and the Rossettis as well as with her brother-in-law, Burne-Jones‟.
180

  

These friendships still existed during Kipling‟s early life.  
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   John Lockwood‟s remark implies parental pride and acknowledges that Rudyard had 

earned fame based in his literary output.  Writing to Edith Plowden (appendix 17), John 

Lockwood comments: 

I sent you a copy of the boy‟s Departmental Ditties. This queer demi 

official docket turned out very successfully…and he had the satisfaction 

of hearing all sorts of complimentary things.  Lord Dufferin,
181

… 

professed to be greatly struck by the unconscious qualities of 

combination of satire with youth [?] and delicacy also with what he calls 

our boy‟s “infallible ear” for rhythm and cadence  

(1/38 File 1/10 Un-numbered document).
182

 

 

„On 9 February 1886 Kipling began a series of lightly satiric verses on official English 

life in India, published at irregular intervals in the C[ivil and] M[ilitary] 

G[azette]…under the title of “Departmental Ditties.”  In them Kipling could show off 

that knowing familiarity with official life and all its weaknesses.‟
183

  The original 

publication of the series was in the Gazette from 5 February to 13 April [1886].  Later 

the poems appeared in an anonymously published volume Departmental Ditties, in 

Lahore.  A subsequent Calcutta edition had Kipling‟s name on the title page.
184

  This 

marked some of the earliest public successes of Kipling‟s verse: 

In ‟85 I began a series of tales in the Civil and Military Gazette which 

were called Plain Tales from the Hills. They came in when and as 

padding was needed.  In ‟86 also I published a collection of newspaper 

verses on Anglo-Indian life, called Departmental Ditties, which, dealing 

with things known and suffered by many people were well 

received….These things were making for me the beginnings of a name 

even unto Bengal.
185
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  Correspondence to his Aunt highlights these comments and underlines the 

precociousness of his talent and how, from the beginning of his serious writing, this 

was connected to his newspaper work.  He indicates an ambivalent and disdainful 

attitude towards his readers:   

I‟m here at Simla…as Special Correspondent for the Civil and Military 

Gazette.  I told you that for my work at the Durbar they raised my screw 

to £420 English or £35 a month….I try to give my paper as near to £40 a 

month of editorial notes; reviews; articles and social Simla letters.…I 

have been working on Indian stories for other papers – notably the 

Pioneer which has professed its willingness to take anything I might 

choose to send.  I‟ve sent them a mixed assortment of verses; and some 

prose stuff.  All of which have taken the public‟s somewhat dense soul 

and been largely quoted.…Also the Calcutta Review has written very 

sweetly about a poem of mine – in blank verse – which appears in the 

August number…Like the Quarterlies the C[alcutta] R[eview] isn‟t 

much read but it gives one a certain amount of prestige to have a foot in 

it.
186

 

 

In April 1885 following his success as a Special Correspondent, Kipling was sent by the 

Civil and Military Gazette to write a series of reports on the „much trumpeted meeting 

between the Amir [Abdurrahman of Afganistan] and the new Viceroy, Lord Dufferin.  

The encounter...had been elevated to the status of a durbar‟.
187

  The letter to his Aunt 

acknowledges that at this chronological moment [1885], his literary and poetic writing 

is integral and dependent upon his journalistic output and extensive geographical reach 

of the popular press.  His tone suggests that he is aware of his burgeoning success and 

fame and that he requires a suitable reward.  He grasped the importance of this concept 

by the time he returned to England in 1889:  

A business day…about…royalties….As the 4
th

 Edition of the 

D[epartmental] D[itties]…will be out in a fortnight I shall begin the new 

year a little better than I had hoped.  Everything connected with the 

Railway Series (fig. 6) appears to have been infamously mismanaged, 

but it‟s a consolation to learn that one book at least will be got ready.  

You‟ve no idea of the demand for it in England…Monday also brought 
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me a letter from James Payne demanding short stories for the 

Cornhill….My system is simple – the shorter the yarn the longer the 

price.  And I get it!
188

. 

 

 

(Emile Edward Moreau was the senior partner at A. G. [sic] Wheeler & Co., who 

published the Pioneer.  He „was responsible for putting Kipling on the international 

map.  It was Moreau, never acknowledged by Kipling, who proposed that he should 

publish some of the newspaper stories in book form…Sampson Low published these 

books, which had designs by Lockwood, in England in 1890‟.
189

  During 1888, the 

Pioneer of Allahabad, issued seven booklets, in paper wrappers, of short collections of 

Kipling tales.  Each booklet cost one rupee and the series ran under the title of the 

Indian Railway Library.  Later, the booklets were revised and reissued as collections.
190

  

Sampson Low & Co. was the English publisher of the Indian Railway Library.  The 

company published a two volume collection in London in 1892.)
191

         

 

Fig. 6 Cover illustration for The Story of the Gadsbys, No. 2 of the Indian 

Railway Library Series (3/38 File 3/5).     
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  A second letter to his aunt, written in December 1886 seventeen months after the first, 

discusses the rapid progress he has made in terms of professional and literary 

development.  He appreciates that his journalism, whilst still important as a source of 

income, is less significant to his career.  This December letter is less pejorative about 

his newly acquired readership.  Previously, Kipling made scathing remarks about them 

to his Indian publishers, Thacker, Spink and Co.: „The Anglo-Indian public are mostly 

fools and lazy.  They want a book shoved under their noses and brought to their very 

doors before they will take the trouble to buy it‟.
192

  By December he writes:   

I wrote a set of twelve rhymes, bad rhymes and cheaply cynical, dealing 

with Anglo-Indian life in the Plains and these were added to others and 

christened “Departmental Ditties and other Verses” and sent out into the 

world in a cover imitating an official docket…The little booklet just hit 

the taste of the Anglo-Indian public for it told them about what they 

knew.  The first 500 copies sold off like smoke in less than a month and 

I got some lively reviews comparing me to Mortimer Collins, Lowel and 

all sorts of people whose shoes-latchets I am not worthy to unloose.
193

 

 

  

(Kipling‟s final remark recalls the words of John the Baptist: „There cometh one 

mightier than I after me, the latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to stoop down and 

unloose.‟)194  The knowledge of his Anglo-Indian readership about a subject in the 

verses is shown in „The Story of Uriah‟.  The poem was „a thinly disguised version of a 

topical scandal‟,195 which discusses Jack Barrett: 

Jack Barrett went to Quetta 

   Because they told him to.… 

Jack Barrett died at Quetta 

   Ere the next month‟s pay he drew.… 
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And Mrs. Barrett mourned for him 

   Five lively months at most… 

And, when the Last Great Bugle Call 

   Adown the Hurnai throbs… 

I shouldn‟t like to be the man, 

   Who sent Jack Barrett there.
196

 

 

Kipling acknowledges the opportunism of his verses.  His pleasure in the reception of 

his work is cynical:     

I had the book published by a Calcutta firm as a book…Vanity Fair 

reviewed it.…Thacker Spink and Co write to say that the second edition 

is nearly exhausted.  Seeing how small the reading public out here is, 

this is not so small as it looks.  The Viceroy and divers others great 

people have written and said all sorts of sweet things to me about the 

book and, best of all, a Bombay paper devoted a column and a half to 

proving that my verse was no great shakes after all and that I had better 

choke off for a couple of years; being still an infant and of mean 

understanding.  I was mistrustful of the praise but when the abuse began 

I made no sort of doubt I had builded better than I knew….the fact 

remains that I have made a mark.
197

 

 

 

Later, Vanity Fair published an insightful review of Kipling‟s early writing.  Although 

undated, the extract is archived amongst newspaper and magazine articles from 1890 

and can be presumed to be of that year.  It states: „We do not think that the life of 

British soldiers has ever been treated with such truth and drollery and tenderness…We 

do not know who this unknown young man may be, but we prophesy that he will take a 

high place amongst humourists in England‟ (28/10, 1888-1897, 77).
198

  This provides 

evidence of Kipling‟s empathetic and positive early soldier portraits.      
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  In Departmental Ditties and Other Verses „[Kipling] concentrated on a new theme, 

adultery and other forms of unfaithfulness‟ and other types of treacherous behaviour 

explored in the text.
199

  With only one exception, the poems are „comic in tone but 

serious in undertone…[written]…“with a purpose and for a moral end”‟,
200

 including 

criticism of the endemic official corruption which existed at the time.  This is Kipling‟s 

earliest attempt to publicly engage his poetry in discussion of a „private‟ topic and 

dictate a new and potentially unpopular attitude to a rapidly increasing readership.  In 

these first years of functioning as a public poet he occupied the moral high ground.  He 

had begun to undertake a role later attributed to him in a broader context as „one of the 

most important functions of the poet, – [sic] the function of interpreter to the nation‟.
201

 

His poetry engaged with difficult and contentious cultural, social, historical and 

political topics and translated them into a specific „reading‟ for his audience.  This is 

powerful, since it allows Kipling‟s individual interpretation and imagery to be disguised 

as a broader critique and to be adopted as such.  His increasingly influential poetry 

could instruct the nation.  An example of this is Kipling‟s recuperation of the image of 

the enlisted man and identification with the common soldier.  However, his approach, 

similarly used in Plain Tales from the Hills, was not always appreciated: „An ass of a 

man writes from London saying that he is going to review my last book in the Daily 

Telegraph – that was a week ago – and asking me whether I am afraid of being 

slated…Another loon has sent me an anonymous letter complaining of the “flagrant 

immorality” of the P[lain] T[ales] and asking me where I suppose that I shall go to 
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when I die.  I think that I shall write: – I‟ve made my own arrangements” or better still 

leave him alone in his glory over a Lost Soul.‟
202

   

  The initial literary success that Kipling enjoyed stemmed from this work for the 

Anglo-Indian press.  Although Kipling acknowledges this, it is not recognised widely: 

„It is sometimes overlooked that Rudyard Kipling…began his writing career as a 

journalist in India.  From 1882-1889, he worked as an assistant editor for the Lahore 

Civil and Military Gazette…In November 1887, having established his talents as a 

journalist, he was transferred to the larger, more influential sister newspaper at 

Allahabad, the Pioneer, for which he worked as an assistant editor and special 

reporter‟.
203

  Publishing a newspaper meant that he could acquire the expertise required 

to produce it, hone his literary skills, use it to disseminate his work and engage with the 

difficulties of having to rapidly produce work to a strict deadline, in a challenging 

environment: 

Kay Robinson goes on leave on the 5
th

 of next month.  That means I 

have to go up and nurse the baby – the Civil & Military for a month, 

returning to this hole about the middle of June….You never had to “run” 

a daily rag alone – for which be joyful.  Tisn‟t quite as amusing as 

stoking a P&O liner in the Red Sea but it‟s a good deal hotter and 

combines excitement with education.
204

  

 

Journalism provided an initial and ongoing „springboard‟ for his achievements, as his 

father acknowledges.  He notes that fortuitous timing has played an integral part 

(appendix 18):  

His mother is putting in a book the press notices of his work and it is 

giving an amazing volume….an odd thing is happening; – owing to the 

recent developments and organising of journalism, syndicates and what 

not, each new boom is more portentous, more wide-spread and more 

voluminous in print than the last and it will be literally true that in one 
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year this youngster will have had more said about his work, over a wider 

extent of the world‟s surface than some of the greatest of England‟s 

writers in their whole lives.  Much of this, of course, is merely 

mechanical, the result of the wholesale spread of journalism and the 

centralising tendencies of it (1/38 File 1/10 Un-numbered documents).
205

  

 

John Lockwood indicates the beginnings of a dynamic cultural and literary period, as a 

direct result of press expansion.  This was the main key to Rudyard‟s success.  

Corresponding in 1888, Rudyard discusses the genesis of his literary output and 

acknowledges that his body of work in India was an essential element in the 

establishment of his reputation as he began to write on public themes.  Even though he 

recognises his enhanced opportunities, he seems disappointed with his work despite its 

success: „I am just now overtaken with an immense discontent and dissatisfaction with 

all that I have turned out and the Plain Tales have put the coping upon my unrest.  They 

are horrid bad and I feel that they should ha‟ been so much better.‟
206

   

  Whilst personal connections and working for the press offered opportunities to 

Kipling, of equal consequence were the circumstances and locations in which he wrote.  

The „multiple exile may become a citizen of the world, able to function adequately in a 

number of cultures and enjoy what each has to offer…or discover that he does not 

belong anywhere, or to any group of people‟.
207

  W.J. Lohman considers Kipling to be a 

„multiple exile‟, since his early life was marked by several familial geographical and 

cultural shifts and his later life by major shifts of his own choosing which had a direct 

impact on Kipling‟s writing.  An example of this is shown in „The City of Dreadful 

Night‟, published in the Civil & Military Gazette in September 1885 and in Life’s 
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Handicap in 1891.
208

  (In 1874, James Thomson had published a poem, „The City of 

Dreadful Night‟.  This „key poem…defin[ed] the new urban experience of the great 

Victorian city as godless and hopeless.‟
209

  The tenor of Kipling‟s descriptions echoes 

this earlier work.)  A visit to the city of Lahore is the subject of this tale: „[D]id I not, 

one month ago, spend one weary weary night on the great minar of the mosque of Wazir 

Khan, looking down upon the heat tortured city of Lahore and seventy thousand men 

and women sleeping in the moonlight; and did I not write a description of my night‟s 

vigil and christen it “The City of Dreadful Night”.‟
210

  Kipling crafts his observations 

into a sensory, experiential depiction:  

A stifling hot blast from the mouth of the Delhi Gate nearly ends my 

resolution of entering the City of Dreadful Night…It is a compound of 

all evil savours, animal and vegetable, that a walled city can brew in a 

day and a night.  The temperature within the motionless groves of 

plantain and orange-trees outside the city walls seems chilly by 

comparison.  The high house-walls are still radiating heat 

savagely…[T]urn to look on the City of Dreadful Night…this spectacle 

of sleeping thousands in the moonlight and in the shadow of the 

Moon.
211

  

 

 

The narrative indicates several things.  The speaker is an outsider, literally and 

metaphorically, as he is not inside the sleeping city but must reluctantly enter it.  It is 

evidently not his home and his alienation is obvious.  He is the only one who appears to 

be awake.  The vocabulary is pejorative, for example the heat from the city is „stifling‟ 

and the smells are „evil savours‟.  This emphasises feelings of „foreignness‟.  This 

extract illustrates that Kipling is an exile, but with local knowledge that implies 

intimacy.  Kipling‟s readers were waiting for writing of such skill: „Tales of India 

dominated hard-cover fiction aimed at a specifically elite audiences…South Asia 
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awaited the artistry of Kipling to bring it home to the middle-class reader‟:
212

  An 

article, probably written in 1891 confirms this and explains to his readership the 

importance of the diverse influences: 

Literature was his field, and the course of things had ordained that he 

must enter it through the door of India …For the seven years‟ work that 

lay before him he could not have been more fortunately situated than in 

Lahore.  First, there were the parental presence [sic], knowledge, talent, 

guidance…Then the locality.  Lahore is the rendezvous of more 

nationalities, races, castes, tribes, than can be counted on one‟s fingers 

(28/11, 1891-1895, 1).
213

  

 

The article compliments Kipling and emphasises the influence of John Lockwood: „The 

Fates ruled that Mr. Kipling, the younger, should be the Bret Harte, or the Mark Twain, 

of India. In other circumstances, the Fates might have reserved that distinction for Mr. 

Kipling the elder, for he too knows India well, and is a writer of exceptional 

accomplishments and grace‟(28/11, 1891-1895, 1).
214

  By the date of the article 

Kipling‟s sympathetic soldier portraits are admired and present in verse form, with the 

publication of the important Barrack-Room Ballads.  These were soldierly poems, some 

of which „had been printed in Henley‟s Scots Observer…on 22 February 1890‟.
215

  

Barrack-Room Ballads and Other Verses was first published as a volume in 1892.
216

  

(In 1891-2, Lionel Johnson comments that „[t]he [“]Barrack-Room Ballads[”] are fine 

and true…these Ballads give a picture of life and character more estimable and 

praiseworthy for many rugged virtues of generosity, endurance, heartiness, and 

simplicity, than are the lives and characters of many [“]gentlemen of England, who stay 

at home at ease[”].‟)
217

  The Echo article comments: 
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three or four miles off, in his patent barracks at Meean Meer, is Private 

Thomas Atkins, whom the soul of Mr. Rudyard Kipling loveth
218

…[s]o 

that Lahore, to say nothing of the numerous localities besides which Mr. 

Kipling must have visited in the course of his Indian life, must have 

afforded him about as many types of men as he cared to study  

(28/11, 1891-1895, 1).
219

 

 

  John Lockwood indicates dismay at the success of his son‟s writing, but recognises his 

critical limitations.  He encourages criticism from others in order to assist in the 

refinement and improvement of Rudyard‟s work: „I hoped somebody would rap his 

knuckles for the unwholesomeness of the phantom ‟rickshaw [sic]
220

 & the coarseness 

of the Tragedy of teeth [sic]
221

…But the Indian Press has given him only praise and his 

knuckles await a rapping.‟ (1/38 File 1/1 Un-numbered document).
222

  George Orwell 

makes a cutting observation about Kipling that echoes the expression of John 

Lockwood: „Tawdry and shallow though it is, Kipling‟s is the only literary picture that 

we possess of nineteenth-century Anglo-India, and he could only make it because he 

was just coarse enough to be able to exist and keep his mouth shut in clubs and 

regimental messes‟.
223

 

  A letter to Kay Robinson, who from June 1886 was „on secondment from the Pioneer‟ 

as temporary Editor in charge of the Civil & Military Gazette in Lahore
224

 emphasises 

the point made by John McBratney that initial success was due to the influence, spread 
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and popularity of the press as well as the skills that Kipling had learned and honed.  He 

embraces his first journalistic appointment: „Would you be astonished if I told you that 

I look forward to nothing but an Indian journalist‟s career?...Recollect that at present I 

serve in my own stud for Rs 400 a month.  Where could a colt get Rs 400 for his 

services on a home farm?‟
225

  He acknowledges the apprenticeship that working for the 

newspaper has given him and his previous inexperience:     

I was brought out of the stockyard on trust.  Bitted, mouthed and broken 

to saddle polo and harness on spec….I shall begin to pay for my 

breaking in a few years….Then there is my personal and purely 

unprofessional gratitude to the gang who selected me, which gives the 

gang a further right to my services – for as long a time in fact as they 

may choose to retain them.  London journalism…is a great and grand 

thing but it seems to me…that out here one lives and writes more in the 

centre of history with one‟s hands on everything than in a land where by 

reason of its hugeness every one is on the outskirts of everything; 

watching ministers, policies and financiers from afar.
226

  

 

 

(Later Kipling was „incensed‟ at the suggestion that he put „his literary work before his 

duties in the office…“The whole settlement and routine of the old rag…from the end of 

the leader to the beginning of the advertisements is in my hands and mine only”.‟)
227

  

John Lockwood agrees that the hard-won „apprenticeship‟ would augment other factors 

to guide, shape and encourage his son and avoid unwelcome distractions:  

Ruddy is well and is getting on well – having mastered the details of his 

work in a very short time.  His chief Mr Wheeler is very tetchy and 

irritable and by dint of his exercises in patience and forbearance – the 

boy is in training for heaven as well as for Editorship.  I am sure he is 

better here than anywhere else where there are no music-hall ditties to 

pick up…young persons to philander about with, and a great many other 

negatives of this most wholesome description 

(1/38 File 1/10 Un-numbered document).
228
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Stephen Wheeler, editor of the Civil and Military Gazette met Rudyard in London in 

early 1882 and offered Kipling a job as assistant editor.  However, by 1883 „he and his 

editor…did not get on…in age, temperament and outlook the two were poles 

apart…Wheeler went out of his way to give his deputy a hard time‟.
229

  Whatever the 

difficulties this all ensured that „Kipling‟s works do offer a clear and sensitive picture 

of the English community in late nineteenth-century India‟ which is worthwhile, 

because it discusses „the limits and possibilities of life under conditions different from 

our own…[H]e was an accurate reporter of the commonplace and therefore capable of  

giving a faithful account of life as he saw it‟.
230

  Of importance is Kipling‟s 

representation of lower class, ordinary subjects.     

 

Inheritance, Issues of Racial Identity and Personal Reputation 

  Despite apparent influence, Kipling and his sister Alice (Trix), were not born into a 

family possessed of wealth or influence.  Their mother, Alice and her sisters were „the 

Macdonald sisters – four women who were the mothers of Stanley Baldwin and 

Rudyard Kipling and the wives of Edward Burne-Jones and Edward Poynter.‟
231

  

Altogether, seven Macdonald children survived into adulthood.
232

  The siblings „were 

not the children of privilege.  Their father had been a Methodist preacher, middle class 

by virtue of his calling…but without either the income to support a family in 

comfortable middle-class style or the approbation of society which membership in the 

more socially acceptable Church of England would have brought‟.
233

  These four 

women were typically Victorian, viewed in terms of the famous and influential men 
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who intersected their lives.
234

  An example of this is an article from 1891.  Published in 

the Echo, initially it compliments Alice as a discrete talent: „Mrs. Kipling‟s 

contributions in prose and verse are amongst the brightest things in Anglo-Indian 

journalism‟ (28/11, 1891-1895, 1).
235

  This relates to autumn 1885, when „life…was 

dominated by the apparently innocuous process of compiling, with Trix and his parents, 

a Christmas collection of stories and poems…– a collection of Indian stories published 

as some sort of supplement to the Old Rag [the Civil and Military Gazette]‟.
236

  

Rudyard considered that the Christmas collection would encourage people to take an 

interest in the paper,
237

 as indeed it did.  As he remarks to his aunt: „By this time a copy 

of Quartette should have reached you.  Has the mother told you that the Indian Press 

have reviewed it most favourably – said all manner of sweet and gushing things – and 

that if all goes well we shall get another out next year.‟
238

  As Rudyard‟s critic, the 

appearance of the annual did not please John Lockwood: „One test of success here is 

frequent quotation by other papers.  And the boy is much quoted – also it is not always 

his best work that goes the round.  I was (personally) sorry that Quartette came out, but 

he had set himself to it so eagerly one didn‟t like to baulk him‟ (1/38 File 1/1 Un-

numbered document).
239

 (fig. 7)  
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Fig. 7 Cover of Quartette, noted in the Kipling Papers as „Quartette: the 

Christmas Annual of the Civil & Military Gazette by Four Anglo-Indian 

Writers. Lahore: Civil and Military Gazette Press, 1885. Inscribed 'Rudyard 

Kipling' (30/38 File 30/17). 

 

Unfortunately, the Echo‟s appreciative initial remark about Alice and her work is 

spoiled by the succeeding sentence: „She comes of a clever family – one of her sisters is 

married to Mr. Burne-Jones‟ (28/11, 1891-1895, 1).
240

  There is acknowledgement of 

Alice‟s artistic achievements, but it is coupled with the idea that the intelligence of the 

sisters is enhanced by association and that it is simply „an interesting fact…not an 

important one‟
241

 that the men who allied themselves with the Macdonald women 

attained greatness and high repute.  These influential, close relatives and their circle had 

direct political, social and artistic influence on Rudyard.  For example „[h]aving a close 

relation as Prime Minister revived Rudyard‟s interest in day-to-day politics‟.
242

   

  The Burne-Jones connection was important to Kipling.  Burne-Jones was part of the 

Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and particularly associated with „designer and writer 

William Morris [who] had been his closest friend of all since they were together at 
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Oxford University‟.
243

  Morris, [1824-1896] was „[b]y the age of forty-three…a 

successful interior designer…a noted poet, who, together with his friend the architect 

Phillip Webb, had also revolutionized British architecture…[and] in mid-life…became 

intensely active in politics‟.
244

 The social circles in which Burne-Jones moved ensured 

that „[e]ven with Uncle Ned on best behaviour, young Rudyard could not avoid the 

heady whiff of high Bohemianism and bookish intellectualism that exuded from the 

members of this Burne-Jones circle‟.
245

  

  The artistic talent of Alice qualified her to critique her son‟s work.  Kipling recognises 

his mother‟s impact on his earliest writing, although he implies conflict between them: 

„Mother was at hand, with now and then some shrivelling comment that infuriated 

me…It was she, indeed, who had collected and privately printed verses written at school 

up to my sixteenth year, which I faithfully sent out‟ (28/8, 1930-1937 & 1891-1945, 

76).
246

  Lohman indicates that during the earliest phase of his life, Kipling was 

encouraged to produce literary and poetic compositions, for an indulgent and select 

audience of friends and relatives, many of whom were from a literary, artistic or 

politically influential background.  In time, this extended to his school, where „[t]he 

school paper seems to have been resurrected for his particular benefit‟.
247

  (In 1881, 

Cormell [„Crom‟] Price, Headmaster of the United Services College, Westward Ho! 

relaunched the school journal, the United Services College Chronicle, with Kipling as 

editor.  He „wrote three-quarters of it, sub-edited it, corrected proofs, and took the 

deepest interest in its production‟).
248

  Trix Fleming indicates that the annoyance at his 

mother extended further than resentment of criticism and that he was less sanguine 
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about his mother‟s collection and publication of his work than he implies.  It is an early 

intimation of a clash between Kipling‟s ideas of the private and public voice and 

foreshadows his ambivalent attitude to fame and celebrity:  

I know all about Schoolboy Lyrics…Mrs Kipling wanted her boy‟s 

clever verses preserved in a permanent form… Mr Kipling – always a 

little doubtful – thought it unnecessary – of course the boy was clever – 

but it would be a pity if he got a swelled head.  Ruddy knew nothing of 

the matter, and only saw one of the little books when he came out to 

Lahore.  Then – Mother told me long after – he was very angry – told 

her she had taken and made use of something he needed and valued – 

and sulked for two days (32/38 File 32/24 Un-numbered Document).
249

 

 

 (The unusual third person perspective of this letter is bitter.  It is difficult to determine 

whether this is sibling resentment in terms of work, family relationships, or both.)   

  The solid background of John Lockwood Kipling is the probable source of his prudent 

and penetrating attitude towards Rudyard‟s writing and subject matter, since Kipling‟s 

paternal grandfather was also a Methodist minister.
250

  Kipling claims this stoical, 

practical family tradition when he describes his father as „My father with his sage 

Yorkshire outlook and wisdom‟.
251

  He juxtaposes this description with that of his 

mother as „all Celt and three-parts fire‟.
252

  Kipling seems happy to have his Yorkshire 

connections identified in principle „so long as he was not required to assume that 

identity.  He was not happy…to be identified as a Celt.  Celtishness suggested affinities 

with Lloyd George, or Irish nationalists‟.
253

  John Lockwood embodied the worthy and 

pragmatic qualities of his genealogy.  He was described by his brother-in-law, Frederic 

(fig. 8), as „skilful and experienced in arts and crafts and well versed in literature, but 

his general knowledge was exceedingly wide, and behind it all was a mind of distinct 
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originality, interested in almost everything…He was a man of another order altogether 

from those around me (3/38 File 3/15).
254

   

 

Fig. 8 Sketch of Frederic Macdonald – John Lockwood Kipling drawings and 

illustrations (2/38 File 2/3). 

 

John Lockwood provided for Rudyard the role model and source of artistic inspiration 

that he extols in the letters which discuss his father.  It was Fred who introduced John 

Lockwood to the Macdonald family „including the forceful but so far unfulfilled 

Alice‟.
255

  Following their marriage in 1865, the newlyweds departed for India on the 

12
th

 of April.  (Georgiana Burne-Jones writing in 1865 discusses the wedding of Alice 

to John Lockwood Kipling: „[I]n March [1865] the marriage of my sister Alice with Mr. 

John Lockwood Kipling before he went out to India took place very quietly from our 

house….our parents trembled at sending a daughter into the same risk, but the 

appointment was to Bombay…and seemed so exactly suited to John Kipling‟s talents 

and taste, that they refused to take the responsibility of urging him to remain in 

England.‟)
256

  This began the events which would influence their son‟s fame and 

success: „[d]uring [the period between 1884-1889] as a journalist in Anglo-India 
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[Kipling‟s] writing took its particular shape not only as a result of his adjustment to the 

requirements of an Anglo-Indian audience, but as a result of his growing awareness of 

the political and cultural relationship between Britain and India.‟
257

  That relationship 

and the work that emerged from it was inevitably one of „primary identification with 

the colonizing power‟.
258

   

  In 1945, Kipling‟s sister wrote with accompanying documents
259

 to their cousin, 

Stanley Baldwin (appendix 19).  At the time she was a 77 year old widow living in 

Edinburgh (1/38 File 1/20 Un-numbered document).
260

  Her papers supply biographical 

data, as she discusses her family history in India and a chronology of her father.  Her 

contextual comments allow insight into the characters of her brother and parents, the 

relationship between them and the results of that relationship.  Additional papers offer 

similar enlightenment (appendix 20).  For example, sisterly criticism is evident in a 

later letter to Baldwin:   

[Rudyard] was about as spoilt as he could be when we came home in 

1871 – Six & a half years old & he had never been taught to read!  I 

don‟t know what the parents were thinking of – or how he escaped 

learning – He & I were taught together by auntie – & I learnt first – 

aged four!  And he was not naughty or wilful at lessons – when he saw 

the point of it he lapped it up eagerly – but he hadn‟t been taught!!  

(1/38 File 1/20 Un-numbered document).
261

 

 

(This criticism relates to when the Kipling children were living at the place that he 

referred to as „the House of Desolation‟.
262

  In late 1871, following a period of six 

months leave from his post abroad, John and Alice Kipling returned to India, leaving 
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their children in the care of Captain Pryse and Sarah Holloway and their son, Henry 

[Harry], at Lorne Lodge, Southsea.
263

  It is this interval and her, to whom Trix refers.  

Authoritative biographers of Kipling, such as Carrington, Gilmour and Lycett, cite the 

effects of this unhappy episode as a crucial influence on Kipling and his work).   

  Trix discusses two influences on Kipling‟s work.  Firstly, the cultural shifts which 

were a substantial element in the content, growth and success of Rudyard‟s writing, due 

to the differences engendered by such shifts.  For example, his time at Lorne Lodge 

represents one of his earliest geographical moves.  The main discussion between Trix 

and Baldwin relates to the return to India.  Lohman argues that his concept of „culture 

shock‟,
264

 is an important factor in the life and creative output of Kipling.  This 

phenomena relates to experiencing the trauma of removal from a familiar culture into 

an alien one: „its dynamics explain why a person who is suddenly removed…to a new 

and strange…[environment]…usually exhibits symptoms of disequilibrium, anxiety, 

depression, hostility, and over-identification.‟
265

  Kipling „idealiz[ed] a land where, on 

his own evidence, he had suffered intensely in body and soul.‟
266

  This is ascribed to the 

experience of „culture shock‟, to which according to Lohman, Kipling was exposed to 

on at least eight occasions, as an unconscious by-product of the moves between India, 

England, the United States and South Africa.   

  The origins of the influential geographical shifts undertaken by the Kipling family are 

described in the letter from Trix to Stanley Baldwin:  

Father was sent to school when he was seven…I do not know who 

discovered his talent for drawing [fig. 9]  and sent him to S[outh] 

Kensington – where he was soon an “outstanding student”…[H]e was 

offered the task of creating an Art School in Bombay…& a few years 

later…he went to Lahore to work another miracle there.…Please [sic] 

emphasise that it would be difficult to find two families more free from 
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any link in connection with India than the Macdonalds and the Kiplings 

(1/38 File 1/20 & 3/38 File 3/19 Un-numbered documents).
267

 

 

Lockwood Kipling moved to Lahore in 1865 „to become Principal of the Mayo School 

of Industrial Arts and Curator of the city‟s museum‟.
268

 

 

Fig. 9 Sketch of Fakir and note by John Lockwood Kipling (2/38 File 2/1). 

Trix is clear that her father was a man of artistic talents and integrity and her mother 

was blessed with similar qualities.  These hereditary gifts were bestowed on the Kipling 

children and in Rudyard‟s case combined with exposure to an Indian society which 

inspired and provided source material for his writing.  He drew on his unprecedented, 

multicultural life experiences to create unique and complex work.  Kipling was exposed 

to diverse cultures, ably illustrated by his experiences in Imperial India, both as a child 

and an adult.  Such exposure allowed his writing to have an exoticism which captured 

the imagination of an audience to whom his concepts and subjects were alien: 
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„Kipling‟s first readers in Britain felt that, through his stories, they were gaining a 

tremendous insight into Indian life.  His work may have surprised and even shocked 

them at times, but the main effect of his stories was to supply a wealth of illustration to 

the generally rather vague ideas about India that they possessed.‟
269

  He could express 

and reinforce his ideas from an atypical and unique perspective.  This was a bonus 

which contributed to his success.  The conflicting cultural influences, his own early, 

extrinsic, Anglo-Indian affinities merged with the irresistible desire to write for an 

audience.  He comments on the primacy of his poetry: „[T]he mere act of writing was, 

and always has been, a physical pleasure to me.  This made it easier to throw away 

anything that did not turn out well…Verse, naturally, came first‟ (28/8, 1930-1937 & 

1891-1945, 76).
270

  An extract from Departmental Ditties and Other Verses illustrates 

satisfaction for the reader in descriptions of the unknown and exotic which, when 

combined with foreign and unfamiliar lexis, captures the imagination and generates 

exciting narrative.  In „A Legend of the Foreign Office.‟, Kipling writes (with original 

punctuation, spacing and use of capital letters): 

RUSTUM BEG of Kolazai–slightly backward Native 

   State – 

Lusted for a C.S.I.–so began to sanitate. 

Built a Gaol and Hospital–nearly built a City drain– 

Till his faithful subjects all thought their ruler was insane.… 

 

Roused his Secretariat to a fine Mahratta
271

 fury, 

By a Hookum
272

 hinting at supervision of dasturi;
273
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The poem is comic and patronising.  There is reassurance in the implied superiority of 

the British reader over the native subject in terms of behaviour, intelligence and moral 

code, which legitimises Empire.  Above everything is the narrative and sharing of the 

story, which offers the greatest fulfilment for the reader.  From the narrative a picture of 

India emerges which, despite its obvious bias, depicts an unfamiliar land and people. 

  Similarly, in his short tale, „My Own True Ghost Story‟, Kipling extends exotic 

subjects to engage with the Victorian preoccupation with death, much as he had done 

from his earliest days as a writer and correspondent.  He uses death as a theme for 

several articles, including one which compares the experiences of bereavement in India 

and Great Britain.  Entitled, „A Death in the Camp‟, it was published in the Civil and 

Military Gazette in January 1980 (appendix 21).  Transient and uncertain as life was in 

Victorian England, his article suggests that there is a level of „romance‟, order and 

system which attends life and death in England, which is utterly absent for the Anglo-

Indian.  He expresses the idea of a common, almost habitual immediacy of death on the 

sub-continent, which is both alien and startling for the Victorian reader.  It is living 

within India itself that creates such a precarious existence, with the Anglo-Indian 

apparently living in a continual struggle against both place and circumstance.  Again, 

there is the idea of the pre-eminence of „Englishness‟. 

  In a society with growing and sustained interest in the supernatural and the occult, any 

discussion of death and its capriciousness would generate curiosity and interest, 

especially when it was interwoven with alien cultures, religion and concepts.  As 

Maureen Moran states: 

As religion gradually lost its authority, „doubt‟ for some Victorians 

became a permanent spiritual state…Some sustained hope in the 

supernatural and the afterlife by seizing on spiritualism and similar 

occult practices…[N]ot even the proven existence of out-and-out 

fraudsters could dissuade many people from investing money and faith 

in the theatrics of table-rapping, séances, automatic writing and 
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mesmerism to make contact with the „other‟ side…Eminent members of 

the establishment and the scientific community, including Alfred 

Tennyson, John Ruskin…William Gladstone, and [sic]…Sigmund 

Freud, supported the Society for Psychical Research, founded in 1882 

for the scientific investigation of occult phenomena.
274

 

 

„My Own True Ghost Story‟, amongst other tales, engages with that concept.  The 

narrator appears to be relating a terrifying, personal experience, although even this has 

imperial connotations: „No native ghost has yet been authentically reported to have 

frightened an Englishman; but many English ghosts have scared the life out of both 

white and black‟.
275

  Kipling writes that:  

[n]early every other station in India owns a ghost.  There are said to be 

two at Simla, not counting the woman who blows the bellows at 

Syree…Mussoorie has a house haunted of [sic] a very lively Thing; a 

White Lady is supposed to do night-watchman round a house in Lahore; 

Dalhousie says that one of her houses „repeats‟ on autumn evenings all 

the incidents of a horrible horse-and-precipice accident.
276

 

 

  However, having presented such promising, eerie material to his readers, on this 

occasion he then offers an ordinary, factual explanation for the „ghostly‟ encounter of 

the narrator.  In other tales such as, „The Solid Muldoon‟
277

 the ghostly element remains 

throughout.  

 One emphasis in Trix Fleming‟s earlier, March 1945, letter to Baldwin is crucial.  

Potentially, it is the second important influence on the motivation, style and subject 

matter of Kipling‟s work, as well as on his attitudes to the societies with which the 

Kipling family was connected, both in India and England.  This second influence 

engages with the idea that:  
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[t]owards the end of the nineteenth century many affluent and educated 

people, influenced by developments in medical, biological and 

psychiatric sciences, became convinced that destitution, insanity and 

criminality – even homosexuality and hysteria – were symptoms of the 

degeneration of the human race, through the determinism of heredity.  

Such theories seemed to provide plausible explanations for disturbing 

social changes, and new insights into human character and morality.
278

 

 

Trix underlines her plea to Baldwin that he emphasise the lack of any specific „link‟ 

between either branch of the family and the Indian sub-continent.  This relates to two 

particular topics within the correspondence between them.  Both topics involve the 

reputation of the Kipling family and their position in Anglo-Indian society.  Of 

importance in her writing is the hint of impurity and all that would be implied by this 

when „[t]he persistent grip of degeneration on late nineteenth-century culture derived 

essentially from the fear of what was repressed…major emphas[es] of degeneration – 

from the discourses of reversion and atavism, the „up-cropping‟ of the „bestial‟, the fear 

of the „other‟ – which so preyed on the first and second generation of post-

Darwinians.‟
279

  In parallel was the fin de siècle obsession with the concepts of „phobias 

of decline and invasion‟
280

 which found a voice in anti-semitism and racism.  The more 

serious of the two subjects is alluded to in the revised notes that Trix composes for her 

cousin.
281

  In the unedited letters and documents she states:  

Uncle Henry Macdonald passed brilliantly into the Indian Civil [sic] – 

but refused to take up his appointment when Miss Peggy Passingham – 

to whom he was engaged jilted him – That is not enough to account for 

the 4 annas in the rueful legend of duskiness – or the “black blood” 

slander of later years – Rud used to laugh at this – but a strange 

American woman gripped me in an opera box once & rubbed my bare 

neck so hard with her black gloved hand that red streaks followed it – 

“Oh – it doesn‟t come off” – she said in a disappointed voice looking at 

her glove – “you see everyone said your brother had black blood – so 
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when I saw you sitting there – looking so white – I thought I must just 

see!  I have never been so angry – And in 1914 a woman in a London 

hotel where I was staying – trumpeted abroad that R[udyard] K[ipling] 

was an “old Eurasian” – & Mrs. Fleming‟s complexion meant nothing 

for “lots of Afghans had blue eyes & there was always liquid powder” – 

Its [sic]an ugly legend but spite [sic] of the Kipling Society it still crops 

up – together with “R[udyard] K[ipling]‟s attempts to enter Simla 

society” – How can you enter what you belong to? Jealousy started it 

(1/38 File 1/20 & 3/38 File 3/19 Un-numbered documents).
282

  

 

Her comments to Baldwin indicate the approach that she wishes him to take with these 

rumours: „I am so glad to hear from Elsie [Bambridge neé Kipling] that you are “doing” 

Rud in the D[ictionary] [of] N[ational] B[iography] – Please mention and destroy the 

„black blood‟ – and the „below the salt legends‟
283

 which still lift hydra heads at times – 

Its [sic] ugly lying & should be done away with – not ignored‟ (1/38 File 1/20 & 3/38 

File 3/19 Un-numbered documents).
284

  Kipling comments on the persistent rumour at 

the end of his life.  His seems amused at and dismissive of the gossip: 

You may be interested to learn…that I am a half-caste.  It appears that 

my father “though an Englishman” married “an Indian woman.”…[T]his 

“50% of black blood” explains my “super-Jingoism and habit of 

insulting Germany.”  I am patriotic so as to make people overlook the 

fact that I‟m not white….The next time I meet my cousin 

(S[tanley].B[aldwin].) I‟m going to ask him what he knows about his 

mother‟s “non Aryan blood”; she having been my Mother‟s sister.”
285

  

 

 

  (Lycett comments on vague rumours of a family scandal when he describes events in 

which Kipling‟s daughter was involved in 1948.  She was presented with a first draft 

copy of the manuscript of the biography of her father by Lord Birkenhead, who had 

been engaged to write the project.  She was most displeased and „wrote with growing 
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offensiveness, culminating in a letter which one of the partners of Lewis & Lewis who 

acted for [Lord Birkenhead]…described as “one of the most disgraceful he had ever 

seen in his professional career”‟.
286

  Lycett speculates on whether the biographer had 

„unearthed some dark family secret‟.)
287

  One element can be added to the speculation 

and it relates to Lord Birkenhead and his biography.  One of the additions files of the 

Kipling Papers contains extracts from what remains of Caroline Kipling‟s diary.  Most 

of the entries are brief and mundane notes of the various daily events of the couple, but 

after page 111, dated August 1 1935 there is merely an index.  The first entry is 

interesting: „1865 General Ancestry and absence of black blood‟ (File Ads. 40 

Document Ad. 40).
288

  This is not commented on in any way.  

  Kipling‟s narrative may have inadvertently added to the controversy and confirmed 

suspicions such as those of the American woman with whom Trix had to deal whilst at 

the opera.  For example in the tale, „Lispeth‟ [1886], the subject of the title is „the 

daughter of Sonoo, a Hill-man of the Himalayas…[who] grew very lovely…[with] a 

Greek face…of a pale, ivory colour‟.
289

  („Lispeth‟ was published in the Civil and 

Military Gazette on 29 November 1886 and in Plain Tales from the Hills in 1888).
290

  

Despite her heritage, she looks as classically European as Trix.  In the story „The Man 

Who Would Be King‟ [1888], the two main protagonists, Dravot and Carnehan, journey 

to Kafiristan where the natives they encounter are described as „fair men – fairer than 

you or me – with yellow hair and remarkable [sic] well built‟.
291

  Whether as Trix 

suggests, the rumours grew out of jealousy or from another motivation, the insinuation 

is that the moral reputations of the Kipling and Macdonald families were not beyond 
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reproach.  It is unclear as to whether her parents were aware of this shadowy slander, or 

precisely when and how the „black blood‟ was supposed to have entered the family.  

Her letter hints that it is connected with Henry Macdonald [1835-1891].
292

  The 

rumours were in circulation from at least his generation.  The mysterious 1865 diary 

index concurs with this timeframe.  However, his decision not to join the Indian Civil 

Service was due to „the health risks – …and the political uncertainties that still affected 

the country eight years after the mutiny‟.
293

  Since Trix‟s comments disavow Indian 

connections the „black blood‟ can be supposed to be of Indian origin.  It is curious that 

she suggests that Rudyard appears unconcerned about these allegations.  The great 

indignation on this subject with which she is troubled lasts her entire life.  It remains so 

great that her letter requests a rebuttal by her influential cousin.  It is hard to imagine 

that Kipling could ignore a racial slur and its implications on him and his family.  

Social status, whilst important, could not compare to insinuations of racial inferiority.  

Perhaps Kipling felt a need for vindication.      

  Equally disturbing to Trix is the second implication in the letter, that the Kipling‟s 

undeservedly occupied their position in Anglo-Indian society and that they were social 

climbers in their early days in India:   

Quite lately some one – grubbing among old Indian newspapers 

proclaimed as a discovery that as R[udyard] K[ipling] and his sister both 

acted in Simla they must have been members of the exclusive Amateur 

Dramatic Co. – there – & therefore must have moved in the upper 

circles – Of course we did – of course we went everywhere – Lord 

Dufferin put us on the Govt House “Free List” – which meant invites to 

all the balls & dances – & at homes – & many dinners – instead of one 

– every season in Simla – And Lord Roberts
294

 did the same & so did 

our own Punjab L[ocal] G[overnor?] – Lord Dufferin‟s saying that 

“Dullness & Mrs Kipling were never in the same room together”
 – 

brought us many a pleasant invitation – & I assure you that it is entirely 
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your poor cousin‟s own fault that she was not left that dreary thing a 

widowed courtesy countess [sic]after Ladysmith – But if R[udyard] 

K[ipling] & his family were living in the bazaar & sneaking stealthily – 

how did I ever meet Lord Clandeboye & how did he have the 

opportunity of proposing to me in /86 & /87 – ?  

(1/38 File 1/20 & 3/38 File 3/19 Un-numbered documents).
295

 

 

 

(It was the intervention of Lord Dufferin, who became Viceroy of India at the end of 

1884,
296

 which enabled the family to integrate into the higher echelons of Anglo-Indian 

life, since „[t]he Kiplings did not rank very highly in the hierarchy of Simla society 

until Lord Dufferin put them on his hospitality list‟.
297

  This was because even though 

he was a member of the Indian Civil Service „[John Lockwood‟s] posting as an art 

teacher was ungraded, without statutory pension rights, and therefore lowly in both the 

imperial scheme of things and – an important factor in Bombay – the social pecking 

order‟.
298

  The relationship between Dufferin and the Kipling family was close, since 

Kipling‟s father was an art tutor to Dufferin‟s daughter and the two men enjoyed 

„talking…about art‟.
299

   Importantly, Dufferin „also appreciated their son‟s verses‟).
300

  

This gave the young Kipling an early opportunity to engage with members of the 

hegemony with whom he had the closest contact and the offer of many social 

opportunities.  This implies a greater and more powerful audience for his writing and 

poetry than Kipling might have anticipated.  The annoyance Trix feels at the situation 

and the inference about her family is palpable from the tone and content of her letter to 

Baldwin.  It is worth considering that it is written in 1945, nine years after Kipling‟s 

death and she suggests that the reputation of her family still needs restoration and is 

under negative scrutiny at the time of her writing.  The rumours which she refutes 
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contribute to circumstances in which Rudyard was not always considered to be quite a 

gentleman.  Her indignant letter suggests that their societal position was occasionally 

challenged.  Despite her claim that Kipling was dismissive of the gossip, it could have 

been a major catalyst for him in his work.  Possibly in his early years, one of the 

reasons why Kipling embraced the idea of becoming a writer and a public figure was to 

compensate for his implied lack of social standing and doubtful heritage. 

  Lohman contends that the most successful method of analysis of literature begins with 

„an examination of the man‟s own life‟:
301

 

a discovery of how he responded to the events of his life and how he 

arrived at the interpretations which he gave them should provide the 

soundest answer to the question of what he believed…[and]…also reveal 

what matters were of most concern to him…and give us the raw 

material…of his art.
302

 

 

If Lohman is correct, then the numerous and unusual life influences that were a feature 

for Kipling would add dimensions to his beliefs and experience and to his writing.  In 

reading Kipling the current, contemporary audience should recognise that it is presented 

with a pen-portrait of „life as he saw it‟, including „the dark side of man‟ and that from 

his earliest work Kipling explores the essential concepts of the meaning of life, or 

indeed whether such a thing exists.
303

  For example in „The Gate of the Hundred 

Sorrows‟, his first published short story (on 26 September 1884 in the Civil & Military 

Gazette), the narrative „deal[s] with the moral collapse of Europeans or Eurasians in 

Asia‟.
304

  The „dark side‟ of the individual is explored in „The Post That Fitted.‟ one of 

the Departmental Ditties, in which gross deception is employed for personal gain.   

  Juxtaposed with his attempts at an honest depiction of his subjects was Kipling as a 

„propagandist, or at least advocate, [which] he certainly was‟.  Kipling employs a 
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„missionary zeal‟
305

 in his texts.  This suggests an intention to educate and influence a 

profound philosophical shift, almost a religious conversion, in those who read them.  

This philosophical adjustment is intended to engender practical change.  The risk was 

that this approach which implies elements of prejudice, distortion and imbalance, might 

distance him from the hegemonic influence that he sought to embrace and reduce, rather 

than enhance, his social or literary status.  He is aware of the pitfalls of his tactics.  He 

suggests that although his writing could be a catalyst with the capacity to galvanise the 

reader into appropriate action, it requires careful composition and editing to ensure that 

its message is not obscured or rejected.  He recognises the disadvantages of 

youthfulness, in an era when wisdom, experience and age were considered almost 

indivisible: „The danger of course specially with a young writer lies in overstating the 

case.  This must be guarded against by rigorous checking and pruning; for however 

powerful the press may be at home, it is infinitely more powerful out here where a paper 

can be suppressed at any moment.‟
306

 

  What Lohman posits as the greatest difficulty for the subject in a state of „culture 

shock‟, is the inability to access elements of the new culture because it is alien to them.  

There are difficulties with a „lack of familiarity with a multitude of details known to his 

hosts, his subsequent inability to follow their arguments, and his incapacity to make his 

own reasoning understood‟.
307

  The communication process between individuals of 

different cultural backgrounds falters in the absence of common cultural currency, 

experience and referents and subjects will exhibit a reaction to this.  This is dictated by 

such factors as their personality, experience, the chronology of events, or the actual 

reason for the displacement from their original environment.
308

  It is interesting to 
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examine the relationship between Kipling and the multiplicity of cultures with which he 

engaged.  He was in close proximity to varied cultures that he could access and 

potentially influence.  As Lohman argues concurrent with existing „inside‟ these 

cultures, due to his parentage he was also „outside‟ the culture in which he was living.  

His writing interpreted this dual experience for the consumption of his audience.  Of 

key importance is whether the contradictory circumstances of concurrent alienation and 

integration allowed Kipling more, or less influence.  As an „alien‟, engagement was 

without allegiance to specific ideology.  This allows a level of restraint to be removed 

and his analytical „voice‟ to be accepted because of his external status.  Conversely, his 

„foreignness‟ excluded Kipling from any right to comment on hegemonic or societal 

concerns, since he was an „outsider‟.  What is certain is that these cultural engagements 

gave him a wealth of subject material with which to work.  Although she seems not to 

believe this, the uncomfortable topics discussed in the letter and notes between „Trix‟ 

and Stanley Baldwin may have caused Kipling to feel the double isolation of being 

excluded from his own culture as well, despite his ties to the establishment through 

close family and friends.  It may even be because of these important links that a feeling 

of exclusion was possible.  It is unlikely that as he grew up, Rudyard was unaware of 

implications of inferiority.  Fame, due to inherent talent, would have provided him with 

considerable psychological and material compensation.       

  In later life, comments from Trix resent her brother‟s influence on the presentation of 

her family‟s biography: „How wonderful to see that black M.S. book again!...I‟m so 

glad it has escaped the frenzy of burning any letters or papers connected with his youth 

– (& mine too – alas!) which possessed him directly after Mother‟s death‟ (32/38 File 

32/24 Un-numbered Document).
309

  This destruction was not viewed lightly, as these 
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remarks suggest.  Although she recognised that it was characteristic of Rudyard to 

destroy anything that intruded upon his ideas of privacy and family, his sister saw in his 

actions „a way of ensuring that only his reading of their family history would 

survive‟.
310

  This seems paranoid, especially since Trix suffered from mental instability 

throughout her life.  (In autumn 1898 she returned from India and „immediately plunged 

into a catatonic state that would today be diagnosed as schizophrenia‟.)
311

  Nevertheless 

it was probably true: „[p]eople do not destroy such documents just for the sake of it: 

they destroy them because they feel they contain something discreditable – either to the 

writer, or, sometimes, to others mentioned‟.
312

 (One other aspect of Trix‟s annoyance is 

worth mention.  Her resentment at the destruction indicates conflict, which echoes the 

disagreements between Kipling and his mother about her unauthorised publication of 

his early poems.  Given his stated closeness with his father, a familial gender divide is 

implied.)        

  The unstable condition of Trix may have provided further impetus for Kipling to 

elevate the reputation of his family.  In the late Victorian era interest in genealogy was 

rapidly developing in the parallel spheres of the historical origins of the family and 

concern about the decay of family lineage:  

Francis Galton, statistician and cousin to Darwin, pioneered research 

into the question of which families were „naturally fated to decay and 

which to thrive‟.  In a Fortnightly Review article in 1883 (the same year 

in which he first put forward the science of „eugenics‟) he proposed the 

opening of medical family registers which might „throw light on the 

physiological cause of the rise and decay of families, and consequently 

that of races‟.
313

 

 

According to Greenslade „[t]he penalties attached to the taking of unwarranted 

spontaneous sexual pleasure was a commonplace of late Victorian writing on hereditary 
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determinism‟.
314

  Syphilis caused particular anxiety at this time, especially since it was 

widely and erroneously believed to be an inherited condition.
315

  A tragic consequence 

of the „inheritance‟ of syphilis was madness.  The nature of the rumour that Trix is so 

anxious for her cousin to refute insinuates this type of decay, implying the taint of 

„black blood‟ and potentially madness and degeneration from an inappropriate sexual 

liaison.   

  The idea that Kipling was unconcerned, or even amused, at rumours that his family 

had some inter-racial connection seems to be confirmed by unqualified comments in a 

letter from him, written to his son in 1915:   

I went down to St. Leonards to see old Mademoiselle and Rider 

Haggard…She was immensely interested in your career.  “But why” said 

she “is he in the Irish Guards?”
316

 I explained that our family blood was 

“prudently mixed” in view of all international contingencies and that 

there was some Irish in the strain‟  

(13 (1-7)/38 File 13/7 Document 304).
317

    

 

This sanguine remark does not reflect the true feelings of Kipling: „Rudyard must have 

bristled at the prospect of his son serving with a „race‟ he had denounced only a few 

months earlier‟.
318

  Lycett comments that „[t]he more Rudyard was aware of Ireland, the 

more vitriolic he became about „the Celt‟ – a position which was understandable, given 

his political point of view, but odd, since his mother and sister both valued their Celtic 

heritage so highly.‟
319

  (Noel Ignatiev, author of How the Irish Became White 

[Routledge 1995], argues that „at one point the Irish were known as “white Negroes” 
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and black people were referred to as “smoked Irish”…[These terms] reflected the scorn 

and disdain with which both were regarded‟.)
320

 

  However his true feelings about hybridity in race and culture appear more accurately 

reflected in the narrative of some of his earliest writing, than in either his own 

correspondence, or the letter by Trix.  In „Beyond the Pale‟ [1888],
321

 the narrator has a 

clear attitude towards the mixing of different racial groups: „A MAN [sic] should, 

whatever happens, keep to his own caste, race, and breed‟.
322

   Mark Paffard states that:  

Kipling need[s] to identify himself with his community,…more 

especially when he was writing about the „native‟ underworld, with 

which respectable people had no contact.  He was in a particularly 

vulnerable position both as a very young man in a world where seniority 

was important, and as a mere journalist…The narrator who warns that 

„A man should…keep to his own caste [etc.]‟ is very clearly claiming a 

measure of self-protection.
323

  

 

As well as self-preservation, the introduction to the tale demonstrates that the narrator 

believes it is preferable and possible to define an individual‟s caste and culture as a 

discrete entity.  The nature of the gossip to which Trix alludes adds weight to Paffard‟s 

assertion that it was essential to Kipling to be categorised as belonging to the right „set‟, 

in the society in which he and his family lived.  The opening of „Beyond The Pale‟ 

indicates that Kipling emphasises distinct racial separation.  This may be conscious, or 

unconscious.  Kipling‟s narrative continues with a declaration that segregation in a 

community is the correct order of behaviour.  He emphasises this moral judgement with 

his syntax: „Let the White go to the White and the Black to the Black.  Then whatever 

trouble falls is in the ordinary course of things – neither sudden, alien, nor unexpected.  

This is the story of a man who wilfully stepped beyond the safe limits of decent 
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everyday society, and paid for it heavily.‟
324

  Kipling would know that simple ideas of 

the partition of race within a country and cross-culturally, as he advocates in his tale, 

were not possible.  The division between „white‟ and „black‟ races could not be into 

discrete categories as his narrative demands.  There is the question of degrees of 

„blackness‟ and religious and tribal categorisation:  

[t]he races of the north are the „proud and warlike‟ Afghans and Sikhs; 

those of the south are servile, Dravidian (negroid) rather than Aryan…It 

is the highest castes…and…northerners in general, who approximate 

most closely to the white man: „The lower the caste the nearer does its 

type come to the blackness and stumpy figure of the Dravidian.‟  The 

Aryans who invaded India from the north and founded the Mughal 

dynasty are compared to the Norsemen and Normans of Europe.
325

 

 

He recognises this in his poem, „Fuzzy Wuzzy‟, „published in the Scots Observer‟ on 

the 15th March 1890 and later collected in Barrack-Room Ballads [1892].
326

  The 

subject of the poem is the „Sudanese tribes [who] were formidable adversaries at close 

quarters‟.
327

  It is patronising and imperialistic: „You‟re a pore benighted ‟eathen but a 

first-class/ fightin‟ man;‟
328

 and designates differences in status between different 

African tribes „The Paythan an‟ the Zulu an‟ Burmese;/ But the Fuzzy was the finest o‟ 

the lot.‟
329

     

  „Beyond The Pale‟ is a cautionary tale, in which the main protagonist, Trejago, 

accidentally meets a lonely, young, secluded native widow and they embark upon a 

clandestine relationship.  To maintain an appearance of normality and hide his secret 

affair, Trejago pays attention to a lady within his own circle of acquaintance.  His 

native lover discovers this and in the ensuing confrontation the narrator defines the 

differences between occidental and oriental sensibilities, behaviour and social position:   
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Much that is written about Oriental passion and impulsiveness is 

exaggerated and compiled at second-hand, but a little of it is true; and 

when an Englishman finds that little, it is quite as startling as any 

passion in his own proper life.  Bisesa raged and stormed, and finally 

threatened to kill herself if Trejago did not at once drop the alien 

Memsahib
330

 who had come between them.  Trejago tried to explain, and 

to show her that she did not understand these things from a Western 

standpoint.
331

   

 

She sends her lover away, declaring „I am only a black girl…and the widow of a black 

man‟.
332

  Kipling adds in his description of her that she is in fact not black but „fairer 

than bar gold in the Mint‟.
333

  Trejago returns, to discover that their relationship has 

been uncovered and that Bisesa has been brutally punished.  Since she is unable, or too 

afraid, to warn him of impending danger he barely escapes with his life.  For Trejago, 

the legacy of the attack is a limp, so it is difficult to sympathise with the narrator‟s 

original assertion that Trejago is the character who pays heavily for this tragedy.  The 

assumption is that his severe punishment is not physical, but emotional and societal.  

The narrative comment that discussion of the inherent nature of the „oriental‟ is mostly 

unreliable and unfair, initially suggests that a sympathetic „reading‟ of the „native‟ is 

possible.  This illusion is dispelled by intimations of imperial and racial superiority 

within the tale: „The project of making India „truly British‟ was one in which, in 

general, the British never seriously believed.  The imposition of a Western 

infrastructure…under the Raj took place alongside a basic conviction that Indians 

would never…assimilate Western culture, the „superiority‟ of which seemed obvious to 

almost every British observer.‟
334

  This assumed supremacy is demonstrated by several 

perspectives such as Bisesa‟s pejorative comments about herself and her late husband, 
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the description of her hyperbolic behaviour and the insinuation that such behaviour is 

unreasonable, the idea that Trejago has a „proper‟ western life, with its more 

appropriate viewpoints and the absolute brutality of the outcome.  Most obvious is the 

idea that she could have no understanding of the vital Occidental perspective.  The story 

proposes that cross-cultural relationships are at best, risky and undesirable and at worst 

taboo. 

  Similar ideas of the unsuitability of inter-racial relationships are explored by Kipling 

in an earlier tale, although with a less physically traumatic ending for the „heroine‟.  In 

the story of „Lispeth‟, the titular protagonist lives in the capacity of servant and 

companion to the wife of the Chaplain of Kotgarh.  She embraces Christianity and falls 

in love with an Englishman.  When he journeys back to England, Lispeth waits for him 

to return to India and marry her.  After three months the Chaplain‟s wife informs her 

that:  

the Englishman had only promised his love to keep her quiet – that he 

had never meant anything, and that it was wrong and improper of 

Lispeth to think of marriage with an Englishman, who was of a superior 

clay…Lispeth was silent…for a little time; then she went out down the 

valley, and returned in the dress of a Hill-girl – infamously dirty…“I am 

going back to my own people,” said she.  “You have killed Lispeth”.
335

 

 

Regardless of her attempts at assimilation to western culture and custom, Lispeth is still 

unworthy, even though she is both devoted and faithful.  There is no suggestion that the 

behaviour of either Lispeth‟s supposed suitor, or the wife of the Chaplain, is anything 

other than appropriate and reasonable.  Suvir Kaul argues that „[i]n Kipling‟s oeuvre, 

Lisbeth [sic] is memorable as a reminder of the damage that can result from 

relationships that cross colonial divides of race and power‟.
336

  Whilst this is true, the 

fate of Bisesa is a considerably more effective and graphic example.  (The character of 
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„Lispeth‟ returns in Kipling‟s novel, Kim (1901), as „the Woman of Shamlegh‟.
337

  She 

assists Kim and the Lama on their journey and relates to them her perspective on the 

events at Kotgarh.
338

  Kaul suggests that the reuse of the character in the later novel 

implies „the enduring fear and fascination such a figure had for Kipling in particular 

and perhaps the colonial imagination in general‟.
339

  It is interesting to speculate as to 

why Kipling might be so fascinated by such a cross-cultural figure.) 

  One other paradox is worth discussion and is illustrated by events in „Beyond The 

Pale‟.  Initial communication between Trejago and Bisesa is through the medium of a 

coded message:  

Next morning, as he was driving to office, an old woman threw a packet 

into his dogcart.  In the packet was the half of a broken glass-bangle, one 

flower of the blood-red dhak, a pinch of bhusa or cattle-food, and eleven 

cardamoms.  That packet was a letter…Trejago knew far too much about 

these things, as I have said.  No Englishman should be able to translate 

object-letters.  But Trejago spread all the trifles on the lid of his office-

box and began to puzzle them out.
340

 

 

This is not the only occasion on which Kipling cautions against fraternisation and the 

inherent knowledge that this would generate „[t]hough Kipling has often been described 

as unusually knowledgeable about native life, his early work contains many warnings 

about the dangers of too much familiarity‟.
341

  The narrator deciphers the meaning of 

the „object-letter‟, piece by piece, for the reader.  This includes not only the universally 

known symbols: „[a] broken glass-bangle stands for a Hindu widow all India over‟,
342

 

but the more obtuse as well: „The flower of the dhak means diversely „desire,‟ „come,‟ 

„write,‟ or „danger,‟ according to the other things with it‟.
343

  Peter Morey discusses the 
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paradox of a narrator who criticises the inherent local, „native‟ knowledge of the 

character, whilst displaying that knowledge himself: „[d]espite his socially sanctioned 

statement in the opening paragraph: [“]A man should, whatever happens, keep to his 

own caste[”] [etc]…it appears that the narrator too has a transgressive knowledge of the 

Other which call into question his position as a champion of Anglo-India‟s binarist 

values.‟
344

  By displaying how intimately they can interpret cultural ciphers Trejago, the 

narrator and Kipling step beyond knowledge as a tool and into „the kind of emotional 

and intellectual assimilation which serves to undermine carefully constructed racial 

hierarchies‟.
345

  They are at risk of appearing to „go native‟
346

 to the detriment of all.  

For Kipling shadowed by rumour, this is perilous since despite the predication of white 

supremacy, underlying sympathy for Bisesa is unavoidable as a victim of two cultures 

and two men.  This is augmented by the „whiteness‟ of her description. Lispeth too is a 

victim for whom sympathy is engendered, despite racial differences.  

  His poems engage with these sentiments as well.  For example, „Gunga Din‟, 

published „in the Scots Observer, 7 June 1890‟ and collected in Barrack-Room Ballads 

in 1892, became a hugely popular „recitation-piece familiar to millions.‟
347

  The poem 

was „[b]ased upon the story of Juma, water-carrier to the Frontier Force regiment of 

The Guides at the siege of Delhi, July 1857.  He was selected…as the bravest man in 

the regiment‟.
348

  Whilst the language is as patronising and implicitly racist as „Fuzzy 

Wuzzy‟: „Of all them blackfaced crew/ The finest man I knew‟,
349

 the honourable 

character and bravery of Gunga Din is unquestionable: „An‟ ‟e didn‟t seem to know the 
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use o‟ fear.‟
350

  His work ethic is outstanding: „‟E would dot an‟ carry one/ Till the 

longest day was done;‟
351

  He saves the life of the speaker, at the cost of his own:  

An‟ he plugged me where I bled,… 

‟E carried me away 

To where a dooli lay, 

An‟ a bullet come an‟ drilled the beggar clean. 

‟E put me safe inside, 

An‟ just before ‟e died‟.
352

 

 

Most interesting of all is that Gunga Din attains an honorary white status, which is 

earned through deeds and emphasised by the punctuation: „An‟ for all ‟is dirty ‟ide/ ‟E 

was white, clear white, inside/ When ‟e went to tend the wounded under fire!‟.
353

  

Despite its overt racism and white supremacy this may have been a contentious point 

for Kipling‟s early audience and completely undermines the idea of discrete racial 

identities.  It demonstrates that appearances can be deceptive.  In „Fuzzy Wuzzy‟, the 

bravery of the Sudanese „knocked us ‟oller.‟
354

  The tactics of the British Imperial 

forces are deemed to be unjust: „We sloshed you with Martinis, an‟ it wasn‟t ‟ardly 

fair;‟
355

  (The „Martini‟ is a „breechloading rifle of the 1880s‟ accurate over long 

range).
356

  Such sympathy and appreciation of the „other‟ undermines racial, patriarchal 

and Victorian constructions.  Rather than sympathy, Kipling displays empathy due to 

the indeterminacy of his own position.   

  Morey contends that confusion generated by the ambiguity of the narrator‟s position 

„is an early example of Kipling‟s experimentation with the problematic narrator figure, 
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which becomes such a feature of both the Anglo-Indian and later fiction‟.
357

  He 

suggests that with this ambiguity Kipling creates a division between the narrative and 

authorial voices.  The narrator extols separatism whilst demonstrating a level of 

integration; such integration appears a complete contrast to Kipling‟s own sentiments.  

This is simply an attempt to add a variety of „different narrative voices and 

positions…[and that] Kipling does not seek a constant authoritative and authorial 

standpoint‟.
358

  The difficulty with this argument is that even if this was Kipling‟s 

intention, any detractor who wished to undermine his social or familial position could 

demonstrate that the author possesses the prohibited knowledge for which Trejago is 

censured.  This exposes Kipling to accusations of hypocrisy.  The major paradox is that 

comprehensive translation of the object-letter by the narrator is a deliberate and curious 

act by Kipling, given the unequivocal opinions applied to the narrator on such intimate 

knowledge of local custom.  It is not necessary for an extensive interpretation to be 

included.  If Kipling had omitted the interpretation, the plot would have been 

unaffected, since Trejago would have unravelled the puzzle and his subsequent actions 

would have informed the reader as to the meaning of his „object-letter‟.  It is possible 

that some of Kipling‟s readership would recognise his use of innovative technique but 

by disclosure of his knowledge he risked further censure, of the type abhorred by Trix, 

as an interloper.  

  Between December 1900 and November 1901, almost seventeen years after his first 

story was published, Kipling‟s novel Kim was serialised in both McClure’s Magazine 

and Cassell’s Magazine.  It was published in book form in 1901, simultaneously in 

England and the United States.
359

  Ricketts states that Kim was well received initially 

and that Kipling was considered to have regained the initiative in his writing „even in 
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the early stages of serialisation‟,
360

 before publication of the book.  When it did appear 

as a novel the „reviews were glowing‟.
361

  For example in Blackwood’s Magazine, Kim 

was reviewed as having „fascination, almost magic, in every page of the delightful 

volume‟.
362

  Similarly, William Morton Payne notes that:  

Mr Kipling‟s new novel is a story of the India that he knows so well – a 

story entirely without love – making or other sentimental interest of the 

conventional sort, yet singularly enthralling…It is needless to say that 

few Europeans understand the working of the Oriental mind as Mr. 

Kipling understands them, and far fewer have his gift of imparting the 

understanding to their readers‟.
363

 

 

Of great importance is the mention of the novel in an overall review of Kipling‟s work 

at his nomination for the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1907: „Among the large number 

of Kipling‟s creations, Kim (1901) deserves special notice, for in the delineation of the 

Buddhist priest…there is an elevated diction as well as a tenderness and charm which 

are otherwise unusual traits in this dashing writer‟s style.‟
364

  Kipling remarks upon the 

success of the book in a letter written shortly after its publication:  

I got a dear sweet letter from Mr Norton t‟other day about Kim at which 

he is pleased. Very pleased.  I have grown in my boots since the reading 

because praise from Norton is not what you might call as common as 

some other things: and he does not say a thing for any sake of the mere 

saying.  Likewise Henry James liked it!
365
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Lycett concurs with the view of Kim posited by Ricketts.  He states that „[a]s soon as he 

read [Kim], Henry James was thrilled that Rudyard had again tackled something 

commensurate with his talents‟.
366

 

  According to Edward Said, the work „occupies a very special place in the development 

of the English novel and in late Victorian society‟.
367

  Within this context Said does not 

qualify, or explain, exactly what he means by this, except to remark that the picture that 

the novel paints of India „exists in a deeply antithetical relationship with the 

development of the movement for Indian independence‟
368

 and that in his view they 

should be interpreted simultaneously, in order to experience the differences and the 

reality of empire.  Elsewhere, Said offers an explanation for Kim’s special status when 

he states that „in novels like Kim…Kipling‟s White Man [sic], as an idea, a persona, a 

style of being, seems to have served many Britishers while they were abroad…[F]or the 

Britisher who circulated amongst Indians, Africans, or Arabs there was also the certain 

knowledge that he belonged to, and could draw upon the empirical and spiritual 

reserves of, a long tradition of executive responsibility towards the colored [sic] 

races.‟
369

  Said argues that the novel reinforces sentiments such as those already 

expressed by Kipling in his poem, „The White Man‟s Burden‟,
370

 in which he exhorts 

those who believe in the unequivocal obligations and benefits of imperialism to:  

Take up the White Man‟s burden– 

Send forth the best ye breed– 

Go bind your sons to exile 
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To serve your captives‟ need; (1-4).
371

 

 

Said suggests that the novel legitimises empire for the late Victorian and early post-

Victorian reader and emphasises the moral responsibilities to the „native‟ that are 

engendered by imperial conquest and aspiration.)  

  The narrative of Kim illustrates how to engage directly with conflicting allegiances.  It 

justifies apparent racial hybridity, which helps to avoid accusations of hypocrisy that 

Kipling might face, or a mis-reading of his standpoint.  Since Kipling does not question 

inherent white supremacy and advocates a strict delineation of race, then author and 

eponymous hero embody this.  In comparison they remain unequivocally English, with 

the attendant raft of connotations and expectations.  Ultimately, despite their affinities 

to empire and the English nation and race, to some extent they are also „outsiders‟.  At 

the end of the novel as Kim recovers from an illness, he is briefly disorientated and 

ponders: „I am Kim.  I am Kim.  And what is Kim?‟.
372

  Kim‟s tone is unhappy, as he 

wrestles with his identities.  He has an anxiety of origin that reflects that experienced by 

his creator, despite Trix‟s stated beliefs.  As Noel Annan argues, in a comment that is as 

true for Kipling in his life as for Kim in the novel:  

[T]he hierarchy of religion and life which is implicit in every description 

of Indian or English society allots a place to each character which he is 

compelled to occupy.  Born white, Kim can no more become an Indian 

than the Lama can reverse the Wheel of Life and become a 

merchant…Kim has to discover the exact slot into which his own tiny 

personality must fit in the bewildering variety of human beings who pass 

their transitory lives in the Indian sub-continent.
373

 

 

From his earliest writing and throughout his life and work, Kipling was a victim of the 

scrutiny, fantasy and judgement of others.  The personal tensions created by this are 
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evident in Kim.  Whilst the metamorphic elements of the novel allow the eponymous 

hero to assume a variety of identities, he can hide his true identity as well.  Criticism of 

Kipling varied in its accuracy and acceptability.  An example of early scrutiny and 

implied criticism was published in The Times in 1890, eleven years before the 

publication of Kim:  

Many of the stories which he has lately published in the English 

magazines…show a distinct advance in artistic power on any of those he 

published in India, and the volume called “Departmental Ditties,” clever 

and bright as it is, is in no respect on the same level as certain verses 

which have appeared with and without his name during the present year 

in British periodicals.  Even so, we are far from asserting that Mr. 

Kipling has yet made any claim to a place in the first rank of 

contemporary writers.  He has given evidence of a knowledge of Indian 

life which would be extraordinary in any writer and is phenomenal in 

one so young.  He has shown a truly remarkable power of telling a story 

dramatically and vividly.  He has written a number of amusing 

occasional verses, not without point and sting….[T]he question in which 

the rapidly-growing number of his readers are now most interested is the 

question whether he possesses staying power…it is to be hoped he will 

not write himself out.  Modern magazines and their eager editors are a 

dangerous snare in the way of a bright, clever, and versatile writer, who 

knows that he has caught the public taste (28/10, 1888-1897, 1).
374

 

 

The article is negative in its appraisal of Kipling‟s potential and work.  Samuel Hynes is 

judgemental of the author: „In the last years of Victoria‟s reign [Kipling] was the 

acknowledged Voice of the Empire…But the century turned…[and] [i]n the years just 

before the war his public statements on the Irish question were so inflammatory that the 

question was raised in the House of Commons whether Kipling should be prosecuted 

for sedition.  By this time Kipling was no longer the Voice of Empire but the snapping 

and snarling voice of an old Tory dog.‟
375

  In common with his creator, Kim undergoes 

harsh judgement.  He believes that his closest mentor and travelling companion, the 

Lama, misinterprets his actions and the motives behind them: „Kim controlled himself 
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with an effort beyond his years.  Not more than any other youngster did he like to eat 

dirt or to be misjudged, but he saw himself in a cleft stick‟.
376

  Kipling too may have 

judged himself to be misunderstood.  He uses his work to display an intimate 

knowledge of Indian culture and society, whilst criticising the depth of such perception 

himself.  Perhaps he could warrant his knowledge if it was deemed to be in the service 

of empire.  By assimilation, or assuming a role, he could justify his writing as 

engendering greater cultural understanding or awareness.  From his earliest work he 

espouses the ideals of a discrete racial identity and white supremacy, even though his 

sister intimates that their own background may be under scrutiny.  Despite Trix‟s 

assertion that Kipling did not care about the slurs upon him and his family, perhaps a 

major factor in his impetus to be an early success was to justify himself and compensate 

for any real or imagined lack of social status and consequence.  This may have been the 

spur for his ultra-English and imperialist perspectives.  His writing was full of 

contradiction and tension as he wrote about contentious subjects such as the „other‟ and 

common men, yet he wanted literary recognition for his work.  As T.S. Eliot remarks in 

1948:  

[T]he account of a man‟s writings should be considerably more than an 

account of their success or failure, and of the fluctuations of the author‟s 

reputation during his lifetime.  And I am aware that many of Kipling‟s 

stories and verses have to be understood in relation to some public issue 

which occasioned them.  The literary critic has to take account of a 

writer‟s life, for any light that it may throw upon his writings, and for 

any help that the study of his life may give, in promoting an 

understanding and appreciation of these writings.  The biographer, on 

the other hand, should study the writings, with a modicum at least of 

literary appreciation, for the light they throw on the man (32/38 File 

32/29 Un-numbered document).
377
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Kipling‟s family members, especially his father, were crucial in the production, 

development and criticism of his work, which Eliot suggests needs to be taken into 

account by any literary critic.  It is acknowledged in the „Celebrities at Home‟ article 

[1890]:  

The name of Rudyard Kipling has been a household word in the Punjab 

and North-West Provinces, and is almost equally well known through 

the Presidencies of Madras and Bombay.  Rarely a day passed but 

something of his pen appeared in the daily papers, the Pioneer, or Civil 

and Military Gazette;…Not that his genius could be denied, only it was 

thought that having found its outlet in the portrayal of Anglo-Indian and 

native Indian life, it must henceforth be devoted to those subjects which 

would also in all probability prove to be of purely local interest.…His 

best training for the arena has been in his home intercourse; for, coming 

of a gifted family…he has lived in a pleasant atmosphere of wit and 

artistic taste, and has also been able to command never-failing sympathy 

and help (28/10, 1888-1897, 3).
378 

 

 

 

 The influences in Kipling‟s early life and work combined with an irresistible desire to 

write for an audience.  From his earliest work that audience was cross-cultural, since it 

espoused not only his Anglo-Indian acquaintance, but also Indian and other 

international, English speaking readers.  He reached out to a new „ordinary‟ audience 

who were not of a leisured class and he utilised the modern technologies available to do 

so.  This chapter begins with a discussion of early correspondence between Kipling, his 

father and other close relatives in his family. Since Kipling requested, received and 

valued familial critique of his writing and in particular the opinion of John Lockwood, 

it is evident that the way in which his early work was perceived was important to him. 

It was entirely within his grasp to shape these perceptions and the ways in which they 

influenced his reputation.  As early as 1885, one of the letters to his Aunt implies 

pleasure in the prestige he has already attained through local, Indian newspaper 
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publication.  Subsequent correspondence indicates that his pleasure did not diminish as 

his success grew.   

  There are several important factors shown in this chapter which require consideration.  

Kipling was indebted to his father and wished to please him, whilst he appears to be in 

at least some level of conflict with his mother.  He sought suitable financial reward for 

his work and he was willing to use topical and local knowledge to his advantage in this 

regard.  However as Orwell indicates, Kipling was cautious within his own Anglo-

Indian community about the ways in which he presented himself.  His 1886 letter to 

Aunt Edith Macdonald particularly highlights this type of manipulative behaviour.  He 

took the moral high ground in his writing, whilst documenting morally abhorrent 

behaviour, which he then used as his subject matter.  Of most importance in this chapter 

is Kipling‟s need to reinvent himself because of the geographical shifts which 

dislocated his feelings of „belonging‟.  At the same time, it can be seen that Kipling had 

an inherent feeling of racial anxiety, in an era when any questions over heritage and any 

hints of degeneracy would be catastrophic.  These two concepts provide the greatest 

motivators for Kipling to ensure that any „reading‟ of his reputation was on his terms, 

framed entirely within perspectives dictated by him.  Given his commercial 

achievements across all sectors of society with his work during this period, his 

strategies appear to have been successful.                     
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Chapter 3: Kipling and Language  

Linguistic Rigour in Kipling’s Writing 

  Previous chapters in this thesis have explored the early development of Kipling‟s 

reputation and its longevity.  This chapter examines the role of his precise use of 

language and the way in which this usage attributed to his later reputation and writing.  

In 1890, the author of the article „Celebrities At Home‟ wrote: „[s]ince [Kipling‟s] 

success he has given to his work the same minute elaboration as before, speaking every 

word aloud that he may better judge of its fitness‟ (28/10, 1888-1897, 3).
379

  Over forty 

years later in 1931, Kipling informs Trix that „I‟ve done…my new book of tales for the 

spring.  So far 14 stories and 17 poems.  The last give me most bother because one is 

always touching and retouching ‟em: so I am minded to make a vow not to mess with 

‟em any more‟.
380

  He refers to Limits and Renewals „[p]ublished in London and New 

York in 1932‟
381

 and he indicates the importance to him of perfecting his verse.  These 

two statements, separated by decades, imply that Kipling always retained a sense of 

perfectionism.  He revised and edited his work until it attained a form ready for 

publication.  Cecily Nicholson, secretary at Bateman‟s,
382

 confirms his preoccupation 

with detail when she remarks in her 1978 memoir: „He was writing stories, articles and 

verses all the time….I would often type the same piece over and over again while he 

revised and polished it….[I]t gave me some insight into how his mind was working and 

into his craftsmanship.  Sometimes he would put a piece on one side for weeks and then 

start working on it again‟ (File Ad. 8).
383

  His behaviour borders on obsession, with 

several possible motives.  Firstly, the reader would respond to a text from which all 
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potential flaws had been removed, as far as possible.  Repeated revision ensured that 

Kipling directed his reader towards his intended meanings.  Secondly, his specific 

lexical and syntactical choices, combined with the use of dialect, might dictate the type 

of reader who would engage with his work.  Finally relating to the last point, Kipling 

may have been prescribing the image of himself, as a man who was willing and able to 

engage across all sectors of society.      

  Such meticulous scrutiny of his writing began with his earliest work.  This is 

exemplified by a collection of manuscript books held at the University of Sussex 

Kipling Archive: „there are several important notebook collections of [Kipling‟s] early 

verses….Four such notebooks…do in fact survive, three in the Kipling Papers at Sussex 

and one in the Berg Collection in the New York Public Library‟.
384

  Rutherford notes 

that „[i]n Schooldays with Kipling Beresford refers frequently to Gigger‟s practice of 

copying his poems into “Russia-leather, gilt-edged, cream-laid MS. Books”‟.
385

  (As the 

only boy at the United Services College who wore spectacles, Kipling was given the 

nickname of „Gigger‟ or Gig-lamps‟).
386

  The attractive description of the manuscript 

books does not correspond to their current state (appendix 22).  Many of the 

handwritten poems bear evidence of revisions, erasures and comments about them by 

the young writer.  Kipling also experiments with dialect.  For example „The Trouble of 

Curtiss Who Lodged in the Basement‟,
387

 written in 1882, demonstrates the extent of 

Kipling‟s early linguistic rigour (appendix 23).  Carrington maintains that it was only in 

maturity that Kipling revised and edited his writing: „his juvenile pieces…were 
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sometimes dashed off in an afternoon to fill an odd column in his newspaper.‟
388

  

Whilst this is true of some verses, the notebooks and „Celebrities at Home‟ article offer 

evidence to the contrary.  Kipling is scathing in a critique of his poem.  A year later he 

comments that he „thought this perfection when I wrote it – forcible grand and all the 

rest.  In straining after effect I overdid the thing, neglected the womans life Shamefully 

and shamelessly and mixed my few grains of wheat with so much chaff that the whole 

affair has been hopelessly spoilt.  Moral Don‟t write like that again till I am older‟ 

4/4/83 (24/38 Files 24/1, 24/2 and 24/3).
389

  

  Previous discussion demonstrates the critical input of friends and family into Kipling‟s 

work.  He implies that his experience at the United Services College [1878-1882] was 

an early catalyst for his linguistic pedantry:      

My main interest as I grew older was C –, my English and Classics 

Master
390

….Under him I came to feel that words could be used as 

weapons…One learns more from a good scholar in a rage than from a 

score of lucid and laborious drudges; and to be made the butt of one‟s 

companions in full form is no bad preparation for later experiences.
391

 

 

Examination of Kipling‟s work illustrates his diligent attention to form and expression.  

This is apparent in his choice of style and lexis with which he produces and strengthens 

specific images and in representation of his characters: „[w]hether using standard 

English or dialect, most of Kipling‟s characters are given a distinctive manner of speech 

which he indicates by vocabulary and word order‟.
392

  Kipling enhances the authenticity 

of his writing by appearing to incorporate genuine accent and dialect, the foundation of 

which was his development of „a personal system of phonetics from his study of the 
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private soldier, slum dweller and music-hall coster.‟
393

  Since this authenticity is 

apparent throughout many of his texts which provides a vast amount of material, close 

examination in this chapter of this technique is within the parameters of Kipling‟s 

working-class „soldier-speech‟.  (There is brief discussion of Kipling‟s use of the Indian 

dialect in chapter 2, with regard to the tale „Beyond the Pale‟ and several poems.  The 

linguistic usage of the eponymous hero of Kim also merits brief mention.  In his earliest 

years in India „[t]here came a point when kitchen Hindustani was so much the lad‟s 

[Kipling‟s] first tongue that he had to be reminded to speak English when he was 

presented to his parents‟.
394

  Not only does this illustrate how similar was the early 

experience of author and creation in terms of late consciousness of heritage, but it also 

gives Kim‟s character added authenticity by emulating this early personal experience.  

For Kim to speak entirely in „kitchen‟ Hindustani would have denied the novel to the 

majority of the intended audience, but clever use of phrasing and occasional „native‟ 

words gives a flavour of that effect.  For example, as when Kim carefully negotiates the 

cost of a rail journey for himself and the Lama: „The price is so much.  The small 

money in return is just so much.  I know the ways of the te-rain [sic]…Never did yogi 

need chela as thou dost‟.
395

  This echoes earlier work, such as the poems of Barrack-

Room Ballads and Other Verses
396

 in which Kipling uses the technique of writing in a 

style and dialect to encourage empathy of the reader to his characters.  Examination of 

the American dialect in this chapter is absent, since although he enthused in 1888 that 

American was „[“]the one language I have long and ardently desired to learn[”]‟,
397

 by 

1889 he declared that American „[“]speech is not sweet to listen to – ‟specially the 
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women‟s.[”]  In his pieces for the Pioneer he confirmed his distaste for Americans‟ 

language‟.
398

)   

  Examples of Kipling‟s soldier-dialect are found in dialogue passages in Soldiers Three 

[1888] (fig. 10).  This was the first title in the Indian Railway Library series.  The seven 

booklets of the series („[t]he first six of [which] were by Kipling‟
399

), each had between 

four and nine stories, with Soldiers Three containing seven.   Six of these „had already 

appeared in The Week’s News during 1888.  A second edition appeared in Allahabad in 

1888, an English edition in 1890, and an American edition in the latter year‟.
400

 

 

Fig. 10 Cover illustration for Soldiers Three, No. 1 of the Indian Railway 

Library Series (4/38 File 4/8). 

 

In the 1950 edition used in this chapter, the stories combine into one volume, published 

as Soldiers Three and Other Stories.  (This 1950 edition is the result of several earlier 
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revisions and subsequent publication of collections, by Kipling and his publishers.  The 

first three booklets were revised by Kipling and „later conflated in a collection 

published in two volumes and comprising 24 stories; the fourth, fifth and sixth 

booklets…formed another collection…The two-volume collection was published in 

London in 1892 by Sampson Low…under the title Soldiers Three, The Story of the 

Gadsbys, In Black and White.  It was reissued by Macmillan in London and New York 

in 1895‟.
401

  Following three further Macmillan reprints and an Edition de Luxe in 1897, 

Macmillan published the collection as the first Uniform Edition, under the title Soldiers 

Three and Other Stories and sub-titled Soldiers Three, The Story of the Gadsbys and In 

Black and White in 1899
402

). 

  The 1950 collection is a chapter by chapter narrative of three regular soldiers of the 

British Army in India: „[a] collection of stories setting forth certain passages in the lives 

and adventures of Privates Terence Mulvaney, Stanley Ortheris and John Learoyd‟.
403

  

The privates are an Irishman, a Londoner and a Yorkshireman, respectively.  These 

characters demonstrate Kipling‟s „acquaint[ance] with the English working classes in 

India.‟
404

  The corollary of such a relationship was Kipling‟s ability to „suitably 

represent the mood of the sociologically realistic nineties.‟
405

  

  From the first appearance of his three soldier protagonists, Kipling writes their spoken 

words phonetically to represent the dialect and accent appropriate to the speaker: „[i]n 

his first story of barrack life („The Three Musketeers‟, March 1887) Kipling made his 

Irishman, Mulvaney, his Yorkshireman, Learoyd, and his Londoner, Ortheris, talk 

appropriately, using local words, grammatical forms, and sounds rendered in an amateur 
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phonetic spelling that was already conventional.‟
406

  (Kipling‟s relationship with the 

soldier and his imagery of this figure will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.  It is his 

use of „common speech‟ and colloquialism as a linguistic technique to portray particular 

social groupings, which is crucial here.)  When Kipling uses this approach in his poetry 

„[it] brings a working-class voice speaking non-standard English into the poetry of the 

1890s‟.
407

  The ordinary soldier as subject is divorced from official opinions and 

positions and „recovers one of the potentially lost perspectives of imperial history‟s 

common scenes‟.
408

  This is equally true in Kipling‟s prose.  His writing supplies the 

supposedly most vulgar elements of society with opportunities to speak for themselves 

and to be heard outside their own class.  Using the „voice‟ of the soldier in this way 

echoes the idea that Kipling speaks outside the appropriate category of society to which 

he might be assigned.  Keating argues that „[i]t is Rudyard Kipling who bring-about 

[sic] a complete break with convention and provides English fiction with a new cockney 

archetype.‟
409

  Kipling must have been confident that his audience would judge his 

work as a serious attempt at empathy and not read into his poetry and other writing 

elements of satire, mockery or parody.  (Kipling‟s confidence was probably not 

misplaced, since his „only slum story…had shown that it was possible to write about 

working-class characters in a working-class environment without presenting their words 

and actions in middle-class terms.‟
410

)  Conversely, Kipling ran a risk that his some of 

his readership might assign him to the class for whom he appeared to speak.            

  Paradoxically, the technique Kipling uses to deliver accent, dialect, regional diversity 

and class adds clarity and confusion to the reading of the text.  For example in Soldiers 
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Three and Other Stories and the 1890 Barrack-Room Ballads the confused syntax, 

phonetic representation of the strong dialect and poor vocabulary of the soldiers depicts 

a common, enlisted man with few pretensions of education or intellect.  Kipling ensures 

that the reader understands the humble origins of his subjects.  He „fully understood the 

necessity for the working man to express himself in his own language.‟
411

  Nevertheless 

Mulvaney, Ortheris, Learoyd and the speaker-narrators of poems such as „Tommy‟, 

„The Widow at Windsor‟ and „Oonts‟ are positively represented in the narrative whether 

they speak themselves, or are narrated by the external Kiplingesque figure who 

considers the men as his friends.  By „hearing‟ the voices of the men, it is more difficult 

for the reader to project a pejorative image of them.  (Keating argues that the „use of 

phonetics to indicate the sound of a cockney voice‟
412

 is the „most influential single 

aspect of Tommy Atkins‟s presentation‟
413

 in the Barrack-Room Ballads.  Kipling‟s 

combination of „speech rhythms, aided by a music-hall song beat, are used to create that 

perky sense of all-knowing self-sufficiency which had long been an important part of 

the cockney‟s personality‟
414

).   

  However, lengthy narrative in colloquial vocabulary which must be deciphered 

phonetically, detracts from the overall understanding of either a poem or story.  For 

example „Oonts‟
415

, published in the Scots Observer on March 22
nd

 1890,
416

 begins with 

the line: „Wot makes the soldier‟s ‟eart to penk, wot makes ‟im to perspire?‟.
417

  A more 

complicated example is taken from the chapter „The God from The Machine‟, when 

Mulvaney discusses attempts to dishonour the daughter of the Colonel of the Regiment 

in which he serves: „[s]o he wint menowdherin‟, and minandherin‟, an‟ blanandherin‟ 
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roun‟ an‟ about the Colonel‟s daughter, an‟ she, poor innocint, lookin‟ at him‟.
418

  This 

must be read carefully to elicit any meaning.  The attempt at authenticity is distracting.  

According to some critics, Kipling‟s use of the vernacular as a linguistic technique fails, 

since it lacks verisimilitude:   

Most readers may enjoy, or, more likely, imagine they enjoy, the use of 

dialect…in Soldiers Three.  Nowadays Kipling connoisseurs…have their 

doubts….This use of dialect, in poetry as well as prose, seems initially to 

be a brilliant tour de force.  But it becomes tiresome: as close 

examination makes immediately apparent, it is not authentic.  It is a 

fictional model bearing little relation to these vernaculars….Kipling 

never did understand Cockney, Yorkshire or Irish, although he came up 

with a very creditable (and patronising) imitation.  However, the 

necessary effort…of translating from the pseudo-vernacular into English 

makes the reader pause.  This directs his attention to the sense.  In that 

way it amounts to a useful and clever device.
419

  

 

For Seymour-Smith the sole achievement of Kipling‟s use of the vernacular is to reduce 

the speed of reader engagement with the text, which augments understanding of the 

writing.  The audience is directed towards components of the original dialect and a 

„flavour‟ of another element of society, or class, with which they might be unfamiliar. 

  In February 1942, Orwell makes pejorative observations relating to Kipling‟s poems 

Barrack-Room Ballads, in his Horizon article.  Keating states that the composition of 

these ballads was „inspired by Kipling‟s association with the London working classes, 

and which established [another] new [“]realistic[”] cockney archetype – Tommy 

Atkins.‟
420

  Page states that on publication the poems „aroused real enthusiasm – partly, 

no doubt, because its author had by the time of its publication already risen to fame on 

account of his short stories.  Even before the volume appeared in 1892, individual 

poems had been printed in Henley‟s Scots Observer (later National Observer), 

beginning resoundingly with „Danny Deever‟ on 22 February 1890, and had attracted 
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widespread attention‟.
421

 (Arthur T. Quiller-Couch infers that „Danny Deever‟ and the 

poems in Barrack-Room Ballads are successful in large part because of Kipling‟s use of 

lexis: „the Barrack Room [sic] volume does indeed contain verse for which 

[“]splendid[”] is the only term – so radiantly it glitters with incrustations of barbaric 

words.  It has genius in it, of course, in the grim effectiveness (for instance) of „Danny 

Deever‟.)
422

  Another important element in the success and enthusiastic reception of the 

Barrack-Room Ballads is Kipling‟s clever use of the ballad genre.  The tradition of 

ballad composition dates from the early 14
th

 century, with renewed interest in the form 

in the 18
th

 century.
423

  The ballad was „originally a song intended as an accompaniment 

to a dance‟, which evolved into a simple or popular song „often…attacking persons or 

institutions.‟
424

  Subsequently the genre developed into „a single, spirited poem in short 

stanzas, in which some popular story is graphically narrated‟.
425

  The narrative element 

is essential, since this engages with the Victorian practice of public and private 

recitation and music hall performance.  The „[“]folk-art of the late-Victorians was the 

popular song with a strong melody, a simple rhythm, and a chorus…Everyone joined 

in, and everyone knew some dozens of songs[”]‟.
426

  This illustrates one of the most 

appealing, socially cohesive elements of the ballad form, for poet and audience.  In 

places of entertainment such as music halls and pubs and in schools and homes, poetry 

could be memorised, recited and sung.  This ensured a greater audience than was 

possible for prose writing: „[i]n the music halls [Kipling] found the strength and vitality 

that he searched for in vain in other areas of English life.  It would be difficult to over-
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estimate the influence of the music hall on Kipling‟s mind and work‟.
427

  The simple, 

appealing and „singable‟ form of ballads guaranteed wide and enthusiastic 

dissemination.  It is evident in Barrack-Room Ballads that Kipling was conscious of 

these factors and constructed his poems accordingly.  An illustration of this is „Belts‟ 

(first published in the Scots Observer in July 1890)
428

 the seven stanzas employ 

repetition of the five line chorus: 

For it was:– „Belts, belts, belts, an‟ that‟s one for you!‟ 

An‟ it was „Belts, belts, belts, an‟ that‟s done for you!‟ 

O buckle an‟ tongue 

Was the song that we sung 

From Harrison‟s down to the Park!
429

 

 

The only variation is within the three word introduction to the chorus.  Such repetition 

and alliteration commits the ballad to memory.  The predominance of a popular ballad 

engendered commercial success, prolific exposure and wide public recognition and 

influence.  By the late Victorian period of the Boer War „[m]uch of the poetry…written 

by or about men at the front falls into the cadences of the popular recitational ballads 

and music hall tunes of the time.‟
430

  Foremost of these was the „iambic quatrain of the 

border ballad…or a simplified version of it…[d]eveloped during the nineteenth century 

into a veritable cult‟.
431

  This form of „simple narrative ballad was the most readily 

available mode for Tommy poets.‟
432

  It seems certain that Kipling‟s soldier-ballads 

were influential in this arena.  Paradoxically for him, there was risk in using the ballad 

form with its popular, „common‟ appeal, since this may have fed any speculation about 

his class and heritage.             
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  His ballads are „dramatic monologues, or occasionally dialogues, recited in 

character…in a language that is appropriate.…Most of the speakers use the vernacular 

of the London working class which Kipling was the first author to treat as a dialect with 

a right to be taken seriously‟.
433

  Keating remarks that there are „several important 

points about Kipling‟s use of Cockney.  First, it is not treated as corrupt Standard 

English, but as a dialect in its own right….Secondly, it is not phoneticized in order to 

make the reader laugh….Thirdly, the transliteration is consistent throughout.‟
434

  This is 

important since „Victorian lyrics exercised significant cultural influence, particularly in 

the construction of gender identities‟.
435

  Kipling‟s verse could generate engagement 

with social identity.  The Victorians were fascinated with exploring the human 

personality, so dramatic verse, especially dramatic monologue, was of particular 

interest.
436

  Typically, Kipling‟s ballads were „set to music and sung…recited, quoted, 

copied, anthologized…[and]…translated‟.
437

  They exploited the „idiom of music hall, 

street ballad, and barrack room‟.
438

   They were published „month by month, [as] a 

series of verses about British soldiers…The thirteen original soldier pieces first 

appeared between February and July 1890, in the Scots Observer, a literary weekly 

edited by W.E. Henley, a great patron of young writers….Kipling‟s ballads attracted an 

immediate attention from the critics.‟
439

  The serial publication of the soldier poems 

probably contributed to their success, since the reader could learn and share an 

individual ballad prior to publication of the next one.  (An example of the Barrack-

Room Ballads collection will be examined within this chapter in terms of language.  
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Other examples will be used extensively in a succeeding chapter, which relates directly 

to the image of the soldier in Kipling‟s writing.)   

  Although Orwell‟s 1942 article on Kipling is cutting in its observations of his work, it 

begins by acknowledging the primacy of his soldier-verse: „If one examines his best 

and most representative work, his soldier poems, especially Barrack Room Ballads, one 

notices that what more than anything else spoils them is an underlying air of 

patronage‟.
440

  This impression of patronage may have been deliberately constructed by 

Kipling, in order to distance himself from his subjects.  Orwell detects underlying 

evidence of genuine affection for the soldier, although his comments imply class 

contrast: „Kipling idealizes the army officer, especially the junior officer‟.
441

  Orwell 

refutes Keating‟s arguments with regard to Kipling‟s authenticity entirely, when Orwell 

indicates that the lexis and syntax that Kipling uses to demonstrate his affection is 

fatally flawed: „the private soldier, though lovable and romantic, has to be a comic.  He 

is always made to speak in a sort of stylised cockney, not very broad but with all the 

aitches and final g‟s carefully omitted. Very often the result is as embarrassing as the 

humorous recitation at a Church social‟.
442

  The line: „[“]What are the bugles blowin‟ 

for?[”] said Files-on-Parade.‟
443

 from the ballad „Danny Deever‟ illustrates Orwell‟s 

observation.  

  There is merit in Seymour-Smith and Orwell‟s arguments.  This is illustrated by 

linguistic comparison of Kipling‟s description, from one of his Barrack-Room Ballads, 

of the imminent execution of Danny Deever [from „Danny Deever‟, 1890] with the 
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burial of Drummer Hodge [1899],
444

 in the poem of that name by Thomas Hardy. (The 

latter poem will receive extensive reading across several chapters of this thesis, with 

appropriate perspectives and context added in each section).  These two characters are 

different in many ways.  Prior to the events of the poem, Danny Deever appears to be a 

seasoned soldier of bravery and worth since he has attained a rank from which he has 

now been demoted because of his crime.  Drummer Hodge is an inexperienced youth.  

Deever is a soldier in the British colonial army in Anglo-India, Hodge is killed in the 

conflict of the Second Boer War.  Deever has been charged, tried and sentenced for a 

serious misdemeanour which results in his execution.  The tragedy of battle is inferred 

in Drummer Hodge‟s death, which gives it a status denied to the death of Danny 

Deever.  Drummer Hodge „serves as one image of the Boer War soldier – uncouth, 

uneducated, fighting for an unknown cause‟.
445

  Despite the differences between the 

two characters van Wyk Smith suggests here that Drummer Hodge occupies a similar 

social space, class and level of linguistic attainment as Danny Deever and the speaker in 

that ballad.  All could be described and narrated in a similar style.  However, the two 

poets choose different versions of narrative about their characters.  Kipling writes:   

„I‟m dreadin‟ what I‟ve got to watch,‟ the Colour-Sergeant 

said. 

For they‟re hanging‟ Danny Deever, you can 

hear the Dead March play, 

The regiment‟s in „ollow square–they‟re hangin‟  

him to-day; 

They‟ve taken of his buttons off an‟ cut his 

Stripes away, 
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An‟ they‟re hangin‟ Danny Deever in the 

mornin‟.
446

 

 

In contrast, Hardy is elegant and economical in his narrative when he states of his 

character: 

They throw in Drummer Hodge, to rest 

Uncoffined – just as found: 

 His landmark is a kopje
447

–crest 

 That breaks the veldt
448

 around; 

  And foreign constellations west 

 Each night above his mound.
449

 

 

As Orwell argues, Kipling‟s simple expedient of omitting a letter to mimic an accent 

does not work.  There is little else in „Danny Deever‟ to indicate the register, 

pronunciation and tone of the narrator, except the syntactical shift of „taken of his 

buttons off‟, so the „dialect‟ becomes a distraction, rather than a tool to engender an 

authentic atmosphere.  This is countered by Keating‟s fourth observation on Kipling‟s 

use of Cockney that „by concentrating on a consistent use of only one or two important 

cockney [sic] characteristics…Kipling succeeded both in capturing the sound of a 

cockney voice and in making it comprehensible to the general reader.‟
450

   However, 

Seymour-Smith might argue that what it succeeds in doing is clarifying to the audience 

the social status and lack of education of the narrator, even if it fails accurately to depict 

his geographic or demographic origins.      

  Hardy is more successful in creating a believable picture, in terms of language.  He 

uses exotic yet appropriate vocabulary, which when it is combined with the simplicity 

of the rest of the stanza contrasts to convey the starkness, brutality and „foreignness‟ of 
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Drummer Hodge‟s unceremonious burial.  Kipling fails to do this in his description of 

an equally stark military event.  The implications of Drummer Hodge‟s low class and 

social standing are obvious.  There is nothing in the stanza to distract from a „pen 

portrait‟ that can be imagined.  It is ironic that the effects employed to add 

verisimilitude in Kipling‟s poem generate a feeling of falsehood and make it more 

difficult of the two to access. 

  There are questions raised about Kipling‟s use of dialect and accent in the light of the 

criticisms of Seymour-Smith and Orwell.  Similar sentiments to those expressed by 

them had been encountered by Kipling at an early stage of his career.  However, 

Kipling was assiduous in his choice of vocabulary and its usage.  He forcefully counters 

the charges that he is inauthentic and that his use of dialect detracts from his writing: 

„the long-haired literati of the Savile Club are swearing that I “invented” my soldier talk 

in Soldiers Three.  Seeing that not one of these critters has been within earshot of a 

barrack, I am naturally wrath.‟
451

  (The Savile Club in Piccadilly opened in 1874 and 

Kipling was introduced to dining there by „his mentor Andrew Lang‟. It was the haunt 

of London‟s „top journalists, writers and publishers‟).
452 

 It is difficult to imagine that 

Kipling was unaware that the vernacular dialogue of his characters might be inaccurate, 

but this letter suggests that this was the case.  Gilmour agrees with Keating when he 

argues that Kipling gained his insights into the lives of the enlisted men through close 

association with them, as he visited and talked to them in their barracks.  He was 

introduced to „the regimental sergeant-major with the explanation that Kipling had “an 

idea for turning out something new in writing about military life by getting into direct 
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touch with Tommy Atkins himself”‟.
453

  By his introduction of the common soldier to 

literary text, in appearance, attitude and language Kipling was lauded as having 

discovered „“Tommy Atkins” as a hero of realistic romance‟.
454

  Close contact 

engendered a feeling of intimate knowledge and veracity in representing the culture and 

language of the men.  Correspondence from an „old soldier‟ to Kipling‟s daughter Elsie, 

in 1950, reinforces Kipling‟s belief in his own precision:   

It was in the days when I was a very young soldier that I first read 

“Soldiers Three” and then re-read them to my room-mates in 

barracks….They were just amazed at his marvellous insight into their 

lives and marvelled still more how he got at it 

(32/38 File 32/25 Un-numbered document
 
).

455
 

 

Elsie Bambridge felt the need to respond to this letter in the hope that it would add to a 

defence of her father‟s work: 

I am hoping to have a biography of my Father written before long, and I 

wondered if you would allow me either to quote your description of your 

first introduction to “Soldiers Three” and of your reading it to your 

room-mates; or to refer to this episode giving your name in connection 

with it?  So many critics now say that the men depicted in those stories 

bore no resemblance to the soldiers of those days, that I feel your first-

hand evidence of the reaction of some soldiers would be convincing 

(32/38 File 32/25 Un-numbered document).
456

      

 

Even though it is unlikely, Kipling may have been unaware of the type of error 

attributed to him by critics such as Seymour-Smith.  Carrington suggests that such 

criticism is unjust and inaccurate since Kipling was tapping a vein of linguistic heritage: 

„Mulvaney‟s Irish brogue harked back to the eighteenth century, and had been spoken 

by Thackeray‟s Mrs O‟Dowd in Vanity Fair.  Learoyd‟s north-country speech was not 
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unlike that of Tennyson‟s “northern farmer”‟.
457

  There is an admission that „Ortheris 

introduced a new dialect into serious literature‟.
458

  Despite Kipling‟s intimation that 

there was contemporary criticism of his linguistic usage, perhaps it was at a minor level 

and has only become more vocal with posthumous, modern examination and criticism 

of his texts.  Orwell‟s barbed comments are completely repudiated by the arguments put 

forward by Keating and when Carrington agrees that „[a]s Peter Keating demonstrates, 

in his Working Classes in Victorian Literature [sic]
459

 (1971), Kipling was the first 

writer to use the London vernacular for other than comic effect‟.
460

  Since Kipling 

evaluates the use of every word, his employment of the vernacular is another tool.  It 

integrates him socially with lower class elements of his audience; he is judged as „one 

of them‟.  If he recognised any inaccuracy he may have chosen to use it anyway for this 

purpose.  Conversely in this context, Kipling could deliberately use linguistic and 

dialectical imprecision as a technique.  Those educated enough to recognise this would 

realise that he could not be from that lower social class and so his status would be 

maintained.  It is a paradox that despite his diligence he seems so much in error, 

especially when it is apparent that he did have a huge amount of contact with the 

soldiers.  In a sense then, he did invent his „soldier talk‟.  

  There needs to be consideration of whether readers contemporaneous with Kipling 

could more easily interpret his texts and how many of them embraced similar criticisms 

of his linguistic techniques to more current critics.  This is especially the case with his 

poems and stories at first publication in India, since the original audience may have 

been familiar with the lives, personalities and origins of privates such as those denoted 

by Mulvaney et al.  The translation of colloquial language which was common currency 
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between them was probably without difficulty for those readers.  However, his eventual 

contemporary readership was vast and it is important to determine whether the narrative 

language was unclear, or unacceptable to them.  Lycett indicates that this was not the 

case, since the reception of „Danny Deever‟ was hugely successful:  

David Masson, the usually undemonstrative Professor of Rhetoric and 

English Literature at Edinburgh University…dance[d] before his 

astonished students, waving the paper and exclaiming, „Here‟s 

Literature!  Here‟s Literature at last!‟….[T]he ballad has been praised 

not only by Masson, but by fellow poets, ranging from W.B. Yeats…to 

T.S. Eliot, who called it „technically (as well as in content) 

remarkable‟…[I]t was „Danny Deever‟ that made [Will] Henley – and 

the rest of the literary world – sit up‟.
461  

    

 

 

The praise showered on the poem is comprehensive.  The enthusiastic responses 

emanate from the academic, literary, critical and popular arenas.  Of particular 

importance are the responses of fellow poets.  An article in The Morning Post, 

published at the time of Kipling‟s death, agrees with Masson‟s sentiments.  In contrast 

to Orwell and Seymour-Smith and in agreement with Keating, it suggests that it is the 

use of dialect, accent and colloquialism that engenders authenticity in Kipling‟s poems: 

In his “Barrack-Room Ballads” Kipling‟s strange and arresting poetic 

genius was first revealed…Long before they were gathered into a book, 

these irrepressible ballads had sunk themselves into the nation‟s 

remembrance…[T]o convince such as hesitated of the reality of it all, 

these ballads were written in the living language of the crowded canteen.  

They were wrought of the very sweat and dust of English speech  

(File Ad 24 Un-numbered document).
462

  

 

  Carrington states that Kipling was „firmly placed as a star in the literary galaxy by a 

leader writer for The Times (25 March 1890) – now known to be Mr Humphrey Ward – 

who compared Kipling with Maupassant‟.
463

  He claims that Oscar Wilde and Henry 

James gave enthusiastic approbation to Kipling‟s ballads, James remarking that he 
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„never arranges or glosses or falsifies, but goes straight for the common and the 

characteristic‟.  Inevitably, with the paradox that always accompanies Kipling, Wilde 

praises the vulgarity of the writing and James later comments that Kipling „has come 

down steadily from the simple in subject to the more simple‟.
464

  However, taken in 

context Wilde‟s comment is not as pejorative as it appears, since Kipling‟s „vulgarity‟ 

is an inherent element of „reading life by superb flashes‟.
465

    These contemporary 

critics imply that it is largely the language and its use in work such as Barrack-Room 

Ballads and Soldiers Three that offers the reader the idea of an accurate and cross-

cultural text.  Kipling enables a great number of readers to feel that his work is 

accessible to them and „speaks‟ directly to them in their own „voice‟, as well as giving 

insight to those outside the social grouping.   This ensures that Kipling is a literary 

figure who is popular across all sectors of class and society.  Models such as Terence 

Mulvaney reached out to a target audience who began with the Anglo-English and then 

stretched to all classes in an imperial structure: „Christopher Hitchins…in a recent 

Atlantic Monthly essay, lauds Kipling‟s “fruitful contradictions” as the source of his 

transcendence of class divisions: “His entire success as a bard derived from the ability 

to shift between Low and High Church, so to speak.  He was a hit with the troops and 

the gallery…but he was also…the chosen poet of the royal family and the Times”‟.
466

  

Kipling‟s writing and language engages with a shared cross-cultural discourse and 

culture of writing, as maintained by Paul Fussell.  He has no doubt about the 

importance of literature in the absence of other media, in the period leading up to and 

including the Great War: „[i]n 1914…amusement was largely found in language 

formally arranged, either in books and periodicals or at the theater [sic] and music 
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hall‟.
467

  Literature, in conjunction with personal and public discourse, was dominant in 

a way which it is now difficult to imagine.
468

   

  Jonathan Rose indicates that one catalyst for this predominance of literature and 

consequent literacy was „[u]ndenominational Board schools [which] proliferated after 

the Education Act of 1870.  English literature became their most widely taught subject, 

especially after 1882, when reading from Shakespeare, Milton, Defoe, and other 

“standard authors” were mandated for higher grades.‟
469

  He stresses the importance of 

the Victorian and Edwardian Mutual Improvement Societies, each of which he 

describes as „a friendly society devoted to education‟.
470

  These omnipresent societies 

were crucial in the delivery of adult education and literacy.
471

  (Initially and for many 

years, women were excluded from this circle and it was not until the late nineteenth 

century that they were able to join in with what Rose determines as „mutual 

improvement activities‟).
472

  Samuel Smiles and his notions of self help, published in 

1859 in a text under that title, also played a significant role in developing Victorian 

adult literacy.  According to Rose „Self-Help (1859) sold a quarter million copies by the 

end of the century and was translated into all the major European and Asian languages.  

The volume grew out of lectures delivered to a Leeds mutual improvement society in 

1845‟.
473

  Smiles believed that the working class „would raise its educational and 

economic standards through its own cooperative efforts‟.
474
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  By the late nineteenth century public libraries had begun to expand and replace the 

working men‟s libraries which had preceded them.
475

  According to Rose, the progress 

of Victorian literacy and engagement with literature and the language of literature was 

chronological and evolutionary, with mutual improvement at its heart.  An important 

point in this context is that it was largely driven by the working class itself and resulted 

in a huge adult audience of literary readers: 

It is sometimes argued that the working-class pursuit of education was 

an accommodation to middle-class values, a capitulation to bourgeois 

cultural hegemony.  Actually, it represented the return of the repressed.  

“Knowledge is Power” may strike us as a naïve Victorian slogan, but it 

was embraced passionately by generations of working-class radicals who 

were denied both.
476

  

  

This was an expanding audience whom Kipling could strive to engage and entertain, 

which offers one explanation of his determination to utilise a language with which these 

audience members could identify. 

  (Improvements in working class literacy and interest in all forms of text were not 

universally popular.  The church, in particular, saw engagement with secular literature 

as a threatening distraction: „[t]hose with predominantly working-class congregations, 

such as the Baptists and Primitive Methodists, tended to be the most hostile‟.
477

  Secular 

texts and works of fiction liberated both the imagination and personal awareness.  

Neither was believed by the church to be helpful within the broader context of 

society.)
478

  Kipling‟s language of poetry and other writing threatened from both 

contexts at once.  Not only did it give awareness and a voice to those who did not have 

one and to others who might feel themselves to be unrepresented but, principally in his 
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Indian writing, it gave huge opportunities to engage the imagination through exotic 

imagery, subjects and unfamiliar language.      

  Fussell maintains that the study models and systems that had been put in place, such as 

the „National Home Reading Union‟
479

 allowed those further down the social scale to 

attain greater goals than might otherwise have been possible.  This ensured that „[there 

was] established an atmosphere of public respect for literature unique in modern 

times‟.
480

  Everyone read the Bible, Shakespeare, several of the major poets and some 

of those who were less well known.  Kipling‟s working class audience was potentially 

enormous.  The general popularity of his verse and prose, across the various formats in 

which it appeared, indicates that this audience considered that the vernacular verse was 

a genuine expression of sentiment, rather than ironic text.  It appears that the writing 

and the language used within it was received as a genuine attempt at engagement 

between a representative of one social grouping towards another. During his lifetime 

Kipling recognised the potency and influence of every form of the written word.  But he 

could do more than engage with his public in terms of writing, or producing literary 

text.  As The Morning Post argues: „[a]s with the poetry of Burns, so with Rudyard 

Kipling‟s – it is the dialect verse which seems most likely to become in future centuries 

the daily bread of men‟s imaginations‟ (File Ad. 24 Un-numbered document).
481

  He 

had access to the „codes‟ of shared cultural currency and he crossed the barriers of 

social class through his use of language and dialect.  Kucich states that „Rutherford 

warned readers to suspend their biases against Kipling‟s jingoism and not to dismiss 

him “contemptuously” or “hysterically”: “Here, after all, we have the last English 

author to appeal to readers of all social classes and all cultural groups…and the last poet 
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to command a mass audience”‟.
482

  The implications of this comment, in terms of 

Kipling‟s influence and commercial and literary success, are enormous.  Both high and 

low cultures were accessible to him and he used them both.   

  This chapter examines Kipling‟s particular use of language and the ways in which this 

engages with the generation and maintenance of his reputation.  Cecily Nicholson 

illustrates the obsessive perfectionism and linguistic rigour, first learned at school, 

which Kipling applied to all of his writing.  He attracts criticism from both Orwell and 

Seymour-Smith that despite his rigour, his use of linguistic techniques detracts from his 

verse and prose, due to a lack of veracity.  However it is evident in this chapter that not 

all critics agree with them and he refuted a similar suggestion of inauthenticity, made 

whilst he was writing in India.   

  Keating demonstrates that Kipling, by engaging with the popular and well-known 

traditions of the ballad genre and utilising the speech patterns and lexis of the Cockney 

voice, creates a realistic picture of an under-represented group, the common soldier.  

Kipling generates an image of the soldier as a vivid and vital figure and gives these men 

a voice of their own.  This was a successful strategy, since his diverse readers included 

literary figures such as Henry James and Oscar Wilde, members of the Royal Family 

and a vast audience of working-class readers, including his soldier-subjects.  Generally, 

these readers embraced Kipling‟s linguistic usage and through their engagement with 

his specific choice of lexis, syntax, dialect and form, Kipling directed their „reading‟ of 

poet and subject.                 
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Chapter 4: Kipling and ‘Tommy Atkins’ 

Representing the Soldier  

  Concurrent with his efforts to establish and protect his own reputation, Kipling chose 

to address the abhorrent reputation of the serving soldier who was generally vilified in 

Victorian society.  This chapter will examine the ways in which Kipling undertook this 

task and addressed the issues of rejuvenating the image of these under-represented men.  

When he read Barrack Room Ballads, Private George Housman, soldier brother of the 

poet, A. E. Housman, declared of Kipling that „“There never was such a man…who 

understands “Tommy Atkins” in the rough, as he does”‟.
483

  (A. E. Housman wrote a 

„series of poems which was eventually published as A Shropshire Lad in 1896.‟
484

  With 

its „themes of rural life, the military, death, and unrequited love‟,
485

 it was not 

commercially successful until the Second Boer War.  The poems „concern hale young 

men relishing work, sport, the tavern and the pursuit of sweethearts, but ready to be 

tempted away to seek glory, and face death, in the army.‟
486

  A Shropshire Lad engages 

with the „homoerotic motif in Great War writing‟
487

 with „the theme of beautiful 

suffering lads, for which the war sanctioned an expression more overt than ever 

before.‟
488

  Fussell states that „[p]erhaps Housman‟s greatest contribution to the war was 

the word lad, to which his poems had given the meaning “a beautiful brave doomed 

boy.”‟
489

  The success of the verses coincided with Housman‟s intense grief following 

the death of his brother Herbert (George) at the front.  This gave „a poignant edge‟ to his 
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poetry.
490

  Like Kipling, Housman admires the enlisted man but his admiration is 

mediated through homoeroticism and the melancholy of lost youth and life.)  

Correspondence to Kipling provides evidence of Private Housman‟s assertion: 

„[C]ongratulations on your return to health, some of us were sorely afraid that Tommy 

Atkins was going to lose one of his best chums…I think I am perfectly safe in saying 

that the Army (Indian & at Home) is to a man right glad to hear such reassuring news as 

we heard in to days [sic] Civil & Military Gazette‟ (19/38 File 19/3 Document 

32/40).
491

  

  The term „Tommy Atkins‟ denotes the British enlisted soldier.  The nickname 

„probably originated in a War Office publication of 1815 which showed how a Soldier‟s 

Book should be made out, and gave Pte [sic] Thomas Atkins as its example.  Some have 

suggested that the Duke of Wellington suggested the name himself, in memory of a 

soldier in his regiment who had been killed in Flanders in 1794.‟
492

  By the „1880s the 

expression „Tommy Atkins‟ was in wide use to describe the prototypical British 

soldier…[and] [d]uring the First World War the nickname was widespread‟, despite 

being prohibited by senior officers.
493

  Although unpopular with its recipients, their 

commanding officers, or the army as an institution, the name persisted.  The enlisted 

men felt „patronised by it, and its English implication grated on Scots, Irishmen and 

Welshmen‟.
494

  However, its use indicates „how a more affectionate attitude to the 

soldier was beginning to make itself felt‟,
495

 despite continuing pervasive tensions.  A 
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change in attitude was necessary since „[t]he British tradition was not favourable to 

soldiers; ever since Cromwell‟s day, hostility to a standing army had been an underlying 

factor in British politics‟.
496

  However, the new critique of the soldier was ambivalent 

because „[i]n the 1880s…enthusiastic support for the British soldier abroad was not 

matched by any great enthusiasm for the army at home‟.
497

   

  The Boston Transcript agrees with Housman‟s assessment of Kipling‟s sentiments 

towards the enlisted man:  

[A]mong the best work of our time, is found in “The Barrack-Room 

Ballads.”  No rarer, more convincing instance of what pure sympathy 

may work, in insight and in revelation, has been given to our time than 

these rough rhymes in which is laid bare the heart, the ambitions, the 

essential life of the common soldier….There is no attempt at idealizing 

Tommy Atkins; he speaks for himself (28/10, 1888-1897, 80).
498

 

 

This article affirms the primacy of Kipling‟s verse, which offers a new and inviting 

reading of the enlisted man.  He presents a „realistic‟ image that is truly representative.  

This was one of the earliest positive readings of a soldier of the lower ranks and classes.  

It is only partly accurate, since it is an image as Kipling saw it, mediated through his 

personal views, knowledge, experience and inferred racial sympathies.  An 1885 article 

by Kipling, (probably published in the Civil and Military Gazette, as „Simla Notes‟ 

from its „own correspondent‟), intimates the method by which he collected information 

about this favourite subject and how this informed his impressions of „Tommy Atkins‟:  

[A] traveller in search of information and cooler climate, came across 

the bugler of a mule battery.  The bugler had seen any amount of hard 

service in Egypt and the Soudan, and being a genuine Tommy Atkins 

was thirsty.  At the end of his second gallon of beer, he consented to be 

pumped about his past exploits and experiences….[T]his was the history 

of the great and glorious Egyptian campaign, which will redound to the 
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lasting glory of England…as told by one who had taken an active part in 

it.  “The flies was hawful!” He had been in three general engagements, 

and had seen his comrades fall on every side; but those flies impressed 

him most (28/2, 1885, 5).
499

 

 

The Boston Transcript and Kipling‟s writing posit the idea that a soldier should no 

longer be regarded in the pejorative terms that historically had been attributed to him.  

This is because despite appearances, he experiences and reflects the minutiae of 

everyday existence and he has inherently honourable core values.  Importantly, these 

values are associated with nationhood: „A central point about the Victorian army is that 

its officers were drawn almost exclusively from the ranks of the aristocracy and gentry, 

whereas the common soldiers were the lowest of the low‟.
500

  The view the army had of 

itself and its men was „stubbornly committed to ideas that had been defined during the 

era of the Napoleonic Wars….This applies both to strategy and to the social 

composition and attitudes‟.
501

  Adherence to Wellington‟s principles engendered „the 

idea of a service elite‟
502

 and enthusiasm for heroism.  The heroics did not generally 

involve the enlisted man and so he remained unrepresented.  The preferred style of 

Victorian poetry engaged with this notion.  For example, in Alfred (Lord) Tennyson‟s 

„The Charge of the Light Brigade‟, [f]irst published in The Examiner 9 December 

1854‟,
503

 the reader recognises that the cavalry is engaged in heroic exploits.  These are 

depicted as a „larger-than-life pageant‟.
504

  This automatically excludes the lowly 

infantry.  Tim Kendall remarks that Tennyson‟s poem was a response to a report in The 

Times.  This form of experiential war poetry „had become possible because the Crimean 
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War was the first to be covered by reporters and photographers‟.
505

  The burgeoning 

press influence and geographical spread of war reporting echoes the general expansion 

of the press, discussed by John Lockwood Kipling in relation to the dissemination of his 

son‟s writing.   

  The thrust of Peck‟s book relates to the Army and Victorian literature: „[the] lowly 

status of common soldiers probably contributed to the infrequency of their appearance 

in Victorian novels…But the most remarkable development in this area is Kipling‟s 

short stories with their entirely fresh, and politically very significant, emphasis on the 

regular fighting man.‟
506

  However, this argument applies to the context of Victorian 

poetry.  Kipling used his innovative Barrack-Room Ballads to engage with these under-

represented men: „Victorian Britain did not have to like soldiers since it could easily 

ignore them‟.
507

  The Boston Transcript article challenges the Victorian attitude and 

encourages the audience to embrace Kipling‟s new portrayal.  As DeGroot explains: 

„when necessity dictated that the army be integrated into society, along came Tommy 

Atkins‟.
508

  However, the article is sentimental, idealistic and patronising.  The army did 

not welcome representation as „Tommy Atkins‟.  Ironically, this is the image chosen to 

be adopted by society.  As such it presents a cause of tension, despite the fact that 

adoption of „Tommy Atkins‟ might be supposed to produce the opposite effect.  

DeGroot suggests that the image is a convenient, yet counterfeit tool, which allows the 

unpalatable realities of the enlisted man to be more easily assimilated into a social order 

within which he has no obvious place.   

  Despite the assertion of the article, Tommy Atkins does not speak for himself, since 

his „voice‟ and representation is interpreted through Kipling.  The first problem with 
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this is that he had no personal military experience.  Secondly, the article refers to the 

Barrack-Room Ballads as „rough rhymes‟.
509

  It suggests that it is their roughness that 

depicts the essence of the common soldier and his motivation.  But this argument does 

not recognise that the rough quality is demonstrated through the language and that the 

linguistic „voice‟ has only the appearance of verisimilitude.  For example, the line 

„Don‟t call your Martini a cross-eyed old bitch‟,
510

 taken from the ballad „The Young 

British Soldier‟, (first published in the Scots Observer on 28
th

 June 1890)
511

 engages 

accurately because it has military jargon.  However, the line that precedes it: „[w]hen 

‟arf of your bullets fly wide in the ditch‟
512

 contains the linguistic fallibility that has 

already been discussed in this thesis.  Omitting a consonant and phonetically depicting 

a dialect does not engender accuracy or veracity.  Gilmour suggests that the impetus for 

Kipling‟s writing of the soldier and his life, was Kipling‟s desire to recuperate the 

reputation of the individual enlisted man, which he thought to be „so unfair that he 

resolved to do something about it‟.
513

  He successfully achieved this goal: „[t]he 

achievement of Kipling – or, at any rate, the achievement that makes him a key figure 

in the history of militarism – is that he re-establishes a link between the lives and values 

of the military and the lives and values of the people as a whole.  Indeed, Kipling puts 

society back at one with the army for the first time since Waterloo.‟
514

 

  Positive representations of the soldier began in Kipling‟s writing in the mid 1880s: 

„About once a year Wheeler [editor of the Civil and Military Gazette] allowed him to 

act as a special correspondent reporting an important public event outside Lahore‟.
515

  

In this role Kipling discusses Tommy Atkins, who is depicted as loyal, disciplined but 
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unappreciated: „The sun…could hardly have been appreciated by helmeted Thomas 

Atkins, who was forced to face its rays without stirring for some two or three hours, 

exclusive of the time that he had taken tramping from Khanna‟ (28/1, 1884-1886, 

29).
516

  Comment on the effect of „the sun‟ emphasises the social exclusion of the lowly 

soldier and the alien, hostile environment in which he undertakes his military duties.  

Another early journalistic offering, on this occasion as the newspaper‟s „own 

correspondent‟, generates sympathy for the regular soldier.  It offers a positive portrayal 

of the professionalism and tenacity of the enlisted man, in the tedious and challenging 

circumstances of military life in India:  

Unless rain falls, I dare prophecy that the manoeuvres which are to 

impress Abdur Rahman Khan, and drive Thomas Atkins to despair…will 

be eclipsed and blotted out…by the all pervading dust.  But the dust is 

not allowed to interfere with “soldiering”  in the barrack room sense of 

the word.…All bright metal gun, gear as spotless as elbow grease can  

make them…and, once more Thomas Atkins keeping watch and ward in 

the pitiless sun (28/1, 1884-1886, 9).
517

 

 

 

Kipling‟s compassion for the men is racially inclusive.  Whilst Thomas Atkins with his 

overt Englishness is driven to despair, the quarters for all the men are inadequate and 

unsuitable.  The personal requirements of every soldier are subsumed beneath the 

necessities of service and imperial spectacle. 

  The desire to rejuvenate ideas of the common soldier may have come from Kipling‟s 

early experiences.  He was sent as a boarder to the United Services College, Westward 

Ho! in 1878.  It was a suitably priced school which „catered particularly for the sons of 

serving army and navy officers‟.
518

  His parents recognised that he required urgent 

improvements to his education, even though they were under financial constraints: 
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The education Ruddy had so far received had been rudimentary.  The 

best that the Kipling‟s finances had been able to run to had been a day 

school in Southsea which prepared boys for entry into the Royal Navy.  

However, in 1874 an advertisement had appeared in the Pioneer…It 

gave notice of the opening of a private school on the west coast of 

England set up by a consortium of retired Indian Army officers with the 

specific aim of providing an inexpensive, no-frills education for boys 

intending to go on to the officer-training academies but unable to afford 

the fees of military-oriented public schools.
519

     

 

Although it was not intended that Kipling should eventually enlist in the Army, one 

attraction of the school was Cormell Price, the Headmaster.  He was known to 

Kipling‟s mother „as a friend of her brother Harry…in the early 1850s‟.
520

  Price also 

had an Indian connection.  He had been „a master at Haileybury College, a school long 

associated with India through its original role as the East India Company‟s training 

school for its administrators‟.
521

  Despite probable establishment loyalties, Price was „a 

committed radical and a follower of the Pre-Raphaelite group‟.
522

  This connected to 

Alice Kipling‟s earliest friendships and influences.  Lycett and Allen imply that 

considerations of cost, elements of the non-traditional education established by Price 

and his presence as Headmaster were the factors that encouraged Alice Kipling to make 

serious enquiries about the school and then undertake Rudyard‟s enrolment there. This 

was despite the fact that at the College „[p]reparing boys for „the big race that led into 

the English Army‟ remained the primary aim of the school‟.
523

 

  Kipling endured a fraught first term during which he wrote to his mother constantly.  

In an urgent response she remarks to Price „“It is the roughness of the lads he seems to 

feel most”‟.
524

  The bullying at the heart of the problem continued beyond that first term 
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and throughout „his early years‟.
525

  Alice acknowledges her son‟s difficulties when she 

comments to Price that „the boy is different from most boys‟.
526

  These differences were 

physical and mental and generated problems for Kipling.  An illustration of this is that 

he was the only boy in the entire school who wore spectacles.
527

  Kipling was „useless 

at games‟.
528

  These two factors alone would make life challenging for a boy in an 

establishment with military tendencies.  Alice writes to Price that „[t]he lad has a great 

deal that is feminine in his nature and a little sympathy – from any quarter – will 

reconcile him to his changed life‟.
529

  Unfortunately, when this is combined with her 

admission that Kipling found the other boys to be „rough‟ it depicts a weak, feminised, 

snobbish individualist, a „Headmaster‟s pet‟, with whom the other pupils had nothing in 

common.  This is acknowledged by Kipling‟s former schoolfriend, Lionel Dunsterville: 

„[w]ith very few exceptions, of whom Kipling was one, we were all sons of officers of 

the Navy or Army, so we represented a more or less homogenous type, but that fact 

merely accentuated the individuality of those who diverged from type‟.
530

  As in other 

life circumstances, at a school which promoted ideas of a professional military career 

Kipling was an outsider within.  He could watch his schoolfellows at the college and 

subsequently as they joined the military or other services in India, become „fully paid-

up members of a select community [which] conferred power and privilege that would 

always be denied him‟.
531

  This unattainable goal may have generated some of his 

interest and idealism about the army and the common soldier.  Allen claims that „part of 

him longed to be admitted to membership, to be one of the pack.
532
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  A factor relating directly to his education may have encouraged him to embrace 

Tommy Atkins in his writing.  He was schooled with and observed the „rough lads‟ 

who would later enter into armed service, albeit as senior ranks.  His close association 

with them and bullying at their hands, may have generated sympathy for their future 

subordinates who would be in a similarly powerless position.  In the presence of service 

families he would have been familiar with the unflattering reputations of the men who 

served in the lower echelons of the army.  Even at his young age, he could witness and 

judge for himself the unfairness and prejudice of elements of the class-ridden 

bureaucracy that ruled the Victorian military.  Perhaps these were factors that drove 

Kipling to redress the balance for Tommy Atkins.  Holmes argues that the unfairness 

which Kipling sought to address was the result of historical unease between the army 

and British society.  This was reinforced by the belief held by the Duke of Wellington 

that „all regular soldiers were “the scum of the earth, enlisted for drink”‟.
533

  The men 

themselves did little to dispel this perception: „this fellowship of professional 

fighters…rejected the proprieties and inhibitions of Victorian society‟.
534

    

  Despite Kipling‟s intention to restore the image of the soldier, his discussion of an 

unsavoury reputation is illustrated in a poem published in the Civil and Military Gazette 

on 29 September 1884.  The poem has the „signature [“]E.M.[”]‟ and is „[u]ncollected, 

but included in Scrapbook 1‟.
535

  (The index of the Kipling Archive Volume 28/1, 

1884-1886, describes the poem as collected only in pirated editions.)  „The Story of 

Tommy‟ describes the behaviour of a young soldier who, under the influence of 

alcohol, kills a native servant and is tried and hanged for the crime. The poem responds 
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to „frequent reports in the Anglo-Indian press of shooting incidents involving British 

soldiers‟.
536

  The entire poem is reproduced below according to Rutherford:  

THE STORY OF TOMMY  

 

This is the story of Tommy, aged twenty and drunk in his cot; 

Marvellous drunk was Tommy, and the night was marvellous hot; 

And the fever had held him all day, till Tommy was told by his „chum‟ 

That the worst of fevers would yield to a couple of „goes‟ of rum.– 

So he drank till the bare plain rocked ‟neath his regulation boots, 

And kept the liquor in place with a dozen bazar cheroots. 

 

Marvellous hot was the night (hot as they make ‟em in June), 

Merrily came the mosquito and cheered his soul with a tune, 

Over the nose of Tommy softly the punkah swept. 

But coolies are only human, and somehow that coolie slept.– 

Sweating and swearing profusely, dizzy and dazed with his smoke– 

Mad with the drink and the fever, Tommy, aged twenty, awoke. 

 

“Zor se kencho you soor!” Never an answering wrench 

Peacefully slumbered the coolie, “Kencho you budzard, kench!” 

Three times Tommy had called him; gaily he slumbered on. 

In at the barrack-room windows softly the moonbeams shone. 

Gleamed on a polished belt-jag–gleamed on a barrel brown, 

Stuck in a rack, and inviting Tommy to take ‟em down 

 

Only an arm‟s length away, swaddled in paper and twine 

Ten regulation “pickets”–if you subtract one, nine. 

Tommy has settled that question as “Little Jack Horner” of yore, 

Clutches the smooth brown barrel, staggers across the floor. 

Only a tug at the lever, only a jerk of the thumb, 

Now for the last temptation.  Query. Will Tommy succumb? 

 

Mistily muses Tommy–finger laid on the trigger:– 

“Ain‟t it a bloomin‟ lark to frighten a blasted nigger?” 

“Now fur [sic] to wake up the soor!”  Never a sign from the coolie. 

Tommy has shouldered the rifle–strives to present it duly. 

Little night-owls are chuckling.  Loudly the collie respires, 

Laughing aloud as he does so, Tommy, aged twenty, fires. 

 

Merrily hiccupped Tommy, when they locked him up in the dark. 

Tried to explain to the Guard how it was only a “lark” 

Didn‟t remember at trial aught that he did or said, 

Wherefore was justly ordained to be “hanged by the neck till dead.” 

Waited a couple of weeks, while the padris came and harangued, 

Then, in the Central Jail, Tommy aged twenty, was hanged.
537
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  Close reading of the poem, with its „subtitle [“]A Story Without A Moral[”]‟
538

 

intimates a more sympathetic interpretation of the soldier-subject than initially appears.  

In declaring the poem to be „without a moral‟ the speaker narrates events, whilst 

distancing himself from judgement.  It differs from notions of a soldier without morals, 

which might have been the subtext, with a predictable interpretation.  Extenuating 

circumstances are given in the narrative, including the youth of the soldier.  He is badly 

advised by a comrade who, as the punctuation implies, is a troublemaker.  He has 

endured the intolerable heat, fever and „foreigness‟ of an Indian day and this is the 

catalyst for his over-indulgence and consequent disastrous behaviour.  In the second 

stanza the arrival of mosquitoes adds to his discomfort.  The native „coolie‟ has fallen 

asleep and neglects his duties of cooling the room in which „Tommy‟ is sleeping.  The 

racist undertones implied here are echoed in stanzas 3 and 5 which indicate the 

contempt and low worth in which the young soldier holds the native servant: „Mistily 

muses Tommy–finger laid on the trigger:–/ [“]Ain‟t it a bloomin‟ lark to frighten a 

blasted nigger?/ Now for to wake up the soor![”]  Never a sign from the coolie.‟
539

  The 

climate, native fauna and lowly servant are in an apparent conspiracy against him as he 

labours in an alien environment.   The inanimate moonbeams and the young man‟s 

weapon share the blame in the circumstances: 

In at the barrack-room windows softly the moonbeams shone. 

Gleamed on a polished belt-jag–gleamed on a barrel brown, 

Stuck in a rack, and inviting Tommy to take ‟em down.
540

 

 

Even the army practice „of requiring soldiers always to be in possession of ball 

cartridges‟
541

 is culpable: „Only an arm‟s length away, swaddled in paper and twine,/ 
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Ten regulation „pickets‟–if you subtract one, nine.‟
542

  Ultimately, although the young 

„Tommy‟ is „justly ordained to be [“]hanged by the neck till dead[”].‟
543

 the inference is 

that he is a misguided victim of circumstance who is not entirely responsible for his 

actions.   

  Holmes discusses several explanations for the enduring friction between society and 

the army.  Partly, it occurred because historically the army comprised of volunteers who 

were not representative of all sectors of society.  (The only exception to this was during 

the two World Wars and the period immediately following World War Two.)
544

  This 

argument is based on class.  He attributes antagonism to several causes: „[t]he army 

takes money from the public purse, and military expenditure is often criticised in 

peacetime; it is the most serious means of coercion available to the state [and] military 

service imposes restrictions on individual liberties‟.
545

  Many men would abhor the idea 

of having to surrender their personal freedom and identity and were only „driven to 

enlist by sheer hardship‟.
546

  These points illustrate areas of potential conflict.  The 

suggestion that the army can be a coercive government tool, with consequent loss or 

restriction of civil liberties, exacerbates ideas of tension between the army and society.  

Individuals in a society under military influence at the direction of the state may deem 

that the behaviour of the army is inappropriate, undisciplined, unnecessarily brutal or 

unlawful.  (The Boer War chapter of this thesis explores controversies surrounding 

soldiers in that conflict and the societal consequences in Great Britain).  Holmes 

indicates additional, serious contentious factors between the military and civilian 

population, when he states that „soldiers themselves…do not always fit comfortably 
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into the community‟.
547

  Kipling suggests in his poem, „Tommy‟: „[p]ublished in the 

Scots Observer, 1 March 1890 [and] collected in Barrack-Room Ballads (1892)‟,
548

 that 

it is the bias and unrealistic expectations of „the community‟ that lie at the heart of the 

difficulties: 

We aren‟t no thin red ‟eroes, nor we aren‟t no 

blackguards too, 

But single men in barricks, most remarkable like you; 

An‟ if sometimes our conduck isn‟t all your fancy paints, 

Why, single men in barricks don‟t grow into plaster saints.
549

 

 

The soldier-narrator wants recognition that he is not a paragon, or a villain.  His 

behaviour is not exemplary, but it reflects that of young men of similar social standing 

and this is unacknowledged.  Furthermore, he seeks realisation that the repression of 

barrack life causes and compounds the difficulties with which the enlisted man must 

deal.  Holmes‟ comment about fitting into the community implies types of behaviour 

broadly considered to be aberrant.  His observes that: „[t]he fact that many Regular 

soldiers came from the dregs of society and had enlisted because they could not find 

work outside the army encouraged many commentators to look upon them with disdain.  

In 1700 a London broadsheet, The Spy, declared that the red coat…was beloved of two 

sorts of vermin, lice and prostitutes.‟
550

  (Wherever soldiers were present in large 

numbers, such as in garrison towns, there was also a large number of prostitutes in 

evidence: „the Contagious Diseases Act of 1864, which vainly sought to control 

venereal disease by medical inspection and compulsory treatment, covered towns like 

Aldershot, Colchester and Woolwich in England and Cork in Ireland.‟)
551
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  More abhorrent to Victorian society was other sexual behaviour in which some 

soldiers indulged: „[a] raid on the Bull in Bullen Court, just off the Strand, in 1830, 

revealed the use of an upstairs room by men who had picked up soldiers in Horse 

Guards Parade.  Other cases around this time involved soldiers at the Knightsbridge 

Barracks‟.
552

  Whether or not sexual activity deemed by the Victorians to be 

misbehaviour was widespread, once any incident became public and acknowledged as 

true then Victorian society would make moral judgements about the military based 

upon it.  These would exacerbate other stereotypes and prejudices that existed.   

  In „Tommy‟, Kipling criticises hypocritical prejudice against the soldier.  He writes 

that „I went into a theatre as sober as could be,/ They gave a drunk civilian room, but 

‟adn‟t none for me‟.
553

  This makes the obvious point that a misbehaving civilian is 

more welcome than a well behaved soldier.  Ironically, this is even in a less socially 

acceptable environment such as a theatre. As Daniel Karlin remarks: „The generic 

„Tommy‟ of Barrack-Room Ballads (1892) is a social derelict; he is not „working-class‟ 

and is indeed despised by all ranks of respectable society; if he is not low in one sense, 

he is so in another, a „gentlemen-ranker‟ who has fallen from his social position through 

crime or debauchery.‟
554

  (Karlin‟s comment alludes to Kipling‟s poem „Gentleman-

Rankers‟, published in Barrack-Room Ballads and Other Verses in 1892,
555

 which 

offers another „soldierly‟ narrative voice.  This is the disgraced English gentleman who 

enlists in the army.  From this invidious position the narrator laments: „[w]e have done 

with Hope and Honour, we are lost to Love and Truth,/ We are dropping down the 
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ladder rung by rung‟.)
556

  Most censorious of all in „Tommy‟ is the narrator‟s reproach 

to his audience: „makin‟ mock o‟ uniforms that guard you while you sleep‟.
557

  As 

George Orwell comments „[i]t would be difficult to hit off the one-eyed pacifism of the 

English in fewer words‟.
558

    

  The image of the British enlisted soldier in India was also in need of regeneration: „the 

British „Tommies‟ [were], a new low caste in caste-ridden India, recruited from the 

lowest of unskilled labourers‟.
559

  Kipling‟s poetic restoration includes this group.  In 

„The Young British Soldier‟ [1890], an old soldier offers advice to raw recruits about 

the circumstances, difficulties and expectations of military life in India.  (Rashna B. 

Singh argues that this poem and another Kipling poem, „Arithmetic on the Frontier‟ 

[1886]: „reveal a clear-sighted understanding of what war is really about and are, in 

their way, as anti-heroic as the more famous anti-war poems of Wilfred Owen, although 

the wars in question…are the Afghan wars.‟)
560

   The first two lines appear to be 

stereotypical criticisms of the new soldiers: „When the ‟arf-made recruity goes out to 

the East/ ‟E acts like a babe an‟ ‟e drinks like a beast‟.
561

  However, the term „‟arf-made 

recruity‟ criticises poor military training, preparation or equipment that these men may 

receive.  Although the suggestion that they will „drink like a beast‟ indicates brutishness 

and a lack of self control, it hints at poor discipline and barrack management in 

allowing the recruit to behave in this way.  The inherent dangers of a new life in the 

army are apparent: 
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When the cholera comes – as it will past a doubt – 

Keep out of the wet and don‟t go on the shout, 

For the sickness gets in as the liquor dies out, 

An‟ it crumples the young British soldier. 

Crum-, crum-, crumples the soldier… 

 

But the worst o‟ your foes is the sun over‟ead: 

You must wear your ‟elmet for all that is said: 

If ‟e finds you uncovered ‟e‟ll knock you down dead.
562

  

 

The poem encourages the audience to acknowledge tough physical challenges faced 

daily by the men, for example the inevitable arrival of a deadly disease.  The recruits 

have little resistance and no preventive measures to fight it.  Unrestrained off-duty 

behaviour exacerbates its effects.  The likelihood of dying is underlined by the 

repetition within the last line which emphasises the suddenness and rapidity of death.  It 

suggests that the man who undertakes such an arduous life needs great reserves of inner 

strength and determination in an environment where even the natural elements are alien 

and threatening.  By stanza nine there are vivid descriptions of conditions under fire and 

the bravery required to continue in battle: „Don‟t look nor take ‟eed at the man that is 

struck,/ Be thankful you‟re livin‟, and trust to your luck‟.
563

  This is heroism, but not 

just in the senior ranks.  The Victorian reader is encouraged to acknowledge that 

officers engaged in fighting an enemy, did not engage alone.  They were supported by 

enlisted men of lower social and military status, who fought alongside them and whose 

behaviour was expected to be courageous and could be recognised as such.  In some 

instances, the Tommy fought when the officer could not.  The line: „[i]f your officer‟s 

dead‟ acknowledges that soldiers must continue to follow their orders and engage the 
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enemy, despite any eventuality.  Furthermore, in this poem the heroism is narrated from 

the perspective of the campaigner.  It is not a reported account, by more senior officers, 

of brave deeds undertaken.  The conclusion is a brutal scene: „When you‟re wounded 

and left on Afghanistan‟s plains,/ And the women come out to cut up what remains,/ 

Jest roll to your rifle and blow out your brains‟.
564

  The gender significance of the 

predatory women is crucial and lies at the heart of reader‟ revulsion at „the other‟.  As 

women, their actions emphasise the cruelty of a barbaric enemy who must be faced and 

subverts the concept of patriarchy and ideas of female delicacy with which the 

Victorian reader would be familiar.  The soldiers are at the mercy of „savages‟ who 

eschew a swift execution, in favour of torturing the men to death.  No justification for 

the women‟s actions is given.  This emphasises the bravery of the men and the risks that 

they take.  It demonstrates that the soldier, of any rank or background, must be ready to 

make level-headed choices, however desperate those choices might be.  To a society 

which considered the human subject of this poem as worthless and degenerate, these 

ideas must have been astounding.  With this poem (fig. 11) and its depiction of a brave 

death in barbaric circumstances, Kipling vindicates his poetic subjects.  Despite their 

faults they are willing to sacrifice everything for Queen and empire.  As the old soldier 

exhorts, at death they are to „Go, go, go like a soldier,/ So-oldier of  the Queen!‟.
565

  

Kipling‟s poem invites his readers to reconsider their derogatory opinions.  Despite all 

the difficulties in the relationship between the military and the civilian population 

which have caused great antagonism, Kipling seeks a complete re-evaluation.   
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Fig. 11 A new interpretation of the Kipling poem in the Guardian Weekly.
566

 

  Kipling highlights the ambivalent nature of the relationship between society and the 

soldier and the hypocrisy that this demonstrates.  His eponymous narrator discusses this 

ambivalence in „Tommy‟: 

 

For it‟s Tommy this, an‟ Tommy that, an‟ 

„Tommy, wait outside‟; 

But it‟s „Special train for Atkins‟ when the 

trooper‟s on the tide,… 

 

While it‟s Tommy this, an‟ Tommy that, an‟ 

„Tommy, fall be‟ind,‟ 

But it‟s „Please to walk in front, sir,‟ when there‟s 

trouble in the wind.
567
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Kipling was not alone in exploring the soldier, or military life, as a subject for poetry.  

However, the World article of 1890 indicates his original approach: „[n]o one hitherto 

has attempted to treat Tommy Atkins as a separate human entity, instead of the eight-

hundredth or nine-hundredth component part of a whole‟(28/10, 1888-1897, 3).
568

  

Kipling gave Tommy Atkins a separate identity and an individual voice, despite the 

limitations and inaccuracies of this representation.  

 

Contemporary Comparisons of Representations of the Soldier 

  The Boston Transcript article of 1890/91 argues that an important function of 

Barrack-Room Ballads is in accurately articulating what the common soldier expresses 

and experiences.  It is important to compare other representations of the soldier, 

contemporary with those of Kipling, to determine if this argument is correct.  Sir Henry 

Newbolt [1862-1938] is described as a „kind of nautical Kipling‟ and the „quintessential 

poet of Empire‟.
569

  Two of Newbolt‟s poems are interesting in this respect.  The first is 

„Drake‟s Drum‟, originally published by Andrew Lang in St James’ Gazette in 1896.  In 

1897 the poem appeared with eleven other poems in Admirals All.  (Given the 

publication date of „Drake‟s Drum‟ and the contemporary popularity of Barrack-Room 

Ballads it can be inferred that Newbolt read Kipling‟s verse.)  Newbolt‟s verses were so 

popular that twenty one editions were sold in two years:
570

 

Drake he‟s in his hammock an‟ a thousand mile away, 

(Capten, art tha sleepin‟ there below?), 

Slung atween the round shot in Nombre Dios Bay, 

An‟dreamin‟ arl the time o‟ Plymouth Hoe.
571
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The narrator speaks with a strong regional accent reflecting that of Drake himself.
572

  

He depicts Drake and engages with him in a refrain, repeated in all three stanzas, 

questioning Drake as to his whereabouts.  The emulation of the Devonian accent of 

both men in this poem, in which Newbolt uses similar problematic literary devices to 

Kipling, seems equally counterfeit.  Where this poem differs from Kipling‟s 

representations of Tommy Atkins is that although the narrator is a sailor of similar 

common heritage, the man does not speak about himself.  There is no representation of 

his life and experiences, or those of any individual of similar social standing.  It is the 

affairs and aspirations of Drake and his engagement in imperial enterprise, which is of 

concern here.  The narrator is merely a vehicle to drive the narrative subject forward. 

As the subject, Drake mediates the implied adventurousness, heroism and nostalgia for 

home.  In the three stanzas he is represented as an omnipresent national hero, able to 

transcend time and reappear, at his nation‟s behest, when his country needs him.  In the 

second stanza Drake speaks for himself: 

„Take my drum to England, hang et by the shore, 

Strike et when your powder‟s runnin‟ low; 

If the Dons sight Devon, I‟ll quit the port o‟ Heaven, 

An‟ drum them up the Channel as we drummed them long ago.‟
573

 

 

His presence in the narrative allows Victorian readers to embrace a heritage of pride in 

the state and project it onto their own schemes for national advancement, embodied in 

celebration of a hero, not a common man.  It seems apparent from the poem that 

Drake‟s heroic figure requires no support, or assistance from reinforcements.  A clue to 

the direction of the poem is given by the title of the collection from which it comes, 

Admirals All.  
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  The second poem for discussion is „Vitai Lampada‟ [1897],
574

 from the same 

collection as „Drake‟s Drum‟.  Just as the second Boer War was concluding „in 1902 an 

army chaplain…drew attention to the therapeutic effects of quoting Newbolt‟s „Vitai 

Lampada‟ to soldiers at the front‟.
575

  Apparently no matter in what circumstances the 

individual soldier might find himself, including facing imminent death, the soldier 

would be „nerved and cheered “to play the game”, against all odds‟.
576

  This was 

because „[i]n the double-think of the times military aggression was equated with 

Christian self-sacrifice and the heroism of ancient warriors.  These ideas were fostered 

through teaching in schools – especially public schools‟.
577

  Although it is interesting to 

speculate about the measurement of these therapeutic effects and question the incredible 

idea that such an effect is possible, there is some evidence in support which relates to 

Kipling‟s own work.  A vague, but relevant letter was sent to Kipling in 1925.  The 

correspondent states that „I raised my younger brother on your stories and he carried the 

ideals you gave him into the war and they helped him do his task and brought him 

through clean and strong‟ (22/38 File 22/2 /Document 54).
578

  

  Newbolt loved the idea of „militaristic heroism‟ which he „absorbed in his days at 

school.‟  His poem engages with the popular Victorian concept of hero worship and 

imperial conquest.
579

   The over-arching idea throughout „Vitai Lampada‟ is that war 

can be compared to a game of cricket, with rules and gentlemanly behaviour: „[t]here‟s 

a breathless hush in the Close to-night –/ Ten to make and the match to win‟.
580
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(Newbolt was educated at Clifton College
581

, where the „close‟ was situated).  This 

metaphor was common currency to the Victorian audience: „Ruskin…saw conflict as 

morally beneficial [“]First, the great justification of this game [war] is that it truly, 

when well played, determines who is the best man; who is the highest bred, the most 

self-denying, the most fearless…You cannot test these qualities wholly, unless there is 

a clear possibility of the struggle ending in death[”].‟
582

  The „match‟ is concluding 

under difficult circumstances and victory is not assured: „[a] bumping pitch and a 

blinding light,/ An hour to play and the last man in‟.
583

 Loyalty and adherence to the 

„team‟ and its goals are the qualities required, with selfish ambition of a soldier‟s 

personal glory laid aside: „it‟s not for the sake of a ribboned coat,/ Or the selfish hope 

of a season‟s fame‟.
584

  The importance of winning the „match‟ is only part of the 

imagery; obediently „playing‟, with observance of appropriate etiquette indoctrinated 

into the „team member‟ by a superior „team member‟, is of equal if not more 

importance.  Such disciplined „play‟ is within a context of tradition and orderly rules of 

engagement.  Newbolt sanitises the brutality of the scenes by employing this extended 

metaphor.   However, the narrative of „Vitai Lampada‟ evokes in the second stanza a 

similar picture to that of the narrator who discusses the Afghan Plains, in Kipling‟s 

„The Young British Soldier‟.  At this point the first four lines of „Vitai Lampada‟ 

discard the metaphor and embrace realism as Newbolt portrays despair and defeat as the 

„game‟ becomes a lost battle and „the regiment blind with dust and smoke‟ face „[t]he 

river of death‟.
585

  The lines: „sand of the desert is sodden red, –/Red with the wreck of 
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a square that broke; –‟,
586

 indicate a bloody rout in which equipment and discipline has 

failed.  The commanding officer has also been killed: „[t]he Gatling‟s jammed and the 

Colonel dead‟.
587

  This echoes the images of Kipling‟s more savage poem: „[i]f your 

officer‟s dead and the sergeants look white‟.
588

   

  There is then a contrast between events in this element of the two narratives.  

Kipling‟s narrator, recognising the danger of the situation, offers pragmatic advice born 

out of personal experience.  His counsel to his audience is that they need to „wait for 

supports like a soldier‟.
589

  If this strategy fails and they find themselves helpless in the 

face of mortal danger, he exhorts them to end their own lives before the enemy 

combatants and their adherents butcher them.   

  This is not advice reflected by Newbolt‟s narrative.  Each of Newbolt‟s stanzas end 

with the invocation to „Play up! play up! and play the game!‟.
590

  The punctuation 

emphasises the sentiment, the intention of which is obvious.  The regiment must 

continue to take the fight to the enemy, despite the cost, to the very last man.  This 

declamation is always made by a figure with a suitably aristocratic or social status.  

Although in the second stanza this is a schoolboy, he attends an appropriately elite 

institution.  In the first stanza, there is focus on Newbolt‟s concept of continued 

confrontation in the face of annihilation.  It may be assumed that it is the „last man in‟ 

who receives his Captain‟s encouragement „[b]ut his Captain‟s hand on his shoulder 

smote/ „Play up! play up! and play the game!‟.
591

  The „Captain‟ is either within the 

context of a school team, or a senior army officer.  It is his motivation which gives 

courage and moral assurance that continuing the fight, despite overwhelming odds and 
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certain death, is the only course.  The second stanza shifts perspective and there is no 

obvious narrative subject. The situation for the regiment is desperate, but there is 

inspiration in the „voice‟ of a disembodied childhood memory: „[b]ut the voice of a 

schoolboy rallies the ranks‟.
592

  This is a schoolboy in whom the terms „honour‟ and 

„England‟ have been inculcated as unassailable values during privileged schooldays, 

with their emphasis on country and empire.  His education and heritage ensure that he 

upholds the honourable military traditions without question: 

This is the word that year by year, 

While in her place the school is set,  

Every one of her sons must hear, 

And none that hears it dare forget.
593

 

 

Newbolt‟s Captain and schoolboy represent the ruling class.  From their elevated status 

in society and in the army, they have the power and moral authority to galvanise their 

men into courageous action.  It is this which enables the remnants of the officers to 

continue to drive the men forward.  Without their example Newbolt implies that heroic 

endeavour would not be undertaken.  They provide an appropriate role model for the 

Victorian audience.  The nature of that audience seems apparent.  Using a Latin title, 

ideas of Greek heroics and employing the device of cricket as a metaphor indicates 

exclusion of the lower class.   

  The contrast to Kipling‟s representation is stark.  His narrative „hero‟ is a low-ranking 

old campaigner.  Despite his inferior social standing and uncomfortable practical 

advice, loyalty to the regiment remains as incontestable for him as for Newbolt‟s 

subjects: „[r]emember it‟s ruin to run from a fight:/ So take open order, lie down, and sit 
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tight‟.
594

  This ordinary soldier argues in common with an equivalent narrator in a 

different Kipling poem, „The Widow at Windsor‟, that the underprivileged, enlisted 

men would willingly die in the „barbarious wars!‟
595

 undertaken on behalf of their 

monarch and her empire.  („The Widow at Windsor‟ was „first printed in the Scots 

Observer 26 April 1890, as [“]Sons of the Widow[”]‟).
596

  Their bravery does not 

require the obligatory presence of those of senior rank.  This is a role model too, but 

one with which the Victorian reader would be uncomfortable.  It challenges the social 

mores upon which their society was based.  Later, an army veteran discusses Kipling‟s 

portrayals within his military prose: „I cannot help but think how the Victorians must 

have raised their eye-brows at some of Mulvaney‟s adventures and yarns….[T]hey 

were portraits of the soldiers of those days, and the later generations are able to 

visualize the type and tough qualities of the lads who made Old England what she used 

to be‟ (27/38 File 27/17 Un-numbered Document).
597

  This comment is equally 

appropriate in discussion of Kipling‟s verse.  It is the vocalisation of this calibre of 

ordinary men as subject that sets Kipling‟s military poetry and fiction apart: „[a]s one of 

the many popular and rather self-conscious eulogies of the 1890s on the rise of the 

„common‟ soldier put it:…[“]The average soldier belongs to the inarticulate class.  It is 

not that, like the „needy knife-grinder‟ of Canning‟s squib, he has „no story to tell‟; he 

cannot tell it[”].‟
598

  Furthermore, Kipling‟s military poems and stories had the potential 

to enlarge his audience to include a new, lower class reader throughout the whole 

empire.  This was the vast number of imperial soldiers; the very soldiers whom he 

portrays.  As the veteran continues in his „appreciation‟ of Kipling: 
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It was in the first year of this century that I first became acquainted with 

Kipling‟s “Soldiers Three”.  At the time, I was a very young gunner, and 

the stories of these three soldiers so impressed me that I re-read them to 

my room-mates in barracks.  Many of them had served in India…They 

were all amazed at Rudyard Kipling‟s knowledge of army life and his 

astounding insight into their lives, still more how he got at it.  For no 

other author has ever, up to that period, attempted to write of Thomas A. 

from an intimate angle, let alone understand him.  The troops even 

suggested that he must have served in the army to have acquired such 

intimate knowledge (27/38 File 27/17 Un-numbered Document).
599

   

 

One of the reasons behind the literary interest of soldiers was that „the men who went to 

South Africa in 1899 were the products of several decades of universal literacy and 

franchise‟.
600

  These men are indicative of Kipling‟s potential new readership 

worldwide.  The veteran soldier demonstrates the dissemination of Kipling‟s writing to 

a large „popular‟ audience: „those who knew the Punjab were amazed at R[udyard] 

K[ipling]‟s knowledge and powers of observation….We even started singing those lines 

of his which were set to music.  „On the road to Mandalay‟ was first favourite.  It was 

sung in barrack-rooms, canteens, and at regimental concerts.  And it was quite the most 

popular waltz tune at dances‟ (27/38 File 27/17 Un-numbered Document).
601

 

  It is useful to examine further poems by Thomas Hardy to continue the comparison 

between Kipling‟s representations of the soldier and that of other poets: „Hardy paid 

attention to only three wars in his poetry – the Napoleonic Wars between 1805 and 

1815, the Boer War, and the Great War of 1914-18.  But the longest poem he wrote, 

and the literary achievement of which he felt proudest, concerned itself entirely with 

war.‟
602

  (The long poem is „The Dynasts, an enormous work of nineteen acts and 131 

scenes…a conscious experiment with a controversial mixed form that he called [“]epic-
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drama[”]‟).
603

  Since Hardy‟s discussion of combat is within a particular perspective 

and historical periods of interest to him, it is likely that the general combatant is 

discussed within similar constraints.  Hardy had a life-long detestation of war.
604

  

Evidence for this is found in his poem „Embarcation‟, published in the Daily Chronicle 

on October 25
th

 1899, under the title „The Departure‟.
605

  In it he despondently states: 

Vaster battalions press for further strands, 

To argue in the selfsame bloody mode 

Which this late age of thought, and pact, and code, 

Still fails to mend.
606

 

 

Pite argues that „still fails to mend‟ reflects Hardy‟s resignation, rather than criticism.
607

  

However, at times war interested Hardy as a subject: „between the late 1890s and the 

end of the First World War…he became visibly preoccupied with contemporary and 

historical wars‟.
608

  Some of Hardy‟s interest stems from his status as „a non-combatant 

– not born during the Napoleonic Wars, too young for the Crimean War, and far too old 

for the wars at the end of the century‟.
609

  This non-combatant status was shared with 

Kipling and Newbolt.  Hardy felt a fear of inadequacy, since his bravery and mettle had 

never been tested: „[w]ar for Hardy possessed…a fatal glamour that revealed a 

psychological need.  Having that need revealed could be destructive…but the need for 

heroism could not be denied‟.
610

  These sentiments are found in Kipling as well.  But 

concepts of heroism require a hero and it is the representation of Hardy‟s soldier 
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„heroes‟ and combatants that needs to be explored.
611

  Hardy‟s depictions are 

problematic since: „Hardy‟s Boer War poetry shows little interest in soldiers until they 

die‟.
612

  The men are „tragic figures in Hardy‟s work, tramping gloomily to their 

inevitable fates‟.
613

  Kendall makes direct comparisons between Kipling and Hardy‟s 

soldier representations, in which „Kipling‟s sympathy for the soldier is found to be 

superior to Hardy‟s‟.
614

  Instead of Kipling‟s descriptions which include discussion of 

the commonplace, prosaic, „everydayness‟ of the soldier, Kendall argues that Hardy‟s 

soldiers are given only „a posthumous voice‟.
615

   

  During late 1899 Hardy wrote eleven poems „that dealt with the Boer War‟.
616

  

„Embarcation‟ is included in this series.  They appeared „in newspapers and periodicals: 

the Daily Chronicle, The Graphic, Literature, Westminster Gazette, The Sphere, the 

Cornhill….His choice of outlet shows that he was making a decisive attempt to speak to 

the nation‟.
617

  Several of these war poems „were prompted, [Hardy] said, by particular 

losses known to him‟.
618

  This engages with the gloomy perspective suggested by 

Kendall.  Two years later, the poems were published as a set in a collection, Poems of 

the Past and the Present.
619

  Several of these poems make relevant subjects of 

comparison with Kipling‟s soldier‟ depictions in the Barrack-Room Ballads.  

„Drummer Hodge‟ has been examined previously, when its linguistic representation of 

a common soldier was compared to Kipling‟s writing.  The poem receives brief 

discussion here in a different context.  (The reason for brevity is a lengthy and 
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authoritative close-reading by Orel and Pite.  Discussion of their influential arguments 

about the poem would be repetitious.)  However, there is one point that deserves 

mention.  Hardy uses the name „Drummer Hodge‟ with deliberate purpose.  (In early 

editions the title was „The Dead Drummer‟).
620

  The name contains a similar social, 

generic meaning to „Tommy Atkins‟, because it is the name given by Hardy „to a 

stereotype of a country bumpkin, who “hangs his head or looks sheepish when spoken 

to, and thinks Lunnon [sic] a place paved with gold.”‟.
621

  But when Kipling writes 

about the Tommy it is an affectionate nickname.  He confers a persuasive reading of the 

soldier and implies particular, often positive, attributes by its usage.  These seem absent 

in Hardy‟s interpretation especially since, as Kendall argues of all the poet‟s 

representations, it is typical that Hodge is already dead.  Use of the term „bumpkin‟ 

with its relationship to „Drummer Hodge‟ is unflattering since it suggests ignorance, 

unintelligence and gullibility.  In the context of this poem „Drummer Hodge‟ is a 

pejorative stereotype.  This idea is borne out in stanza two: 

 

Young Hodge the Drummer never knew – 

Fresh from his Wessex home – 

The meaning of the broad Karoo,
622

 

The Bush, the dusty loam, 

And why uprose to nightly view 

Strange stars amid the gloam.
623

 

 

The stanza suggests that the young drummer is an English rustic at heart, newly arrived 

in South Africa, with no concept of the surroundings in which he finds himself and 
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insufficient intellect or education to engage with their unfamiliarity.  The ambiguity of 

the word „fresh‟ with its additional implication of unworldliness and innocence, when 

combined with the word „youth‟, emphasises the inexperience and unimportance of 

Drummer Hodge.  Hodge is a non-entity, insignificant in both life and death: „[w]ho in 

England cares if such a “pitiable picture known as Hodge” finds in South Africa an 

ignominious funeral[?]‟.
624

  A response to this question is supplied by Kipling‟s 

writing.  Unlike Kipling‟s „Young British Soldier‟, there is no evidence that Hodge has 

had the benefit of the experiential advice of a seasoned campaigner.  Kipling‟s narrator 

grasps the opportunity to advise his recruits and possibly avoid the waste of life that is 

apparent in Hardy‟s poem: „Now all you recruities what‟s drafted to-day,/ You shut up 

your rag-box an‟ ‟ark to my lay‟.
625

  The „old soldier‟ is shown to care and this implies 

that the audience also needs to care about these young men.  The sympathetic reading, 

which can be detected even in Kipling‟s fatally-flawed protagonist in „The Story of 

Tommy‟, or either of the narrators in „Tommy‟ or „The Young British Soldier‟, seems 

absent in Hardy‟s depiction of an ill-fated, ignorant soldier similarly struggling in a 

foreign land.    

  In the poems, „The Widow at Windsor‟ [1890], „Embarcation‟ and „Departure‟, 

Kipling and Hardy share some common discourse.  Pite states that „Embarcation‟, 

originally published under the title „Departure‟ in 1899, links to a later sonnet entitled 

„Departure‟ [1891] as companion pieces which suggest „a conscious riposte on Hardy‟s 

part to the pro-war writing he was surrounded by‟.
626

  Surprisingly, an equivalent 

sentiment by Kipling is evident as his narrator declares in one of several, similar 

refrains „(Poor beggars!–it‟s always they guns!)‟.
627

  In these poetic narratives, both 
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poets reflect the might of empire and the uncomfortable situation of the enlisted men.  

This is expressed through two very different narrative voices.   

  In a customary dialect, Kipling‟s narrator addresses the reader.  He compares the 

power of Victoria, her imperial crown and the hierarchical society in which these exist, 

to the relative powerlessness of the soldiers who undertake the commands given in the 

Queen‟s name: 

‟Ave you ‟eard o‟ the Widow at Windsor 

With a hairy
628

 gold crown on ‟er ‟ead? 

She ‟as ships on the foam–she ‟as millions at ‟ome, 

An‟ she pays us poor beggars in red.
629

 

 

(The „widow‟ is Queen Victoria.  Despite rumours to the contrary, the Queen was not 

offended by this poem.)
630

  Stanza two declaims that „‟alf o‟ Creation she owns‟.
631

  

This territorial possession is gained, as the poem informs the reader, with the lives of 

the serving soldier: „we‟ve salted it down with our bones./ (Poor beggars!–it‟s blue 

with our bones!)‟.
632

  Kipling invites the reader to recognise the significant sacrifice 

made for imperial expansion.  

  The imagery that Hardy uses demonstrates the late Victorian tendency to „define 

themselves by their cultural heritage‟,
633

 in acknowledgement of the ancient historical 

and cultural strata from which their society emerged:    

Here, where Vespasian‟s legions struck the sands, 

And Cerdic with his Saxons entered in, 
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And Henry‟s army leapt afloat to win 

Convincing triumphs over neighbour lands.
634

 

 

These lines echo Kipling‟s statement on the hierarchical nature of combat.  Hardy‟s 

expression describes equally bloody consequences: „Vaster battalions press for further 

strands,/ To argue in the selfsame bloody mode‟.
635

  However, by avoiding 

colloquialism and dialect this seems more eloquent.  (The „elevated lexicon‟ which is 

apparent in some of Hardy‟s Boer War poems is indicative of an officer‟s point of 

view).  Due to this, the portrayal of the fighting and the serving soldier becomes more 

remote.  The language of Hardy‟s stanza is polished and literary which obscures the 

meaning, assumes that the allusions to heroic or historic military figures will be 

understood and addresses a less diverse, more educated audience than Kipling‟s poem.  

Despite their relative literacy it is unlikely that a common, serving soldier would 

engage with the sophisticated tenor of Hardy‟s poems.  There is a feeling of immediacy 

and reality engendered by Kipling, which is absent in Hardy.  Kipling engages the 

reader in a dialogue with his soldier.  Both first and second person narrative is used: 

„For ‟er sentries we stand by the sea an‟ the land‟,
636

 as he constructs an „eye witness‟ 

account.  The ordinary soldier as an individual is the focus.  In common with most of 

the Barrack-Room Ballads, Kipling‟s portrayal of the soldier and the circumstances in 

which he must live, fight and die are direct and personal.  Hardy‟s expression reads as 

an erudite comment about combat, with no sense of individualism.  For example, in 

„Embarcation‟ the men are referred to as „bands‟ who „deckward tramp‟.
637

  His 
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references in „Departure‟ are to „mounting men‟ and „lives like these,/ That are as 

puppets‟.
638

       

  Each stanza of „The Widow at Windsor‟ contains three refrains.  For example, stanza 

one concludes: „O‟ Missis Victorier‟s sons./ (Poor beggars! Victorier‟s sons!)‟.
639

  In 

each case, the fifth, tenth and fifteenth lines of the stanzas echo and reinforce the 

sentiments of the preceding lines.  For instance, the second refrain of stanza two 

emphasises the imperative behind the fighting „When the Widow at Windsor says 

„Stop‟!/ (Poor beggars!–we‟re sent to say „Stop‟!)‟.
640

  Conquest for and defence of the 

empire is the overriding requirement that the soldiers must undertake, at any cost.  The 

poem criticises the societal status quo.  Although Kipling‟s vernacular might be 

inaccurate, its use and the repetition in the refrain generate an appearance of truth and 

constantly reinforce his imagery.  Barrack-Room Ballads and their characterisations 

were widely praised.  Although flawed, his soldiers seemed vital, real and alive.  They 

had experiences to share which did not inevitably lead to death.   

  Hardy‟s more limited scope of military subject with emphasis in his poems of the 

unavoidably tragic consequences of military action, is reflected within Kipling‟s 

Barrack-Room Ballads.  However as usual, Kipling is pragmatic as his narrator states: 

„‟Ere‟s all they desire, an‟ if they require/ A speedy return to their ‟ome./ (Poor 

beggars! – they‟ll never see ‟ome!).
641

  In contrast, Hardy romanticises his soldiers‟ 

tragic deaths by his lexical and syntactical choices.  In „Embarcation‟ for example, he 

states: „as each host draws out upon the sea/ Beyond which lies the tragical To-be‟.
642

  

In „Departure‟ he enquires „How long, O striving Teutons, Slavs, and Gaels/ Must your 
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wroth reasonings trade on lives like these[?]‟.
643

  The families left behind in 

„Embarcation‟ complete the tragic picture of the men as they „wave white hands and 

smile,/ As if they knew not that they weep the while.‟.
644

  In „Departure‟ there is the 

„[k]een sense of severance everywhere‟.
645

  Overall, there is an elegiac quality to the 

descriptions which, given Hardy‟s preoccupation with the death of the enlisted man, is 

unsurprising.   

  In the „Song of the Soldiers‟ Wives and Sweethearts‟,
646

 Hardy explores the return of 

soldiers to their loved ones. It „exults in the return of the Household Cavalry…[but] 

breathes an atmosphere of regret that they ever had to go away‟:
647

  „And now you are 

nearing home again,/ Dears, home again‟.
648

  Its subject compares to Kipling‟s poem 

„Soldier, Soldier‟, published in the Scots Observer on 12 Apr. 1890,
649

 in which those 

who return offer pragmatic advice to the waiting women.  Hardy‟s use of the first 

person plural throughout: „And we who love them cling to them‟
650

 and the second 

person in all but the first stanza: „Which took you far away from us‟
651

 engenders 

intimacy.  The reader is part of the anxious group who awaits the arrival of the 

surviving men.  In stanza three, the impression is that the reader is an intrinsic element 

of the dialogue between the narrator and these men: „Some told us we should meet no 

more‟.
652

  Despite this intimacy, the poem seems as lyrical as Orel suggests.  This 

lyricism engenders a distance between subject and audience.  Hardy‟s lexical and 

syntactical choices romanticise the discourse and by extension, the subject „No more to 
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range and roam again/ As at that bygone time?‟.
653

  In addition, several times 

throughout the poem, the expressions used by Hardy exclude a lower-class audience.  

For example, in the final stanza the narrator exclaims „Dawn, hold not long the day 

from us,/ But quicken it to prime!‟.
654

 

  Kipling‟s narrative in „Soldier, Soldier‟ offers an unequivocal contrast.  In ten stanzas 

it presents a dialogue between a returning combatant and a waiting „sweetheart‟.  In all 

but stanzas two and ten the dialogue is interrogative.  The soldier is questioned by the 

woman: „Soldier, soldier come from the wars,/ Why don‟t you march with my true 

love?‟.
655

  He offers prosaic replies to his interlocutor, for example „We‟re fresh from 

off the ship an‟ ‟e‟s maybe give the slip‟.
656

  The differing stanzas present forceful 

statements from the soldier to the woman and offer brutal, practical advice: „Best go 

look for a new love,/ The dead they cannot rise, an‟ you‟d better dry your eyes‟.
657

  By 

the ninth stanza the opportunistic soldier tells the woman plainly that when she has 

stopped grieving for her lost love she had „best take me for your true love‟.
658

  In 

„Soldier, Soldier‟ the woman is offered an expedient, working-class solution. 

Importantly, the way in which Kipling constructs and presents the poem, the structure 

of the dialogue and his use of the ballad form appear anchored in a reality of the 

working-class, enlisted man which eludes Hardy.  It is important to recognise that these 

comparisons of Kipling‟s representations of the soldier, to those of Hardy and 

Newbolt‟s poetry, are chronologically significant and specific.  The Barrack-Room 

Ballads portray some of his earliest depictions of combatants.  They are not the 

complete picture.  Some of his later poems offer a different framework.  Thus, the Boer 
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War soldier, as depicted in „The Absent-Minded Beggar‟ and Kipling‟s later imagery 

when his poems discuss The Great War, will be explored in succeeding chapters.   

  This chapter compares the imagery in Kipling‟s early poetry to that of other influential 

poets.  Importantly, similar imagery of the common soldier exists within Kipling‟s 

prose.  In 1888, the publishers of the Pioneer of Allahabad, issued seven booklets of 

short collections of Kipling‟s tales which had as the first title in the series, Soldiers 

Three.
659

  A cutting from The Globe indicates apparent veracity in Kipling‟s 

representation of his soldier protagonists from this and other tales, Mulvaney, Ortheris 

and Learoyd:  „The real Tommy Atkins has never been so accurately, yet picturesquely, 

limned as in these, and other, stories by Mr. Kipling, and “Soldiers Three” may be 

strongly recommended to the appreciative reader‟ (28/10, 1888-1897, 22).
660

  These 

tales precede the publication of several of his soldier poems, for example, „Tommy‟ and 

„The Widow at Windsor‟ [spring 1890] by less than two years. (The poems were 

collected into the volume Barrack-Room Ballads in 1892).
661

  Essentially the subject is 

the same.  The prose purports to offer a realistic and lively representation of the 

ordinary, serving soldier.  An undated article in the Naval and Military Argus is 

specific.  (The presence of the article in Volume 28/10 indicates a similar date to the 

previously discussed „Celebrities At Home‟ article):   

The military novelist has at last appeared…. the author who can describe 

the virtues and foibles of Tommy Atkins and his superiors in a plain, 

unvarnished manner on the one hand, and with the skill of the true 

novelist on the other hand.  Mr. Kipling…has justified his right to be 

termed the military novelist…There are no shams in the characters 

delineated; they are, as it were, real living men  

(28/10, 1888-1897, 25).
662
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The article offers evidence that despite inaccuracies these representations seem as 

original and convincing to his audience as his later Barrack-Room Ballads.  It is likely 

that Soldiers Three provided a model for his subsequent imagery and those enthusiastic 

readers of his prose were drawn to the poems.  Importantly, the tales were entertaining 

and eminently „readable‟.  The Liverpool Daily Post enthuses: „the man Mr. Kipling has 

studied most completely, and knows down to his boots, is the Irish soldier in India.  His 

“Soldiers Three” is dedicated to “that very strong man T. Atkins, private of the line,” 

and with great propriety, for never has the life of the common soldier been so well 

described‟ (28/10, 1888-1897, 22).
663

  Crucially, Kipling‟s fictional representations of 

„T. Atkins‟ embodied in the characters of Mulvaney, Ortheris and Learoyd and echoed 

in their poetic counterparts, emerge as essentially honourable men, who exist at the 

bottom of a judgemental and hierarchical system.  Their methodology is suspect, but 

there is an underlying sense of honour, loyalty and pride in their regiment.  This applies 

not only to the regiment in which they currently serve, but those to which they may 

have been attached formerly.  Other soldiers depicted throughout the tales and poems 

are of similar mould.  They are undoubtedly rascals, but they are brave and loyal.  The 

stories are moral too.  Serious miscreants ultimately receive their just desserts, either at 

the hands of the trio, or through the vengeance of another character with a score to 

settle.  Kipling balances his representation by depicting the less palatable side of his 

protagonists.  This portrayal of the unsavoury elements of their character engenders 

realism and counteracts the type of sentimentality in military fiction that is so despised 

in the Naval and Military Argus:      

In barricks or out av it…an Irish rig‟mint is the divil an‟ more. ‟Tis only 

fit for a young man wid eddicated fisteses…My first rig‟mint was Irish-

Faynians an‟ rebils to the heart…an‟ so they fought for the Widdy 

betther than most bein‟ contrairy…They was the Black Tyrone.  You‟ve 
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heard av thim, sorr?‟…I knew the Black Tyrone for the choicest 

collection of unmitigated blackguards, dog-stealers, robbers of hen-

roosts, assaulters of innocent citizens, and recklessly daring heroes in the 

Army List.
664

 

 

Unfortunately, the use of extensive „dialect‟ and syntactical idiosyncrasies detracts from 

the meaning of this extract.  However, the narrator concludes this section of the 

narrative which adds coherence and avoids an accusation that in the dialogue, Kipling is 

indulging in a different type of sentimentality.   

  The underlying affection and admiration with which Kipling holds the soldiers is 

evident as he purports to give a balanced picture.  These men are portrayed as victims 

of their own poverty and ignorance, not villains. It is the lack of education and 

linguistic accomplishment that makes the soldier unable to express himself 

successfully.  This leads to frustration which results in aberrant behaviour.  Kipling 

criticises a society which expects the impossible goal of the soldier who is to safeguard 

Crown and Empire and the person and lifestyle of the civilian using whatever means are 

available, whilst maintaining the rules of polite society.  His writing emerges from 

deliberate interaction with the subject, which contributed to its popularity: „I came to 

the conclusion that R[udyard] K[ipling] must have been a good mixer to have gained 

such confidence with the prototypes of the three boozing chums [Mulvaney, Ortheris 

and Learoyd], and that his companionship must have been very intimate to have 

obtained such copy for his stories.‟  (27/38 File 27/17 Un-numbered Document).
665

  The 

ease with which his texts could be transposed to other media ensured that the 

significance of his representation was not lost to wider audiences.  Kipling attempted to 

directly influence broadly held and entrenched beliefs across the divisions of culture 

and class. 
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  There is one viewpoint that requires examination in this discussion of Kipling‟s 

soldier representations.  It is the idea that the portrayals and the influences felt and 

given were mimetic.  Kendall remarks that Sir George Younghusband stated, in 1917: „I 

myself had served for many years with soldiers, but had never heard the words or 

expressions that Rudyard Kipling‟s soldiers used…But sure enough, a few years after, 

the soldiers thought, and talked, and expressed themselves exactly like Rudyard Kipling 

had taught them in his stories…Kipling made the modern soldier.‟
666

  Gilmour argues 

that because they emulated what they read, Kipling moulded the soldiers.
667

  Obviously, 

the enlisted men and Kipling‟s new concepts did not exist in isolation from one another.  

From the beginning he welcomed soldiers as an essential part of his readership.   The 

dissemination of the ideas and „pen-portraits‟ between the subjects and then to wider 

society could be the only outcome.  Possibly, the „Tommy Atkins‟ who emerged from 

Kipling‟s literary and poetic language became a reality, accepted and emulated by those 

who read about him.  However, such an idea is refuted by one of his soldier readers: 

At the time “Soldiers Three” and “Barrack Room Ballads” were 

published, certain literary gentlemen said – and there still are those who 

say, that R[udyard] K[ipling] „laid the color [sic] on with a shovel‟ when 

describing his subjects….But none of these men of letters and critics had 

ever worn a grey-back shirt and lived in a barrack-room – so how would 

they know?  Had they experienced this way of life I have no doubt they 

would have found how true and accurate R[udyard] K[ipling‟s] 

description and stories of these Victorian soldiers were 

(27/38 File 27/17 Un-numbered Document).
668

 

 

The portrayal of an image, especially one as contentious as the soldier, is selective and 

overlaid socially and culturally by centuries of meaning which can be „read‟ in many 

ways.  This is true regardless of the historical period in which the „reading‟ takes place.  

These meanings are inherently immeasurable.  However, each new interpretation offers 
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additional currency for reinterpretation, which may be influential in re-shaping the 

consciousness.  There is a multiplicity of images and discourses at play in British 

society within which all these images function.  Kipling endeavoured with his Barrack-

Room Ballads and soldierly tales to reconfigure the image of the imperial soldier in 

order to recuperate a social group whom, he felt, had not been dealt with fairly.  

Undoubtedly, other motives were in play.  These included commercial inducements, the 

idea of extending his readership and adding to his literary prowess.  But the effect and 

influence of Kipling‟s newly discovered character of „Tommy Atkins‟, with its 

essentially positive attributes, can be traced directly to the literature and poetry of the 

Great War and beyond.   

  This chapter illustrates Kipling‟s identification with one of his favourite subjects, the 

enlisted man.  According to correspondence and magazine articles he became the „best 

chum‟ of the soldier.  As a consequence he greatly enlarged his audience to include the 

lower class reader and the imperial soldier throughout the empire, with concomitant 

commercial success and reward.  This chapter also shows that the socially derelict 

soldier was rejuvenated by Kipling with an individual, realistic and worthwhile identity: 

Tommy Atkins.  From his school years Kipling was different from those around him, 

schooled in a minor public school with military leanings and surrounded by fellow-

pupils destined for armed service.  Presenting a realistic depiction of the enlisted man 

added substance, moral conventionality and veracity to Kipling‟s representation of 

himself. 
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Chapter 5: Kipling and the Boer War Soldier 

Representation in The Five Nations 

  The previous chapter discussed Kipling‟s unique representation and recuperation of 

soldier imagery in his early writing.  This reinterpretation of the enlisted man gave 

Victorian society a new portrayal of a contentious subject.  These early depictions and 

those within Kipling‟s later publications mainly received a favourable reception, as 

indicated by obituary comments in 1936: „[t]hose who remember the early ‟Nineties 

will never forget the sensation which Kipling made when he revealed the British soldier 

to a British nation which for decades had neglected him.  Kipling did more for the 

soldier-man than all the politicians‟ (28/15, 1936, 7).
669

  Duff Cooper, Chairman of the 

Imperial War Graves Commission, wrote in 1936 (fig. 12): „As Secretary of State for 

War I must tell you that I feel that the British Army has lost a friend….No other great 

English poet and story-teller has so loved and understood the British soldier, nor has 

been so loved and understood by him‟ (20/38 File 20/7 Document C4).
670
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Fig. 12 Letter from Duff Cooper written in 1936 (20/38 File 20/7 Document C4).
671

 

 

 

  In his 1942 article in Horizon, George Orwell implies hypocrisy in Kipling‟s writing 

about the soldier: „[h]ow far does Kipling really identify himself with the 

administrators, soldiers and engineers whose praises he sings?  Not so completely as is 

sometimes assumed‟.
672

  Orwell suggests that the subjects would recognise the lack of 

authenticity in Kipling‟s work and criticise it: „Can one imagine any private soldier, in 

the nineties or now, reading Barrack Room Ballads and feeling that here was a writer 

who spoke for him?‟.
673

  Orwell‟s observations are inaccurate.  The article, „Rudyard 

Kipling: An Appreciation by a Humble Disciple‟ [undated],
674

 extracts from which have 

been examined in this thesis, indicates that Kipling‟s soldier readership did perceive 

him as a writer who accurately spoke for them.  Part of the difference in Orwell‟s 

perception lies in the fifty year gap between the publication of Kipling‟s Barrack-Room 
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Ballads and Orwell‟s interpretation of them.  This includes recognition of a different 

audience, with twentieth century expectations.  Orwell‟s own expectations altered over 

time.  Another factor is that Orwell writes in the middle years of the Second World 

War.  By this time a radically different picture of the enlisted man has emerged.  The 

volunteer and conscript status of combatants during the conflicts of the twentieth 

century ensured replacement of the Victorian disapprobation of the soldier.  He became 

respectable because he was „everyman‟, or any man fit enough to fight.  By the year of 

the Horizon article the perceived characteristics of the soldier had changed.  The 

corollary to this was recuperation of the reputation of the Tommy.  Orwell‟s prejudiced 

views must be assessed in this context.  Despite his censure, Orwell acknowledges the 

debt that enlisted men owe to Kipling: „it remains true that he has far more interest in 

the common soldier, far more anxiety that he should get a fair deal than most of the 

„liberals‟ of his day or our own.  He sees that the soldier is neglected, meanly underpaid 

and hypocritically despised by the people whose incomes he safeguards‟.
675

  Orwell 

interprets Kipling‟s representation of the soldier as a challenge to the social conscience.   

  This chapter continues to examine Kipling‟s soldier imagery.  It explores his later 

representations of soldiers, during the Boer War period.  The historical and political 

context of this war and its consequences were a crucial element in his writing and an 

influence on the content of his collected Boer War poems, The Five Nations, published 

in 1903 a year after the Anglo-Boer War ended.
676

  The Boer War „was unique in scale 

and significance.  It was a „little war‟ which involved the whole nation‟.
677

  Price argues 

that as the nineteenth century ended Britain was racked with doubt over its economic, 

military and political supremacy.  The Boer War [1899-1902] „served for a time as the 
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focus for all the fears that many Britons had about their country‟s future‟.
678

  The Boers 

were seen as troublemakers and so the war generated an exaggerated level of 

patriotism.  (In justification of the war, popular literature demonised the Boers as „dirty, 

corrupt, immoral and shifty….It was believed that they were at a lower stage of 

evolution‟).
679

  The war „provided the finest excuse for England to throw aside 

traditional reserve and loudly prove that her people were still the finest race on 

earth‟.
680

  (Concurrently: „middle-class Radicals…opposed the Boer war [sic]‟.
681

  

However, this opposition lacked the organisation and focus that would have made it 

effective.
682

  Working-class reaction was complex and eschewed „a simple and 

mindless jingoism‟.
683

  Although there were „far more vocal anti-imperialists among the 

working classes than vocal imperialists‟,
684

 their apathy towards political engagement 

ensured that their critical voices were not heard.  Price‟s arguments about societal 

attitudes seem contradictory.  He suggests an upsurge of patriotism was evident, whilst 

hinting that considerable cohesive opposition to the hostilities existed.)    

  The Anglo-Boer War, with its conflicting political attitudes and moral uncertainties, 

began in 1899.  Almost a decade had passed since Kipling had published Barrack-

Room Ballads.  During those ten years he embraced the soldier portrayal.  In 1896 he 

published The Seven Seas.
685

  These were soldier ballads which continued the theme of 

„India and its army‟
686

 in the style of Barrack-Room Ballads.  Whilst the collection 

contains „a fresh series of [“]barrack-room ballads [sic][”]‟, it also includes poems with 
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a new emphasis.
687

  The publication coincided with the aftermath of the abortive 

„Jameson Raid‟ and the poems must have been written during the southern African 

political turmoil, „Rhodesian‟ machinations and imperial uncertainties of the 1890s.  In 

Cecil Rhodes, Kipling saw a visionary who „was striving on a huge scale to implement 

[Kipling‟s] own ideas of work and Empire.‟
688

  These elements introduced powerful 

and irresistible influences into Kipling‟s life and work.  The new poems were aimed at 

an imperial audience.
689

  They deviate from soldier portrayals into „poems with titles 

that evoked the communal, oral tradition: „The Song of the English‟, „The Song of the 

Sons‟‟.
690

  Kipling‟s writing was previously aimed at an imperial audience; as a 

readership geographically situated within the empire and beyond.  Some of his 

commercial success hinged on the huge number of readers at his command, across 

several continents.  Although not within the British Empire, this included a substantial 

audience in the United States.  The poetry was now aimed differently at his audience.  

The new thrust of the writing was towards an evaluation of imperial achievements, the 

potential for further imperial acquisitions and the essence of „Englishness‟ and its 

consequences.       

  When Kipling published his Boer War collection The Five Nations [1903],
691

 even the 

title continues the new perspectives in his verse evident in the The Seven Seas.  His 

1903 volume contains soldier representations embedded in imperialist discourse as „two 

voices.  One is the reflective, personal voice…the other the public, „official‟ voice of 

„The White Man‟s Burden‟, „The Islanders‟ and „Recessional‟‟.
692

  The new „voices‟ 
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indicate Kipling‟s writing as a national, imperial and racial representative.
693

  (Jad 

Adams refers to „The White Man‟s Burden‟, „The Islanders‟ and „Recessional‟ as 

among Kipling‟s „most strident imperial verse‟.
694

  In championing white supremacy, 

„Englishness‟ and imperialism Kipling now spoke to a reduced audience.
695

  Adams and 

Ricketts assert that the early part of the twentieth century saw a decline in the 

popularity of Kipling‟s writing.
696

  In Britain, this occurred „in the decade or so before 

the First World War‟
697

 and continued beyond this date.  This is illustrated by the 

article, „People Who Can‟t Read Kipling‟, published in 1928 by A. Corbett-Smith.  It 

demonstrates that by that year Kipling‟s work is not common currency within a broad 

audience, as in the 1890s: „I appeal to Mr. Kipling to entrust his work to the Peoples of 

England and of the British Commonwealth, by whom it is virtually unknown.‟ (22/38 

File 22/3 /Document 9).
698

 (appendix 24).  This decline was not universal: „while 

Kipling‟s literary stock was plummeting in English artistic circles, it was steadily rising 

on the continent‟).
699

    

  Orwell assesses a similar point.  He compares society in the Boer War era and 1942, 

when his article is written: „[T]he nineteenth-century imperialist outlook and the 

modern gangster outlook are two different things.  Kipling belongs very definitely to 

the period 1885-1902‟.
700

  He caustically assesses Kipling‟s decline in popularity: „The 

Great War and its aftermath embittered him, but he shows little sign of having learned 

anything from any event later than the Boer War.  He was the prophet of British 

Imperialism in its expansionist phase…and also the unofficial historian of the British 
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army, the old mercenary army which began to change its shape in 1914.‟
701

  There is a 

consequence to this perceived decrease in popularity.  It signifies engagement with a 

more limited, less approving readership.  Previous representations of Tommy Atkins 

had reached a huge, appreciative audience.  This offered opportunities to influence 

societal opinions.  Kipling‟s earlier portrayals changed and improved the image of the 

soldier.  Inevitably a smaller, less favourable audience may not engender similar results. 

There is a further risk.  If Kipling is in disagreement with his readers, then his 

championship of the enlisted man may cause alienation of the subject.  Discussion of 

Kipling‟s fin de siècle imperialism is essential to a close-reading of soldier 

representations in his later work.  Most criticism relating to Kipling and his writing is 

mediated through the now unacceptable strident imperial beliefs that he demonstrates 

and readers‟ responses to them.   However, such discussion is problematic.  Full 

exploration would overwhelm this thesis, since the subject has been scrutinised so 

closely.  Therefore to avoid repetition, Kipling‟s imperial philosophies will be explored 

within the confines of their influence on the poems and representations in The Five 

Nations.  His opinions of empire at that time and the effects of his friendship with 

Rhodes provide context for Kipling‟s portrayal and reading of the Boer War soldier 

subject.  In The Five Nations, soldier portraits are embedded in overt imperial 

discourse, through the content of the collection and the narrative of the poems.  

  Page and Adams declare „Recessional‟ to be one of the most overt of Kipling‟s 

imperial poems.  Singh states that together with „White Man‟s Burden‟ the two poems 

„have been crucial in establishing Rudyard Kipling‟s reputation as the de facto poet 

laureate [sic] of the British Empire.‟
702

  In later years Kipling forgets, or is unwilling to 
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acknowledge the sentiments behind his writing: „Recessional was written close on forty 

years ago, and I can‟t remember that there was anything in my mind at the time except 

to write it‟(14/38 Files 14/51 & 14/52 Documents Un-numbered and 54).
703

  The poem 

is examined as an imperial poem, which „celebrates the sacrosanct nature of the 

civilising mission and chastises those who cheapen it through [“]tumult[”] and 

[“]shouting[”].‟
704

  It has been included in The Five Nations collection since the first 

edition in 1903.  It was originally published in The Times on the 17
th

 of July 1897, for 

the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria.
705

 (appendix 25). (The poem is subtitled „1897‟ 

and „[a]ccording to the manuscript…the original title was „After‟).‟
706

  In the first 

edition of The Five Nations, „Recessional‟ is the final poem in the collection and is 

indexed as one of the „Service Songs‟, the rest of which explore the topic of the enlisted 

man and his experiences.  This positioning illustrates the concept of embedment.  

Kipling‟s „Service Songs‟ explore „the way combatants had been changed by what they 

experienced during the Anglo-Boer War‟.
707

  An understanding of those experiences is 

mediated through the location and meaning of „Recessional‟.
708

  On publication 

„Recessional‟ generated „an excess of patriotic fervour‟,
709

 some of which originated in 

the connection of the poem to the Diamond Jubilee and the British enjoyment of regal 

grand occasion.  The link to this occasion is one major reason why critics argue that it 

has emphatic imperial connotations.  For example, the first stanza declaims: „Lord of 

our far-flung battle-line,/ Beneath whose awful Hand we hold/ Dominion over palm and 
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pine–‟.
710

  This illustrates British imperial endeavour and reinforces belief in the 

revelation and execution of divine purpose: „Mr. Kipling has performed one of the most 

important functions of the poet, – the [sic] function of interpreter to the nation.  He has 

revealed certain aspects of the national life, and made our people understand 

themselves‟ (28/14, 1894-1946, 1).
711

  This is the interpretation for Richard Harding 

Davis, who patriotically responds to „Recessional‟ the day following its publication.  

He believes that „Recessional‟ confirms Kipling as a prime advocate and representative 

of imperialism: „If there was one man who made the world know what the colonies 

were and who taught them first to spell Empire it was Rudyard Kipling and as the 

Elisabethean [sic] Era always suggests Shakespeare…so Victoria will be known as the 

one who was Queen when Rudyard Kipling wrote of the British Empire‟ (22/38 File 

22/49 Document A2).
 712

  

  Evidence for enthusiasm for the poem is in correspondence to Kipling in the week 

following its publication: „I thank you for the high pleasure we all had in reading your 

noble “Recessional”.  It has struck everybody – not merely the critical people – as the 

one utterance of the year worthwhile.  Lord Coventry…ran across the street to talk to 

me about it‟ (22/38 File 22/49 /Document A18).
713

  Close reading of „Recessional‟ 

highlights the contradictions of its patriotic reception, whilst indicating a reason for its 

inclusion in the „Service Songs‟ section of The Five Nations.  The first four lines of 

stanza one could be read as explicit patriotic sentiments.  However, the stanza 

concludes with a two line refrain repeated in two other stanzas, one line of which is 

present in a fourth „Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet,/ Lest we forget–lest we 
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forget!‟.
714

  An exclamation mark emphasises the interpretation.  Whilst „be with us yet‟ 

indicates belief in a divine presence with the nation: „Lest we forget!‟
715

 implies other 

sentiments, such as a requirement for national humility.  This is echoed in the opening 

lines of the fourth stanza which chides: „If, drunk with sight of power, we loose/ Wild 

tongues that have not Thee in awe‟.
716

  Paradoxically, juxtaposed against these are the 

imperialistic, racist and contradictory lines: „Such boastings as the Gentiles use,/ Or 

lesser breeds without the Law–‟.
717

  (Hamer argues that „[i]t is extremely unlikely that 

Kipling subscribed to any form of orthodox religious belief‟.  However, she suggests 

that he understood the importance of religious writings and texts to those who did 

believe).
718

  In stanza three Kipling declares: 

Lo, all our pomp of yesterday 

Is one with Nineveh and Tyre! 

Judge of the Nations, spare us yet, 

Lest we forget–lest we forget!.
719

 

 

His allusion to the Biblical cities of Nineveh and Tyre is significant, since both are 

admonished for the unacceptable practices of their people by a censorious God.  (The 

book of Nahum is a vision of the prophet, Nahum the Elkoshite, describing „the Lord‟s 

anger against Nineveh‟.
720

  Verse 8 states that „[H]e will make an end of Nineveh‟.
721

  

Chapters 26, 27 and 28 of the book of Ezekiel are a lament and two prophecies about 

the city of Tyre, its destruction and that of its King: „the Sovereign Lord says: I am 
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against you, O Tyre, and I will bring many nations against you‟.
722

  The warning in 

verse 27 is particularly relevant to the English: „“Who was ever silenced like Tyre,/ 

surrounded by the sea?”.‟
723

)  The refrain is a supplication and warning against 

provoking righteous anger from God.  This is a caution against the hubris of national 

expansionism and conceit.  Page considers it ironic that a poem which warns against the 

pride of imperial power should largely be regarded as „jingoistic and imperialistic‟.
724

  

This seems particularly true when the final stanza of the poem concludes: „For frantic 

boast and foolish word–/ Thy Mercy on Thy People, Lord!‟.
725

  However, the 

punctuation and capitalisation within the concluding line is ambiguous and 

contradictory.  God‟s forgiveness for nationalist vanity is enjoined whilst 

hypocritically, Kipling implies that the privileged position of the English is to be 

maintained.  Lycett explains the contradiction: „[Kipling] was conducting an internal 

debate – working out his own complicated view of the nature of democracy.  On the 

one hand he had been apprehensive about the popular patriotism associated with the 

Jubilee; on the other he could sense…that the future belonged to the common man‟.
726

  

Rayne Kruger argues that with British imperial powers at their zenith during the late 

Victorian era, The Times published „Recessional‟ as a „warning against vainglory‟.
727

  

However, it was the enthusiasm of the British public that propagated the imperial 

elements in the poem and the „raucous bursting energy of the multitude was not to be 

gainsaid‟.
728
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  The placement of „Recessional‟ within the „Service Songs‟, combined with a reading 

of the poem which engages with academic arguments, implies covert criticism of 

imperial purpose, with its unavoidable requirement for sacrifice, such as when „our 

navies melt away‟ and „[t]he captains and the kings depart.‟
729

  The victims of 

nationalism and imperial venture are the enlisted men, who undertake the inevitable 

military and naval engagements.  By juxtaposing „Recessional‟ with the other poems, 

the meaning determines the necessity to remember who pays the imperial price.  A 

letter written several days after the poem‟s original, Jubilee publication, highlights the 

contradictions within the reading of „Recessional‟: „Once more you have struck the 

right note: the note which so many of us wished to hear, and yet which was never 

sounded in the great chorus of thanksgiving…which has given rise from all parts of the 

Empire‟ (22/38 File 22/49 Document A13).
730

  This implies that the empire and its 

subjects agree with his interpretation of Kipling‟s sentiments.  The letter concludes: „It 

is true, and is a truth never to be lost sight of or forgotten that it is the heart of man 

which is the life and strength of the nation.  I have not your power to express my 

thoughts, but every line of your hymn
731

 goes right home to my conscience‟ (22/38 File 

22/49 Document A13).
732

  This suggests that the poem is a patriotic celebration of the 

attainments and longevity of a Head of State and her subjects and recognition of the 

need for gratitude to God.  This is the interpretation and hope of one of Kipling‟s 

admirers: 

„Not by might not by strength but by my spirit saith the Lord‟ and a 

Joshua with a ram‟s horn
733

 may yet bring destruction upon all our 

vaunted strength if we put our trust simply in our arms and ships and not 
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in the Lord of Hosts, the God of truth.  Feeling deeply the truth of this I 

heartily echo your own „Amen‟ and express gratitude for your timely 

and poetic warning (22/38 File 22/49 Document A10).
734

 

 

As the correspondent comments, the poem ends with the word „Amen‟,
735

 or „so be it!‟.  

This emphasises a prayer-like context, with which he engages.
736

  It is use and 

connotation of words such as „hymn‟ and „Amen‟ which shifts the perceived meaning. 

When combined with a specific interpretation of the title „Recessional‟,
737

 the poem 

becomes a metaphor for the nation‟s imperial endeavour.  Kipling proposes its 

interpretation as a song to accompany withdrawal from strident imperial enterprise.  It 

re-engages with Britain‟s religious foundations and argues for national humility.  A 

letter from H. Rider Haggard supports this: 

My own belief is that it is just because the English people from the 

beginnings of their history …have not “forgotten” that they have been 

permitted to grow so great….I believe that there is less danger of such 

forgetfulness today than there was five and twenty years ago when 

scientific discoveries and criticism of religion and the Bible turned the 

heads of so many clever people.…I hope…you will live and have 

strength to preach more of such splendid sermons  

(22/38 File 22/49 Document 9).
738

 

 

 

Significantly, Rider Haggard writes of the „sermon‟ that Kipling has delivered.  He 

hints at the widespread belief that the English are a nation chosen by God for imperial 

greatness.  Certainly, some of Kipling‟s audience engaged with the religious, rather 

than imperial, aspects of the poem.  The Spectator summarises these sentiments: 

In his Jubilee “Recessional,”…[Kipling] has touched the heart of the 

nation deeply, and touched it to deep issues.  His poem has moved his 

fellow – countrymen…by the simplest, the sternest, and the most direct 

appeal which men are capable of feeling.  Mr. Kipling‟s new verses 
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speak almost solely to the religious sentiment of the nation….It is here, 

indeed, that Mr. Kipling‟s genius is visible.  He realised that if the 

nation‟s heart was to be moved to the full, it could only be on the 

religious side…The poet might have the insight required to see that the 

nation could only be adequately touched by the religious appeal, and yet 

be unable to make that appeal.  Mr. Kipling has not failed in this.   

(28/14, 1894-1946, 1).
739

 

 

The article suggests that „Recessional‟ indicates Kipling‟s use of a new way to portray 

ideas of empire and the moral imperative that accompanies such ideas. This new, 

„religious‟ way conflicts with Page and Adams‟ assertions of imperial stridency and at 

times, Page contradicts his own arguments.  For example, when he states that Kipling 

writes as an „imperial and racial representative‟,
740

 whilst simultaneously warning 

against imperialism.
741

     

  Price indicates at least two important factors to be considered in a discussion of soldier 

portraits by the end of the Boer War.  Soldiers during and prior to the nineteenth 

century had a dire reputation.  Kipling addresses this in his Barrack-Room Ballads.  By 

the time The Five Nations was published the nature of the combatant had begun to 

change, due to volunteer recruitment: „[v]olunteering was… specifically related to the 

South African conflict‟.
742

  This influenced societal perceptions of the soldier because 

„volunteer companies raised or formed for the specific purpose of the war were 

regarded by contemporaries as being illustrative of the classless nature of the patriotic 

response to England in need‟.
743

  Price argues that „[n]ot only did volunteers tend to be 

better paid than the ordinary soldier, but they also attracted men of a “better class”‟.
744

  

He remarks that „the Boer War has sometimes been called the “last gentleman‟s 
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war”‟.
745

  To society, the perception of the „modern‟ combatant had shifted from rogue, 

to „everyman‟.  

  The second factor, which contradicts assertions of gentlemanliness, is the cruelty with 

which the Boer War was executed upon non-combatants.  This was „the ruthless British 

treatment of the fighters‟ families, which threatened “to decimate the race”‟.
746

  Lord 

Roberts and Lord Kitchener undertook „a scorched-earth policy‟, whilst „Boer women 

and children were taken to concentration camps, which were widely criticised within 

Britain and subject to withering attack abroad‟.
747

  Presumably as an unintended 

consequence, in these camps „[s]ome 28,000 people died‟,
748

 the majority of whom 

were children.  (Unfortunately, Kipling seems unsympathetic to the plight of these 

Boers: „[w]e are looking after their wives and kids so they have nothing to worry 

about‟).
749

  Whilst the public was dismayed by news of „brutalities now being 

perpetrated in South Africa‟,
750

 it did not wish British soldiers to be held responsible for 

those actions.  This attitude was particularly true of the working class.
751

  Perhaps 

reluctance to apportion blame directly to the soldiers resulted from the altered 

demographic of the army, caused by the volunteers.  Those who imagined that the army 

was more noble due to the influx of ordinary men just like themselves, might balk at the 

idea that such men would commit morally reprehensible acts.  Price suggests that some 

felt unable to criticise the working class soldier because „[t]he association between the 

institution and the class was too close for them to do so‟
752

 and it implied an assault on 
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the class itself.  The uneasy compromise reached by Boer War critics was criticism of 

government‟ policy, which implied but did not state criticism of the men.
753

   

  These contentious moral and political uncertainties, combined with a dichotomy about 

the perception of a soldier and his behaviour, provided the backdrop for publication of 

The Five Nations collection.  The „Service Songs‟ section of The Five Nations consists 

of 15 „soldier‟ poems and „Recessional‟.  Kipling‟s imperial context has been 

established.  The soldier portrayals in the poems will be compared with one another and 

with the writing of Thomas Hardy, A.E. Housman and the poems of W.E. Henley, from 

his collection of eleven poems published in 1900, For England’s Sake: Verses and 

Songs in Time of War.  Henley was the imperialist Editor of the Scots Observer who 

met Kipling in 1889.  Kipling‟s first contribution to the paper was his poem „The 

Explanation‟ published in February 1889.
754

 Henley‟s writing „stridently insist[s] on the 

supremacy of the British race and empire‟.
755

  This is illustrated by the second stanza of 

his poem „Pro Rege Nostro‟:
756

  

Where shall the watchful Sun, 

    England, my England, 

Match the master-work you‟ve done, 

    England, my own?
757

 

 

His Boer War poetry was written at the end of his life when the war „brought to a head 

the obsession with national and cultural degeneracy that activated him during the 

1890s‟.
758
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  Throughout the war, Kipling had direct and indirect contact with the troops to draw 

upon for his soldier representations.  As Caroline Kipling notes: „1899 Oct 23 

Rottingdean Rud excited and worried over the troops at the front in Africa….25 A bad 

night on Rud‟s part with anxiety over the troops‟ (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 24).
759

  

Later, they journey to South Africa and Carrie‟s diary entries become more specific 

about his interaction with his subjects.  The entries indicate Kipling‟s celebrity, 

illustrious connections and appreciation of his verse.  He is a significant figure who 

offers support to the men (appendix 26).  There is evidence of regular and increasingly 

intimate contact between Kipling and the soldiers.  It echoes the relationships that he 

enjoyed with the enlisted soldiers in India.  Some men may have been old 

acquaintances from the sub-continent, or their military successors, since „several 

divisions had sailed directly from India as reinforcements‟.
760

  A letter from Kipling‟s 

father acknowledges the bond between his son and the men and shows that, as in India, 

Rudyard had the connections and opportunities to engage with senior military figures as 

well: „Rud and his off to Capetown….[g]oodness knows what he will do, – but I know 

in some way he will be worth much to our forces before he returns…He will certainly 

go to the Wynberg hospitals and yarn with the men…[H]e will have much colloquing 

[sic] with Lord Roberts and will doubtless make Lord Kitchener‟s acquaintance‟ (1/38 

File 1/9 Document 8).
761

   

  In 1901 Kipling corresponds with a soldier whom he met on a hospital visit.  He 

demonstrates great concern about the recipient: 

I don‟t know whether you will remember that almost 15 months ago I 

met you in No.1 or No. 2 hospital a little while after those Colesberg 

swine had shot you…A man I know…has put me on to your address.  He 

wants to send you a book of my stories and wants me to write my name 
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in it.  So I have done it and take advantage at the same time to send you 

a line on my own account trusting that you are coming along all right.  

They tell me that you are feeling your wound still a good deal – so you 

needn‟t bother yourself to answer this. 

(File Ad. 5 Un-numbered document).
762

 

 

Caroline Kipling‟s diary entries combined with evidence from letters, indicate the level 

of personal contact which Kipling undertook with the soldier in South Africa.   The 

men portrayed in The Five Nations are a new model of the enlisted man, partly because 

of their volunteer and post-Barrack-Room Ballad status.  As before, Kipling could 

claim that his poetry was written with personal knowledge, adding to perceptions of its 

authenticity.  He had an eye-witness perspective of South Africa.   

  Kipling‟s father discusses the motivation of the soldier.  If his son deemed it to be 

accurate, it adds to Rudyard‟s interpretation of the Boer War combatant:    

[W]hatever may happen there the war must go on for the people at large 

will have it so…You said you couldn‟t bear to be in Capetown with the 

sounds of battle in your ears & armed men going away to die for their 

country.  But [sic] the soldier likes it, – it is the finest & most exciting 

sport in the world, –  “the hunting of man”…All our wounded have only 

one wish – to go back again [sic]. (1/38 File 1/9 Document 8).
763

  

 

One interpretation of these comments is disturbing.  It suggests an approach to military 

engagement which dehumanises the enemy and transforms it into „prey‟, deserving of 

no better treatment than an animal.  It maintains that the soldier finds pleasure in such 

pursuit.  When combined with notions of imperial superiority, there are unpalatable 

racist implications.  However, this connotation ignores the implied nobility of the 

hunter figure and the instinctive nature of the hunt.  These are honourable principles to 

which John Lockwood might allude.  One of the „Service Songs‟ suggests that Kipling 

refutes his father‟s argument that all enlisted men are desperate to fight.  It indicates 
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Kipling‟s belief that this idea is too general.  „Wilful-Missing‟: „[o]ne of the suite of 

sixteen „Service Songs‟ which close The Five Nations‟,
764

 is a first person narrative of 

nine stanzas.  The reader is addressed directly: „You may ‟ave read a bullet laid us 

low‟.
765

  It is unclear whether this narrative is aimed at a universal readership, or 

intended as a personal engagement with family, friends or prior acquaintances.  The 

poem explores the position of the deserter.  It does not justify such a man and accepts 

that justification might be poorly received: „Gawd knows we all ‟ad reasons which were 

fair;/ But other people might not judge ‟em so‟.
766

  Hamer suggests that Kipling‟s 

choice of title is less condemnatory than „Deserter‟ might have been.
767

  The narrative 

voice shifts to personal engagement in stanzas six and seven, when the narrator speaks 

directly to abandoned spouses and families: „We might ‟ave been your lovers long ago,/ 

‟Usbands or children‟.
768

  The decision to abdicate military and personal duties is 

irreversible and permanent in the eyes of the soldier-narrator.  A neglected spouse must 

move on: „Marry again, and we will not say no,/ Nor come to bastardise the kids you 

bear‟.
769

  Although Kipling uses his customary artificial dialect, its use is less 

pronounced in this poem.  It is restricted to the infrequent omission of individual letters 

and occasional syntactical irregularities such as: „That we was gathered in „with 

reverent care‟‟.
770

  This enables the reader to interpret the text easily, without the 

distraction of „translation‟.  In the first stanza the narrator informs the reader that: 

There is a world outside the one you know, 

To which for curiousness ‟Ell can‟t compare– 
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It is the place where „wilful-missings‟ go, 

As we can testify, for we are there.
771

 

 

In this context Kipling uses „curiousness‟
772

 to connote strangeness, or unfamiliarity.  

The soldier-narrator feels excluded from the society in which his reader exists.  Even 

though it is his own choice, he is in an unfamiliar and unpleasant world. 

  The mention of „‟Ell‟ suggests potential judgment, but whether this is self-judgment, 

or that of the „reader‟ is unclear.  The final stanza indicates that if spectator judgment is 

proffered, it is inherently unfair since „[w]hat man can size or weigh another‟s woe?‟.
773

  

What might disturb Kipling‟s audience is that this self-willed soldier-narrator is not the 

vagabond figure of the nineteenth century combatant, but a common man and a 

volunteer, who has been forced to endure „some things too bitter ‟ard to bear‟.
774

  The 

narrator begins stanza four: „We might ‟ave seen our chance to cut the show–‟.
775

  The 

line could imply cowardice, but Hamer insists that it discusses those who choose to 

walk away from conflict, rather than being fearful of it.  This is a combatant who 

decides „to leave a former life behind‟.
776

  He deliberately discards his „Name, number, 

record, an‟ begin[s] elsewhere–‟.
777

  The use of the caesura to end the first and second 

lines of stanza four, suggests that Kipling is directing his audience to pause and reflect 

on what is inferred.  The same technique is used a further twelve times, in particular in 

the fourth stanza when Kipling writes that by neglecting to fight, the „not too late-

lamented foe‟ can claim only one enemy fatality: „One funeral–private–British–for ‟is 
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share‟.
778

  The use of the pauses here engenders a military and funereal pace to the line.  

This assists in portraying the image.  The implication is that the decision to disengage 

from military action means that only one family suffers the pain and loss of 

bereavement.  One soldier‟s death represents the rest: „Our death (an‟ burial) settles all 

we owe‟.
779

  The narrator is being disingenuous. Since the deserter‟s family believes 

that he is dead the feeling of loss is the same.  This speaker contrasts with Henley‟s 

„breed of mighty men‟.
780

  They are an elite of whom Henley asks „[w]hat is there I 

would not do,/ England my own?‟.
781

    

  The sentiments of Kipling‟s speaker are echoed in Thomas Hardy‟s poem, „The Sick-

Battle God‟, from his collection Poems of the Past and the Present.  Hardy‟s god 

„rarely gladdens champions now;/ They do and dare, but tensely – pale of brow‟.
782

  

The impression is of a reluctant soldier, whose „Battle-god is god no more‟.
783

  Hardy‟s 

men are elegiac, Kipling‟s narrator remains pragmatic.  Hardy and Kipling engage with 

the portrayal of an enlisted man who recognises the injustice of what he is required to 

do.  This is especially true of a volunteer, drawn from his everyday life into exceptional 

and arduous circumstances of which he has no prior experience.  Despite the title of his 

poem, Kipling suggests that not all of the deserters have wilfully relinquished their 

duties.  In stanza five the narrator declares: 

We may ‟ave took it yonder in the Low 

Bush-veldt that sends men stragglin‟ unaware 

Among the Kaffirs, till their columns go, 

An‟ they are left past call or count or care.
784
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Kipling hints, not for the first time in his writing, that it is neglect in the duty of care 

either by a unit or by the army, which causes the soldiers‟ aberrant behaviour.  He 

implies that the alien environment in which these men find themselves cut adrift partly 

determines their subsequent act of desertion.  Including a poem with this subject in the 

collection is interesting because, in common with poems such as „Tommy‟ from 

Barrack-Room Ballads, it engenders unexpected sympathy for an antipathetic subject.  

It rejuvenates another aspect of Tommy Atkins.  It is sympathy born out of Kipling‟s 

personal encounters: „Some day, indeed, it is not too much to hope, we may even have 

an efficient army.  About half the men I ever knew seem to have been killed and the 

other half are wounded.‟
785

    

  A.E. Housman reflects Hardy‟s melancholy belief that „soldiers who go to war are 

doomed to perish‟.
786

  In Housman‟s three stanza poem „Astronomy‟ he writes: „I will 

sit me down and weep/ For bones in Africa.‟
787

  The third stanza concludes: „[a]t night 

over the ground where he/ Is buried‟.
788

  The soldier subject is anonymous and 

unrecognised: „For pay and medals, name and rank,/ Things that he has not found‟.
789

  

The pragmatism, camaraderie and „realism‟ of Kipling are eschewed.  In common with 

„Drummer Hodge‟ there is a depressing contrast between „the vastness of the cosmos 

with the aspirations of one glory-hungry soldier.‟
790

  Housman is „obsess[ed] with early, 

violent death‟.
791

  One example is „The Day of Battle‟, from A Shropshire Lad.  This 

poem responds to „Wilful-Missing‟.  The speaker questions: „Fly I would, for who 
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would not?/ ‟Tis sure no pleasure to be shot.‟
792

  In the third stanza the speaker 

acknowledges the likely judgement upon such an action: „cowards‟ funerals, when they 

come,/ Are not wept so well at home.‟
793

  He gives as stark an account as any of 

Kipling‟s of the expected outcome of remaining at his post: „take the bullet in your 

brain.‟
794

  Michael Irwin remarks that: „[l]iterally read, A Shropshire Lad is pessimistic 

to the point of necrophilia.‟
795

                        

  „Chant-Pagan‟, (subtitled „English Irregular: ‟99-02‟), is the poem with which the 

„Service Songs‟ section of The Five Nations commences.  The collection, The Five 

Nations, begins with a five stanza, italicised „Dedication‟.  An italicised, three stanza, 

untitled poem preceding „Chant-Pagan‟ undertakes the same role for the „Service 

Songs‟.  It is a companion piece to „Chant-Pagan‟, since it describes the combatant and 

his place in post-war society: „‘Tommy’ you was when it began, /But now that it is o’er/ 

You shall be called The Service Man‟.
796

  The subtitle to „Chant-pagan‟ indicates that 

the narrator is probably a Boer War volunteer, not a regular soldier.  The poem has six 

irregular stanzas, reflecting the irregular status of the narrator, who reminisces in the 

first person.  The narrative is reflective and indicates disillusionment in the now ex-

combatant: 

I will arise an‟ get ‟ence;– 

I will trek South and make sure 

If it‟s only my fancy or not 

That the sunshine of England is pale. 

And the breezes of England are stale, 

An‟ there‟s somethin‟ gone small with the lot;
797
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He has volunteered for and fought in a war, which has affected him profoundly: „Me 

that ‟ave been what I‟ve been,/ Me that ‟ave gone where I‟ve gone,/ Me that ‟ave seen 

what I‟ve seen–‟.
798

  The repetition of „Me that‟
799

 in every stanza indicates how 

personal Kipling intends this meditation to appear.  Kipling portrays a soldier whose 

post-Boer War contemplation indicates that he has defended his country and empire in 

war and now believes that the effort may not have been worthwhile.  The soldier 

intends to return to England to confirm whether this belief is true.  Kendall implies that 

this reflects Kipling‟s own doubts.  As the poet writes after the Boer War: „[e]very 

thing we have – church school and craft – has, so to speak, been challenged to show 

cause why it should continue on the old unthinking hide-bound lines‟.
800

  Class 

distinction and discrimination play a part in the soldier‟s ruminations: „‟Ow can I ever 

take on/ With awful old England again,/...the parson an‟ „gentry‟ between,/ An‟ 

touchin‟ my ‟at when we meet–‟.
801

  Kipling‟s soldier questions the justice of returning 

to the subservience of his working-class status and asks himself if this is something he 

could undertake.  

  His lament continues as he feels subjugated, or treated childishly: „I am takin‟ some 

letters almost/ As much as a mile, to the post,/ An‟ [“]mind you come back with the 

change![“]/ Me!‟.
802

  He wishes to transform his life and the society which gives it 

context.  He recognises the difficulty of this, due to the societal traditions in place: „An‟ 

I‟m rollin‟ ‟is lawns for the Squire,/ Me!‟.
803

  To create a better life for himself, he must 

challenge these cultural mores and endure the difficulties engendered by such an action.  

As Rose states: „Educated people commonly (though by no means universally) found 
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something profoundly menacing in the efforts of working people to educate themselves 

and write for themselves….[C]ulture was a force for equality and was destructive of 

ideology, including the ideology supporting the British class structure.‟
804

  In this poem 

Kipling celebrates the combatant who has „survived [his] generals‟ stupidity‟.
805

  The 

soldier-narrator questions why he should be expected to re-embrace his underprivileged 

position, when experience has shown him the falsity of intellectual or hegemonic 

superiority in an hierarchical society.  This foreshadows the „lions-led-by-donkeys‟ 

sentiments of the Great War.  As Kendall argues: „even if their prophecies go unheeded, 

the poems of The Five Nations do their duty for their country, attacking failures and 

shortcomings in the hierarchies of power in ways which Great War poets would have 

ample reason to repeat‟.
806

  (Kendall discusses Kipling‟s poem „Stellenbosh‟ which 

„expresses an appalled disdain for the generals whose incompetence prolongs the war 

and wastes the courage of their young charges‟).
807

 

  In contrast Henley‟s first person narrator in his poem, „A New Song to an Old Tune‟, 

dated March 1900 in the collection For England’s Sake: Verses and Songs in the Time 

of War, suggests that the combatant should not question personal sacrifice for the sake 

of England and her enterprises.  It is evidence of the strident imperialism that Van Wyk 

Smith maintains is an integral element in Henley‟s work: 

What if the best of our wages be 

An empty sleeve, a stiff-set knee, 

A crutch for the rest of life–who cares, 

So long as the One Flag floats and dares? 
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So long as the One Race dares and grows? 

Death–what is death but God‟s own rose?
808

  

 

Henley‟s combatant is to regard amputation or death as appropriate.  The stanza implies 

that suffering for country is to be disregarded by the victim: „A crutch for the rest of 

life–who cares,/ So long as the One Flag floats and dares?‟.
809

  More disturbing is the 

idea posited by these lines that perhaps society need not care either.  Henley‟s 

combatant represents a tool with which to undertake the work of empire building and 

defence.  There is no suggestion that the imperial status quo, or the human price 

exacted to maintain it, needs challenging.  The poem is composed of three stanzas, each 

concluding with the italicised refrain „Over the hills and far away!‟.
810

  The refrain 

fulfils several roles.  Henley‟s refashioning of the traditional song, „Tom, the Piper‟s 

Son‟
811

 links to country, tradition and heritage.  The refrain emphasises that link.  The 

poem is a recruitment call: „Come where the bugles of England play,/ Over the hills and 

far away!‟.
812

  The reader is encouraged to take up arms in imperial struggles, the 

„foreignness‟ of which are implied by the refrain.  The whole poem evokes childhood, 

particularly the refrain with its repetition and song-like qualities.  This arouses subtle 

notions of adult guidance towards enlisting in the fighting.  In Henley‟s poem, those 

who volunteer are drawn from throughout Britain: „Sons of Shannon, Tamar, Trent,/ 

Men of the Lothians, men of Kent‟.
813

  He targets his intended recruits democratically, 

as they abandon their lives and current employment: „Mates of the net, the mine, the 
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fire,/ Lads of desk and wheel and loom,/ Noble and trader, squire and groom‟.
814

  Those 

men born in distant imperial locations are also encouraged to enlist:  

Southern Cross and Polar Star– 

Here are the Britains bred afar; 

Serry, O serry them, fierce and keen, 

Under the flag of the Empress-Queen.
815

 

 

The stanza indicates that it is the duty of every man to subsume his own concerns 

beneath those of the empire. 

  Henley‟s poem, „Remonstrance‟ [1899], responds to the notions in Kipling‟s „Chant- 

Pagan‟ that the combatant-narrator doubts that England is the force it once was.  

Henley‟s narrator challenges the reader: „Where is our ancient pride of heart?‟.
816

  As 

Newbolt invokes the heroic figure of Drake in „Drake‟s Drum‟, so Henley revisits 

concepts of old national glories: 

Ours is the race 

That tore the Spaniard‟s ruff, 

That flung the Dutchman by the breech, 

The Frenchman by the scruff;
817

. 

 

In this three stanza poem, the narrator reproves those who doubt the continuing 

greatness of imperial Britain.  The remonstrance of the title is marked in the first stanza: 

Hitch, blunder, check– 

Each is a new disaster, 

And it is who shall bleat and scrawl 

The feebler and the faster.
818
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The final two lines of the stanza challenge those involved in the combat and society at 

large: „Who but would marvel how we came/ If this were all we are?‟.
819

  He bolsters 

the resolve of the combatant. 

  Another of Kipling‟s „Service Songs‟ provides a realistic portrayal of the subject that 

is romanticised by Henley‟s hyperbolic tone and use of language.  In contrast to the 

idealisation of victories over Spaniard, Dutchman or Frenchman, the eight stanzas of 

„Boots‟ emphasise the repetition, drudgery, danger and relentlessness of combat and 

those who endure it. Portrayed in the first person, the men must go „–slog–slog–slog– 

sloggin‟ over Africa!/ Foot–foot–foot–foot–sloggin‟ over Africa–‟.
820

  Dreary 

repetitive language depicts the tedium preceding episodes of fearful or mortal combat.  

Recurrent use of the dash in the first three lines of every stanza such as „Count–count–

count–count–the bullets in the bandoliers‟
821

 serves several functions.  It engenders a 

rhythm which emulates the pace of marching in formation.  It forces the reader to give 

pace to their engagement with the poem and emphasises the monotony of the soldier‟s 

existence in South Africa.  Kipling avoids overt use of dialect, choosing merely to omit 

individual letters.  This allows his verse to be easily interpreted.  The final stanza 

indicates the weariness of the soldier, as Kipling spaces the speech of the narrator using 

the dash: „I–‟ave–marched–six–weeks in ‟Ell an‟ certify/ It–is–not–fire–devils dark or 

anything/ But boots–boots–boots, movin‟ up an‟ down again‟.
822

  Despite the 

sentiments of „Wilful-Missing‟, the narrators of „Boots‟ believe that there is no escape 

from their dilemma: „There‟s no discharge in the war!‟.
823

  Life is intense and arduous: 
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„Seven–six–eleven–five–nine-an‟-twenty mile to-day–‟
824

 – and when not engaged in 

combat the soldier must battle the monotony of his existence: „Don‟t–don‟t–don‟t–

don‟t–look at what‟s in front of you/ (Boots–boots–boots–boots, movin‟ up an‟ down 

again)‟.
825

  The poem sympathises with the enlisted man and recognises the false 

picture of glorious endeavour engendered by poetry such as Henley‟s.   

  Kipling‟s „Service Songs‟ in The Five Nations re-engage with the recuperation of the 

image of the Tommy, which he began in the Barrack-Room Ballads.  The previous 

portraits remain but alongside them are new concepts, the Boer War soldier-subject as a 

volunteer and soldier portraits embedded in imperial discourse, through the content of 

the collection and the narrative of the poems.  Although „[s]oldiers and their verse, and 

the poetry of war have been studied seriously and extensively as far as the two great 

wars of the twentieth century are concerned‟,
826

 other poems from other wars are 

largely neglected.  Recuperation of the soldier-image because of „wide-ranging 

Victorian changes in attitude towards the army, the soldier…[and]…the volunteer‟,
827

 

was instrumental in the development of „war poetry‟, in addition to development 

engendered by conventional responses to the brutality and death.  These arguments 

suggest that for Victorian readers, the image of the soldier is recuperated within Boer 

War poetry.  This change in attitude was connected to „the rise of democracy and 

universal education‟.
828

  Another factor must be included in discussion of portrayals of 

soldiers in the Boer War.  Van Wyk Smith states that by 1899, due to increased levels 

of literacy in the lower classes, for the first time the Boer War soldier could represent 

himself in poetry and prose.  This writing often took the form of „war correspondence‟, 
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in which the individual described everyday life on and off the battlefield.
829

  The literate 

soldier audience of the Boer War generated poets whose „overwhelming indebtedness 

to Kipling signalled the extent to which literature had previously neglected the 

experiences of private soldiers‟.
830

  In the „Service Songs‟ Kipling continues into the 

twentieth century his positive imagery of the soldier, with which he hoped that society 

and the combatant might engage.  A letter written in 1922 suggests success in this latter 

regard: „I read your Service Songs before the war with joy, but after putting in nine 

months in France with American Expeditionary Forces in the Infantry, I rediscovered 

them and now I recognise their intrinsic worth.  As we used to say in the Platoon, “He 

knew the Game.” Than which there is no higher praise….You who know soldiers will 

understand‟ (22/38 File 22/2 /Document 40).
831

     

 

The Absent-Minded Beggar 

  In late 1899, Kipling‟s father wrote about a Boer War poem which his son had 

published in October of that year, at the outbreak of the war.
832

  The poem is not 

included in The Five Nations collection (fig 13):  „Rud nearly worried to death by 

interrupting letters and callers.  His last copy of verses – “The Absent Minded Beggar” 

– a rhymed invitation to subscribe to a Soldiers‟ wives and children fund, is the most 

talked of thing of the hour‟ (1/38 File 1/9 Document 6).
833

  The poem was a fund-

raising effort for the families of Boer War combatants. 
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Fig. 13 Title page to „The Absent Minded Beggar‟ Ad.1.
834

  

 

Kipling describes the purpose of the poem: „Money was wanted to procure small 

comforts for the troops at the Front and, to this end, the Daily Mail started what must 

have been a very early „stunt.‟  It was agreed that I should ask the public for 

subscriptions.  That paper charged itself with the rest.‟
835

  He is less sanguine in 1900: 

„I‟ve raked in a little cash for my men.  It‟s the first time I ever set out of malice 

aforethought to sell my name for every blessed cent it would fetch‟.
836

  Kipling notes 

that „Anybody could do what they chose with the result…on condition that they turned 

in all fees and profits to the main account – „The Absent-minded Beggar Fund‟ – 

which closed at about a quarter of a million‟.
837

  The idea of reproducing the poem in 

any format was enthusiastically received: „J. McG. Stewart notes that “Handkerchiefs, 

pillow cases, plates, tobacco jars, ash trays, cigarette packages, etc., were produced 

bearing all or part of the poem”‟.
838

  Kipling‟s father is satisfied with the result of his 
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son‟s endeavours, although he is ambivalent about the role undertaken by the main 

publicists and sponsors of the work:   

The Daily Mail has most ingeniously, rather tiresomely and very 

generously boomed, puffed and auctioned every saleable detail of 

it…the ever growing, industriously pushed Snow-ball has earned 

£10,000 – (not dollars) for the fund!...[T]he result is so splendid that it is 

easy to forgive the fuss of the queer, extraneous mechanism that has 

been at work (1/38 File 1/9 Document 6).
839

  

 

The Daily Mail itself was unapologetic in pursuing its objectives.  Its aim was to 

generate as much money as it could, as rapidly as possible (appendix 27).  Kipling 

discusses the musical adaptation of his work: „My verses („The Absent-minded Beggar) 

had some elements of direct appeal but, as was pointed out, lacked „poetry.‟  Sir Arthur 

Sullivan wedded the words to a tune guaranteed to pull teeth out of barrel-organs‟.
840

  

(Brian Mattinson discusses Kipling‟s work set to music. By 2003 „over 260 composers 

are linked with some 300 titles‟, with „[n]o less than fifty three tunes…associated with 

the great hymn “Recessional”‟).
841

  The result of this collaboration was performed as 

part of a music hall benefit concert on behalf of the Boer War troops and their wives.  

(„Music Hall began around the middle of the nineteenth century in the industrial centres 

of Britain and the capital, London‟.  Its roots lay in a desire for local publicans to 

increase revenue spent in their premises by persuading customers to stay longer, with 

the provision of entertainment).
842

  It was reviewed in an undated cutting sourced from 

the Daily Mail, or the Daily Chronicle: „It has not been often that the greatest of 

English writers and the greatest of English musicians have joined inspiring words and 

stirring melody in a song which expresses the heart-feeling of the entire nation‟ (28/6, 
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1899-1902; 37).
843

  Kipling must have been delighted at this reception for his work, not 

only for the monetary benefit.   

  His autobiography implies fascination with the music hall.  Often, as part of his daily 

routine when he was living in Embankment Chambers, London in 1889, Kipling would 

„step out to eat at one of the restaurants down the street, calling in on his way home at 

Gatti‟s Music-Hall, where fourpence bought admission‟.
844

  As well as enjoying the 

music-hall experience as entertainment, it provided raw material for his work.  He 

undertook journalistic observations of his fellow revellers, especially serving soldiers.  

(Lycett argues that Kipling was actively searching for new material to use from his 

visits in 1889 and that „he was wondering if London needed “a poet of the Music 

Halls”‟.
845

  Importantly „[t]he music-halls encouraged Rudyard to develop his bluff 

Mulvaney soldier…into the engaging Tommy Atkins of his Barrack-Room Ballads – 

one important difference being that the latter was more aware of his role as a tool of 

Empire‟.)
846

  When Kipling encountered these working class companions „he 

romantically hoped [that they] would put him in touch with contemporary Britain‟.
847

  

Dagmar Kift‟s description of a music-hall audience indicates that its character was of 

sufficiently diverse assembly to do so: „Visits to the halls had a collective character.  

They were seen as “monster convivial parties”…involving “multitudes of men and 

women”‟.
848

  These groups were close friends, workmates, neighbours and families, 

including young children and babies.   
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  By the last decade of the nineteenth century the music halls had „developed into 

variety theatres catering to all classes of society‟.
849

  Up until that time, the audience 

was mainly working and occasionally lower middle class.  The music hall was „a vital 

element in working class culture because it catered mainly for the working classes and 

played an important part in their everyday life‟.
850

  Kipling was fascinated by this 

„vibrant working-class culture‟.
851

  He observed as his subjects met „for companionship 

and entertainment without outside interference; [at] a place where social trends and 

values could be presented and commented on by performers and audiences alike, and 

where social identities were shaped‟.
852

  Remodelling social identities embraces 

Kipling‟s recuperation of the soldier-subject.  Through later performances of work such 

as „The Absent-Minded Beggar‟, the music hall became an institution of mediation for 

the soldier-portrait.  With such close identification with the lower classes, an inevitable 

consequence was that „[t]he halls made a mockery of middle-class interpretations of 

„Victorian values‟ and set up their own alternatives in opposition‟.
853

  The natural 

corollary was that the clash of values meant that „the halls were at the centre of 

passionate social and political disputes‟.
854

  Original and potentially unflattering new 

perspectives provided a space in which traditional Victorian imagery might be 

reinterpreted.  This could include the rejuvenation of Tommy Atkins, in his 

personification of every soldier.  This is especially true when, as in the Boer War 

period, the soldier may well be a volunteer and drawn from the working-class social 

groups that made up the music hall audience.    
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  Later and current social historians regard the music hall as rooted in popular, or mass 

culture rather than in class.  Kift argues that most recent research into the medium: „has 

concentrated on…the music hall as a popular mode of expression: its language and 

meaning and the relationship between text and audience…Popular art is considered as 

central here, since it created social identities of self and other and formed a sense of 

belonging to a specific community and culture.‟
855

  This comment could not be more 

germane in this context.  Given its reception, „The Absent-Minded Beggar‟ could be 

deemed as „popular‟ in the music hall sphere and central to the creation of Kipling‟s 

new representation of the soldier identity.  Kipling‟s interest in the music halls had 

spanned at least a decade by the time „The Absent-Minded Beggar‟ was performed.  

Page notes its great success and remarks that „[i]t is unashamedly propagandist, toughly 

unsentimental, ironic and reproachful towards patriotic words unbacked by deeds‟.
856

  It 

offers another aspect to Kipling‟s soldier-portrayals and would have been a pertinent 

and appropriate topic for the working class, music hall audience.  Since the poem was 

presented in so many other formats, it crossed additional social boundaries and reached 

those for whom attendance at a music hall concert was anathema, or indeed impossible.  

For example, a serving soldier writes from Ladysmith in 1900: „I haven‟t yet read the 

Absent Minded Beggar, but we all hope to read it soon or perhaps to tune our quavering 

voices to Sullivan‟s music‟ (22/38 File 22/27 / Document 49).
 857

 

  Archived cuttings from an undated review from either the Daily Mail, or the Daily 

Chronicle describe the audience for the performance of the work at which „Sir Arthur 

Sullivan personally conducted the orchestra‟:    

it has not been often that a music-hall audience has been so completely 

representative of the nation.  Every grade of English society was 
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represented in the house…People of every degree, but all having in 

common the passionate patriotism to which Kipling has given voice and 

the enthusiasm to do their part by the wives and children of the men who 

are “all of them doing their country‟s work” (28/6, 1899-1902, 37).
858

      

 

The headlines of this review contain hyperbolic language such as the „Extraordinary 

Scene At The Alhambra‟ and the „Magnificent Reception of Sir Arthur Sullivan‟ (28/6, 

1899-1902, 37).
859

  The responses of the audience were to the four stanza, interrogative 

narrative.  It asks whether, when they have overcome their patriotic and nationalistic 

fervour: „When you‟ve shouted “Rule Britannia,” when you‟ve/ sung “God Save the 

Queen,”/ When you‟ve finished killing Kruger with your mouth‟ they will match words 

to deeds and „kindly drop a shilling in my little tambourine‟.
860

  The description of the 

performance indicates that Sullivan agreed with Kipling‟s sentiments:   

[i]t is to a soldier strain that Sir Arthur has set Mr. Kipling‟s words – a 

soldier strain, yet with a certain indescribable touch of feeling which 

goes with the pleading sense of the verse.  Then in the refrain the theme 

takes a swing and a lift which immediately captured the audience.  They 

already knew the words by heart, and immediately they captured the 

tune, and even after the first verse the entire house took up the chorus.  A 

great scene of enthusiasm followed the last repetition of the 

refrain…Then the house cheered for “Tommy Atkins” 

(28/6, 1899-1902, 37).
861

 

 

The soldier figure of this poem is loyal and dutiful.  In an interesting use of noun, 

presumably not intended to be ironic, he is „a gentleman in khaki ordered South‟.
862

  In 

common with earlier Tommy Atkins representations, he remains an imperfect figure 

with „girls he married secret, asking no permission to‟ and „more than rather likely 

there‟s a kid‟.
863

  The faults of the combatant are subsumed under his patriotism.  He is 
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„out on active service‟
864

(fig. 14).  Whilst it is likely that some enthusiasm of the 

audience is generated and sustained from the camaraderie and patriotism of the 

convivial atmosphere of the music hall, it is fascinating to note that the crowd „cheered 

for “Tommy Atkins”‟(28/6, 1899-1902, 37).
865

  This indicates progress from the early 

Victorian imagery of the wastrel-soldier.     

 
 

Fig 14 A „gentleman in khaki ordered South‟, from „The Absent Minded Beggar‟ 

Ad.1.
866

   

 

The democratic, volunteer status of the soldier is indicated by the refrain „Duke‟s son–

cook‟s son–son of a hundred kings–‟.
867

  Although the refrain alters in the four stanzas 

in terms of designated „son‟, its repetitive nature remains and emphasises the concept of 

a common, classless, national purpose.  An example from stanza two illustrates how 
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prominent is this idea: „Cook‟s son–Duke‟s son–son of a belted Earl–/ Son of a 

Lambeth publican–it‟s all the same to-day!‟
868

   Every one of the men is „doing his 

country‟s work‟.
869

 

  In stanza two, the reader is enjoined not to criticise this Boer War Tommy Atkins: „it 

ain‟t the time for sermons with the winter coming on‟.
870

  Instead, the reader is to offer 

practical support for him and his family.  Each stanza ends with the declamation „pay–

pay–pay!‟.
871

  Kipling‟s use of the exclamation mark draws attention to the line, 

presumably to encourage greater funds.  Stanza three indicates the volunteer status of 

the men and the diverse backgrounds from which they come: „[H]e heard his country 

call,/ And his reg‟ment didn‟t need to send to find him!‟.
872

  This model of a soldier is a 

hard-working breadwinner for his family: „He chucked his job and joined it‟.
873

  Those 

families and dependents left behind are numbered as „families by thousands, far too 

proud to beg or speak‟.
874

  They are not an undeserving underclass, too feckless to help 

themselves.  They are independent and courageous, deserving of assistance because 

they do not claim it as a right.  Kipling‟s command to his fellow citizens is „the job 

before us all/ Is to help the home that Tommy‟s left behind him!‟.
875

  This is a new 

stage in Kipling‟s recuperation of the soldier-portrait.  In previous portrayals he 

criticises the views held by society and seeks to change them.  He remarks upon the 

lack of societal care for his soldier-subject.  „The Absent-Minded Beggar‟ goes further 

because it requires active engagement between combatant and citizen.  They are to 
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assist the soldier, because as a volunteer he is one of them and undertaking unpleasant, 

imperial tasks on their behalf.  As stanza four states: 

Let us manage so as, later, we can look him in the face, 

And tell him–what he‟d very much prefer– 

That, while he saved the Empire, his employer saved his  

place, 

And his mates (that‟s you and me) looked out for her.
876

 

  

  Kipling succeeded in his aim of bringing to the attention of his readership the Boer 

War soldier-figure.  Correspondence from Sir Arthur Sullivan indicates that he found 

the collaboration to be successful (appendix 28).  In „The Absent-Minded Beggar‟, 

Kipling uses a memorable and popular verse to inspire change and sympathy.  Taken in 

conjunction with his „Service Songs‟ he influences the portrayal of the soldier, but 

within an imperial context.  The new ideas of societal compassion that he sought for the 

soldier are juxtaposed against his own.  As a letter in 1935 suggests, he genuinely cares 

for his soldier-subject: 

They told me you had been laid aside since the Boar War.  That is a 

cruel long time to suffer, I pray hard that it will be made up to you 

later…. my reason for writing to you is to send you 3 Silver Tree Leaves 

with my name on them….If you come across another old soldier of that 

War you can give him one of them for luck.  Keep the otheres for 

yourself  (17/38 File 17/33 un-numbered document).
877

 

 

However, despite this obvious preoccupation with the soldier and his image, the 

validity of the Boer War is not in doubt for Kipling: 

We are very busy here trying to organize a volunteer corps.  It‟s rather 

uphill work for the govt in spite of the war seem about as stiff-necked 

and slow to move as ever, but we hope after being------- allowed to 

spend our own money to get some good results after all.  The war is 

going to do untold good to our army; and it has the merit of being the 
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one war that has been directly fought on the plain issue of elementary 

political freedom for all white men….It‟s very funny to hear our critics 

telling us that we are done for & finished as a power – whereas we 

haven‟t yet begun to make war to any purpose.  England is slowly 

waking up to her possibilities and when the war is ended will be a 

different land (14/38 File 14/46 Document VII).
878

   

 

  This chapter examines Kipling‟s new approach to his soldier-subject, with his 

perceived reputation as „friend of the army‟ and his interest in the experience of 

soldiering.  He knew the soldier and enjoyed direct contact with enlisted men.  He could 

justify and humanise them, offering a realistic portrait of army life.   Moreover, the 

Boer War verses discussed above placed the volunteer soldier within an overt imperial 

discourse.  This appealed to a broad audience of readers who espoused the idea of an 

imperial Britain.  Whilst the Boer War collection of verses appealed to the combatant 

and to his imperial audience and gave him commercial success, his additional stridency 

alienated liberals who disapproved of his imperialism.  However despite criticism, 

much of his readership remained.  
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Chapter 6: Kipling and the Great War Soldier 

Depicting ‘Tommy Atkins’ in the Great War 

  An essential element in Kipling‟s writing was the recuperation of the image of the 

soldier.  This chapter discusses Kipling‟s imagery of the Great War combatant status of 

the enlisted man, based upon his previous representations of the British imperial and 

Boer War soldiers.  This relates to the succeeding chapter which explores the soldiers‟ 

depiction following death in combat.  The concepts of live and dead combatants are 

inextricably linked in the Great War on a previously unparalleled scale, because „[i]n a 

rush, with the war, family history and national history came together in unprecedented 

ways‟.
879

  The Boer War provided the first volunteer soldiers.  Now, all of society was 

concerned in the welfare of the soldier because of these cross-class, nationwide 

volunteers and conscripts.  Kipling‟s Boer War benefit poem, „The Absent-Minded 

Beggar‟ [1899], had presaged this idea in four stanzas which included the lines: „Duke‟s 

job–cook‟s job–gardener, baronet, groom,/ Mews or palace or paper-shop, there‟s 

someone gone/ away!/ Each of ‟em doing his country‟s work‟.
880

  The natural corollary 

of inclusive military service was that not only was the imagery of the soldier important, 

but every death was also of consequence.  This required an appropriate, reverend and 

national response.     

  Helen Tripp argues of the Tommy Atkins figure that „the immense expansion in both 

the size of the army and public awareness of and ownership in its deeds meant that 

between 1914-18 his name attained a greater significance and depth of meaning‟.
881

  It 
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was because the ordinary man enlisted for service that his action engendered public 

interest and concern in his subsequent experience.  The imagery generated though this 

will be explored.  The collection of poetry used in this exploration is Kipling‟s, The 

Years Between, published in 1919.  This poetry is a „quirky mixture of the emotional, 

cerebral and propagandist‟.
882

  David Gilmour states that The Years Between was 

regarded by Kipling as „his most important collection‟.
883

  In the context of this chapter, 

the 1919 publication date is as significant as the content.  In the first edition a link to the 

Tommy Atkins of the Great War is made by use of an ink sketch of a resting soldier, 

reading and smoking.  This image is on the dust jacket and the title page (fig. 15).   

                           

Fig. 15 Image of dust jacket and title page for The Years Between (1
st
 edition). 

 

  Tripp believes that, although explorations of the differences between real soldiers and 

their representations have been undertaken by recent historians, the portrayal of Tommy 

Atkins in the Great War has been largely ignored.
884

  This reflects circumstances in 

2002, the year in which her essay was published.  However in 2005, Richard Holmes 
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published Tommy: The British Soldier on the Western Front 1914-1918.
885

  He explores 

aspects of the Tommy Atkins figure in wartime discussed by Tripp.  However, Tripp 

offers the pertinent point that „[i]t has…yet to be fully considered that the “Tommy 

Atkins” so unquestioningly referred to in popular and academic histories was an 

artificial construct of wartime society‟.
886

  Her essay seeks to prove the validity of this 

argument.  Its importance lies in the idea that societal perceptions of the war provided a 

catalyst for development of the constructed Tommy Atkins figure. 

  Early depictions of Tommy Atkins were based partly on the restored imagery of the 

soldier that Kipling had generated throughout the previous decades.  Kipling 

„encouraged a whole generation of officers to behave like the officers he admired.  

There is even a suggestion that although soldiers did not actually sound like Kipling 

when he wrote about them, they did soon afterwards‟.
887

  Kipling provided foundations 

for the imagery of the Great War Tommy Atkins.  

  Thus several elements, some of which were new, converged to influence the wartime 

representation of the Tommy.  By the beginning of the conflict Kipling had regenerated 

the soldier‟s image, providing a sympathetic model with which many people engaged.  

Rapid growth in the numbers of enlisted men from every sector of society guaranteed a 

broad and sympathetic audience-„reader‟.  The subsequent deaths of so many of these 

men sanctified them and ensured widespread „reading‟ of their lives and actions, which 

was mediated and filtered through this loss.       

  Samuel Hynes suggests one of the new elements from which representation of the 

Great War soldier emerged, the combatant himself.  From this source, two diametrically 

opposed representations are possible: „[t]he new soldiers came to war believing that 
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individual wills would have a role there, that what a man did – his decisions, his actions 

– would affect whether he lived or died.‟
888

  It is the combatant‟s unknowing approach 

to the war which is important.  If each man enters the conflict with a belief in self-

determination, ignorant of the circumstances that he might face, then this affects his 

self-portrayal.  He does not expect to be merely a victim of fate.  He may maintain that 

he is attempting an heroic undertaking.  Kipling‟s poem, „The Covenant‟ [1914], 

illustrates this attitude: „We thought we ranked above the chance of ill./ Others might 

fall, not we, for we were wise‟.
889

  (This poem was first published in Belfast, in „a 

special issue of The Covenanter magazine‟ on the 20th May 1914.  It illustrated 

Kipling‟s opposition to the Irish Home Rule Bill.
890

  However, its inclusion later in The 

Years Between collection permits this Great War reading as a combatant‟s narrative 

voice).  The majority of these enlisted men emerged from cross-societal, or familial, 

backgrounds within which they were held in esteem, or affection.  This too would 

influence the way in which they would represent themselves and offers a positive aspect 

to the self-portrayal of the Tommy in war.    

  Hynes argues that belief that the individual enlisted man could shape events was 

misplaced, because the industrialised and random weaponry used removed any chance 

of the soldier having power over his own destiny.  His death was arbitrary and he was 

anonymous to his opponent.
891

  For the combatant „[d]eath in war was no longer a fate 

you chose, for your cause or your country…it was something done to you, an accident, 

as impersonal as a plague‟.
892

  Such anonymity conflicts with notions of heroism.  The 

absent civilian in ignorance, could romanticise the fighting and death of the soldier 
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attributing heroic, noble circumstances to their actions and subsequent demise.  This 

comforting scenario was denied to the eyewitness-combatant, as he observed and 

experienced mechanised carnage: „[m]en found themselves to be driven cogs in vast, 

insensitive, impersonal machines, stripped of will, morality, and dignity‟.
893

   As 

Santanu Das observes: „[w]hat was traumatically modern about the war…was its 

mechanized nature: the triumph of material over men, the invisibility of the enemy and 

randomness of death….[L]ife now depended on the arbitrary direction of a shell, 

robbing the soldiers of any sense of agency or purpose.‟
894

  War-time writing 

demonstrates that this conflict profoundly affected the men and influenced the 

combatant‟s self-portrayal.  This offers the second, oppositional self-representation for 

the Tommy, evidenced by the prolific number of war poems, poets, writing and writers.   

  A review of Great War writing demonstrates how difficult it is to discover 

representations of the soldier-combatant, from any source, which are not intimately 

connected to the devastation, death and perceptions of „martyrdom‟ wrought by the 

war.  This is true of poetry and other writing, written and published from the earliest 

days of the conflict.  Poems that emulate commonplace soldierly descriptions such as 

within Barrack-Room Ballads appear not to exist.  Earlier portrayals of soldiers 

including many by Kipling, are within the martial, rather than war poetry genre.  These 

depictions are not necessarily of combatants engaged in the processes of war with its 

ever-present risk of death, but soldiers who embrace a military lifestyle which despite 

its detrimental implications, may be satisfying.  The difference is marked, particularly 

in the Great War.  Fussell comments that Siegfried Sassoon observed „that [“][t]he man 

who really endured the [Great] War at its worst was everlastingly differentiated from 
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everyone except his fellow soldiers[”]‟.
895

  His depiction would be similarly 

differentiated.       

  In „characteristic First World War verse…the body of the individual soldier is used to 

challenge the abstract heroism of the epic: poetry is refashioned as missives from the 

trenches‟.
896

  Das implies that the portrayal of the soldier is overwhelmed by depiction 

of the horrific conflict.  As Vivien Noakes states „[a]s the Great War progressed, war 

poetry as a genre underwent profound change.‟
897

  Inevitably, reader response to this 

transformed genre and that which it portrayed underwent similar changes. 

  This engages with the now seen as apocryphal notion that soldiers took with them to 

war the romanticised poetry of Rupert Brooke and emerged as readers of the realism of 

Wilfred Owen.  (De Groot and Stallworthy underline the mythical nature of this.  

According to De Groot: „Rupert Brooke‟s romantic poetry was already old-fashioned at 

the time it was written‟.
898

  Stallworthy states that before Owen‟s death in 1918 „[h]e 

lived to see only five [poems] in print‟).
899

  Brooke‟s sonnet „The Soldier‟ [1915], 

evokes romantic imagery of death: „If I should die/ think only this of me/ That there‟s 

some corner of a foreign field/ That is forever England‟,
900

 (fig. 16) and acknowledges 

that the ultimate sacrifice might be required.  Hynes argues that men entered into 

combat with unrealistic ideals of self-determination, heroism, nobility of cause and 

glorification in death.       
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Fig. 16 Text from Brooke‟s „The Soldier‟ on an Imperial war grave. 

 

  It is important to introduce another element in the portrayal of the soldiers and the 

opinions of the nation during the conflict.  Rutherford and Roberts suggest that the 

nation wished to identify itself with imagery such as Brooke‟s.  A „cultural movement 

began to emerge which claimed to reveal a [“]true England[”]‟, largely composed of 

„writers preoccupied with rural life‟.
901

  This group included G.K. Chesterton, Thomas 

Hardy, Edward Thomas, A.E. Housman, John Masefield and Rupert Brooke.  The 

„nostalgia in their poetry and prose‟
902

 and the acclamation with which Brooke‟s sonnet 

series was received, indicates regret „for a passing life of rural peace and solidity [and] 

testified to a general disenchantment with everyday life.‟
903

  Rutherford discusses the 

writing which emanated from the group: „[t]he symbolic geography they constructed of 

England as an Arcadian idyll gave a renewed political shape and meaning to 
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Englishness.‟
904

  The Great War conflict was framed within the concept of imperial 

endeavour, defence of the empire and nation and ideals of „Englishness‟.  The important 

element of this is the idea of a rural idyll.  This depiction of England, or Englishness, 

had little or no parallel with reality, because it omitted notions of England as a nation 

with huge centres of industry and concomitant urbanisation.  Rutherford states that 

Edwardian society used „rural England as a symbol of the country‟s unchanging 

essence.‟
905

  This is limited enough in expression.  However, it was combined with 

„[t]heir images and discourses of England and Englishness [which] originated in the 

rural narratives of the [“]South Country[”]; the cottages, meadows, woodlands and 

green rolling hills and hedgerows of Kent, Sussex and Surrey.‟
906

  The representation of 

the nation was confined to a small, geographically specific area of countryside.    

  Therefore, huge numbers of men who enlisted in the Great War were prepared to 

defend and die for an idealised notion of England of which they had no experience.  As 

well as those from industrialised centres, this included men whose heritage was not 

even English, or politics imperial: „[i]n Britain, which had experienced considerable 

social conflict during the decade preceding the war, the concept of [“]nation[”] proved a 

particularly effective rallying cry and unifying force.‟
907

  The falsity of dying for an 

imperial England that most of the troops had never and would never know was 

unrecognised.  At the heart of this discussion is the importance of empire and 

perceptions of English identity, defence of which was part of the psyche of the soldier, 

his self-portrayal and his representation by others in the Great War period.  (The 

cultural expression of Englishness is a contested notion between academics, because 

there are so many variants of Englishness.  However the pastoral expression of the 
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Great War by poets and writers evokes for many one of the most powerful ideas of 

it.)
908

    

  Noakes suggests that „[y]ears of attrition in which men endured subhuman 

conditions…affected not only the bodies and minds but also the souls of those who 

witnessed and experienced it.‟
909

  It is the unrelenting nature of the conflict, combined 

with shocking and costly campaigns to which Noakes refers.  For example, a major 

impetus for change that influenced perspectives on the home-front and the battlefront 

was the brutal and futile Somme offensive of July 1916.  This summer campaign with 

recruits from „Kitchener‟s New [Volunteer] Armies‟
910

 was to be decisive.  The 

„attempt to break through the German lines by means of a massive infantry assault‟
911

 

resulted in carnage.  As Gilbert comments: „[t]he fact that 20,000 British soldiers were 

killed on the first day of the Battle of the Somme is often recalled with horror.‟
912

  The 

effects of these deaths of volunteer soldiers on a previously unimaginable scale (the 

average was deemed to be 20,000 deaths over a four-day period during the war),
913

 was 

represented by a changing poetic and literary output with adjustments in the depictions 

of the soldier-combatant.   

  Tripp is cautious in her discussion of the image of the ordinary soldier that emerged 

during and after the war.  She believes it to be from a biased source, since it is „a 

representation formulated from middle-class attitudes and perceptions‟.
914

  These 

middle-class interpretations of Tommy Atkins were observational; lower-class soldiers 
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observed and defined by their officers or middle-class counterparts, or presumed 

depictions by the non-combatant who has certain expectations of the behaviour of a 

lower-class Tommy.   

  Winter believes that „[t]he soldier-poet was in the end a romantic figure‟.
915

  This 

divides the soldiers into the commonplace, lower-class combatant as subject and the 

soldier who fights and writes.  If Tripp is accurate, then the latter is middle class.  His 

work reports and analyses all his observations and experiences, that which is 

experienced by his fellow soldiers and depictions of these men.  As witness and 

narrator, he emerges from a social class whose writing and imagery provides the 

„foundations of contemporary understandings‟
916

 about Tommy Atkins.  This 

understanding includes experiential material that is unavailable to poets and writers 

such as Kipling, Hardy, Newbolt or Henley.  The soldier-poet „was the upholder of 

moral values, the truth-teller par excellence, the man who faced fear and death and 

spoke about them to the yet unknowing world‟.
917

    Tripp evidences „the wealth of 

material written by the officer class as opposed to the number of texts readily available 

by men who served as private soldiers‟.
918

  She implies that it is partly the quantity of 

written material that makes the middle-class representation so dominant.  

  An examination of the poetic imagery of the war gives weight to her assertion.  

Kipling is representative of such appropriation.  From the beginning, his influential 

portrayals emerged from a higher social standing than his soldier-subject.  He 

undertook to share their company and reflect their lives and experiences, but he was not 

of their class.  Given his influence in generating the image of Tommy Atkins he is a 

major, earlier culprit in the appropriation of the „social identity‟ of the soldier by the 
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middle classes.  Such domination of the enlisted soldier figure describes the situation as 

it had been for a long period of time.  Tripp suggests that opposing characteristics were 

attributed to Tommy Atkins and that his image became a „mythologized‟,
919

 social 

construction, removed from the real soldier.  Kipling can be accused of already 

engaging in such myth-making, for example with the use of inaccurate, or fake, dialect.   

  During the conflict „there were…times of ordinary war, when men performed their 

routine duties and nobody attacked and nobody died.  Sometimes they felt moments of 

peace, enjoyed small pleasures, noticed and recorded a fine day…They saw and felt the 

horrors too; of course they did.  But locally, and [sic] intermittently.  Nobody lived at 

that pitch continuously.‟
920

  In the periods when there was little or no conflict, the men 

found normality in their existence.  This gave time to reflect and comment upon 

themselves and their fellow soldiers.  Hynes suggests another reason why elements of 

normality might prevail: „in the trenches, civilians would lead civilians‟.
921

  This too 

influences the image of the combatant.  To his soldier-companions, he is no longer 

perceived as the nineteenth century semi-vagrant, or an officer of a higher social class.  

Even to himself, he and his fellow soldiers represent „everyman‟ in a „citizen-army‟.   

  Tripp‟s advances another aspect of the depiction of Tommy Atkins that requires 

mention.  Her discussion of Great War imagery of the Tommy is by „a deconstruction 

of his popular iconography‟.
922

  She argues that „to understand how, why and with what 

result the social identity of „Tommy‟ was appropriated by the middle-classes requires 

an analysis based upon a popular media pertaining to this social group.‟
923

  Evidence is 

provided in the „narratives and descriptions contained within the wealth of literature 
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produced during, or in response to, the Great War.‟
924

  Of this writing, the source that 

she believes to have been neglected is:  

the stories, editorials and images of Punch, or the London 

Charivari
925

…This magazine, first published in July 1841 by Lemon and 

Mayhew, had initially reflected its creator‟s liberal ideals, and took a 

radical stance towards politics and authority.  However, by the war 

years, Punch had shed its radicalism…and was primarily aimed at and 

purchased by the middle-classes.  Its pages reveal a complex interplay 

between textual and visual analysis, news and commentary, contributed 

and commissioned features, which reveal not only a representation of 

middle-class understandings of „Tommy‟, but also a discursive dialogue 

between the contradictory contentions and concerns of Punch’s 

contributors.
926

     

 

Alongside the representations of Tommy Atkins in Punch (fig. 17) and „prolific 

appearances in the genre of advertising and adventure stories, he appeared as [“]Old 

Bill[”] in the drawings of Bruce Bairnsfeather [sic], published in The Bystander‟ (fig. 

18), which attained great popularity within the working class.
927

  This was a British, 

weekly, tabloid magazine.  It featured sketches, short stories, reviews and topical 

material: „[p]ublished from Fleet Street, it was established in 1903 and ran until 1940 

when it merged with Tatler‟.
928

  On the 24
th

 November 1915, The Bystander used a 

Bairnsfather‟ drawing in a special Christmas issue.  It was a sell-out and enlisted men 

identified with the Bairnsfather‟ characters.  Following this success in January 1916, 

forty-one Bairnsfather‟ drawings from the weekly magazine were published as 

Fragments From France.  In total, Fragments From France appeared as a further eight 

new publications, the last in 1919.
929

  It is interesting to note the inclination of the 

combatant to engage with these soldierly representations.  This illustrates the new, 
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multi-faceted imagery of Tommy Atkins that included Kipling‟s portrayals and 

augmented them.  However a social divide is implied in this engagement, since Bristow 

comments that it was the enlisted men who embraced a working-class publication.     

 

 

COMPANY OFFICER (DURING A LULL IN A PUSH): "WE DO 

LOOK A RAGGED LOT OF SCARECROWS, DON'T WE, 

SERGEANT?" 

SERGEANT: "YES, SIR. I OFTEN THINKS TO MYSELF WHAT A 

JOB WE'RE GOING TO HAVE GETTIN' MEN TRAINED UP TO 

PEACE PITCH AGAIN AFTER THE WAR." 

Fig. 17 Jennis, G., 'Unititled' in Punch 26.06.1918 p.404.
930

 

 

 

Fig. 18 Bairnsfather [sic], B.,  

"The Bystander's" More Fragments from France 

 (London, 1916).
931

 

 

Tripp concludes that the post-war „representations of and elaborations upon the national 

character and social significance of „Tommy Atkins‟ declined rapidly‟.
932

  She argues 

that: 

                                                 
930
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From an analysis of Punch, it may be contended that „Tommy Atkins‟ 

had no independent character or voice, only the characteristics that the 

„nation‟, or the purported „voices of the nation‟ ascribed to him.  

Accordingly, „Tommy‟ became a „mascot‟ of the First World War, a 

plastic, versatile puppet who, in the hands of different cartoonists and 

writers, could be moulded to elucidate and give agency to matters of 

military, social, and national importance.
933

 

 

She suggests that by the end of the war, Tommy Atkins is little more than a propaganda 

tool.  To some extent, this might always have been the case.  Kipling uses his depictions 

to shape societal opinion.   

  This chapter presents additional factors which influence the depiction of the Great 

War combatant.  What is apparent is the breadth of the multi-faceted dialogue that had 

emerged.  Kipling‟s earlier recuperation of the soldier image was now rivalled by and 

combined with a number of other narratives, across other media, to an unprecedented 

extent.  Some of the contributory narrative models were not new; however, they were 

presented with more depth.  For the contemporary, early twentieth century audience, the 

Great War Tommy Atkins figure could be read from multiple perspectives.  Therefore 

as this chapter examines Kipling‟s soldier imagery, his wartime representations can be 

increasingly contrasted with other portrayals, not all of which emanate from the poetic 

and literary genres.   

  Examination of several poems in The Years Between, indicates that elegiac qualities 

noted as an overarching element of Hardy‟s writing about the soldier become evident in 

Kipling‟s 1919 collection.  Kipling‟s soldiers too are doomed and „tramping gloomily‟ 

to an unavoidable demise.
934

  For example in Kipling‟s poem, „Gethsemane‟, even the 

title is a Biblical allusion to the events immediately preceding the crucifixion.  (No 

specific date is attributed to this poem in The Years Between.  The Definitive Edition of 
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Kipling‟s poems notes that it was written between1914-1918.)
935

  The poem infers 

unjust death of the „innocent‟ enlisted man, who dies for the perceived „sins‟ of others.  

His death has a redemptive quality for society.  The allusion continues with the 

normality of military life in which: „[t]he officer sat on the chair,/ The men lay on the 

grass,/ And all the time we halted there‟ juxtaposed with a first person narrative, in 

which the Christ-like speaker states: „I prayed my cup might pass–‟.
936

  This petition is 

enacted in „Picardy‟ which symbolises the Garden of Gethsemane.
937

  As with Christ, 

for the soldier-petitioner the „cup‟ remains as he declares that „[i]t didn‟t pass–it didn‟t 

pass–/ It didn‟t pass from me.‟
938

  Unlike Christ, this „cup‟ represents desolation, 

hopelessness and death with no covenant of subsequent resurrection, or divine glory.  

The perceived redemptive qualities of the death are through the subject‟s total 

extinction. 

  The repeated use of the caesura and the refrain compels the reader to recognise that 

this is a soldier who does not desire to fight, or to die.  Christ pleads with God
939

 and 

the implication is that the soldier too appeals to a „higher authority‟.  In common with 

Christ, the intransigent will of this omnipotent authority compels the soldier to confront 

a terrifying fate and horrific death when: „It didn‟t pass from me./ I drank it when we 

met the gas‟.
940

  Kipling‟s previously practical representations of the soldier become 

bleak, as he embraces a fundamental and symbolic religious narrative of unselfish 

sacrifice and resurrection, one of the most important tenets of the Christian faith.  The 

lexis and syntax engage with standard English and combine with absence of dialect or 
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accent which might distract from the concept.    The normalities of soldierly existence 

within the Barrack-Room Ballads and The Five Nations are supplanted.    

  It is paradoxical that Hardy‟s poem, „Men Who March Away‟ [1914], embraces 

Kiplingesque sentiments, just as Kipling‟s Great War soldier verse engages with 

Hardy‟s dismal imagery.  This seems particularly true under the original, animated title 

of publication in The Times, „Song of the Soldiers‟.
941

  In the five stanza, first-person 

narrative the speaker declares:  

In our heart of hearts believing 

 Victory crowns the just, 

 And that braggarts must  

 Surely bite the dust.
942

 

 

Whilst the rhyme and the concluding line are unsatisfactory, in representing the soldier 

the personal nature of the speaker‟s imperial and military sentiments is explicit.  

Hardy‟s soldier evokes volunteers who „well see what we are doing‟.
943

 The motives of 

these men are clear to them, whilst others who witness their departure are criticised as 

„some may not see–/ Dalliers as they be–‟.
944

  In echoes of Newbolt‟s „Drake‟s 

Drum‟[1896], the speaker believes of himself and his comrades that „England‟s need 

are we;‟.
945

  This is a proud combatant, one of the willing „Men who march away‟.
946

  

The speaker challenges the observer:  

 

Is it a purblind prank, O think you, 

 

Friend with the musing eye, 
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Who watch us stepping by 

With doubt and dolorous sigh? 

Can much pondering so hoodwink you!
947

 

 

Here it is the witness to the departure of the men, not the volunteer, who feels the 

weight of inevitable fate.  In stanza four, far from requiring that the „cup‟ of grief and 

fear be removed, Hardy‟s combatants „Press we to the field ungrieving‟.
948

  The stanza 

continues with the declaration that since „Victory crowns the just.‟, the speaker is able 

to „[leave] all that here can win us‟.
949

  For the speaker, the morality of the cause 

overrides the attraction of home.  These sentiments within the five stanzas answer the 

question posed twice as the poem begins: „What of the faith and fire within us/ Men 

who march away?‟.
950

  Hardy enquires about their level of commitment and bravery.  

He receives an unequivocally positive response.  His soldiers are „men who are brave 

and strong‟,
951

 not men who beg for release.   

  Some of Kipling‟s early war poetry requires discussion here.  He published the poem, 

„For All We Have And Are‟ in The Times on the 2 September 1914.
952

  It later appeared 

in The Years Between collection.  He exhorts the reader to „Stand up and take the war,‟ 

because „The Hun is at the gate!‟
953

  Even the title prompts preservation of society as it 

is known to Kipling and his readers.  This continues into the first stanza: „For all we 

have and are,/ For all our children‟s fate‟.
954

  Individuals need to recognise their part: 

„[o]nly ourselves remain/ To face the naked days‟ as the nation fights against a resolute 

enemy: „Once more the nations go/ To meet and break and bind/ A crazed and driven 
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foe‟.
955

  It is significant that this poem precedes „Gethsemane‟, both chronologically 

and within The Years Between collection.  This explains the apparent contradiction of 

sentiment.      

  Kipling‟s Great War representation of the serving soldier developed marked 

differences to his previous portrayals.  This is important as it indicates a shift in 

perspective.  Undoubtedly this shift was due to the personal tragedy of the loss of his 

son John, in 1915.  This will be discussed in the next chapter.  It also indicates that 

Kipling and society at large acknowledged the dreadful circumstances in which the 

soldier was forced to exist and die: „[b]ecause the war on the Western Front was 

stationary most of the time, the dead were densely and continuously present on the front 

lines; troops lived in a world of corpses‟.
956

 (fig. 19).   

 

Fig. 19 Remains of a trench system at Hill 62, Sanctuary Wood. 

 

From the earliest days of the conflict men had to contend with the „first sight of the 

dead [a]s a fundamental part of the soldiers‟ tale, being as it is the extreme case of 
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war‟s unfamiliarity for civilian soldiers‟.
957

  As such circumstances became public 

knowledge and combined with lengthy lists of casualties and death, Kipling‟s continued 

engagement with Tommy Atkins was mediated through the influence of the 

posthumous soldier figure.  It is engagement with the image of the Great War soldier in 

death, within the context of this lethal imperial conflict that remains to be explored. 

  This chapter explores the shift in perspective of the reputation of the enlisted man and 

the subsequent effect on Kipling‟s own reputation.  During the Great War, the soldier 

became linked to everyman and to every family history as the number of volunteer 

soldiers within an expanding army increased rapidly.  Cross-societal concern about the 

soldier emerged and Kipling engaged with this.  Tripp argues that Tommy Atkins is a 

constructed image and a propaganda tool used to great effect to shape public opinion.  

She also discusses the multi-faceted and competitive representation of the soldier with 

which Kipling had to contend during this era.  However, whilst he too was guilty of 

appropriation of the Tommy Atkins image, he wrote with an inherent sympathy for the 

combatant who experienced the new savagery of the Great War which differentiated 

them from other, previous combatants.  Presumably commercial motives were of some 

concern to Kipling: the „everyman-soldier‟ would be absorbed by an appreciative 

audience.  However, his overwhelming sympathy for the soldier is self-evident.  His 

own reputation and that of the soldier became inextricably linked to such an extent that, 

as has been proposed, the soldier-subject mimicked Kipling‟s writing.        
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Chapter 7: Poet of the Bereaved 

The ‘Cult of the Fallen Soldier’
958

:  Tommy Atkins in Death  

  The intensity and barbarity of the Great War ensured that representation of the soldier 

figure became inter-connected with new consideration of the enlisted man as 

„everyman‟ and deep emotions of personal and national loss.  The dead soldier, during 

and after the 1914-18 war, occupied a new sphere in the national consciousness in „the 

cult of the fallen soldier‟
959

.  Previously „the common soldier was for the most part 

treated as part of an anonymous collectivity….[T]he First World War changed all that, 

giving equal honor to all of the dead.‟
960

  The volunteer and conscript soldiers emanated 

from and represented „everyman‟, with a special status given to the dead: „[a]ll over 

Europe in the interwar years, people had to live with the shadow of war.  The dead were 

there, in one way or another, living among the living‟.
961

  In 1920, a bereaved couple 

thanked Kipling for his endeavours on their behalf: „We beg to tender our sincerest 

thanks for the Kindness [sic] and trouble you have taken regarding the additional 

inscription on the headstone of our son‟s grave.‟  (21/38 File 21/3 /Document C).
962

  

Kipling‟s feelings of bereavement were intense.  He described bereavement as „the woe 

that never seemed to end, “the immortal woe”‟.
963

  His empathy enabled engagement 

with the couple and with the broader societal perspective.
964

  In 1917, King George V 

„requested Rudyard‟s help in redrafting his letters to bereaved families of 
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servicemen.‟
965

  The previous „wording was considered [“]very bald[”], according to 

Lord Derby at the War Office‟.
966

  This is illustrated by correspondence to Kipling:  

At the present time when a letter goes to the next of kin of anybody who 

has been killed, the wording is very bald.…One wants to put in 

something to the effect that the person to whom he is writing should be 

told that “he whose loss you mourn died in the noblest of causes and that 

the Country will be ever grateful to him for the sacrifice he has made” 

(21/38 File 21/11 /Document M1).
967

 

 

Kipling could provide language that was appropriate, as part of a new perspective on the 

deceased soldier. 

  According to Edmund Blunden, in his introduction to Philip Longworth‟s history of 

the Commonwealth War Graves Commission
968

, prior to the nineteenth century the 

burial and remembrance of any ordinary soldier who fell in battle was an 

unceremonious exercise.  Blunden cites the battle of Waterloo: „little was done there [in 

commemoration] and…Thackeray indignantly commented: the ordinary soldier had 

been “shovelled into a hole…and so forgotten”‟.
969

  Hardy reflects this in his poem, 

„Drummer Hodge‟.  The place of the dead, enlisted soldier was as lowly as his position 

in life in Victorian society.    

  Similar compassion for the bereaved that Kipling displays in his writing during and 

after the Great War period, appears in his earliest work.  For example, bereavement is 

explored in „The Grave of the Hundred Head‟, from the „other verses‟ section of the 

Departmental Ditties and Other Verses, published in 1886.  (Its review in Longman’s 
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Magazine was the first that Kipling had ever received in a British periodical).
970

  The 

poem discusses the death of a young Subaltern
971

 in combat.  He is mourned by the 

Indian regiment under his command: „the men of the First Shikaris‟.
972

  The poem is 

imperialistic and can be read on several levels, only some of which apply here.  It draws 

upon the expectations of the Anglo-Indian audience, as in the portrayal of the vengeful 

savagery of the indigenous troops who „[s]houted and smote and slew,/...[and] 

Butchered the folk who flew‟.
973

  However simultaneously, the language portrays 

honour, fidelity, justice and deep bereavement.  The Indian soldiers: „men of an alien 

race–‟ are combatants who „wept for their dead Lieutenant‟.
974

  They then „made a 

[cenotaph]
975

 in his honour‟.
976

  The grief of the men is profound and affects their future 

actions.        

  The first stanza repeats as the last and provides a crucial aspect to the poem.  The 

stanzas depict the „widow in sleepy Chester/ Who weeps for her only son‟.
977

  The 

repetition emphasises the mother‟s grief.  Further weight is added because the stanzas 

are italicised.  The poignant imagery foreshadows the tragedy of the Great War, when 

unprecedented numbers of families confronted untimely bereavements.  In common 

with the „widow in sleepy Chester‟,
978

 mourning by these families occurs without a 

body or the possibility of funeral rites.  Mediated through a post-Great War reading, the 
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geographical location of the „widow‟
979

 has significance, since it epitomises an idyllic, 

peaceful England.  This emphasises the unforeseen nature of the sacrifice of the enlisted 

everyman-Tommy.  (In the period between publication of „The Grave of the Hundred 

Head‟ and the Great War, the death of enlisted men was discussed by Kipling in other 

poems.  For example, in „“Soldier, Soldier” (1890) [sic], “the dead they cannot rise,” 

and as he argued in “The Bees and the Flies” (1909) [sic] with some of the most 

repelling imagery to be found in any of his works, only decay…follows death‟.)
980

       

  Kipling‟s role within the War Graves Commission is discussed later.  It „kept vividly 

before him the sheer magnitude of Britain‟s loss of life in the war and fed his already 

obsessive concern with death and with the hell that the bereaved must endure‟.
981

  

Kipling acknowledges that such „hell‟ was not merely a British concern.  Death of the 

Indian combatant is explored in the poem, „Mesopotamia‟ [1917],
982

 in The Years 

Between.  The strong sentiments of the poem are illustrated by Lycett‟s comment that it 

was offered to the Daily Telegraph however, the newspaper deemed the poem to be „too 

hard-hitting and it was printed by the Morning Post in July [1917]‟.
983

  Evidence of 

Kipling‟s personal interest in the Indian combatant is in a letter written by him in 1915.  

He enjoys a visit to wounded Indian troops: „I‟ve been down at Brighton looking at the 

Indian wounded and having a lovely time with the Punjabis.  The little Larrai [noted by 

Pinney as „fighting‟ – Kipling originally noted it as „battle‟] has filled them with great 

respect for the manners of sahibs when they fight.‟
984

 (appendix 29). 

   „Mesopotamia‟ is Kipling‟s angry and independent response to reports into „the 

military reverses which culminated in General Townshend‟s surrender to the Turkish 
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army at Kut-el-Amara in early 1915.‟
985

  The surrender resulted in „a veritable death 

march…[in which] [t]he soldiers captured at Kut, nearly twelve thousand in all, British 

and Indian alike, were marched northward without any concern whatsoever for their 

well-being, or for their helpless status as prisoners-of-war.‟
986

  The knowledge of this 

catastrophe and the treatment meted out to the men infuriated Kipling who „was 

incensed at the incompetence of the responsible authorities in Simla, which had caused 

the unnecessary deaths of thousands of Indian troops‟.
987

   

  In the first of the six stanzas of „Mesopotamia‟, Kipling‟s description of the combatant 

reflects his admiration of them.  They are „resolute,…young,/…eager and whole-

hearted‟.
988

  Stanza two depicts them as „strong men/ coldly slain‟ and indicates 

injustice and neglect of soldiers who were „[i]n sight of help denied from day to day:‟
989

  

The colon at the end of this line emphasises his point, by creating a break in the reading.  

Lycett comments that Kipling „attacked the generals [“]who left them thriftily to die in 

their own dung[”]‟.
990

  In a damning indictment of those in charge, Kipling asks in 

stanza three: „But the idle-minded overlings who quibbled while they died,/ Shall they 

thrust for high employments as of old?‟
991

  In stanza four the condemnation continues: 

„[h]ow softly but how swiftly they have sidled back to power‟.
992

  In the following, 

closing line a rhetorical question infers a conspiracy: „By the favour and contrivance of 

their kind?‟
993

  The first three stanzas depict the soldier-subject in the first two lines and 

criticise the authorities in the third and fourth.  The three remaining stanzas are 

concerned with vitriolic judgements of the „slothfulness that wasted and the arrogance/ 
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that slew‟.
994

  Kipling‟s fury is evident in a poem depicting betrayal of the men by an 

uncaring elite, whose experience following the surrender was in such contrast to the 

enlisted soldiers.  His concern remained as the war years receded.  In 1927, Kipling 

informed General Dunsterville: „I was at the unveiling of the Memorial to the Indian 

missing and dead at Neuve Chapelle the other day;‟.
995

 (fig. 20).  

 

Fig. 20 The Indian Monument at Neuve Chapelle. 

 

(One dilemma facing Kipling as his writing denounced the establishment and its 

policies, was that he appears condemned through establishment and imperial 

association.)             

  One aspect of „Mesopotamia‟ is that it could be a close reading of Tommy Atkins and 

criticism of his treatment.  For example, in Kipling‟s opening part-line: „They shall not 

return to us‟.
996

  If Kipling‟s poem is examined without the appropriate context, 

background or even title, it is difficult to agree with Lycett‟s assertion that the Indian 
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Army combatant alone is the victim-subject.  British troops were also casualties of the 

appalling treatment.  As Gilbert illustrates, a higher proportion of British Tommies died 

on the forced marches following the surrender.  Probably, Kipling had these men in 

mind as he composed his poem.  A careless reading of the ambiguous beginning of the 

final stanza, in which Kipling states that „their death could not/ undo–/ The shame that 

they have laid upon our race:‟
997

 hints at criticism of a non-British subject, but by re-

combining the lines within the poem the subject remains the military and political 

leadership.        

  Dillingham states that „Angus Wilson argues that Kipling‟s experience with the 

devastating impact of grief can be traced as far back as the death of a younger brother in 

1870 and to that of Captain Holloway in 1874‟
998

 and that this illustrates the intense 

feelings of bereavement that Kipling felt throughout his lifetime.  In addition to the 

deaths of his parents in 1910 and 1911, Kipling suffered the traumatic losses of his 

eldest daughter, Josephine in 1899 and his son John, in 1915.  The cause and impact of 

John Kipling‟s death is of great concern to this chapter.  

  On the 28
th

 April 1920, Kipling spoke at the unveiling of the War Memorial near to his 

home at Bateman‟s.  The sincerity and depth of his feelings are undoubted: „We all 

know grief cannot be cheated.  It must run its natural course.  But after the first pain of 

our sorrow has abated there is consolation in the thought that all the world lies under the 

same grief as ours – as all the world does‟ (28/9, 1907-1935, 34).
999

  This implies 

Kipling‟s belief in a universal bond of bereavement that would engender societal and 

international empathy.  He recognises the sacrifice of the combatant: „[T]he men who 

saved us paid a heavy price‟ (28/9, 1907-1935, 34).
1000

  However, his preoccupation is 
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not solely with their deaths.  His speech acknowledges the unprecedented conditions 

endured by these men during active service and suggests that depicting such 

circumstances is impossible: „No words can give any idea of the life they lived during 

the war…[and] there is a danger that in the many present concerns of peace we may 

neglect to learn and understand the full stretch of their heroism and the unequalled 

endurance that was the background to their heroism‟ (28/9, 1907-1935, 34).
1001

  The 

second half of his speech is poignant and addresses Kipling‟s concerns with the dangers 

of national amnesia regarding the soldier, as the events of the war and the role of the 

enlisted man within it became part of history.  The sentiments are personal, yet his 

speech echoes the refrain, „Lest we forget‟,
1002

 from „Recessional‟ [1897], as a warning 

to society.  He reinforces this idea: „When your children shall ask their fathers in time to 

come what mean these stones, they will surely let their children know how the mercy of 

God and the bravery of their own dead saved England‟ (28/9, 1907-1935, 34).
1003

  

  The location of the memorial is a constant, visible reminder: „It seems to me 

wise...that the memorial should have been placed in the spot where it stands‟ (28/9, 

1907-1935, 34).
1004

  He argues that „it is specially right that this generation and its 

successors on going in and out of the house of God should step a little out of the smooth 

path to pay reverence and homage to those who offered themselves as a sacrifice for 

their own land‟ (28/9, 1907-1935, 34).
1005

  The presence of the memorial assures 

continuity of remembrance, the most essential element of which is remembrance of the 

Tommy.    
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The Enlistment and Death of John Kipling 

  In 1936, Hugh Poynter wrote an obituary about his cousin, Rudyard.  Published over 

twenty years after John Kipling‟s death, it reminds Kipling‟s audience that the impetus 

behind his obsession with the dead soldier was driven by personal loss: „On my 

commenting on the loveliness of his Elizabethan home and garden [Bateman‟s is 

Jacobean], and all that had made for success, [Kipling] said sadly, “Ghosts; all full of 

ghosts.”‟ (29/38 File 29/5 Un-numbered document).
1006

  The article emphasises the 

centrality of John‟s death: „Of late years Kipling‟s health had been failing…It is sad to 

think that his later years were overshadowed with gloom.  Physical pain, and the loss of 

his only son,…which he found hard to accept, all troubled a mind of extraordinary 

sensitiveness‟ (29/38 File 29/5 Un-numbered document).
1007

 

  The circumstances of John Kipling‟s enlistment, service and death are discussed in all 

of Kipling‟s major biographies.  These factors are so crucial to a post-war reading of 

Kipling and his work that mention is made in many lesser biographies, articles and 

addresses.  In most works, the period prior to John‟s death, as well as post-

bereavement, receives scrutiny.  This is for at least two reasons.  Firstly, from the 

outbreak of war Kipling‟s imperial and national affinities convinced him actively to 

persuade men to enlist.  In these early days Kipling was energetic: „He made 

speeches;…he urged Curzon, the Chancellor of Oxford, to close down the university 

and give its undergraduates military training‟.
1008

  Even though recruitment numbers 

were vast, the absence of conscription annoyed him because „the voluntary system 

allowed the [“]shirkers[”]…to enjoy a [“]good time with the other fellows‟ jobs and the 
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other fellows‟ girls[”]‟.
1009

  John did not die until the autumn of 1915, so in the first 

year of the war Kipling‟s fervour to recruit was not overshadowed by his loss.   

  Kipling was helping to create the new everyman-Tommy Atkins figure, just as his 

previous work had created other influential depictions of the soldier.  The language he 

uses in this Great War recruitment drive engages with the positive, heroic portrait of the 

soldier that he had previously attempted.  As he states in the fourth stanza of his 1914 

poem, „For All We Have and Are‟: 

No easy hope or lies 

Shall bring us to our goal, 

But iron sacrifice 

Of body, will, and soul. 

There is but one task for all– 

One life for each to give.
1010

 

 

The pauses generated by the punctuation used to end the last three lines here, indicate 

the consideration that Kipling requires for ideas of the volunteer‟s noble sacrifice.     

  This leads to the second reason for interest in the pre-death period.  Kipling‟s son was 

caught up in the intense recruitment.  This included pressure from his father.  As 

Caroline Kipling justifies to her mother, when asked how she found the fortitude to 

allow John to enlist: „There is nothing else to do.  The world must be saved from the 

German who will worse than kill us all if he is allowed a chance and one can‟t let one‟s 

friends‟ and neighbours‟ sons be killed in order to save us and our son‟.
1011

  This 

justification required great resolution by Caroline.  She and her mother were American 

and as yet the war did not engage the American military as a whole.  Probably, both 

women resented John‟s forthcoming involvement in this „foreign‟ conflict, especially 
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given the apprehensions that they must have experienced regarding his fate.  Caroline 

implies concealed resentment by juxtaposition of the terms „one‟ and „us‟ when she 

discusses the probable deaths of her young acquaintances.  She distances the sons of 

others by her terminology, whilst drawing her own son into an intimate family circle.   

  Days after war broke out Kipling returned from holiday and „his first priority was to 

arrange a commission for his son, who was not quite 17‟.
1012

  John failed the medical 

examination: „I took John over to Maidstone yesterday (for commission) and they 

turned him down for eyes.  Past as physically fit in every other way.‟
1013

 (This failure 

was not the first.  The previous year, in an attempt to embark on a military career, the 

boy had unsuccessfully undergone a similar examination: „he had inherited his father‟s 

bad eye-sight.  Kipling…hoped that his son might fool the examiners by wearing pince-

nez rather than glasses‟.)
1014

  Although Kipling‟s physical inadequacies precluded his 

enlistment in the armed forces, because „Army life…had an indelible attraction for him, 

and where he himself had failed to tread he destined his son, John, to follow‟.
1015

  

Despite having witnessed John‟s abortive attempts to enlist, Kipling believed that „[t]he 

Hun was at the gate, and the youth of England must answer the call‟.
1016

  Convinced 

that the „Army was being pedantic, he then approached the aged Lord Roberts, who 

obliged him by obtaining a commission for John in the Irish Guards‟.
1017

  Lord Roberts 

writes to Kipling in September 1914: „I will gladly nominate John for the Irish Guards 

if that Regiment will suit him.  I ask, because I am not sure whether you would like to 

have [?] him the Guards [sic]. – If you would rather not, no doubt I could get him 
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nominated for some other Regiment‟ (18/38 File 18/2 Document 11) (appendix 30).
1018

  

The Kiplings must have felt concern over John after all, a brutal war was underway and 

the boy was about to engage in it.  However, Kipling‟s pride in his military son was 

palpable.  A letter written a month after the war began, gives insight into his feelings.  It 

demonstrates Kipling‟s voyeuristic delight in John‟s new military experience and the 

young man‟s involvement with his subordinates: 

Saturday came John in full canonicals…It was a changed John in many 

respects but all delightful.  A grave and serious John with an adorable 

smile and many stories of “his” men…The Irish Guards I gather are 

racially and incurably mad – which of course suits J[ohn] down to the 

ground…I am immensely pleased with our boy.
1019

 (fig. 21) 

 

 

 

Fig. 21 John Kipling in „full canonicals‟– the uniform of the Irish Guards. 
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Kipling‟s terminology regarding John‟s „men‟ is interesting.  From the military 

perspective, his description that they are all „racially and incurably mad‟ suggests 

soldiers whose bravery borders on the reckless.  Conversely, if Kipling is not using 

irony, then he excludes these soldiers from his positive portrayals of Tommy Atkins 

and his comment is racist and hostile.  (The latter reading is possible since „[t]he more 

Rudyard was aware of Ireland, the more vitriolic he became about [“]the Celt[”]‟.
1020

  

Kipling suggests an harmonious relationship between his son and his subordinates, 

which implies that John did not share his father‟s opinion. However, Kipling does not 

state the origin of his pejorative description, so it is possible that it came from John.) 

  His admiration of his son is exemplified by a later note: „[J]ust in with news of John‟s 

final inspection and the success of it…I am very proud‟ (13 (8-20)/ 38 File 13/17 and 

13/18 Documents 211 & A.6).
1021

  Kipling ensures that John understands his feelings, 

as letters dated spring and summer 1915 indicate.  In the first, Kipling shows 

preoccupation with the progress of the conflict and the unpalatable circumstances of 

John‟s military life: „as I lay awake wrestling with “conflicting reports from various 

channels” I reviewed the facts and surroundings of your present life – how damnably 

and unrelievedly dull the surroundings were and what a wet and grey & muddy and 

depressing existence it was in itself‟ (13 (1-7)/ 38 File 13/7 Document 300).
1022

  Kipling 

illustrates his pride in John‟s endurance.  Of note is Kipling‟s determination to 

communicate immediately with his son: „I felt exceedingly proud of the way you‟d 

stuck it without yapping.  So I made a resolve that I‟d write and tell you so in the 

morning‟ (13 (1-7)/ 38 File 13/7 Document 300).
1023

  Kipling empathetically compares 
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his own youthful experiences with those of John, recognising that John faces the 

difficulties of no immediately available family support: 

Young as I was when I began, and hard as my work was in that climate, 

I did not have to live absolutely alone…But you have had to face a 

certain discomfort…plus a certain loneliness of the spirit which is 

awfully hard to bear; and a certain sense of isolation which, as I 

remember, almost frightens a young man 

(13 (1-7)/ 38 File 13/7 Document 300).
1024

 

 

 

Kipling reinforces the pride that he feels, using an allusion to racial superiority: „[a]nd 

you have stood it like a white man and a son to be proud of‟ (13 (1-7)/ 38 File 13/7 

Document 300).
1025

 Given his political and imperial affinities, the phraseology of his 

compliment to John is unsurprising.  The letter hints at the relationship between father 

and son: „I haven‟t said much about it, but I‟ve noticed it, and I think I can feel pretty 

well what is passing in your mind‟ (13 (1-7)/ 38 File 13/7 Document 300).
1026

  This 

suggests both distance and intimacy between them.  Distance is created when his 

opinions are withheld from John.  However, he believes them to be close enough to 

determine what John is thinking.  Kipling‟s conclusion returns to empathy and personal 

comparison, but he seems naïve.  Whilst he alludes to difficult circumstances in his 

youth and expects John to recognise „fellow-feeling‟, the young man was embroiled in 

the most destructive war the world had ever seen.  He may not have been in France, but 

undoubtedly the military reverses experienced by the British and burgeoning casualty 

lists were well known.  Kipling‟s remarks, though well-meant and fatherly, are crass:  

It is an experience that you have got to go through by yourself…but it 

maybe some help to know that another man has had to face something of 

the same sort (I mean loneliness plus news of a pal‟s death: plus dirt plus 

a general feeling that the world is a wicked place which it isn‟t) and 

respects you for the way you are taking your dose 

(13 (1-7)/ 38 File 13/7 Document 300).
1027
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  The subsequent, July letter is complimentary and encouraging, partly because this was 

the vicarious fulfilment of one of Kipling‟s dreams.  Statements of pride are coupled 

with underlying tenderness.  Kipling comments to his son that „[i]t is not the mere fact 

of your having been in the Brigade for a year that has made you what you are.‟ (13 (1-

7)/ 38 File 13/7 Document 293).
1028

  John‟s volunteer status is another source of 

compliments, coupled with his success in the army: „It is because you deliberately went 

into it for a purpose and gave yourself up to the job of becoming a good officer‟. (13 (1-

7)/ 38 File 13/7 Document 293).
1029

  This was balm for latent feelings of inadequacy on 

the part of his father.  John has proved his commitment and determination and he is 

favourably compared to his peers: „Lots of men,…go into the Brigade for a year and 

haven‟t made anything but a bloody show of themselves.‟ (13 (1-7)/ 38 File 13/7 

Document 293).
1030

  Kipling reinforces his impression of John‟s success, 

professionalism and resolution in the face of unpleasant circumstances: „You went in 

and you stuck it out without a whimper through that foul winter, and you shouldered 

any responsibility that was going and you laid yourself out to know and understand 

both your men and your profession.‟ (13 (1-7)/ 38 File 13/7 Document 293).
1031

  His 

final comment is poignant, given the fate of the young man.  It reflects the universal 

sentiment felt by parents that their child has superior attributes: „We are both more 

proud of you than words can say.  It‟s a record that can‟t be beaten‟ (13 (1-7)/ 38 File 

13/7 Document 293).
1032

   

  Whilst Kipling‟s correspondence and biographical material imply that Kipling forced 

John into army life, this is not a fair, or complete picture: „[f]or the Kiplings, father and 
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son, this was a righteous war against a vile foe‟.
1033

  As Rudyard comments: „I believe 

my boy‟s battalion goes out before long.  We are sending troops across pretty thick.  

The Holy British Public have at last realized that this is Bloody War and it‟s impressing 

‟em.‟
1034

  In common with thousands of naïve young men who rushed to enlist: 

„John…wanted to join up.  This was not just a matter of parental pressure: it was the 

whole atmosphere of the time.  Boys wanted to go: it was often their parents who had 

misgivings‟.
1035

  In the year-long period prior to his bereavement, Kipling felt 

overwhelming pride in his country‟s fighting men, representatives of the newly 

embellished Tommy Atkins figure, whom he had helped to create: „the new K[itchener] 

armies are a breed apart – extraordinarily interesting and, as far as I can see, 

extraordinarily good.‟
1036

  Therefore, any reading of Kipling in this frantic period prior 

to John‟s death is mediated through the intensity with which Kipling encouraged 

enlistment, generally and for his son and his enthusiasm for the figure that the recruit 

represented.   

  Most biographers remark upon the profound emotions experienced by the Kiplings, at 

their son‟s death.  Lycett states that „Dorothy Ponton, one of Elsie‟s pre-war 

governesses, returned to Bateman‟s as secretary in early 1919‟.
1037

  She remarked upon 

„[“]insidious changes in the family[”]‟ and „the toll that the war (and John‟s death) had 

taken, individually and collectively‟.
1038

  Caroline Kipling‟s diary entries illustrate this:  

Oct 2 [1915] John:  A telegram from the War Office to say John is 

“missing”…Sep 27 John‟s Day.  29.  John was wounded and left in a 

building surrounded a few minutes later by Germans on the late 

afternoon of Monday (27th) Oct 5.  A letter from Col Buller, John‟s Col 
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to tell us John was wounded fighting in the open with his men, Captain 

Cuthbert leading but one man out of the lot returned alive as far as is 

known (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 66).
1039

  

 

This entry, in common with others, must have been exceedingly painful for Caroline to 

write (appendix  31).  

  Kipling‟s correspondence for this period is equally significant, although it appears 

more pragmatic and illustrative of his heroic perspective of the combatant and the war.  

For example, in the first of three letters composed days after John was posted missing, 

Kipling writes: „I don‟t expect there is much hope for my boy and the little that is left 

doesn‟t bear thinking of.  However, I hear that he finished well – encouraging his men 

&c under machine gun fire‟ (17/38 File 17/45 Documents 803 & XXXIII.6).
1040

 The 

final sentence underlines his bellicose attitude towards the conflict, his belief in the 

justness of its cause and recognition of the necessities of material sacrifice.  Juxtaposed 

against this are the words and phrases which betray his private anguish.  His reference 

to „my boy‟ evokes an intimate relationship with a child.  He cannot endure the torment 

of imagining the circumstances of John‟s death.  Both the perspectives evident in this 

first example reappear in the next letter, sent the following month: „He was senior 

ensign tho‟ only 18 yrs and 6 weeks…I‟m sorry that all the years work ended in that 

one afternoon‟.
1041

  Pride in John‟s officer status is evident.  In contrast is the 

discernable regret that the nurture of John, undertaken over the former eighteen years, 

has now prematurely ended.  One point of ambiguity requires discussion, since it 

engages with ideas of imperial demands versus parental sensitivities, one of the 

intellectual conflicts suffered by Kipling.  This ambiguity is examined from a different 

perspective in appendix 1, but requires additional discussion because of its crucial 
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nature.  As reproduced in the quotation, an apostrophe is absent from the comment 

„years work‟ in the original letter and in Pinney (figs 22 and 23).  An apostrophe is 

added in the transcript, removing doubt about whether Kipling is writing about John‟s 

military, pre-embarcation year‟s work of training and preparation at Warley, or the 

years‟ work of bringing up his son.  The alteration favours the latter interpretation, as 

does much of the evidence explored in this chapter.  

        

  

Figs. 22 and 23 Rudyard Kipling at Batemans, “To General Lionel 

Dunsterville”, November 12
th

 1915.  Letter and transcript  

(14/38 Files 14/51 & 14/52 Documents Un-numbered and 25). 

 

However, this connotation cannot remain unchallenged since other correspondence casts 

doubt over this reading.  The undated transcript of a letter from D.C. Ponton
1042

 states: 

I met him a few days after his boy had been posted as “wounded and 

missing”…Mr. Kipling had no inclination to appeal for sympathy.  All 

he said was, “The boy had reached the supreme moment of his life, what 

would it avail him to outlive that?”  And the father concentrated himself 

not on revenge, but on writing words that would comfort the bereaved 

and warn the world against making too easy conditions with a ruthless 
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enemy.  This showed the Kipling with a strong sense of duty and a deep 

love of his country (32/38 File 32/6 Document A).
1043

 

 

 

This indicates that despite profound grief, Kipling accedes to John‟s death as an 

imperial necessity, which deserves praise.  This infers personal detachment, implied by 

Kipling‟s language, tone and structure and points to his engagement with duty to 

empire and country.  His comment about his son‟s military status is important.  It 

exemplifies the idea that a soldier‟s death, though tragic, is demanded by the necessities 

of the war.  This reinforces the noble and sacrificial characteristics of the Tommy 

Atkins figure, conceived by Kipling as he experienced the Great War.  

  In the third letter written the following year, Kipling writes again about John.  His 

feelings of loss are still great, but framed within imperial sacrifice and concepts of the 

noble Tommy.  Kipling intimately discusses his son, whilst solace is found in John‟s 

military success: „We have had no news of our boy since Sep. 27. (Loos) and there can 

be little doubt that he is dead.  But he finished well.  He led the right leading platoon of 

the Irish Guards in the Guard‟s advance – further than any one went.  That‟s our 

consolation‟ (15/38 Files 15/6 & 15/7 & 15/8 Documents 15/165 & 16 & 15/165).
1044

 

  Following John‟s disappearance, an immediate search for him was initiated by the 

Kiplings and others, on their behalf.  This was for news of the young man as a wounded 

prisoner, or confirmation of his death and location of his body.  It is the subject of 

poignant diary entries of his mother:    

[Oct] 6.  Mr. Gwynne promises to try for news through the Roman 

Catholics in Germany by way of Sir Edmund Talbot….17.  Busy at my 

desk with correspondence about John‟s men and the hope of finding 

something from wounded men….Constant and steady investigation has 
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gone on and always we just miss seeing the man who could tell us (File 

Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 66).
1045

 (appendix 32). 

 

For the Kiplings the year draws to a harrowing close: „Dec 25 Burwash:  Christmas Day 

but to us a name only.  We give no presents and in no way consider the day John not 

being with us‟ (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 66).
1046

  Their lives were further blighted 

by unsympathetic correspondents who „wrote to him gloating over the death as the just 

reward for a man who had pushed the cause of militarism so vociferously before the 

war.‟
1047

  There is little improvement in their perspective by the following year.  The 

concluding line of an extract from Caroline Kipling‟s diary is noteworthy:  

1916 Jun 5 London:  News of Lord Kitchener being drowned comes by 

wire in the p.m.  Rud and I to St Pauls to the Kitchener Memorial 

Service and in the afternoon with Elsie to the evening service at the 

Abbey.  We get seats in the choir and are in sight of the Irish Guards 

Platoon and hear the Recessional sung for the first time.  A heart 

breaking day (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 69).
1048

  

 

The final pertinent entry for this period indicates how profoundly the couple were 

affected: „1918 Nov 11 Burwash:  We are all waiting for the news of the armistice.  12.  

The great news comes….13.  Rud and I feel as never before what it means now the war 

is over to face the world to be remade without a son‟ (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 

76).
1049

  Potter states that „[Kipling] never got over the loss‟ although he argues that 

Kipling thought the sacrifice was „necessary‟.
1050

  He asserts that „dying pro patria 

[was] a notion Kipling never forsook‟.
1051

  It is this which „marks Kipling‟s distinction 

from the other war poets and war veterans‟.
1052
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  Though Potter‟s assertion may be correct, it seems likely that the corollary of 

Kipling‟s jingoistic enthusiasm, its consequences and the cost to John, was guilt.  The 

additional deaths of so many enlisted men and their officers may have aggravated the 

depth of this emotion.  Stephen argues that „Kipling‟s guilt is understandable‟.
1053

  He 

suggests that „some of [Kipling‟s] best war poetry is produced from the tension between 

that guilt and his essentially right-wing attitude to the war.‟
1054

  Stephen adds further 

reasons for culpability: „Kipling‟s war poetry also confirms the findings of a book such 

as Hynes‟s A War Imagined that those at home became disillusioned with the war and it 

was the soldiers at the front who remained patriotic‟.
1055

  This was the only way in 

which the soldiers could justify the reasons for enduring the conditions and conflict.
1056

 

(Elizabeth Vandiver refutes Stephen‟s claim: „however appealing this construction of a 

repentant Kipling is to modern readers, it is almost undoubtedly anachronistic and 

inaccurate, since there is strong evidence that Kipling never changed his mind about the 

righteousness of war.‟)
1057

  

  Potter indicates his belief in Kipling‟s possible feelings of culpability when he 

observes that „[i]t is often said that the nearest Kipling came to self-recrimination was 

in…[one] of his “Epitaphs” – headed “Common Form”.
1058

  Under the heading 

„Epitaphs‟, thirteen pages of The Years Between are devoted to thirty one separate 

epitaph-poems, of which one is „Common Form‟.  As with several others this consists 

of a single, two line stanza: „If any question why we died,/ Tell them, because our 

fathers lied.‟
1059

  This is the contrition to which Potter alludes.  There is another reading 

of this „Epitaph‟.  In the period prior to the Great War, Germany embarked on an 
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extensive rearmament programme.  The German Chief of Staff stated in February 1913 

that „[“]a European war is bound to come sooner or later, in which the issue will be one 

of a struggle between Germandom and Slavdom[”]‟.
1060

  Preparation for this war was 

„[“]the duty of all states which are the champions of Germanic ideas and culture[”].‟
1061

  

Diplomacy to counter this military growth was largely ineffectual.
1062

  The failure to 

repress the German challenge engages with this interpretation of the „Epitaph‟.  The 

„lies‟ of the „fathers‟ represent the older generation who failed to respond rapidly or 

appropriately enough to the increasing German military threat.  Vandiver describes the 

poem as „uneasily ambiguous‟
1063

 and she suggests another interpretation.  She argues 

that it is „tempting‟ to read the poem as „a piercing repudiation by the Empire‟s bard of 

the Empire‟s latest war.‟
1064

  However: „Hibberd and Onions assert that: [“]Kipling was 

a consistent “hawk” himself, and the actual target of “Common Form” must be the 

“doves” who had, in his opinion, failed to warn and arm the country before August 

1914[”].‟
1065

  Therefore, „Common Form‟ demonstrates that „Kipling regarded the 

attempts to avoid war undertaken by the pre-1914 Liberal government very much as 

many Britons in 1945 regarded Neville Chamberlain‟s efforts to [“]appease[”] 

Hitler.‟
1066

  This interpretation extends the idea that „Common Form‟ only criticises the 

inadequate repression of German militarism and argues that Kipling advocated 

aggressive British preparedness for conflict: „[r]ead in context, „Common Form‟ seems 

to deliver a clear message; the [“]lie[”] told by the fathers was the claim that war could 

be avoided.‟
1067
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  Of curiosity in the first edition of the collection is the location of the „Epitaphs‟ 

section, which Kipling chose himself.  (The dust jacket states: „[t]his little 

book…contains a selection by Mr. Kipling from his volumes of verse‟.
1068

) The 1911 

poem, „The Female of the Species‟ precedes the „Epitaphs‟.  Following them is the 

1909 poem, „The City of Brass‟.  Immediately succeeding this and as the final poem in 

the collection is „Justice‟ [1918]. This is an undisguised poem of judgement, which is 

an „indictment of Germany‟,
1069

 written in October 1918.  The „stern, unforgiving 

message was syndicated to 200 newspapers around the world‟.
1070

 

  The first of six stanzas begins with the italicised lines „Across a world where all men 

grieve/ And grieving strive the more‟.
1071

  The discussion of grief continues with the 

line: „Our dead on every shore.‟.
1072

  The caesura ensures that the reader pauses to 

consider the implications of this statement.  There is evidence of guilt in the lines which 

end the stanza: „If we have parley with the foe,/ The load our sons must bear.‟
1073

  The 

appearance and the expression of this first stanza separate it from the remaining five.  It 

describes the result of the hubris of those who will be judged.  In other words as stanza 

three states, the overarching pride of „A people and their King/ Through ancient sin 

grown strong,‟ who „feared no reckoning‟ and who „Would set no bound to wrong;‟
1074

 

has resulted in the unprecedented number of deaths in the war.  There is no doubt that 

the „people‟ in question is the Germans whose „hour is past‟.
1075

  They are judged for 

their actions: „For agony and spoil/ Of nations beat to dust,‟ and their methods: „For 

poisoned air and tortured soil/…[and] shuddering waters‟.
1076

   By placing the powerful 
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„Epitaphs‟ and „Justice‟ as they appear, some of the dramatic effect is lost.  Not closing 

the collection with the „Epitaphs‟, or placing them immediately prior to „Justice‟ 

detracts from their impact.  The latter configuration would have been formidable.   

  The burden of death affects all Kipling‟s post-bereavement writing and soldier 

portraits.  Intermixed with this is the anger that characterises the poem, „Mesopotamia‟.  

The mismanagement of the war against which he had railed in that poem, continues: 

„[f]or Kipling it was not war that killed Englishmen, but incompetence and parsimony.  

Military incompetence and political ineptitude, if they had not caused the death of his 

son, had hastened it‟.
1077

  Whilst discussion of John and his fate is personal to Kipling, 

it illustrates the broader concept that on every societal level the destiny of the 

volunteers of the Great War held a special importance.    

  A letter from Kipling to his daughter, written in the last decade of his life, gives 

insight into the grief-fuelled perspectives that haunted him fifteen years after John‟s 

death.  Kipling and his wife „went to Arras for the dedication, on 4 August, of the 

memorial at Dud Corner, Loos, to the missing dead – including John Kipling‟.
1078

 (fig. 

24).   
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Fig. 24 Cemetery at Dud Corner and Loos Memorial to the Missing.  John Kipling is 

commemorated here.  

Kipling intended to speak at the occasion, but he „was overcome by emotion and had to 

give up the speech‟.
1079

  The closing line of this extract is evidence for this: 

[W]e did not get soaked at the Memorial service at Loos, tho‟ the sky 

blackened and many of the newly planted young trees were blown over.  

Barring that the wind snatched the words out of all speakers‟ mouths, the 

affair was a great success.  The Battalion sent two buglers…The wind 

was dead in their teeth.  They stood at the far end of the Cemetery…and 

instead of echoing as it usually does, between the high walls of the 

Cemetery, the call was softened down – with a most amazing and 

unearthly effect – just like ghosts.  Pure accident of course and could 

never be duplicated but the effect was – well, we‟ll say moving beyond 

words.
1080

 

 

It is impossible to examine any of the poems in The Years Between collection and their 

representation of Tommy Atkins without recognition of the influence of Kipling‟s 

bereavement, his possible feelings of guilt and his anger at the incompetence of the 

military hierarchy.  This includes the discrete „Epitaphs‟ collection.   

  The poem, „My Boy Jack‟ was first published in the Daily Telegraph, during 1916.
1081

  

It epitomises Kipling‟s post-bereavement engagement with the Tommy Atkins figure, 

personally and within society.  For example, the speaker is told that the young man „did 

not shame his kind–‟.
1082

  This may be fellow combatants, representatives of his class, 

or his family.  The use of the long dash to conclude and italic script emphasise this 

sentiment.   

  In the four stanza poem, the speaker awaits news of a son: „[“]Have you news of my 

boy Jack?[”]‟.
1083

  The boy is named and connected to family and society.  The speaker 

expects a response which signifies that the person to whom the question is directed may 

know and be concerned about the fate of the young man.  Four questions about the 
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missing boy are asked throughout the poem and the replies are repetitive and italicised.  

For example, stanza one states: „[“]When d‟you think that he‟ll come back?[”]‟/ Not 

with this wind blowing, and this tide‟.
1084

  This underlines his absence.  Use of an 

interrogative format and italics indicates a differing narrative voice and emphasises the 

impression of dialogue.  This encourages intimacy within the poem, through the 

implied proximity of speaker and listener and the use of imagined dialogue adds to the 

intensity of the emotions expressed.  Since unlike some of Kipling‟s other verse, the 

lexis and syntax do not allude to any social group, or geographical location, such 

dialogue might take place with anyone. This might be an individual of corresponding 

societal status, a similarly bereaved relative, or an authoritative figure, perhaps 

someone of a superior class.  Engagement also occurs between the speaker and 

Kipling‟s readers, who represented every level within society.  Kipling reflects upon the 

personal experience of bereavement and opens this concept to public scrutiny.  He 

indicates cross-societal understanding of the price that has been paid by the deceased 

and his family.  Additional verisimilitude and connectedness are present by naming the 

boy and locating him within the family circle.  The poignant relevance of such personal 

experience to Kipling is obvious.      

  The repetitive responses within the poem are important.  In stanza two the reply 

echoes the response of the first stanza: „Not this tide./ For what is sunk will hardly 

swim,/ Not with this wind blowing, and  this tide.‟
1085

  Stanza three continues a similar 

refrain: „None this tide,/ Nor any tide,/…Not even with that wind blowing, and that 

tide.‟
1086

  The repetition, coupled with poignant questions such as „[“]Has any one else 

had word of him?[”]‟,
1087

 emulates the bewilderment and search for answers by the 
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bereaved.  It mirrors the distress of those mentally overwhelmed by their loss.  This is 

particularly true when a relative vanishes entirely, as occurred when all traces of 

hundreds of thousands of Great War soldiers were eradicated.  Even those whose bodies 

were buried had effectively disappeared, because of the Government‟s policy of non-

repatriation of the dead.  The mourners represented a vast number of people, from every 

social background, grieving concurrently.  (The treatment of the dead will be dealt with 

in detail later.)   

  The idea reinforced by the anonymous responses is that not only the bereaved parent 

cares about this loss.  Stanza three considers the personal and familial sacrifice in the 

death of the boy, as the speaker asks: „[“]Oh, dear, what comfort can I find?[”]‟.
1088

  

The sacrifice is acknowledged in the replies.  The speaker is exhorted to „hold your 

head up all the more,/…Because he was the son you bore,/ And gave to that wind 

blowing and that tide!‟.
1089

  There is societal comprehension of the sacrifice.  This is 

not a nameless corpse for whom Hardy demands recognition and remembrance, but a 

precious individual whose death Kipling mediates through pride in the boy‟s actions.  

Thus, the poem is crucial to Kipling‟s personal experience. 

  Whilst there is no evidence that Kipling ever referred to his son by the nickname, 

„Jack‟ and John Kipling served in the army, not the navy, the emotional sentiments of 

the poem, combined with the date of publication indicates its personal nature.  The 

concepts are too close to Kipling‟s own experience to be coincidental.  The poem is 

„ostensibly the lament of a mother who had lost her child at sea‟.
1090

  Given the 

challenge of composing such a poem, Kipling probably chose not to portray a bereaved 

father of a soldier lost in the trenches, because the piece would have been so 

emotionally charged that it would have been impossible for him to write it.  Other 
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symbolic notions may have influenced Kipling‟s choice of subject.  Each of the four 

stanzas concludes with a variation of a refrain: „Not with this wind blowing, and this 

tide./…Not even with that wind blowing, and that tide.‟
1091

  The bleakness of this 

imagery seems augmented by the concept of a loss at sea.  There can be no hope for the 

discovery of remains, or repatriation of a body.  Despite the different situation of John‟s 

death, this is a scenario with which Kipling can engage.  In addition, there is 

metaphorical impact in the language and construction of this refrain, with the „wind‟ 

and „tide‟ representative of the inflexibility of political and hegemonic thought.    

  A clue to the intimacy of the poem is the title.  The dead son is referred to as „My 

Boy‟,
1092

 the phrase echoed throughout Kipling‟s letters.  There is a close relationship 

between the bereaved parent and the dead child.  This is a private emotion, framed 

within a bigger picture.  The parent is haunted by the loss.  There is recognition that 

grief, whilst it may abate a little, will remain a permanent feature of the life experience 

of the speaker.  Kipling intends the reader to reflect upon this in every line.  This is 

evident by the use of punctuation such as question marks, full stops and commas, which 

create a break as each line concludes.  The concept of placing the deceased within the 

family circle has been discussed earlier in this chapter in terms of the societal 

perspective.  It is no less relevant to the personal perspective of Kipling.  Each of the 

first three stanzas begins with a question.  For example in stanza one: „Have you news 

of my boy Jack?‟
1093

  Caroline Kipling‟s diary demonstrates that these were actual 

questions asked by the couple from the moment that John vanished.  This implies 

catharsis for Kipling in writing the poem.     

  „My Boy Jack‟ is not the only poem that explores the intense pain and desolation felt 

by Kipling.  Kipling „commemorated [John] in „A Nativity‟, a poem interpolating the 
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birth and death of Christ with the despair of a grieving mother who knows not where 

her son [“]is laid[”]‟.
1094

  The Years Between states that this was published in 1916.  

Again, distance from the poet is given by the gender of the bereaved parent.   

  The construction of the poem is complex, reflecting the profound nature of the 

emotions with which it deals.  In appearance it is five stanzas of equal length.  Each 

stanza is composed of two quatrains, linked in the middle by a refrain in parentheses.  

The refrain repeats either the last two words, or the final word of the line that precedes 

it.  For example, in stanza one the refrain is „(With mine! With mine!)‟.
1095

  Stanza two 

echoes this with: „(To me! To me!)‟.
1096

  Stanza three states: „And took Him when He 

died./ (He died! He Died!)‟.
1097

  This repetitive construction, particularly in these first 

three stanzas, reinforces the intimacy of Kipling‟s feelings.  There is a relatively strict 

rhyming pattern which restrains the poem.  This emphasises the anguish of the speaker.  

  Each stanza refers to Christian iconography or Biblical allusion.  These are italicised 

throughout: 

The Babe was laid in the Manger 

Between the gentle kine– 

All safe from cold and danger– 

„But it was not so with mine. [sic].
1098

 

 

Choice of the word „Babe‟ implies youthful innocence and a requirement for protection.  

The stanzas are completed with the allusions juxtaposed with comment as conversation, 

from the bereaved mother: „The Sign of the Promise given–/ [“]But there comes no sign 

to me./ (To me! To me!)‟.
1099

  The conversation is not italicised which differentiates it 
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from the religious elements.  The continued use of punctuation to slow the pace and add 

weight and emotion to the imagery is almost excessive, particularly with the use of 

dashes and exclamation marks in every stanza.     

  Although the gender of the parent separates Kipling from the subject, this is not 

extended to the reader who views the interjected statements of the speaker as 

engagement in personal conversation, rather than narrative.  This technique augments 

the communication of ideas between speaker and reader.  For example in stanza one: 

„The waiting mother prayed./ [“]For I know not how he fell,‟.
1100

  The latter line betrays 

Kipling‟s anguish and uncertainty.  This echoes across the first four stanzas as each one 

ends with a variation on the theme of „There was none to tend him or mark,/ And I 

know not how he fell.[”]‟.
1101

  Poignantly, in the sixth line of the second stanza the 

speaker cries: „[“]My child died in the dark./ Is it well with the child, is it well?‟.
1102

  

(This refrain in the poem recalls the words of Elisha to the Shunammite woman in 2 

Kings.  On the death of her son, whose birth Elisha had prophesied, she seeks Elisha 

who restores the boy to life.  When he first sees the woman approach, Elisha instructs 

his servant to run and ask her: „is it well with the child?‟).
1103

  Kipling‟s emphasis of the 

word „My‟ cannot be accidental.  Also of importance is the term „child‟ which re-

emphasises the notion of protection and vulnerability. 

  Elements of this poem reflect the Biblical allusion of Kipling‟s poem, „Gethsemane‟.  

„A Nativity‟ conflates two iconic and significant Christian events, the birth and 

crucifixion of Christ.  This is illustrated in the first stanza: „The Babe was laid in the 

Manger‟, whilst the third begins: „The Cross was raised on high;‟.
1104

  „Gethsemane‟ 

also includes imagery of the crucifixion.  However in „A Nativity‟, the Biblical 
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allusions and descriptions of Christian icons are in the third person, rather than the first, 

as in „Gethsemane‟.  The bereaved mother of „A Nativity‟ poses a tragic figure and she 

is described in stanza one as „waiting‟, in stanza three as „griev[ing], in stanza four as 

„broken‟ and finally in stanza five as „steadfast‟.
1105

  These words indicate the phases 

through which Kipling passed and that is probably why he chose to use them.   

  The final stanza revisits Kipling‟s idea of a necessary sacrifice, in a personal and 

broad sense.  In the final quatrain the mother states: 

„But I know for Whom he fell‟– 

The steadfast mother smiled. 

„Is it well with the child–is it well? 

It is well–it is well with the child!‟
1106

       

 

(Despite the death of her son, the final line is the response to Elisha of the Shunammite 

woman.)
1107

  The capitalisation of the word „Whom‟, indicates its importance and given 

the other contextual evidence in the poem, suggests that the young man has died for a 

Godly cause.  However when relocated in the line, the mother acknowledges that her 

son has died for her and for the benefit of the society in which he was born.  She has 

received an answer to her questioning prayers: „[“]Is it well with the child, is it 

well?[”]‟.
1108

   All is now „well‟ with her son, because they both perceive the greater 

good.  The anonymous young combatant, with his lonely death and unknown location 

of his body, represents John Kipling and all the Tommy Atkins figures.  

  Two of the „Epitaphs‟ offer a relevant postscript.  The first, „An Only Son‟, states „I 

have slain none except my Mother.  She/ (Blessing her slayer) died of grief for me.‟
1109

  

The second is „A Son‟ in which Kipling writes „My son was killed while laughing at 
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some jest.  I/ would I knew/ What it was, and it might serve me in a time when/ jests are 

few.‟
1110

  Although simple in terms of structure, lexis and syntax, the sentiments of 

these epitaphs are searing and reflect not only the ambivalence of Kipling‟s own sense 

of loss, but that of society.   

  As a man of considerable literary stature and a bereaved parent, Kipling received 

much public and private sympathy and condolence for his loss.  In Box 19 of the 

Kipling Collection at the University of Sussex, almost the entire file 19/15 is letters of 

sympathy regarding the disappearance and death of John.  These include letters from 

ordinary correspondents and the famous, including Rider Haggard and Edward Carson.  

Theodore Roosevelt wrote to the Kiplings in October 1915: „From the papers I can not 

tell what has befallen your son.  I earnestly hope he has been found and is all 

right….[W]hile I would mourn with his mother and with you it would be the mourning 

that goes with respect and admiration, for there are so many things worse than death‟. 

(19/38 File 19/15 Document A10).
1111

  Presumably, Roosevelt hints at the dreadful 

prospect of John being a prisoner-of-war, or not having fulfilled his duties as a 

combatant. (Whilst there is no doubt that Roosevelt‟s sympathies in 1915 were sincere, 

his later empathy with the Kipling‟s must have been augmented after the death of his 

own son Quentin, in July 1918.)
1112

  Another letter written in October 1915, 

acknowledges the public and private dilemma facing those who mourned the dead of 

the war: „I hope, you may find some small comfort in the thought that your boy died the 

noblest of deaths for his country.  Mingled with one‟s sorrow is the tremendous pride of 

the sacrifice they have made of their young lives in the highest cause.‟  (19/38 File 
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19/15 Document A12).
1113

  The letter suggests that pride in John as he relates to 

Tommy Atkins and the patriotic notion that to serve one‟s country was mandatory, 

could offset the overwhelming sense of loss.  Expanding his personal ideas on this 

subject to engage with the societal picture, gave Kipling the opportunity to develop 

another concept of the portrayal of the Tommy.   

  A letter from Kipling to his friend André Chevrillon elucidates Kipling‟s views on 

these points.  He compares the nobility of combat to the untenable position of the non-

combatant:  

The choice was given us: – “Offer yourselves as a sacrifice for mankind 

or perish in the spirit”.  Through the great goodness of God we chose the 

sacrifice….Now, for one horrible moment, imagine yourself a Neutral to 

whom also a choice has been given – not, necessarily, to add his proper 

body to the oblation but merely to give or withhold his word of approval 

on the sacrifice.
1114

  

 

The letter appeals to Chevrillon to examine his own conscience and give opinions on 

the matter of military abstention: 

[I]n order to exist upon any terms with yourself, in order to keep your 

sanity and belief in some sort of moral order, you would be constrained 

to discover, or invent and, having done so, to reiterate to yourself any 

statement, any excuse, any form of words which would allow you to 

feign to yourself that your abstention had been justified.
1115

  

 

Kipling analyses his insight into the motivation for those who have remained outside 

the combative status.  He concludes this section of the letter with a damning indictment 

of the non-combatant: „It is a circle of torture in which the Neutral must continue to 

revolve for the simple reason that if he escapes from it – he knows himself as he is: and 

that is knowledge which no self-respecting neutral permits himself to acquire.‟
1116

  The 
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final paragraphs return to Kipling‟s feelings of bereavement and give his friend an 

indication of the toll that John‟s death has taken: 

Meantime my personal heart is heavy for as the year turns round and 

dates and days repeat themselves one is dragged back to the past of last 

year and that is not pleasant.  We are a very large band now – we parents 

who do not know where our dead are laid: and I think, it is that indignity 

which moves us as deeply as anything.  Never believe again, that the 

English do not know how to hate:  It was a long lesson and we were 

slow learners but we have our teaching by heart at last.
1117

   

 

There is bitterness and doubt in the legitimacy of the costs of the war dead in these final 

comments.  Included in this is absolute hatred of the enemy.  This is reinforced in an 

unpleasant letter written by Kipling in 1916: „I almost begin to hope that when we have 

done with him there will be very little Hun left….There is a legend that a man can get 

as much as eight days no. 2 field punishment if his officer sees him killing Huns.  On 

the other hand the officer doesn‟t look too hard or too long‟ (14/38 Files 14/51 & 14/52 

Documents Un-numbered and 27).
1118

  (One of Kipling‟s short stories engages with 

these sentiments.  In September 1915, „Mary Postgate‟ was concurrently published in 

Century Magazine and Nash’s Magazine.
1119

  The narrative describes a „middle-aged, 

unimaginative and deeply repressed‟
1120

 woman who suffers the bereavement of her 

surrogate son.  Later as she burns his possessions, she encounters a German airman who 

has just carried out a devastating local bombing raid.  Following this act he „had fallen 

from his plane and was now dying.‟
1121

  In the shocking conclusion to the tale: „Mary, 

tending the bonfire, watched with mounting pleasure as the German slowly died.‟
1122

). 
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  Propaganda issued by the Department of Information, created in February 1917 in 

order to aim „more vigorous and strident propaganda‟
1123

 at the general public, inflamed 

sentiment such as Kipling‟s.  This propaganda was not necessarily true or even based 

on the truth and was part of the British Government‟s attempt to counter the rising tide 

of criticism of the war brought about by „horrifying casualties, continued military 

stalemate, rising prices, and food shortages.‟
1124

  Public credence was given to the 

stories because „when questions were asked in Parliament about especially egregious 

stories, such as the notorious German corpse factory reported in the Times, the 

government declined to refute what it knew to be false.‟
1125

  Strong public belief in this 

form of propaganda was useful on three counts.  Firstly, it allowed the Government to 

promote the continuation of the war as a just fight against a barbarous enemy.  

Secondly, it served to ennoble further the image of Tommy Atkins as a valiant and 

sacrificial figure, opposed by a brutal adversary.  Lastly in the soldiers themselves, 

belief in a righteous conflict engendered endurance of the conditions in which they 

were forced to live and fight.           

  Unsavoury and scandalous though Kipling‟s sentiments and the attendant propaganda 

appear, such detestation of the Germans is echoed in correspondence received by 

Kipling in late 1918.  It agrees with him and praises „Justice‟ [1918], a poem which 

embodies „[t]he spirit of unreconciled hatred‟
1126

 against the enemy.  The letter states: „I 

want to tell you how…greatly I admire „Justice‟…it puts in the most concise and telling 

form everything that all of us feel towards that unspeakable race [Germany] and would 
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express in words – if only we had the genius to do it.‟  (22/38 File 22/44 /Document 

14).
1127

   

  The selection of work from The Years Between that has been closely read, combined 

with the content of several letters, demonstrates that Kipling continued to depict the 

combatant in the favourable light that had begun with his early work.  Kipling‟s new 

aspects of the Tommy were the volunteer and „everyman‟ status, combined with his 

nobility of sacrifice for his family, country and empire and the terrible effects of that 

sacrifice on those who remained.  Implicit in this is the need to contrast the noble 

English soldier as superior to his uncivilised German counterpart.   Kipling could use 

these ideas to address his own needs and those of others and determine how the Tommy 

would be remembered.  The remaining section of this chapter examines this last 

concept and explores Kipling‟s involvement with the memorialisation of the Tommy 

Atkins figure.     

 

Memorialising the Soldier 

  Fussell illustrates the reverence accorded by society to the dead combatant of the 

Great War due to their prior civilian status and because this war had altered for ever the 

generally held precepts of the ways in which war should proceed: „It was technology 

that had made the war different: science had created more powerful weapons…but it 

had also created stronger defenses against them.‟
1128

  The Tommy Atkins figure fought 

in the gap between these concepts.  Fussell remarks that: „[w]riting in the Daily Mirror 

on November 22, 1916, W. Beach Thomas managed to assert that the dead British 

soldier even lies on the battlefield in a special way bespeaking his moral superiority: 
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“Even as he lies on the field he looks more quietly faithful, more simply steadfast than 

others.”‟
1129

  This encomium continues with similar hyperbole, even suggesting that the 

corpse „looks especially modest and gentlemanly‟.
1130

  This indicates a zenith in the 

portrayal of Tommy Atkins, when in a popular media source he is distinguished even as 

he lies dead.  It also illustrates manipulation in the remembrance of him.     

  In 1918, The Times reflected on Kipling‟s suitability to strengthen the resolution of the 

nation.  This was in encouraging ideas of reconstruction and acknowledging that the 

entire nation was in a state of mourning: 

Happy the nation, the Empire, that in its fateful hour has a voice to 

“nerve its heart,” to remind it that it has been, what it is, to tell it to 

endure.  The prophet, the poet, who can do this, is an asset of price 

beyond rubies, is worth an army corps.  Such an asset the British 

Empire, nay, the English-speaking race, possesses today in Mr. Rudyard 

Kipling (28/14, 1894-1946, 4).
1131

 

 

The extract suggests that Kipling‟s is a voice to which attention would be paid.  In 

addition to „nerving‟ the nation and empire to its circumstances and perceived 

misfortunes, he could develop and influence the depiction of the dead combatant.   

  Kipling was instrumental in commemorating the dead soldier and his work with the 

Imperial War Graves Commission was central to this: „[o]ne way he felt he could come 

to terms with the war was to pursue what he now saw as a sacred task of creating fitting 

memorials for the men who had lost their lives‟.
1132

  Remembrance of John was 

essential to this process.  Both elements are illustrated by an obituary article, published 

in 1936: 

Mr. Rudyard Kipling is to be buried in Westminster Abbey….A 

beautiful wreath of flowers in memory of Rudyard Kipling‟s only son, 
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Lieutenant John Kipling, of the Irish Guards…was laid yesterday on the 

memorial tablet in Loos Cemetery…The ceremony concluded with the 

sounding of the Last Post….Rudyard Kipling himself was one of the 

first members of the War Graves Commission and it was he who chose 

the words that are carved on the gravestones in every British war 

cemetery in France, “Their name liveth for evermore”
1133

 (fig. 25).  Two 

years ago…Mr. Kipling endowed the War Graves Commission with a 

fund (appendix  33) so that every evening at sundown, for eternity, the 

Last Post should be sounded before his son‟s tombstone  

(28/15, 1936, 60).
1134

 

 

 

Fig. 25 Kipling‟s text from Ecclesiasticus at The Indian Monument. 

 

 

Recording of information about the British war dead began in the earliest days of the 

conflict.  Longworth states that in September 1914, a British Red Cross unit under the 

leadership of Fabian Ware, went to North East France.  Although its principal task was 
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to find and tend to the wounded, the unit „began to collect evidence about the British 

dead‟
1135

 such as the location and identity of bodies.  Ware and his unit „became more 

and more interested in the care of the graves themselves and in maintaining their 

inscriptions‟.
1136

  Longworth notes that Lieutenant-Colonel Stewart, a Red Cross 

Medical Assessor, visited Béthune Cemetery with Ware in October 1914.  According to 

Ware, after this visit Stewart suggested that the unit should become involved in the 

recording, registration and maintenance of grave sites.  Stewart also „committed the 

Red Cross to paying for more durable inscriptions…and to provide the means for 

marking and registering all the British graves the Unit could find‟.
1137

   

  Ware needed to include the Army in his work and he approached General Macready, 

Adjutant General to the British Expeditionary Force „to persuade him of the importance 

of registering and marking British Graves‟.
1138

 Macready felt that formation of a 

dedicated organisation was the only solution and this would embrace the developing 

„urgen[t]…public demand at home that the graves should not be neglected.‟
1139

  This 

seems an obvious concern for relatives whose loved ones had enlisted and then 

vanished.  These relatives could have no impact on the condition in which any grave 

was maintained and so naturally would press forcefully for the creation of a body which 

could undertake this role.  Macready designated Ware‟s Unit as the most suitable to 

undertake and fulfil the difficult task: 

On 2
nd

 March 1915, Ware wrote to the Red Cross…informing them that 

the Mobile Unit had been “officially recognised as the only organisation 

authorised to deal with the question of the locality, marking and 

registration of the graves of the British officers and men” in France, and 

was to operate under the title of the “Graves Registration Commission 

[G.R.C.]”.
1140
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The creation of the G.R.C. began a systematic documentation of the graves of the war 

dead.  Even General Haig recognised the crucial nature of the work, suggesting that it 

had „sentimental…moral…[and] symbolic value‟,
1141

 to the individual soldier and 

civilian, as well as the nation at large.  His comment acknowledges how important ideas 

of national and personal commemoration of Tommy Atkins had become and how 

distant was the concept of a „Hardyesque‟ approach to burial and memorialisation.  

  The difficulties of staffing and working in a combat zone independent of the Army, 

concerned Ware: „[O]n 6
th

 September 1915, Macready recommended…that the G.R.C. 

“be placed on a proper footing as a part of His Majesty‟s forces”‟.
1142

  As the war and 

the work of Ware continued, there was recognition of „the new and democratic mood 

which was taking hold of the Army‟.
1143

  This embraced ideas of comradeship in arms 

and in death „that ignored all barriers of class, position or rank‟.
1144

  This was a new 

departure from the hierarchical entrenchment of the pre-war military.  It translated into 

an ethos of equality in the war cemeteries, where there is no distinction between the 

grave of a Tommy and that of a senior officer (fig. 26).   
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Fig. 26 Tyne Cot Cemetery which demonstrate the democratic nature of the graves.  It 

has the largest number of burials of any Commonwealth cemetery of either war.  

 

  Although there was an increasing demand from the public as the war progressed and 

the lists of the dead grew, Ware wanted to avoid the repatriation of bodies, especially 

given the „difficulties of treating impartially the claims advanced by persons of different 

social standing‟.
1145

  What concerned Ware was that in an abandonment of the 

democratic approach wealthier, more powerful figures would return the bodies of their 

loved ones to the United Kingdom.  This would be impossible for the many families of 

more straitened means.  Ware made the decision that after the war there should be set in 

place „a completely new organisation to care for the graves…a body that…would be 

permanent, executive…and have its own staff…[and that] the new body 

must…be…imperial‟.
1146

  At Ware‟s suggestion, the Prince of Wales „wrote to the 

Prime Minister suggesting that an imperial graves organisation be constituted under 

Royal Charter‟.
1147

 (appendix 34)  Having received royal assent to the Draft Charter 

„[t]he War Graves Commission had come into being‟.
1148

  The Commission believed 
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themselves to be „“as representative of every political view and social class as it is 

possible for any body to be”‟.
1149

  

  In addition to the official members of the Commission, there was a facility for the 

appointment of a further eight commissioners one of whom was Kipling.  Longworth 

argues that Kipling‟s inclusion was firstly, because he was „the most famous writer of 

the time‟
1150

 and secondly because he had lost a son in action.  He was asked to join the 

I.W.G.C. in September 1917 in a letter and confidential memo from Fabian Ware: „I am 

instructed by the Secretary of State for War to ask if you would be willing to serve on 

the Imperial War Graves Commission and would agree to your name being submitted 

for appointment by Royal Warrant as a Member of the Commission‟ (21/38 File 21/3 

/Document B.1).
1151

  Kipling‟s soldier portraits and engagement with the enlisted man 

added an important element to the portrayal of the dead combatant.  

  Kipling‟s acceptance of this position and the exhausting work that it would entail is 

confirmed in a letter of acknowledgement, dated 21
st
 September 1917, by a 

representative of the War Office: „you have kindly consented to accept a place on the 

proposed IWGC, and I feel I must send you one word to say how glad I am‟ (21/38 File 

21/3 /Document B.2).
1152

  Kipling is sent the Royal Warrant and appointed officially on 

27
th

 October 1917.  Kipling‟s fitness for his later role in choosing, on behalf of the 

Commission, the most appropriate words for the memorial stones did not receive 

universal approval: „the cantankerous Lord Hugh Cecil questioned Rudyard‟s bona 

fides for this job since he was [“]not a known religious man[”].
1153

  Whilst Cecil‟s 

statement is true in that Kipling did not practise observance of a recognised religion, his 
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use of religious figures in the poems discussed within this thesis shows that Kipling‟s 

intimate knowledge of the Bible and other religious texts was formidable.   

  Lord Cecil‟s comment proved irrelevant, since although Kipling did not embrace 

personal religious practice, his biography gave him unique qualification to fulfil the role 

of I.W.G.C „wordsmith‟.  As Longworth states, as the cemeteries developed there was a 

requirement for diverse religious beliefs to be taken into account in the architectural 

artefacts and the graves themselves.  Kipling knew this and made accommodation for it: 

„[t]he quotation from Ecclesiasticus that Kipling chose…“Their name liveth for ever-

more” – deliberately omitted a previous phrase which might have offended Hindus‟.
1154

  

The preceding phrase is: „Their bodies are buried in peace;‟.
1155

  This phraseology 

would have been offensive because the custom of Hindus is to cremate their dead.
1156

   

  The Commission struggled to advance the delicate work that it had undertaken: „They 

had to set their own standards.  What form of commemoration should be 

adopted?...They must find a balance between the public interest and private right.‟
1157

  

However, despite difficulties in decision-making, one element was quickly agreed by 

the Commission.  The democratic ethos of the cemeteries was now officially the 

standard: „there was to be “no distinction…between officers and men lying in the same 

cemeteries in the form or nature of the memorials”‟.
1158

  This maintained the idea of a 

common sacrifice in a common cause.   

  According to Longworth, Kipling approved of the idea that each gravestone should 

bear the appropriate regimental insignia of the soldier buried there.  As he told his 
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fellow Commissioners: „both officers and men desired “distinctive regimental 

headstone which could be identified in every quarter of the world where a soldier of 

their regiment may be buried….[For]…when a man is once in the Service, it is for his 

regiment that he works, with his regiment that he dies, and in his death he wishes to be 

remembered as one of the regiment”‟.
1159

   

  The graves of the unknown were to be „marked with a headstone…[and]…some 

remark in their honour.‟
1160

  Longworth indicates the difficulty with which Kipling 

produced the device: “A soldier of the Great War…Known unto God‟.
1161

  Any 

identification on a grave was only given after careful and thorough verification: „[t]he 

Commission aimed to be scrupulously precise‟.
1162

  Where a grave had disappeared in 

further battles, or an exact site had been forgotten „or there was doubt as to which, 

of…two graves belonged to which of two men…the Commission was anxious to make 

a full commemoration….Hence the formulae “Known to be buried in this cemetery” or 

“Buried near this spot”, or, in the case of graves lost or destroyed…Kipling‟s…motto 

“Their glory shall not be blotted out”.
1163

  A final personal touch was to be added by the 

relatives of the deceased, in the form of an „inscription or text for the headstone‟.
1164

 

  Commemoration of the missing was one of the greatest problems the Commission 

faced: „[t]he missing dead had an equal right to remembrance, the anonymous grave an 

equal right to honour‟.
1165

  But difficulties arose in „determining who they were, of the 

high proportion of the war dead that they formed, of whether the memorials should 

be…connected with general battlefield memorials…[and]…of where they should be 
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sited‟.
1166

  This latter problem was close to Kipling‟s heart after the loss of his son at 

Loos, especially since John‟s body was not found during Kipling‟s lifetime.   

  By May 1922, visitors such as Kipling were joined by „[m]ore exalted visitors…to pay 

homage in the half-finished cemeteries of France and Flanders…King George V and 

Queen Mary‟.
1167

  Even so, commemoration of the missing „had hardly begun‟.
1168

  This 

was because the form of commemoration for them was undecided: „Kipling‟s exposition 

of the Commission‟s policy, in The Graves of the Fallen, merely gave assurance “that 

the dead who have no known resting place will be made equal with the others.  The 

result was a flood of letters… “panicking”, as Kipling put it, “to know what will be 

done about the missing dead”.
1169

  Kipling, in agreement with Ware, was against the 

idea of commemorating the missing with what he termed to be „“false graves”‟
1170

 such 

as a headstone, where no body existed.  Kipling also supported, in contradiction to his 

previous preference for commemoration by regiment, a proposal for commemoration by 

„geographical basis…[because]…“The “regiment” to the temporary army means 

practically nothing while the “place” means everything‟.
1171

  John Kipling is 

commemorated on a tablet on the walls of the memorial at Dud Corner, within sight of 

the battlefield on which he died. 

  In May 1920, William Burdett-Coutts, Member of Parliament „for 

Westminster…[and] the Commission‟s main parliamentary voice‟, quoted a letter of 

Kipling‟s to help defeat a vote of censure against the Commission: „You see we shall 

never have any grave to go to.  Our boy was missing at Loos….I wish some of the 

people who are making this trouble realised how more than fortunate they are to have a 
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name on a headstone in a named place‟.
1172

  Burdett-Coutts, Kipling and the new 

Commission‟ Chairman, Winston Churchill, were responding to criticism of the 

Commission, initiated by relatives of the dead and the press.
1173

  Members of the 

Commission recognised how difficult it would be for bereaved members of the public 

to accept some of the recommendations put forward.  Unfortunately however, the 

relationship of the Commission with the bereaved became extremely tense as it 

continued to enforce its ideas of democracy in death.  By early 1919 „[i]t was all–out 

war on the Commission.‟
1174

 

  It is evident that Kipling was highly influential in this furore, since Churchill asked 

him to address „a meeting of service members of the Commons‟
1175

 in order to 

engender support for the more controversial policies of the Commission and attempt to 

stem a growing tide of opposition against it and its aims.  Kipling „now buoyed with 

first-hand knowledge of conditions in the field…address[ed] a meeting of one hundred 

and fifty MPs who had served in the war…This helped rally support‟.
1176

  In the end, it 

was not the literary importance of Kipling but the circumstances of his personal loss 

which provided the most influential factor.
1177

  By 1919, throughout the world: „in 

all…there were to be 580,000 identified and 180,000 unidentified graves, and 530,000 

men whose graves were not known – the million and more British dead of the Great 

War‟.
1178

  All of these were commemorated, in part, by language and sentiments chosen 

by Kipling.  This provided a culmination of his work to represent Tommy Atkins.  

Concurrently, the work of the Commission came to fruition.  This was not without 
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difficulties in all aspects of the design, cost and structure, which according to 

Longworth required patient and lengthy negotiation over a period of several months.  

  Three model cemeteries provided a pattern for all and registration of the graves 

formed a crucial element of the enterprise.  However, this did not supply sufficient 

information for bereaved relatives who began visiting the cemeteries in large 

numbers:
1179

 

It was soon realised that many a relative was crossing the Channel 

without making previous enquiries…[about the location of a 

grave]….Kipling, a frequent visitor to France, looking in vain for the 

grave of his son, had seen many bereaved relatives wandering, confused, 

distressed and helpless from cemetery to cemetery.  He pressed for a 

proper system of local enquiry offices and in September 1920 persuaded 

the Commission to allocate £4,500 for this purpose.
1180

  

 

  Lycett confirms the impression given by Longworth that Kipling spent a great deal of 

time in France.  This was not only in the personal odyssey of searching for John but 

also in official, Commission work: „after more than two years‟ involvement with the 

War Graves Commission, Rudyard wanted to see its work at first hand‟.
1181

  He began 

to visit the I.W.G.C. cemeteries (appendix 35).  For example, throughout 1920, Kipling 

travelled extensively covering „nearly 1,500 miles…[whilst]…visiting some thirty 

cemeteries‟.
1182

  He reported that „[a]t Rouen he was struck by “the extraordinary 

beauty of the cemetery…and the almost heartbroken thankfulness of the relatives of the 

dead who were there”.‟
1183

  In addition to the poetry that has been discussed, evidence 

of the effect that this had on him is given by his short story „The Gardener‟.
1184

  

Norman Page states that following a visit to Rouen cemetery in 1925 and discussion 
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with the Head Gardener there, Kipling began the work „[t]hat same evening‟.
1185

  The 

subject of the narrative is an unmarried Englishwoman who visits the military cemetery 

in France in which her adoptive „nephew‟, actually her son, is buried.  When she is at 

first unable to find the grave the gardener (whom the reader recognises as Christ) 

directs her.
1186

  Page comments that this is an allusion to John. 20.15.
1187

  Despite 

Kipling‟s continued use in this story of the female subject perspective in the expression 

of grief, there can be no doubt that the narrative was personal.  This illustrates the 

importance that he gave to the duty of cemetery visits served both in an individual and 

general capacity.  He ensured that proper attention and remembrance were paid to the 

British Tommy killed in the war, whether or not he had a known grave.  This could 

serve as proxy for his own son.     

  Kipling describes a proposed visit to cemeteries in France: „I may put in a little time 

among the cemeteries again.  And that reminds me to ask you to get some photoes of 

the Guards Cemetery at Bayonne and send them to me.  I want to get those cemeteries 

under the control of the Imperial War Graves Commission if I can.‟
1188

  He is anxious to 

ensure that the uniformity of memorial is maintained under the auspices of the 

Commission‟s guidelines.  (Inspection of the international work with which the 

Commission was involved was one reason for the extensive travel noted by Longworth).  

  Inspection of memorials closer to home received equal attention from Kipling: 

„We…went…to Winchester for lunch and to see the Baker War Memorial…to the dead 

Wykehamists….[T]his is quite the most exquisite beautiful, powerful and moving thing 
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that has ever been done in that line.‟
1189

  Kipling emphasises his appreciation of the 

memorial in a letter to Herbert Baker (appendix 36).  Interestingly, his appreciation for 

the Baker War Memorial is absent in his discussion of the Tomb of the Unknown 

Warrior, the memorial which represents national remembrance: 

the unknown warrior‟s tombstone delight me not – either in the lettering 

or the inscription.  It looks as if Queen Alexandra and the Archbishop of 

Canterbury had had a night out together over it and that all the texts they 

had compromised upon had been added (like sampler work) all along the 

edges, unspeakably common!.
1190

 

 

  Visits to the cemeteries took a mental toll on Kipling.  In correspondence with Rider 

Haggard he remarks: „[“]One never gets over the shock of this Dead Sea of arrested 

lives[”]‟.
1191

  Nevertheless by 1923, Kipling describes the work of the Commission as 

„“the biggest single bit of work since any of the Pharoahs” adding, “and they only 

worked in their own country”‟.
1192

  His writing was an essential element of that work.  

Through the I.W.G.C, the memorialisation of the dead Tommy Atkins figure had 

become a national institution, with the influence of Kipling at its core.  Alongside this, 

his poetry continued to be viewed as pertinent: 

What a wonderful poem – I do feel that thousands of eyes must have 

softened with pain as they read…thousands of hearts must have felt he is 

[original emphasis] helping us – he knows…the hand holding their hand 

– the wonderful sense of someone who not only understands but can say 

it for them…[M]ay…the intense gratitude that is flowing out to you 

from the stricken and dumb sufferers help you just a little  

(22/38 File 22/26 /Document 17).
1193
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The representation of Tommy Atkins built upon ideas that Kipling had engendered from 

the previous century and the early years of the twentieth century.  However, in post-war 

Britain the figure of the soldier was now also a noble and sacrificial victim.  

  Perhaps the exertions on behalf of the Commission were cathartic for Kipling, or he 

felt that whatever he could not undertake for his own son, could be undertaken on behalf 

of someone else.  Correspondence illustrates how great his feelings of loss remain, in 

the years following John‟s death: „I‟ll do the best I can for the Inscription that you 

want...But I‟m afraid I‟m no good for unveiling Memorials to the dead – it cuts a bit too 

near.‟
1194

  Kipling believed in the work of the Imperial War Graves Commission from 

its inception.  His personal exertions on its behalf, are overwhelming evidence of this.  

Also apparent is his belief that the work was successful, despite opposition to many of 

its aims.  As he writes in 1928: „The Graves of the fallen in France are nearly all 

finished, and, though I say it who should not, the Cemeteries from Ypres to the end of 

our line look well and peaceful.‟
1195

   

  The development of military cemeteries across Europe was a result of „the 

unprecedented number of fallen during the First World War‟.
1196

  If Mosse is accurate 

in asserting that post Great War military cemeteries occupied an exalted position, then 

Kipling‟s engagement with the war graves could only augment his status.  The image of 

Tommy Atkins and his subsequent memorialisation was appropriated by the bereaved.  

He came to represent an ideal of flawless, sanctified soldierly perfection, not reflected 

in reality. It is impossible that every combatant could fulfil the heroic roles attributed to 

them.  Discussions of the Great War soldier-figure invariably engage with the „lions-

led-by-donkeys‟ portrayal, which historically speaking is inaccurate and unfair.  The 

poems of Kipling, including several of those in The Years Between collection and his 
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linguistic contributions to the work of the Commission, must be regarded as influential 

in this respect.  Concomitant with this image of the unblemished soldier-hero was the 

knowledge that those who remained were consumed by a perpetual grief and guilt, 

which required recognition.  Some later work, for example Kipling‟s 1923 poem 

„London Stone,‟ written „to commemorate the fifth anniversary of the armistice‟,
1197

 

illustrates this.  It exposes the raw emotions of the bereaved as they continue to mourn.  

The eight stanza poem is searing as it asks in stanza five:  

Where‟s our help, from Earth or Heaven. 

(Grieving–grieving!) 

To comfort us for what we‟ve given, 

And only gained the grieving?
1198

 

 

The penultimate and final lines of this stanza question whether the sacrifice of Tommy 

Atkins was too great a cost.  Every stanza repeats the phrase in parentheses „(Grieving–

grieving!)‟
1199

 which emphasises both the process and the personal loss.  The grief 

which „must last our whole lives through?‟ can only be endured through empathy with 

others: „“As I suffer, so do you.”/ That may ease the grieving.‟
1200

   

  Kipling began his depiction of Tommy Atkins to rejuvenate the position of the enlisted 

man in society.  The work with the Imperial War Graves Commission was the pinnacle 

of that effort.  Finally, the Tommy figure was no longer derided as worthless.  

Undoubtedly, this was partly because the new Tommy was representative of 

„everyman‟.  For Kipling, this included his son.  The Tommy‟s image, underpinned by 

Kipling‟s noble language, had itself acquired nobility and was purified by the individual 
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sacrifice that the soldiers undertook.  Kipling‟s position had shifted from champion of 

the enlisted man to poet of the bereaved.   

  During the Great War, because the men who had enlisted were representative of every 

sector of society, the soldier figure emerged into a new cultural and memorial space of 

national loss.  As volunteers, soldiers held special importance because they were 

ordinary men.  There was an essential requirement for memorials and remembrance of 

the lost men and a fear that without such an undertaking there would be subsequent 

national amnesia about the events of the war.   

  In May 1918 The Times stated that Kipling‟s was a voice to which attention would be 

paid, in consequence of his literary reputation and his status as a celebrity and 

international man of letters.  Moreover, his personal loss and sacrifice could be 

representative of all.  He engaged with a new audience of grieving relatives, to whom 

his poetry and writing could open up the concept of bereavement for public scrutiny.  

His letter to André Chevrillon illustrates Kipling‟s belief in the necessity of patriotic 

sacrifice and righteous conflict and his position of bereaved parent allowed him to 

disseminate this comforting idea to other parents in the same position.  The corollary of 

this was his involvement with the Imperial War Graves Commission.  Again, the extent 

to which he contributed in terms of appropriate language for the memorials and later as 

an inspector of graves, was from the dual perspective of literary heavyweight and 

bereaved parent.   This was an unintended influence on his reputation.  Whereas 

throughout his life he had set out to develop and maintain his status, the loss of his son 

had thrust additional, unsought for pressure on him to be a voice for another sector of 

society who would find it difficult to speak for themselves, the dead and bereaved of 

the Great War.       
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Conclusion 

  This thesis examines the genesis and development of Rudyard Kipling‟s celebrated 

literary and personal reputation, which spanned five decades until his death in 1936 and 

the factors at work to construct and maintain that reputation.  Jan Montefiore 

acknowledges the extent of Kipling‟s influence when she states that „[a]t the peak of his 

reputation in 1895, Kipling became an international celebrity of a kind previously 

unknown in Victorian England‟.
1201

  Whilst her comment indicates the decline that was 

suffered in his influence in later years, the examination of his life and close-reading of 

his work and correspondence undertaken during this thesis demonstrate that despite this 

apparent decline, he remained a very powerful figure until his death.  This thesis argues 

that personal management of his reputation was a crucial element in maintaining such 

life-long power and influence.      

  Chapter 1 begins the discussion on this subject, using as evidence the multiple, 

international obituaries and correspondence found in Volumes  28/15 – Obituary 

Notices (I) January 1936 and 28/16 – Obituary Notices (II) January 1936 in the Kipling 

Archive.  According to a further, anonymous obituary in the Times Literary Supplement 

he was regarded as „a national institution‟ all over the world, despite his „literary 

activity [having been] slight for many years.‟
1202

  This hints towards a notion of 

management of his reputation, since he could not place life-long reliance entirely on his 

writing to maintain his influence, as the popularity of his work began to diminish.  

Paradoxically, the anonymous obituarist states that: „[s]eldom had a famous national 

institution been the object of more hostile criticism; some of it, indeed, unfair and 

marred by lack of understanding, yet some of it damaging enough.‟
1203

  In chapter 1 of 
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this thesis, George Orwell‟s remarks confirm this idea, whilst concurrently exploring 

the conundrum of Kipling‟s apparent, continued authority after almost 50 years.     

  Montefiore argues that he „owed the scale of his success as an internationally famous 

and discussed writer not only to his own talent, great as it was, but to the existence of an 

expanding publishing industry circulating its products world wide at the moment when 

he began to make his career as a London-based professional writer in 1889‟.
1204

  

Kipling‟s father, John Lockwood confirms this in correspondence that is explored in 

chapter 2.  His letter notes the dynamism of the cultural period and the entire chapter 

looks at how Rudyard became successful, the level of his success and his further great 

good-fortune, also explored in chapter 1, that the inception of the role of literary agent 

should coincide with Kipling‟s recognition that such an intermediary would be a 

necessary, additional tool for the management of his career. 

  Part of Kipling‟s self-management is discussed in chapter 2 in the earliest themes with 

which he engaged, for example, in his 1888 Plain Tales from the Hills.  The unknown 

obituarist comments that „in those early days he was the mouthpiece of classes and 

types that were not themselves vocal and had long lacked a chronicler.  India, with its 

heat and dust, its diversities of creed and caste was suddenly brought to the door of the 

stay-at-home Englishman.‟
1205

  Portrayal of this under-represented group was Kipling‟s 

choice.    

  His familiarity with his chosen subjects continued into later years, even as those 

subjects changed.  Chapter 4 of this thesis illustrates Kipling‟s intimate knowledge of 

the army.  For example on page 120 which states that having read Barrack Room 

Ballads, A. E. Housman‟s soldier brother, George declares of Kipling that „“There 

never was such a man…who understands “Tommy Atkins” in the rough, as he 
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does”‟.
1206

  In the Boer War chapter 5, it is shown that soldiers believed that Kipling 

knew them: „I read your Service Songs before the war with joy, but after putting in nine 

months in France with American Expeditionary Forces in the Infantry, I rediscovered 

them and now I recognise their intrinsic worth.  As we used to say in the Platoon, “He 

knew the Game.” Than which there is no higher praise….You who know soldiers will 

understand‟ (22/38 File 22/2 /Document 40).
1207

   

  Since Kipling had the foresight to explore topics that he knew intimately and had 

experienced, additional verisimilitude could be found in his writing with which his 

readers heartily engaged.  In addition, he used linguistic tools such as dialect and accent 

to add effect. The result was a huge readership which included the Anglo-Indian 

community, armchair English travellers, members of the armed forces (including the 

navy, an aspect not explored in this project) and enthusiastic readers across all aspects 

of society.  Finally, chapter 7 examines his management of a role which was thrust upon 

him by tragic circumstance, spokesman of the bereaved.  As a Commissioner for the 

Imperial War Graves Commission he could ensure that the memorialisation of the dead 

soldier was appropriate, timely and managed effectively.  This included defending the 

IWGC itself against powerful detractors of its purposes.  At least part of his defence 

owed its success to his reputation as „friend‟ to the combatant.   

  Chapter 2 of this thesis explores a new aspect or insight into why Kipling may have so 

assiduously fostered specific self-imagery.  This is an insight into his possible racial 

anxiety, which seems to have been unnoticed by critics and biographers and aspects of 

which are deliberately brought to the attention of Kipling‟s cousin, Stanley Baldwin.   
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  Kipling‟s sister, Trix, hints that even at an early age on private publication of his work, 

Schoolboy Lyrics, Kipling reacted furiously.  Later, she bemoans the wholesale 

destruction by her brother of family papers and suggests that this was undertaken so that 

any future „reading‟ of Kipling and his family would be from his personal perspective.  

The obituarist of the Times Literary Supplement gives evidence of Kipling‟s personal 

authority over his own output.  The obituary states in discussion of his work that 

„[m]ore of Kipling will go down to posterity than the fastidious literary critic is 

prepared to pass.  The flaws are those of a great and original craftsman; in the most 

faulty productions there is power; one feels everywhere in them the grip of a strong 

hand.‟
1208

  This „strong hand‟ is visible in all aspects of his writing, including his 

personal papers and correspondence and in discussion of his methods and aims.  It 

confirms his self-management of his work and life.  This thesis argues that in part, use 

of this determination is to combat Kipling‟s conscious and unconscious anxieties in 

relation to race and heritage.           

This thesis has examined and deconstructed Kipling‟s correspondence and papers to 

explore the building of his status, because the letters reflect the ways in which he self-

consciously „micro-managed‟ the making of his reputation whilst confirming at the 

same time, as evidenced by fan letters from presidents, ambassadors, kings and 

members of a vast readership that his reputation was colossal.       
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Appendix 1: The University of Sussex Kipling Archive 

 

  In Archives In Education [1995], Ian Coulson and Anne Crawford state that the „main 

concern of archivists and the principal purpose of…record office[s] is the preservation 

of original documents‟.
1
 The book discusses archival material in teaching, but its 

arguments also have a broader context.  For example, that the use of „letters or diary 

accounts distinguish between a fact and a point of view and how attitudes and 

circumstances can influence an individual‟s interpretation of historical events‟.
2
  It 

specifically discusses the role of local and national record offices, yet the notion of 

preservation is espoused within the fabric and context of all archives.  An archive 

allows the collection, centralisation, conservation, restoration, retrieval, dissemination 

and interpretation of surviving historical documents and artefacts.  Those which are too 

precious, or fragile, to be available in the public domain may be carefully conserved and 

stored.  Post conservation and prior to storage, it may possible for expert conservators to 

copy the information that is contained within the artefacts.  These reproductions are then 

available for research, preventing loss of the information.  These texts may be re-

examined from a contemporary perspective, with the advantage of an „overview‟ 

provided by chronological distance and the possible existence of more recent, relevant, 

additional material.  The provision of central archival storage and retrieval should allow 

ready access to the materials to be explored.   

  The composition and structure of an archive dedicated to the personal and public 

papers of any individual is specific, or exclusive in nature.  Whilst it must fulfil all the 

criteria already, generally stated, to ensure the overall preservation of artefacts and data, 

there must be an additional personal and to some extent memorial function, which may 

not be in the terms of reference of a more general archive.  Such a dedicated collection 

                                                 
1
 Ian Coulson and Anne Crawford, eds., Archives In Education (London: Public Records Office 

Publications, 1995) 4.  
2
 Coulson and Crawford 3.  



 2   

can provide a specific perspective of that person, since there is an opportunity for the 

subject themselves to „speak‟ through their personal papers.  Of course, the subject is 

mediated through other perspectives, that of other contributors to the archive, the 

archivists, who may be selective in the content of a collection, or choose to arrange the 

material to give a specific viewpoint and those researchers who read and utilise archive 

material.  Nonetheless, it may be the closest that it is possible to come to actual 

engagement with a subject, after his or her death.    

  The University of Sussex Kipling Archive at Falmer is the repository for the major 

portion of the papers, correspondence and manuscripts that relate to the life and work of 

Rudyard Kipling.  It is one of several Special Collections held at the University site.  

The history of the Kipling Archive is detailed on the University of Sussex Special 

Collections Website.
3
  The website and the corresponding catalogue

4
 state that: 

The Kipling Archive was deposited at the University of Sussex by the 

National Trust in 1978. The papers were accumulated by Rudyard 

Kipling, his wife Carrie [Caroline] and their daughter Elsie Bambridge.  

Elsie was Kipling‟s only surviving descendant and, with the help of 

Kipling‟s former secretary Cecily Nicholson, she began to sort the 

documents she had inherited.  To ease the task of the official biographer, 

Mrs Bambridge regained possession of further letters in the sale-room 

and had copies made of others which remained in private hands.  When 

she died in 1976, a childless widow, Wimpole Hall (her Cambridgeshire 

home) and its archive passed to the National Trust.
5
   

 

The archive is extensive and described in the catalogue and on the website as an: 

„incomparable resource‟.  This is a justifiable claim, since the large amount of material 

available in the Collection relates to Kipling‟s entire career.  (In addition to the Main 

Kipling Collection, there is a series of additional boxes and seventeen other related 

                                                 
3
  „Introduction,‟ University of Sussex Library Special Collections Kipling Archive 6 March 

2007 <http://www.sussex.ac.uk/library/speccoll/collection_introductions/kipling.html>.  The other 

elements of the Kipling Archive can be accessed via links. 
4
 Neil Parkinson, ed.,  Poets and Polymaths: Special Collections at The University of Sussex 

(Brighton: University of Sussex, 2002).    
5
 „Archival History,‟ University of Sussex Library Special Collections Kipling Archive 6 March 

2007 <http://www.sussex.ac.uk/library/speccoll/collection_descriptions/kipling.html>.    

http://www.sussex.ac.uk/library/speccoll/collection_introductions/kipling.html
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/library/speccoll/collection_descriptions/kipling.html
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collections, purchased by the University, at a date later than the relocation of the Main 

Collection.  Details can be found in the catalogue).
6
  This career spanned more than five 

decades, since from his earliest years Kipling was a prolific writer.
7
  It also 

encompasses many areas of his personal and family life: „Three generations of Kiplings 

are represented, as the Archive also contains papers relating to Rudyard‟s father, John 

Lockwood Kipling, and his three children, Josephine, John and Elsie‟.
8
  Also included, 

in the additional papers, is a set of letters between Caroline Kipling and her mother, 

which „record the personal life of the Kipling‟s, including the military career and early 

death of John Kipling (1897-1915), their only son‟,
9
 as well as correspondence with 

other, more distant family members.
10

    

  The Kipling Archive contains a range of materials, in addition to personal and public 

letters, both to and from Kipling.  This includes a substantial body of correspondence 

with official bodies and with influential, famous and public figures of the day, some of 

whom were colleagues and acquaintances.  To each category he corresponded 

frequently and at length.  In addition to the renowned array of published texts and 

poems, there are manuscripts, notebooks, music, albums of family photographs, sketch 

books, personal memorabilia, examples of early publications, printed and official  

papers and volumes of cuttings, which detail Kipling‟s career progress, major life 

events and death.  The website notes that the contents of the Archive illustrate „[t]he 

truly international career (Lahore, South Africa, Vermont, East Sussex[sic]) of a writer 

                                                 
6
 Parkinson (2002). 

7
 Kipling began work on the staff of the Civil and Military Gazette, Lahore in 1882.  Prior to this 

his Schoolboy Lyrics were privately printed in 1881.  He was working on the autobiographical Something 

of Myself at the time of his death in 1936.  It was published posthumously in 1937. Charles Carrington, 

Rudyard Kipling His Life and Work (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1986) 15.           
8
 „Introduction,‟ 6 March 2007.     

9
 „Introduction,‟ 6 March 2007.  Parkinson (2002).  Caroline Kipling‟s letters to her mother are 

held as a later part of the collection, as microfilm in the Kipling-Balestier-Dunham Letters.    
10

 The Macdonald and Baldwin Papers are later, separate additions which contain material made 

by and concerning the extended Kipling family.  
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at work in momentous times‟.
11

  Thomas Pinney has edited and published a series of 

collections of the letters of Kipling, principally using the Sussex Archive.  As he 

remarks: „[a]s a letter writer…he is copious, he is various, and he is always 

interesting… his letters exhibit the same abilities as his more carefully planned and 

frequently revised work for publication…[they] evoke Kipling‟s alert and lively interest 

in the world around him.‟
12

 

  Access to the Kipling Collection is simple, in that no special permission is required to 

view much of the material, by appointment.  The main Collection is stored in 33 

identical, consecutively numbered and indexed boxes.  There are further identical boxes, 

which are mainly un-numbered, containing Addition Files 1-40.  The indexing of the 

boxes is topical.  For example, boxes 1-3
13

 relate to the correspondence, drawing and 

sketches of John Lockwood Kipling.  Boxes 11-23
14

 relate entirely to correspondence to 

and from the Kiplings and their family, personal and public.  Each box contains a set of 

numbered light brown folders.  These are the document files.  Each of these files 

contains a varying number of documents, or artefacts.  For example, Box 20/38
15

 

contains files 20/12-14, 20/16 & 20/17, 20/19-22, 20/24, & 20/26-/28, which are full of 

documents relating to specific international honours which were offered, or awarded, to 

Kipling.  File 20/19 is letters and Post Office telegraphs relating to an offer of 

membership to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, in November 1899.  File 

20/16 contains a letter relating to the offer of an Honorary Degree from the University 

of Paris, in July 1921.  Some of the files are personal and intrusive.  For example, an 

entire file is dedicated to one document on the topic of the chronic ill health that 

                                                 
11

 „Introduction,‟ 6 March 2007.    
12

 Thomas Pinney, ed., The Letters of Rudyard Kipling Volume 1: 1872-89 (Basingstoke: 

Macmillan Press Ltd, 1990a) vii.     
13 

1/38-John Lockwood Kipling Correspondence.  2/38-Drawings/Sketches of John Lockwood 

Kipling and 3/38-John Lockwood Kipling Sketch Books.   
14

 See Bibliography for the full description of these Kipling Archive resources.  
15 

20/38-K/P: Correspondence: Topical Private-Public.  
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eventually killed Kipling.  It is a copy of a typed, chronological, clinical history of his 

illnesses, as copied from the diaries of his wife, Caroline (Carrie), between 1915 and his 

death in 1936.  Undated, although known to be typed shortly after his death, it states: 

„For twenty-years Mr. Rudyard Kipling suffered from duodenal ulcer.  He endured 

constant and often acute pain, sicknesses, haemorrhages and ultimately perforation, 

when he died‟ (25/38 File 25/14 Document D).
16

  The document lists consultations with 

14 doctors and 4 surgeons throughout this last illness.  

  In the additions section, two files are of particular interest.  In Box Adds 26 (2), (noted 

as Ad. 26) Files 2/3, 2/7, 2/10, 2/12, are individual photographs of the three Kipling 

children, Josephine, Elsie and John and a pocket Kodak 6” x 9” black embossed, 

landscape photograph album, with the Kipling insignia (figs. 27 and 28).  This contains 

a large number of early family photographs.  

 

Fig. 27 Kipling Trademark at the United States Patent Office.  Described by Kipling as 

having been used by him, in these formats, since December 1888 (4/38 File 4/9). 

                                                 
16

 25/38-K/P: Literary Manuscripts.  
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Fig. 28 Cover to the Kipling Archive Catalogue at the University of Sussex.  The 

insignia appears on many Kipling papers, both published and unpublished. 

 

The second file of note in this section is Ads 40, in particular Document Ad. 40.  This is 

a plain blue book with the inscription, Rudyard Kipling, on the front cover, dated 

London 1946-1948.  The book contains extracts from Caroline Kipling‟s diary „copied 

from the originals at Wimpole Hall, Cambridgeshire, 1946-1948 by Douglas Rees for 

Lord Birkenhead‟,
17

 with summaries of letters from, or about, Rudyard Kipling.  At 

times, it gives a further insight and Caroline‟s perspective on an event, letter or 

statement, given by Kipling in his own papers.  The diary includes an annual comment, 

written by him, at the close of each year.  It is noted in the introduction that: 

The following pages are the carbon copies of summaries made for the 

Earl of  Birkenhead…while collecting material for the official biography 

of Rudyard Kipling.  As the majority of these are of a confidential nature 

this book must on no account be sold at any time whatsoever.  Some of 

the extracts, many of them in fact, are copyright to Kipling‟s literary 

                                                 
17

 „Catalogue,‟ University of Sussex Library Special Collections Kipling Papers 18 September 

2008 <http://www.sussex.ac.uk/library/speccoll/collection_catalogues/kipling.html>         

http://www.sussex.ac.uk/library/speccoll/collection_catalogues/kipling.html
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legatee and therefore sale of this book might lead to infringement of 

copyright (File Ads. 40 Document Ad. 40).
18

 

 

  In addition to the boxes there is a series of 18 volumes of cuttings, articles, verses, 

stories and speeches which relate to Kipling and a further three volumes of similar 

material which relate to his father, John Lockwood Kipling.  These vary greatly in both 

appearance and contents.  For example, Volume 28/2
19

 is an album of 48 pages, which 

has thick, brown, woven covers, with an ornate decoration of a framed, classical, 

Grecian style, female figure in relief on the front.  The word „Album‟ is written and 

decorated after the style of illuminated text and handwritten on this cover is the title 

Articles Poems by R.K. Vol. 2 1885.  The articles and poems are pasted in, dated by 

hand and each page is numbered by hand, in pencil.  Attached to the inside flyleaf is a 

handwritten index and the inside of the cover has the Kipling insignia (see fig. 28).  The 

album is in an outer protective box of thick, brown linen effect card noted on the 

Kipling Archive Catalogue website
20

 as being 101/2” x 81/2”.  It is just slightly smaller 

than the box.  

  Volume 28/3
21

 is a much larger book, at 171/2” x 111/2”, with 151 pages.  It appears 

to be more luxurious, being a bound volume in burgundy and plum leather. The spine, 

wrap around and corners are burgundy edged in gold.  The spine has five decorative 

cross pieces, also edged in gold.  Rudyard Kipling His Book is written in gold lettering 

on the front, with 1886-1887, Vol. 3 written in hand, also on the front.  The inside cover 

has the Kipling insignia pasted on it.  The flyleaf has a handwritten index of cuttings, of 

which at least 15 of those indexed are poems published in Departmental Ditties (1886).  

                                                 
18

 (Box un-numbered) Additions 40/38-K/P.  
19 

28/2-Album-Articles and  Poems by Rudyard Kipling 1885.     
20

 „Catalogue,‟ 15 March 2007.  These articles are noted as having been published in The 

Pioneer, 1885.       

      
21 

28/3-Articles and Poems by Rudyard Kipling 1886-1887.   
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In his autobiography, Something of Myself, Kipling describes these as „a collection of 

newspaper verses on Anglo-Indian life…dealing with things known and suffered by 

many people‟.
22

  Several pages have been roughly removed from the beginning of the 

book and the remaining pages are rather mottled and a little damaged.  There is hand 

dating of several articles.  The articles and poems are pasted into the book.  

  In contrast, Volume 28/9
23

 is slightly smaller at 15” X 11” and is in poor condition.  It 

is made of thick card covered by thin leather and the corners and badly damaged spine 

are in burgundy leather with no edging.  Newspaper Cuttings is written in gold lettering 

and Speeches 1907-1935 is written by hand.  There is no Kipling insignia and the 

contents are alphabetically indexed by hand.  There is a hand-written note of which 

speeches are collected in which published books.
24

   

  Three volumes referenced as Volumes 28/19, 28/20, & 28/21 are press cuttings from 

when John Lockwood Kipling was a regular correspondent for the Pioneer newspaper, 

in India, between 1870-73, 1873-77 & 1877-97.  The quantity of material carefully 

gathered and arranged in the 18 books, is an indication of the fond interest evinced by 

Kipling‟s family in his career and success.  The other three volumes indicate a similar 

level of interest in the newspaper work of his father.  They vary greatly in both 

appearance and contents.  

 There are two particularly interesting volumes in this set.
25

  They are filled with pasted 

cuttings of notices from the international, national and local press.  What is noteworthy 

in these two, large scrap-books
26

 is the high level of international and national interest 

                                                 
      

22
 Rudyard Kipling, Something of Myself: For My Friends Known and Unknown (London: 

Macmillan and Co. Ltd, 1964) 68.   

      
23

 28/9-Speeches 1907-1935.  

      
24 

N. B. In the web Catalogue, there are two volumes of cuttings indexed as 28/9. „Catalogue,‟  

15 March 2007.  In the actual collection, the volume, Stories and Poems 1930-1937 /Miscellaneous 

Cuttings 1891-1945 Volume 8 is referenced as 28/8. 

      
25

 28/15 and 28/16 Rudyard Kipling Obituary Notices Volumes (I) and (II) January 1936.     

      
26

 Both volumes are noted in the Catalogue as being 161/2” x 121/2” and 98 and 99 pages. 

„Catalogue,‟ 15 March 2007.      
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that was displayed in Kipling at his death. The handwritten index, which is pasted onto 

the flyleaf of Volume II, denotes a huge number of cuttings in a ledger-like book which 

is hand numbered to 99 pages.  These include numerous U.S., French and national and 

regional U.K. papers.  Also included are the German, Indian, Canadian, Belgian, 

Rumanian, Moroccan, Italian, Swiss, Australian, Malayan, Maltese, Algerian and Dutch 

Press, as well as contributions from the „Dominions‟ and from Luxembourg.  They offer 

a remarkable insight into the influential position that was held by Kipling in 1936, the 

year that he died. 

  Working with the different types of documents in the Kipling Archive is not without 

difficulty. The amount of material held in the Collection means that it took over a year 

of regular visits to read through it all.  Many of the documents have been photocopied 

which makes them much easier to handle, since there are no additional precautions 

required as there would be in handling the originals.  If it was required, as for example 

when Files 24/1-24/4 were examined, it was possible to request access to the original 

documents.  These files are manuscript notebooks of verses, in either Kipling‟s hand or 

that of his mother and father.  It was difficult to determine the chronology of the works 

from the photocopies alone, as well as some of the copies being of poor quality.  In 

addition, the poems are numbered in his own hand, according to Kipling‟s own, rather 

quirky system.  It is unclear whether the numbers relate to pages or poems, although the 

former seems likely.  Reading the original manuscripts added clarity and allowed the 

alterations to the poems to be tracked, chronologically.   

  Much of the correspondence, from many sources, is handwritten.  This was often 

difficult to read, Kipling being one of the more challenging writers to interpret.  At 

times, comments and words in his handwriting were completely indecipherable, 

becoming even less legible as he aged.  As Kipling notes himself, relating to his early 
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writing career: „Mem.  In future alter the formation of my w‟s which are printed as 

double o‟s: thus giving wild appearances to innocent words‟ (16/38 File 16/5 Document 

82).
27

  Sometimes, he added comments to the borders and edges of his letters, which 

obscured elements of the text (figs. 29 and 30).    

 

Fig. 29 Part of a file of handwritten versions of „The Gift of The Sea‟ (24/38 File 

24/23).  Note the difficulty in reading the handwriting and the corrections, erasures and 

writing of one verse over another. 

 

                                                 
      

27
 Rudyard Kipling at Embankment Chambers, Villiers Street The Strand, London, “To Mrs 

Edmonia Hill,” in Allahabad, India, 18 November 1889.  16/38-K/P: Correspondence Hi-L.        
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Fig. 30 Part of a file of handwritten and illustrated versions of „Great Heart‟.  Also 

included in the file are pen and ink drawings, independent of the poems  

(24/38 File 24/27). 

 

Kipling notes of his writing in 1915: 

As to handwriting, I sprawl in dust and ashes, because I‟ve had my own 

punishment.  It‟s one of my correspondents who writes absolutely the 

foulest fists that ever was and I‟ve had to puzzle and swear my way 

through his infernal communications for weeks past.  The wife stands by 

and reads me Moral Lectures saying: –   “Ah!  Now You see what it 

means!”  I do!  I‟m sorry.  Bad writing is a Crime besides being an 

Insolence and an Outrage and a Waste of Time.
28

 (figs. 31 and 32). 

 

                                                 
28

 Rudyard Kipling, “To C. R. L Fletcher,” 10 April 1915, The Letters of Rudyard Kipling 

Volume 4: 1911-19, ed. Thomas Pinney (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press Ltd, 1999) 295-296. Fletcher was 

„the Oxford historian with whom [Kipling] had collaborated in a History of England for schools‟ [1911] 

Carrington (1986) 553.           
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Figs. 31 and 32 Rudyard Kipling at Brown‟s Hotel, London, “To C. R. L. Fletcher”, 

April 10
th

 1915.  Letter and transcript (15/38 File 15/4 Document 15). 
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  This may explain why some of the material has been transcribed, as well as copied.  

For example, in box 13 (8-20), all files in section 8-16 are the typed transcripts of the 

photocopies and original letters of box 13 (1-7).  From 13/17 onwards, the photocopies 

and transcripts are next to each other in the same box.
29

  But this too has caused some 

difficulties.  The transcriptions are not always accurately performed and alterations are 

made from the original text, for example when Kipling writes: „[t]he Hotel Brighton, 

where they never admit that I am, is a very present refuge in times of trouble‟.
30

  The 

transcription notes the word „present‟ as „pleasant‟, even though „present‟ is actually 

quite clear.  „Pleasant‟ is of course still a word which is correct in this usage and it reads 

better anyway.  The error could be deemed to be quite minor.  

  However, this is not always the case.  The difficulties of working from originals, 

photocopies and transcripts where corrections are made by other researchers and 

archivists, can be illustrated by the example of one of the most poignant letters of the 

whole collection.  In it Kipling writes: 

Our boy was reported “wounded & missing” since Sep. 27 – the battle 

of Loos and we‟ve heard nothing official since that date…He was senior 

ensign tho‟ only 18 years and 6 weeks, had worked like the devil for a 

year at Warley…I‟m sorry that all the years [sic] work ended in that one 

afternoon…The wife is standing it wonderfully tho‟ she of course clings 

to the bare hope of his being a prisoner.
31

 

 

The comment „years work‟ is clearly without apostrophe in the photocopy of the 

original (Pinney also publishes the letter in this form).  An apostrophe is added in the 

transcript, which gets rid of the ambiguity of whether Kipling is writing about a military 

                                                 
      

29
 13 (1-7)/38 and 13 (8-20)/38-K/P: Correspondence: Kiplings. 

      
30

  Rudyard Kipling, “To Caroline and Elsie Kipling,” 23 August 1915, Pinney (1999) 333-335.  

13 (8-20)/38.  Files 13/17 and 13/18 are photocopies of the original, handwritten letters.  File A.14 is the 

accompanying transcript.    

      
31

 Rudyard Kipling, “To Colonel Lionel Charles Dunsterville,” 12 November 1915, Pinney 

(1999) 344-345.   
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year‟s work at Warley, or the years‟ work of the entire life and upbringing of John.  The 

alteration clearly indicates the latter interpretation (figs. 22 and 23 – see also chapter 7).   

 

       

Figs. 22 and 23 Rudyard Kipling at Batemans, “To General Lionel Dunsterville”, 

November 12
th

 1915.  Letter and transcript  

(14/38 Files 14/51 & 14/52 Documents Un-numbered and 25). 

 

Logic suggests that the assumption made in the transcript is correct.  However, other 

correspondence in the files casts doubt over this interpretation: 

I met him a few days after his boy had been posted as “wounded and 

missing”…Mr. Kipling had no inclination to appeal for sympathy.  All 

he said was, “The boy had reached the supreme moment of his life, what 

would it avail him to outlive that?”  And the father concentrated himself 

not on revenge, but on writing words that would comfort the bereaved 

and warn the world against making too easy conditions with a ruthless 

enemy.  This showed the Kipling with a strong sense of duty and a deep 

love of his country (32/38 File 32/6 Document A).
32

 

 

(This is a response to a lecture given and publicised (in the Daily Telegraph, July 31st 

& Daily Mirror July 29th) in July 1936 by Oliver Baldwin, second cousin to Kipling.  

                                                 
32 This is taken from the photocopy of a transcript of a letter from D.C. Ponton, former tutor to 

Elsie.  No date is given.  32/38-K/P: Papers of Kipling‟s Children.   
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Baldwin purported to have known Kipling well after the death of John, the war and in 

his latter years.  Baldwin was attempting to make claims about his cousin.  These are 

mentioned in Ponton‟s letter: „In September, 1915, his son was posted as missing at the 

Battle of Loos.  From this date Kipling became an entirely different man.  All the lovely 

side of his nature died in him.  Broken by the loss of his son in the war, Kipling 

concentrated himself in revenge‟ (32/38 File 32/6 Document A).
33

  

  However improbable it seems to a current, contemporary reader, there is a possibility, 

suggested by this latter correspondence, that Kipling did mean the single year of 

training.  Thus, by inaccurate reproduction the role of the transcript has been altered 

from reporting to interpreting the data that it seeks to reproduce.  There is further 

ambiguity in the final sentence of the letter to Lionel Dunsterville: „We‟ve a hell of a 

year ahead of us but after that I think we‟ll be through.‟
34

  It is unclear whether Kipling 

is referring to the coming year for himself and Carrie, or the war, its course and the 

English nation and its power of endurance.  If it is a personal reference then one year 

seems rather brief, if grieving for an only son.  Again, logic suggests that Kipling is 

referring to the war.  However, the interpretation of that sentence may be made in the 

light of the absent, or added, apostrophe, which although it appears to be a minute 

physical alteration, may be crucial in directing a possible reading of the personality and 

character of Kipling.  Other errors and omissions in transcription may not be so easy to 

determine.  (This important letter receives close reading and discussion in chapter 7 – 

Poet of the Bereaved).      

  With some documents it is easy to see why errors have occurred.  In copying a word 

which is totally illegible, there has been an attempt at a „best guess‟ at what that word 

may be.  This is open to the individual interpretation of any researcher, or biographer, 

                                                 
33

 32/38.  
34

Rudyard Kipling, “To Colonel Lionel Charles Dunsterville,” 12 November 1915, Pinney 

(1999) 344-345.     
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who uses the Archive.  Kipling began using a typewriter in later life, which did help 

close reading of his correspondence.  However, his typing was indifferent at times, with 

errors in punctuation, spelling and grammar: „After all, why shouldn‟t I inflict some of 

my own typing on you?  It‟s a good deal clearer than my own hand of write.‟
35

  Of 

course these could be easily read.  However, they may still require a level of 

interpretation since Kipling does not often correct them. 

  It is astounding to consider the huge amount of manuscript material that is still 

available to examine at the Archive.  As Pinney observes „Kipling was a determined 

destroyer of personal papers, animated by a fierce resentment of the fact that his privacy 

was always subject to invasion…Kipling‟s destructions included most of the letters sent 

to him‟.
36

  Kipling had commented on this subject as early as 1925: „There is nothing 

sadder, I think than going through the papers of a man of mind & vigour – after his 

death.  One comes across such an immense amount of work set out & not done:  and 

one sees bits of his real self in the queerest places.‟ (15/38 Files 15/4 & 15/5 

Documents 41/827 & 42).
37

 

                                                 
35

 Rudyard Kipling, “To H. A. Gwynne,” 20-21 March 1926, The Letters of Rudyard Kipling 

Volume 5: 1920-30, ed. Thomas Pinney (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004b) 278-281.    

      
36

 Pinney, (1990a) editorial and introduction xi.   
37 

Rudyard Kipling at Batemans, “To C.R .L. Fletcher,” 18 September 1925 15/38-K/P: 

Correspondence F-Ha.               
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Appendix 2: Manuscript Gift of Rewards and Fairies 

 

On behalf of the Syndics of the University Library I may say that we 

should be proud indeed to accept the MS of Rewards and Fairies which 

you so kindly offer us.  Certainly I will see that your wishes are 

respected; that no public announcement is made of the present; and that 

nobody except myself has any access to it, at least during your lifetime, 

and that no collating is ever to be permitted.  (I might mention that it is 

on these terms that we hold a [sic] MS of the late Lord Tennyson‟s 

(23/38 File 23/24 Un-numbered document).
1
  

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 B. F. Scholfield at the University Library, Cambridge, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 9 July 1926 

23/38-K/P: Correspondence: Literary Other Works-Other Writers etc.      
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Appendix 3: Admiration of „Recessional‟  

 

You will see by this morning‟s Times that we fulfilled our happy 

commission yesterday, and I sigh with contentment to think of your 

splendid hymn [Recessional] spreading over the world by tonight.  It 

seems to me to be a perfect piece of work and a beautiful, and what more 

is wanted?   Uncle Ned and Phil join in admiration and delight‟  

(22/38 File 22/49 Document 19)
1
  

 

                                                 
1
 Aunt Georgiana [Georgie] Burne-Jones, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 17 July 1897 22/38-K/P: 

Correspondence: Literary General-Verse.   
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Appendix 4: „Recessional‟ and Imperial Fame 

 

  Another overt and early link between Kipling, ideas of Englishness and imperial 

affinities is expressed in a letter sent to him in September 1897: 

I thought you might care to know that your noble hymn “A Recessional” 

[sic] was sung for the first time in South Africa in St. Mary‟s Collegiate 

Church…at the church parade, held…for the Volunteer returnees from 

active service at the close of the Langberg campaign  

(22/38 File 22/49 /Document A23).
1
    

 

 

 

                                                 
1 A.T. Wingman, Senior Chaplain to the Colonial Forces in South Africa, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 

September 1897 22/38-K/P: Correspondence: Literary General-Verse.    
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Appendix 5: Poem About the Press 

 

  According to Rutherford: „[t]he following stanza is preserved in a letter from Low in 

the Library of Congress in which he says it comes from [“]an unpublished poem of 40 

lines[”]‟.
1
  Kipling‟s views are clear:  

There is gold in the News they call Daily, 

    There is pence [sic] in the sheets of Pall Mall, 

But I whistle in front of them gaily 

    And softly consign them to – well, 

If you, Sir, had suffered my anguish 

    Alone, ‟neath [sic] a tropical sun, 

You‟d let every newspaper languish, 

    Ere making a contract with one.
2
 

                                                 
1
 Andrew Rutherford, ed., Early Verse by Rudyard Kipling 1879-1889 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 

1986) 469.          
2
 Rutherford 469.  
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Appendix 6: Silk Copy of „The Absent Minded Beggar‟ 

 

  In Box 30/38-K/P: Printed Books Kipling File 30/1 is a presentation copy, printed on 

padded silk, of the poem, „The Absent Minded Beggar‟.  In triptych format, with a sepia 

image of, „A Gentleman in Khaki‟, between verses II an III.  There is a dedication: 

„This souvenir is presented by Mrs. Langtry on the occasion of the 100
th

 performance of 

the “Degenerates” at the Garrick Theatre.  For permission to use Mr. Kipling‟s poem 

Mrs. Langtry has made to the “Daily Mail” [sic] a contribution of £100 for the benefit 

of the wives and children of the reservists fighting in South Africa‟.  Daily Mail 

Publishing Co. copyright 1899.     

  Kipling discusses the purpose of the poem in Something of Myself in the chapter on 

the Boer War.  The extract is pasted into one of the books of cuttings:  

Money was wanted to procure small comforts for the troops at the 

front, and, [sic] to this end, “The Daily Mail” started what must have 

been a very early “stunt”. It was agreed that I should ask the public for 

subscriptions.  That paper charged itself with the rest.
1
 

 

                                                 
1 

(28/8, 1930-1937 & 1891-1945, 73) 28/8 Stories and Poems 1930-1937 /Miscellaneous 

Cuttings 1891-1945.    
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Appendix 7: Canadian Authors‟ Tribute 

 

  National and international associations wrote and cabled to Caroline, to express their 

regret at Kipling‟s death:  

All the members of the Canadian Authors [sic] Association most 

earnestly sympathize [sic] in irreparable loss Stop With homage to the 

greatest master of the English tongue and gratitude to the inspired and 

inspiring spokesman of the Empires [sic] soul we unite personal love for 

the man of great warm heart he lives on immortal in hearts of kindred 

millions (20/38 File 20/5 Document A8).
1
    

 

                                                 
1
 The Canadian Authors‟ Association, represented by Howard Angus Kennedy, “To Caroline 

Kipling,” at the Middlesex Hospital, London, 19 January 1936 20/38-K/P: Correspondence: Topical 

Private-Public. 
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Appendix 8: Posthumous Tribute to Kipling 

 

  Amongst the national and international associations which wrote and cabled to 

Caroline Kipling to express their regret at her husband‟s death was The Disabled 

American Veterans of the World War National Capital Chapter No.2, Washington.  

They tabled a resolution which read: 

Whereas, death has stilled the pen of Rudyard Kipling, the poet, artist 

and seer who brought to great themes a pomp and glory that stamped 

them indelibly upon one‟s memory; and 

 

Whereas, Rudyard Kipling, fascinated the world with his depiction of 

life and scenes throughout the far-flung borders of the British Empire, 

particularly in India and the Orient; and 

 

Whereas, Rudyard Kipling, through his association with and friendship 

for the British soldier, had sympathy for the man in the ranks and 

understood him far beyond the scope of the average citizen; and 

 

Whereas, Rudyard Kipling‟s tales of soldier life delighted the military 

man and won the hearts of all who ever marched to the beat of drums 

and answered the call of bugles; therefore, be it 

 

Resolved:  That National Capital Chapter, No. 2, Disabled American 

Veterans of the World War, does hereby join the people of the world in 

mourning the loss of one of the most shining figures of modern times 

(20/38 File 20/6 Document B25).
1
  

 

                                                 
1
 Disabled American Veterans of The World War National Capital Chapter No. 2, Washington, a 

“Resolution in Tribute to The Renowned Poet, Rudyard Kipling, Who Died January 18 1936” 20/38-K/P: 

Correspondence: Topical Private-Public.  This tribute is attached to a photocopy of a letter from J.M. 

Troutbeck, representing the Foreign Office on behalf of Mr. Secretary Eden.      
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Appendix 9: Personal Condolences to Caroline Kipling 

 

Be assured of my very deep sympathy in the great loss that has overtaken 

you in the passing of your beloved husband it is blessed to remember that 

in his great poetic works he has left to the world the highest and noblest 

teachings for the inspiration of the heart of man [sic]  

(20/38 File 20/5 Document A7).
1
   

 

                                                 
1
 Evangeline Booth, “To Caroline Kipling,” at Bateman‟s, Sussex 18 January 1936 20/38-K/P: 

Correspondence: Topical Private-Public.  This is a Post Office Telegraph with no punctuation.  
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Appendix 10: Obituary Article About Kipling 

 

We deeply regret to announce the death early on Saturday morning of 

Mr. Rudyard Kipling.  He died at 12.10 in Middlesex Hospital, 

London…The mind goes back to 1898, when he was lying so gravely ill 

in New York that there seemed small chance of his recovery.  Many will 

remember the public anxiety, the general distress and those bulletins, 

posted up two or three times a day, so urgent was the demand for news 

hopeful or bad.  It marked the highest point of his popular renown in 

England and America.  For English-speaking peoples, he then 

represented in literature the deep instincts of their race…He was one of 

the makers of the Britain he leaves behind him.  By the magic of his 

tales and verse he held in equal sway all the English-speaking peoples.  

But for his own country and its Empire he has been prophet as well as 

bard-faithful counsellor and guide in the paths of destiny.  His kindling 

genius made England to herself more true, renewing her fibres of 

constancy and courage.  In so far as her spirit was ready for the greatest 

ordeal that ever beset her, it was muchly [sic] due to his untiring gospel 

of faith and endeavour (File Ad. 24).
1
 

 

                                                 
1 An un-cited and un-dated cutting from an American publication.  It can be presumed to have 

been published during the week of 18th January 1936. File Ad. 24 (Box un-numbered) Additions 1-

36/38-K/P. 
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Appendix 11: Journal Extract of H. Rider Haggard 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 33 This is hand noted as one extract from the diaries of Rider Haggard.  The 

extracts were paraphrased in „The Cloak That I Left‟ by Lilias Rider Haggard  

(15/38 File 15/16).
1
 

 

 

                                                 
1
 15/38-Kipling Papers Correspondence: F-Ha. 
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Appendix 12: Royal Connections 

 

I know that you take an interest in this hospital…and I am now going to 

ask you if you will be good enough to help me in my effort…If you 

would kindly write a poem dealing with the purpose my brother had 

before him and concluding with an appeal to all to come forward and 

help…I could arrange for its insertion in every newspaper in the U[nited] 

K[ingdom].  It would I feel sure, induce many to contribute  

(22/38 File 22/1 Document 2).
1
  

 

  Alexander George had taken up the fundraising work of his late brother at the 

Middlesex Hospital and may well have had in mind the successful fund raising relating 

to “The Absent-Minded Beggar”.  Kipling replies within three days: 

There is nothing I should value more highly than to be assiciated in the 

manner you suggest with the work to which the late Prince Francis of 

Teck dedicated himself.  Unfortunately in my case the making of verses 

if they are to be worthy and effective does not depend on my desire, 

however keen, to do them, but on whether the verses offer themselves in 

my mind.  I know that other writers do not suffer from my disability, 

which I regret the more since it deprives me of the power of 

commanding my pen in a service which so greatly appeals to me  

(14/38 File 14/1 Un-numbered document).
2
   

 

 

                                                 
1
  Alexander George of Teck at Windsor Castle, “To Rudyard Kipling, at Bateman‟s” 7 

November 1910 22/38-K/P: Correspondence: Literary General-Verse.   
2
 Rudyard Kipling, “To Alexander George of Teck” 10 November 1910: 14/38 K/P: 

Correspondence: A-D.    
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Appendix 13: Begging Letter 

 

  A letter from a former Royal Navy Petty Officer, written in response to publication of 

a photograph of Kipling in the Sunday Pictorial, illustrates the unwelcome 

correspondence that Kipling received: 

I am taking the liberty to ask you to make up a few lines of poetry about 

hot pias [sic] and tripe…I was broken in the war and…the British legion 

as [sic] set me up with a stall to sell hot pias [sic], tripe etc…[a]nd I 

thought a few lines from you would help me along 

(22/38 File 22/26 Document 31).
1
   

 

                                                 
1
 A former Royal Navy Petty Officer, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 3 June 1923 22/38-K/P: 

Correspondence: Literary General-Verse.     
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Appendix 14: The Death of Josephine 

 

  Caroline Kipling‟s diary entries relate to the death of her daughter in 1899.  At the 

same time her husband was extremely ill with pneumonia:
1
   

1899 Feb 21 New York Rud too ill to get up.  Dr. Jameway comes at 

8.30 and says inflammation in one lung  22 An anxious night and more 

anxious day.  Rud. so good and patient, sleeps much…23 Temperature 

lower but less sleep and more restlessness…Josephine a high 

temperature and fever in the night.  Dr. McDonald fears complications 

and I take her to Julia de Forest and leave her – a moment of conscious 

agony to stand out from the average…Mar 5 I saw Josephine 3 times 

today, morning an afternoon and at 1030p.m. for the last time.  She was 

conscious and sent her love to “Daddy and all”.  6. Josephine left us at 

6.30 this morning (File Ads. 40 Document Ad. 40, 23).
2
 

 

  Kipling‟s mother Alice [1837-1910], writes of the tragic death of her grandchild to her 

younger sister, Georgiana Burne-Jones [1840-1920]:
3
  

There has come a telegram from New York – telling us that little 

Josephine died this morning at 6.20.  The apple of her father‟s eye – the 

delight of his heart! How will he bear it?...In the letter which I asked 

Margaret to send on to you – Carrie makes no mention of Josephine 

being ill – except from whooping cough – but from the moment I knew 

the poor child had pneumonia I have been afraid.  The dear – bright – 

pretty child…happy years and now a memory only!  You know how Rud  

adored her.  She was just becoming companionable – and when he came 

to say goodbye to me the day before they sailed on this ill-omened 

voyage he told me anecdotes of hers.  Anxiety for him begins to tear my 

heart again – he did not know of her illness – and now he will have to 

know this‟ (19/38 File 19/9 Document 3).
4
   

 

 

  Kipling‟s father discusses the event with Miss Plowden who was „a close friend 

of…[Alice Macdonald] and all her sisters‟:
5
   

Rud is so different, and yet so intensely human.  Nobody ever grieved so 

much for anything as he for the loss of Josephine – and nobody save 

                                                 
1
 Andrew Lycett, Rudyard Kipling (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1999) 311.  

2
 (Box un-numbered) Additions 40/38-K/P.    

3
 Lycett (un-numbered page).  

4
  Alice Kipling [née Macdonald] at Tisbury, “To Georgie [Georgiana Burne-Jones],” Mon: 

Evening 6 March 1899 19/38-K/P: Correspondence: Topical Private.  
5
 Arthur Windham Baldwin, “The Unfading Genius of Rudyard Kipling (1),” Kipling: 

Interviews and Recollections Volume 2, ed. Harold Orel (Totowa: Barnes & Noble Books, 1983) 299.   
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perhaps Alice &, I has [sic] ever heard a word about it.  I used to get 

licked at school for what the Head used to call stoical apathy – It wasn‟t 

altogether apathy, – and Rud, though full of nerves, has more than a 

touch of the Kipling reticence – or I don‟t quite know what it is‟  

(1/38 File 1/10 Un-numbered documents).
6
 

 

The file from which this letter comes is listed as letters to Miss E. Plowden from Alice 

and John Kipling 1880-1910.  Kipling‟s father also describes to another family friend 

the lasting effects that this tragedy has on the couple: 

[they]…found going back to the Elms much harder and more painful 

than they had imagined.  The house and garden are full of the lost child 

and poor Rud told his mother how he saw her when a door opened, when 

a space was vacant at table, – coming out of every green dark corner of 

the garden – radiant and – heartbreaking.  They can talk of her however, 

which is much, for Carrie has hitherto been stone-dumb.  But to Mrs K.  

she softened and broke forth and they had long discourse, mingling their 

tears as women may and mothers must (1/38 File 1/9 Document 4).
7
 

 

                                                 
6
 John Lockwood Kipling , “To Edith Plowden,” 17 July 1908 1/38-John Lockwood Kipling 

Correspondence.     
7
 John Lockwood Kipling, under the nickname of „The Buddha‟, “To Miss Norton,” 22 July 

1899 1/38.     
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Appendix 15: Discussion of Honours for Kipling 

  This appendix details various correspondence, telegraphs, diary entries of Kipling and 

Caroline and files at the University of Sussex Kipling Archive, which relate to offers of 

specific honours to Kipling, both in the United Kingdom and abroad.  

Correspondence: 

  An undated photocopy of a draft letter from Elsie Bambridge gives an overview of 

Kipling‟s position on the issue of honours: 

In 1892 the Laureateship fell vacant on the death of Lord Tennyson, and 

it was not till 1895 that Alfred Austen was appointed.  Lord Salisbury 

had thought of R[udyard] K[ipling] for the job etc…and Arthur Balfour 

was most insistent that R[udyard K[ipling] be sounded on the subject.  

The answer was (as it was to all such offers) that he “thought he could be 

of more use to the country and do better work if he were free to write as 

he chose” (32/38 File 32/21 Document N1).
1
       

 

  A selection of official correspondence adds detail to this overview, beginning with the 

offer of a K.C.M.G. in 1903:       

I have reason to believe that, if you were disposed to accept that honour, 

the King would be pleased to confer on you the K.C.M.G.  It could not 

in my opinion and in that of the Secretary of the Colonies be better 

bestowed: and I am certain that the English speaking world are, in this 

matter, of our mind.  Your admirable literary gifts have not merely 

resulted in pleasure to innumerable readers; they have made the citizens 

of this widely scattered Empire known to each other as they never were 

known before – It is no small thing to have infused in to so many 

dwellers in the narrow routine of everyday work, some flash of that 

sympathetic insight into the ways of other men in other climes which 

you [?] in so abundant a measure (20/38 File 20/10 Document K1).
2
   

 

I have to thank you for your letter of yesterday and to assure you of my 

entire appreciation of the honour you propose, as well as of the more 

than flattering terms in which you propose it.  But I find my position has 

not changed since ‟99 when Lord Salisbury was kind enough to offer me 

a somewhat similar distinction, and that such honours must continue 

outside my scheme of things (20/38 File 20/10 Document K3).
3
 

 

                                                 
1
 32/38-K/P: Papers of Kipling‟s Children.   

2
 Arthur Balfour at 10 Downing Street, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 6 November 1903 20/38-K/P: 

Correspondence: Topical Private-Public.   
3
 Rudyard Kipling, “To Mr. Balfour,” undated, but can be presumed to be 7 November 1903 

20/38.  
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  This second letter is a photocopy of an unsigned, undated letter, in a file marked K–

offer of KCMG in 20/38-K/P:Correspondence: Topical Private-Public.  It has a 

salutation to Mr. Balfour.  It is a response to document K1, which is a letter from 

Balfour at 10 Downing Street to Kipling, dated 6
th

 November 1903.   

  Correspondence between Lord Stamfordham and Kipling eighteen years later explores 

similar themes: 

I am commanded by the King to inform you that it will give His Majesty 

much pleasure to confer upon you the Order of Merit – in recognition of 

the eminent services you have rendered to the Science of Literature and 

of the almost unique estimation with which your works are regarded 

throughout the British Empire (20/38 File 20/11 Document M1).
4
  

 

In reply to your letter of the 15
th

 the fact that the King has been pleased 

to signify his approval of my services to literature will be to me the great 

honour of my life.  But as regards the conferment upon me of the special 

honour suggested, I would ask you, while presenting my humble and 

loyal duty to H.M. to pray that His Majesty may be graciously pleased to 

hold me excused (20/38 File 20/11 Document M2).
5
      

 

These are photocopies of a typed letter from Stamfordham and a handwritten letter from 

Kipling.  In 1924, Stamfordham broaches the subject of honours with Kipling again: 

Although I have before me your charming letter of the 17
th

 December, 

1921, I write on behalf of my Sovereign to say that His Majesty has 

heard indirectly that there is an idea that perhaps you might now be 

disposed to view differently the communication I then made – that it 

would give the King much pleasure to confer upon you the Order of 

Merit for the reasons which I mentioned in my letter of the 15
th

 

December, 1921 (20/38 File 20/11 Document M6).
6
 

 

On this occasion, Kipling‟s cousin Stanley Baldwin is also involved in the discussion: 

„Would you care for an O.M.?  I gather from what you once told me that you wouldn‟t.  

But I don‟t want to leave office without putting it to you.  Of course, it is in the King‟s 

                                                 
4
 Lord Stamfordham at Buckingham Palace, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 15 December 1921 20/38.  

5
 Rudyard Kipling, “To Lord Stamfordham,” 17 December 1921 20/38.   

6
 Lord Stamfordham at Buckingham Palace, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 18 January 1924 20/38.    
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gift alone and I could only suggest it unofficially‟ (20/38 File 20/11 Document M7).
7
  

These are photocopies of a typed private letter from Lord Stamfordham and a 

handwritten (MS) letter from Stanley Baldwin.  Kipling‟s response is unchanged:    

I deeply regret that any such report as you allude to in your letter of the 

18
th

, should have reached the King.  When you were good enough to see 

me at the Palace, two years ago, I explained, more fully than one could 

in writing, the reasons that prompted my action at the time.  My work, 

makes it unnecessary, I hope, that I should protest my devotion and 

loyalty to the King and the Empire but, as I ventured to tell you in our 

talk, I am convinced that whatever I may be able to do toward these ends 

in the troublous future ahead, will be best and most serviceably carried 

through without acknowledgement in the public eye.  My rewards for 

what I may have done in the past are great indeed, since my Sovereign 

has thought, once and again, to honour me so markedly for it.  Will you 

then present my most humble duty and gratitude to His Majesty and, of 

your kindness lay before him my motive in praying to be excused 

(20/38 File 20/11 Document M9).
8
 

  

Stamfordham responds: „The King has read your letter of the 21
st
 instant: and desires 

me to say how much he appreciates the disinterested spirit that has led you to adhere to 

your previous decision, the reasons for which His Majesty quite understands‟ (20/38 

File 20/11 Document M10).
9
  These are photocopies of a handwritten letter from 

Rudyard Kipling and a typed letter from Lord Stamfordham.  

  Information in File Additions 40 gives a postscript to the discussion of honours.  On 

this occasion, the post of Poet Laureate:    

I don‟t think my Father [Prime Minister Asquith] ever offered R[udyard] 

K[ipling] the Laureateship, in fact I am practically sure he didn‟t (tho‟ 

[sic] he did think of doing so).  The vacancy occurred when we were on 

the Admiralty Yacht and I remember very well my Father discussing the 

problem with me.  The obvious choice was Kipling…What weighed 

with him was the very reason you (Lord Baldwin) give – that Kipling 

was inspired and could not write to order”…In 1913 Bridges was 

appointed by Asquith as being “more likely to write to order” and fall 

into line than R[udyard] K[ipling] who, it was thought would probably 

refuse again.  In 1930 Ramsay Macdonald would not have thought 

                                                 
7
 Stan [Stanley] Baldwin, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 18 January 1924 20/38.    

8
 Rudyard Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To Lord Stamfordham,” 21 January 1924 20/38.    

9
 Lord Stamfordham at Buckingham Palace, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 23 January 1924 20/38.   
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R[udyard] K[ipling] possible nor would he have been allowed by his 

party to make the appointment (File Ads. 40-Document Ad. 40, H7).
10

 

 

This file is noted in the introduction as: „The following pages are the carbon copies of 

summaries made for the Earl of Birkenhead…while collecting material for the official 

biography of Rudyard Kipling.‟ Page H7 can be found in the end section of 

Miscellaneous Kipling References Honours and Awards – Poet Laureateship.  This is 

an extract from the letter. File Ad. 40 (box un-numbered) Additions 40/38-K/P.   

 

University of Sussex Archive Files:  

  Box 20/38 File 20/11 20/12 & 20/13 & 20/14 & 20/16 & 20/17 & 20/19 & 20/20 & 

20/21 & 20/22 *20/24* & 20/26 & 20/27 & 20/28 all contain documents which relate to 

specific honours offered to Kipling by academic institutions both in the United 

Kingdom and abroad. 

 20/11 Documents M11 & M12-a file which details the full events of the Order 

of Merit correspondence 

 20/12 Letter relating to offer of Honorary Degree, Mcgill University: April 1899 

 20/13 Letter relating to offer of Honorary Degree, Durham:  March 1907 

 20/14 Letter relating to offer of Doctor of Letters, Oxford: May 1907 

 20/16 Letter relating to offer of Honorary Degree, University of Paris: July 1921   

 20/17 Letter relating to offer of Honorary Degree, University of Strasbourg: 

November 1921 

 20/19 Letters and Post Office Telegraphs relating to offer of Membership of 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences: November 1899 

                                                 
10

 Violet Bonham Carter, “To Lord Baldwin [?],” No date given. File Ad. 40 (Box un-numbered) 

Additions 40/38-K/P.   
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 20/20 Handwritten letters relating to Honourable Freedom Stationers‟ Company: 

May 1925 

 20/21-Handwritten letters relating to Honorary Fellowship of Magdalene 

College, Cambridge: March 1932  

 20/22-Copies of handwritten and typed letters relating to membership of the 

Institut de France: June 1933   

 20/24-Nobel Prize letter: November 8
th

 1907 

 20/26-Typed copies of typed letters relating to honour (medal) 

conferred/proposed by the Société Nationale d’Acclimatation.  No date given 

 20/27-Copies of handwritten and typed letters relating to the Royal Society of 

Literature Gold Medal Award: November 1925 

 20/28-One typed letter, relating to the International Mark Twain Society-Silver 

Medal: October 20
th

 1930 

 

 23/30-Documents relating to McGill University presentation: April 22
nd

 1927 

 

Diary Entries  

  Entries from this diary are copied from the section marked „Carrie Kipling Diaries‟ 

and retain the original format, punctuation and spelling.  The book is catalogued as (File 

Ads. 40 Document Ad. 40:    

 

Page 25 

1899 Dec 14 Rottingdean Lord Salisbury‟s secretary comes down to 

offer Rud a K.C.B. which he declines feeling he can do his work better 

without it.  We are much pleased to be offered it however.  
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Page 36 

1903 Nov 7 Burwash:  Mr Balfour writes to ask if he may propose R‟s 

name for a K.C.M.G.  A letter of appreciation – he will call it backed by 

the approval of one Mr Littleton, recently made Colonial Secretary.  Rud 

declines.  Evidently title conferring is as slack as other Government 

business and they know nothing about the K.C.B. of ‟99. 

 

Page 72 

1917 May 28 Burwash: Stan Baldwin comes from Bonar Law informally 

to say the Prime Minister will give Rud pretty much any honour he will 

accept.  Rud says he will not accept any.  June 6.  Rud to the House of 

Commons to see Stan Baldwin.  He hears a rumour at his Clubs that his 

name is on the list of Knights on the new Order of the Empire and sees 

Bonar Laws‟ Secretary as B-L is away ill, Secretary assures him  his 

name will not be sent in without consulting him and Rud warns him it 

must not be.  July 1.  Our day starts with a letter from the Secretary of 

the new order, Companions of Honour, saying Rud‟s name is down.  

They have not consulted Rud and he wires to say so and adds he does 

not intend to accept.  He also wires B-L to the same effect.  July 3 Bonar 

Law telegraphs he has seen to the matter of taking Rud‟s name off the 

list of the new order, Companions of Honour.  

 

Page 84 

1921 Dec 16 Burwash:  Rud looks over the letters and with characteristic 

lack of interest passes over one from the Lord Privy Seal‟s Office which 

is a proposal sent by the King through Lord Stamfordham that Rud 

accepts an O.M. (Order of Merit) in recognition of his services to 

literature and the “almost unique position his works occupy in the 

Empire”.  A quaint letter.  Rud I think however will keep to his idea of 

not accepting honours though this time it would seem to come direct 

from the King.  17.  Rud decides he can not accept the O.M. offered by 

the King and writes his letter. 

 

Page 85 

1922 Jan 14 Burwash:  Rud is greatly upset by a wire, the second from 

newspapers, about his refusal of the O.M.  No word have we said to any 

one and our disgust at its being let out, we suppose by the Govt, [sic] is 

great.  17.  A letter from Lord Stamfordham to say he is responsible for 

the newspapers [sic] announcement that the O.M. was offered to Rud by 

the King.   An amazing thing.    
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Page 90 

1924 Jan 19 Bateman‟s:  A letter from Stamfordham offering Rud the 

O.M. is a difficulty.  20.  Rud writes to Lord Stamfordham declining the 

O.M. for the second time.  21.  Letter from Stan Baldwin offering Rud 

an O.M. or rather to propose it to the King “in whose gift it alone is” 

Rud declines.   

 

  In an interesting reflection on these events, as part of the obituary notices of 1936, a 

cutting from an unnamed American publication suggested that the lack of official 

recognition was largely due to spite, envy and revenge on the part of many members of 

the establishment:  

For many years Kipling has been rated in world esteem as one of 

England‟s greatest.  As long ago as 1907, when it meant more than it 

does now, he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.  But though 

England eagerly read everything he wrote, no tokens of appreciation 

other than financial fell his way.  Because of the royal [sic] family‟s 

grudge, inferior men, one after another, were lifted past him to the post 

of laureate [sic].  Sharp in his criticism of political shams and 

expediencies, the customary honors [sic] of the various “orders” of 

knighthood, and the prospect of ultimate peerage all were withheld from 

him by British party leaders‟ (28/16, 1936, 47).
11

 

 

  The allusion to a Royal grudge stems from „[a] persistent rumour…at an early date that 

Kipling‟s candidature…[for the January 1896 Laureateship] had been vetoed by Queen 

Victoria, who took offence at his ballad on „The Widow at Windsor‟.  No evidence has 

been adduced for this story except a letter (which…cannot be authentic) in an American 

library.‟
12

  The rumour also ignores the close friendship between Kipling and George V. 

  

                                                 
11

 28/16 Rudyard Kipling Obituary Notices Volume (II), January 1936.    
12

  Charles Carrington, Rudyard Kipling His Life and Work (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1986) 

319. 
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Appendix 16: Kipling and Talent 

 

  The point of view that Kipling displays to Rider Haggard is illustrated by a letter sent 

to Theodore Dunham in 1936, only eight days before Kipling‟s rather unexpected 

death.  Dunham was married to Josephine, the sister of Caroline Kipling:  

Man is unknown – as unknown as the internal combustion engine every 

detail of which is explicable except the nature of the spark that causes 

the mixture to explode.  So it may be with us.  We seem to be set in a 

revolving universe from which we draw some sort of power – for 25,000 

days or so.  Then, either we are removed from the cycle of the Power or 

the Power removes itself from us, by a series of processes which men of 

science and research give names to.  And that was all the astrologers of 

old arrived at.  Man, they said, was composed of “Hormones” which 

Hormones were due to or affected by, the “influence of the Stars” – i.e. 

powers inconceivably beyond our imagination but the Source of all 

Creation and all modifications of the created…It seems to me that – his 

appliances and mechanisms apart – man has been pretty much what he 

always has been: –  “an imperfectly denatured animal intermittently 

subject to the unpredictable reactions of an unlocated spiritual area.”  

He, like the Universe will continue to go round and round, not 

necessarily upward, if there be any direction in infinite Space and time  

(97-251 R-1 PO5).
1
    

 

  This is microfilm of a handwritten letter from Kipling commenting on the book Man 

the Unknown by Carrel, which Dunham had sent to him.  The Kipling-Balestier-

Dunham Papers are additions to the main Kipling Collection and are comprised of 

correspondence between Rudyard, Caroline and members of the Balestier family, in 

particular Caroline‟s mother.  The papers were archived by Wolcott B. Dunham Jr. on 

29th March 1994.   

 

                                                 
1
 Rudyard Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To Theodore Dunham,” 8 January 1936 Kipling-Balestier-

Dunham Papers (2 microfilms): Accession No. SxMs 68: Ref *96m-53 Kipling, Rudyard Letters to Mrs 

Balestier Reel 1.             
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Appendix 17: John Lockwood Writes to Edith Plowden 

 

  Letters between John Lockwood Kipling and Edith Plowden were exchanged over a 

period of thirty years, so John Lockwood could remark with enthusiasm and admiration 

in 1910 that: 

We are expecting Rud today.  Macmillans have collected a huge sheaf of 

reviews of his new book
1
 and, [sic] take ‟em bye [sic] & large they are 

little more than a chorus of praise.  The Sat:[sic] Review isn‟t pleased 

and some others make judicious reservations, but when one notice 

condemns a yarn or a set of verses, the next one takes up…precisely that 

yarn & those verses for commendation  

(1/38 File 1/10 Un-numbered document).
2     

  

 

  Given the comment in the letter and the publication date, this may well have been one 

of the last occasions on which Kipling saw his mother, who died on 22
nd

 November 

1910.
3
  This entire file is listed as letters to Miss E. Plowden from both Alice and John 

Kipling 1880-1910. All the letters are transcribed in full in (1/38 File 1/11).   

 

                                                 
1
 This is likely to be Rewards and Fairies, published in London and New York in November 

1910 and which was the sequel to Puck of Pook’s Hill Norman Page, A Kipling Companion (Basingstoke: 

Macmillan Press, 1985) 59.        
2
 John Lockwood Kipling, “To Edith [Plowden],” 3 November 1910 1/38 John Lockwood 

Kipling Correspondence.      
3
 Andrew Lycett, Rudyard Kipling (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1999) 410.   
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Appendix 18: John Lockwood on the Spread of Kipling‟s Work 

 

In next month‟s “Contemporary” will be a paper over which we have 

collaborated –but this is a secret –  “The Enlightenments of Pagett, 

M.P.”
1
  He also has a story in next month‟s Macmillan „On Greenhow 

Hill‟.
2
  His mother is putting in a book the press notices of his work and 

it is giving an amazing volume.  The Americans think much more of him 

than the English and that is saying a great deal.  And an odd thing is 

happening; – owing to the recent developments and organising of 

journalism, syndicates and what not, each new boom is more portentous, 

more wide-spread and more voluminous in print than the last and it will 

be literally true that in one year this youngster will have had more said 

about his work, over a wider extent of the world‟s surface than some of 

the greatest of England‟s writers in their whole lives.  Much of this, of 

course, is merely mechanical, the result of the wholesale spread of 

journalism and the centralising tendencies of it.  He has kept his head 

wonderfully, steadfastly refused to go into society and seems to care for 

naught much but his work, his mother and a very few friends (1/38 File 

1/10 Un-numbered documents).
3
  

 

  Volume 28/10 in the Kipling Papers is an example of the type of volume discussed 

here.  It is one of the smaller books at 9” x 7” and is made of thick card covered by dark 

blue material.  It has an ornately embossed surround in black on front and back covers. 

„Newspaper Cuttings‟ is embossed across the front cover, with Various Book Reviews 

and Articles About R[udyard] K[ipling] 1888-1897 Volume 10, handwritten across the 

front.  The Kipling insignia is pasted to the inside front cover.  The fly leaf has 

Newspaper Cuttings printed on it as well as the name of publisher and place of 

publication.  There is an alphabetical index, with contents hand-written, to include the 

publication in which the reviews and articles were published.  In common with other 

volumes of this type in the collection, the pages are hand-numbered.   

                                                 
1
 The September 1890 issue of Contemporary Review published this story.  This „joint 

effort…satirised the posturings of a parliamentarian who backed the Indian National Congress without 

knowing the first thing about India‟ Andrew Lycett, Rudyard Kipling (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 

1999) 218.  The tale is related to an earlier poem, „Pagett, M.P.‟ Rudyard Kipling, Departmental Ditties 

and Other Verses (Calcutta, London & Bombay: Thacker, Spink & Co., 1892) 60.       
2
 This tale was published in Harper’s Magazine on 23 Aug. 1890 and in Macmillan’s Magazine 

in September 1890 Norman Page, A Kipling Companion (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 1985) 113.  

According to Andrew Lycett this was an earlier father and son collaboration which „drew on…[John 

Lockwood‟s] recollections of Yorkshire customs and dialect to re-create the stark, primitive world of 

rural Methodism‟ Lycett 217.         
3
 John Lockwood Kipling in London, “To Miss E. Plowden,” Autumn 1890 1/38-John 

Lockwood Kipling Correspondence.    
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Appendix 19: Trix Writes to Stanley Baldwin 

 

  In this letter from Trix Fleming to her cousin Stanley Baldwin, she discusses the 

various topics relating to her family that she finds disturbing.    
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Fig. 34 Letter from Trix Fleming to Stanley Baldwin (1/38 File 1/120).
1
 

 

                                                 
1
 Trix Fleming in Edinburgh, “To Stanley [Baldwin],” 27 March 1945 1/38-John Lockwood 

Kipling Correspondence & 3/38-John Lockwood Kipling Sketch Books.  
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Appendix 20: Trix Discusses Kipling 

 

  A letter from Trix Fleming written in 1940 to her niece Elsie, clarifies and judges 

samples of text.  It is a physical comparison between the work of father and son: 

My expert verdict is that all the writing is Ruddy‟s – though I‟m not 

surprised you take it to be my Father‟s – As a boy he copied Father‟s 

writing till it became his own…As years went on Father‟s writing was 

unchanged while Ruddy‟s became quite different & all  his own…All 

the comments I think are Ruddy‟s – very like him – at that age – when 

the youth of 18 or 19 was trying to sit coldly in judgment on his own 

schoolboy verses (32/38 File 32/24 Un-numbered Document).
1
 

 

The letter suggests adulation, since Kipling was willing to expend considerable time and 

effort in reproducing his father‟s handwriting.  The marked differentiation of later years 

indicates the independence and confidence he gained as his success grew.   

                                                 
1
 Trix Fleming, “To Elsie Bambridge,” 15 June 1940 32/38-K/P: Papers of Kipling‟s Children.       
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Appendix 21: Writing About the Exotic and Death in Prose 

 

  He uses death as a theme for several articles, including one which compares the 

experiences of bereavement in India and Great Britain.  Entitled, „A Death In The 

Camp‟, it discusses the death of:  

One Englishman in London…a man nearly seventy years old, engaged in 

the business of an architect, and immensely respected…[H]e was tended 

by his own kith and kin, dying with his head on his wife‟s breast, his 

hand in his only son‟s hand, without any thought of their possible 

poverty to vex him…You have described such dying as a god might 

envy and a King might pay half his ransom to make certain of .  Wait till 

you have seen men, strong men of thirty five, with little children, die at 

two days‟ notice, penniless and alone…wait till you have seen the young 

girl die within a fortnight of the wedding; or the lover within three days 

of his marriage; or the mother an hour – sixty little minutes – before her 

son can come to her side; wait till you hesitate before handling your 

daily newspaper for fear of reading of the death of some young man that 

you have dined with, drank with, shot with, lent money to and borrowed 

money from…till you dare not hope for the death of an old man, but 

when you are strongest, count up the tale of your acquaintances and 

friends, wondering how many will be alive six months hence.
1
  Wait till 

you have heard men calling in the death hour on kin that cannot come; 

till you have dined with a man one night and seen him buried on the 

next.  Then you can begin to whimper about “loneliness and change and 

desolation”.…“And do you mean to say,” drawled a young gentleman, 

“that there is any society in which that sort of holocaust goes on?”…“I 

do,” said I.  “It‟s not society.  It‟s life.” (28/4 1887-1897, 151).
2
  

 

                                                 
1
 The tale, „At The End of The Passage‟, discusses four friends who meet each week to play 

cards.  The host, Hummil, checks beforehand on every occasion that each remains alive.  They believe 

that „[t[here are very many places in the East where it is not good or kind to let your acquaintances drop 

out of sight even for one short week‟ Rudyard Kipling, The Mark of the Beast and Other Fantastical 

Tales, ed. Stephen Jones (London: Gollancz, 2006) 239.  This story was published in the Boston Herald 

on 20 July 1890, Lippincott’s Magazine, August 1890, Mine Own People in 1891 and Life’s Handicap in 

1891 Norman Page, A Kipling Companion (Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 1985) 66.      
2
 „A Death in the Camp‟ Civil & Military Gazette Wednesday 29th January 1890. 28/4 Stories, 

Poems and Articles 1887-1897.            
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Appendix 22: The MS Poetry Books 

 

  The MS. notebooks are catalogued as: 

 24/1 Poems [1881-82] Notebook 5x3in.  Ms pp75.  Contains 52 verses by R.K in 

his own hand. 

 24/2 [Poems 1881-82] Notebook 8x 61/2 in. Ms pp[1-59].  Contains 28 verses 

by RK in the hand of JLK or Mrs. Kipling. Twenty one? Of these verses appear 

in poems [1881-82]above. 

 24/3 [Poems 1882-84].  Notebook 9x7 in.  Ms pp51-161.  Contains 58 verses by 

RK in his own hand.  Twenty five? Of these appear in poems [1881-82].  

 24/4 [Poems 1882-84].  Notebook 9x7in. Ms pp51-161.  Photographic copy.
1
  

A large number of Kipling‟s early poems survive in manuscript – mostly 

[sic] in holograph versions, but some in transcriptions by other hands – 
while [sic] some have been preserved in typescript copies.  Many are to 

be found among the Kipling Papers in the University of Sussex Library; 

many are located in other libraries in Britain, Canada, and the United 

States; while some of those which have figured in sales catalogues 

remain, presumably, in private hands.
2
   

 

  On inspection the three M.S. Books can be described as follows 1) a small, thin pocket 

sized black leather bound book, approximately 4” x 21/2”.  It has gold border edging 

back and front and on the spine.  Inside front and back covers are glossy, multi-

coloured, thin card.  Poems are mainly dated, but the appearance of the writing, pen and 

ink seems to indicate the date as an addition rather than original exercise. 2) A second 

book, which is slightly larger approximately 6” by 5”.  It has a black leather spine and 

corners and black thick card covers, which are lightly embossed.  It is a little damaged 

but generally in good condition.  It is lined with glossy, multi-coloured paper, the 

pattern of which is continued onto the edges of the pages.  It is much more like the note-

                                                 
1
 „Catalogue,‟ University of Sussex Library Special Collections Kipling Papers 18 September 

2008 <http://www.sussex.ac.uk/library/speccoll/collection_catalogues/Kipling.html>.      
2
 Andrew Rutherford, ed., Early Verse by Rudyard Kipling 1879-1889 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 

1986) 23.    

http://www.sussex.ac.uk/library/speccoll/collection_catalogues/Kipling.html
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book of a child or young student.  It is approximately one third full of verse and with 

several revisions of other verse.  There is a pasted copy of „Ave Imperatrix‟ in this book 

which has been published in a newspaper and the inscription is United Services College, 

Westward Ho! 3) The third notebook is similar in size and style to the second, larger 

book.  It is much more fragile and has considerable damage to the spine and to the 

inside covers.  It is blue-black and appears to be bound in fine leather with an embossed 

gold border around all edges back and front and detailing on the spine.  There is a lining 

as book two.  It is rather scuffed and appears well used.  The poems throughout are 

corrected, annotated and with additional critical and amusing comments.  In this 

notebook the poems are given additional geographical locations (of writing) e.g. 

Rottingean, Paris and Lahore.  Dating has the appearance of having been included on 

the day of writing, with the same ink and pen appearance.  Corrections, notes, 

annotations and comments are mainly in different inks, colours and pens, hinting at 

revisions later, rather than immediate commentaries.  In these books, many of the 

handwritten poems bear evidence of revisions, erasures and personal comments.  For 

example „The Trouble of Curtiss Who Lodged in the Basement‟,
3
 written in 1882, 

demonstrates the extent of Kipling‟s early linguistic rigour.  In the MS. book it is noted 

as Poem 40.  Some of the poems are also typed up in file 24/65.  These copies are easier 

to read (24/38 File 24/65 Un-numbered document)
4
  

 

                                                 
3
 „Holograph version in Notebook 1, dated 7 March 1882, with note at end „A bad case of 

typhus‟.  Another holograph version in Notebook 3, with the same date; [sic] and transcribed version in 

Notebook 2.‟ Rutherford 122.        
4
 24/38-K/P: Literary Manuscripts 
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Appendix 23: Discussion of MS Poem and Language 

 

  The subject of the poem is the death of a woman, presumed to be the wife of the 

speaker.  Her husband mourns the death, counts the cost to the living and discusses the 

afterlife and whether „Lottie‟ will be waiting for him.  The original title appears to be 

the „Folly‟ of Curtiss, which implies culpability.  This is crossed through in the 

notebook referred to by Rutherford as Notebook 1 (24/38 Files 24/1, 24/2 and 24/3).
1
  

As this poem and others are revised across the notebooks, there are changes to words, 

phrases, grammar and punctuation.  Kipling also experiments with dialect. Reproduced 

below is stanza 16
2
 of the poem as it appeared and was then reworked across the 

manuscript books.  The modifications are indicated by the use of bold font and colour 

with bold font:    

Lottie? (!) The heart of our nomad life? (? Omitted) 

Madcap girl with the reckless tongue? (? Omitted) 

That her? (no emphasis) Why should she die so young [sic] (? Added) 

Scarcely passed (changed) (stepped) from the child to the wife (girl 

erased – child added) 

Old in the wit that our head-race brings (this line erased completely) 

But oh! So sweet, so loving, so ready – 

(But oh! So loveable, quick and ready) 

(But oh so sweet, so (loving erased) bright and ready) 

Younger than I but she kept me steady 

Through (Thro‟) a year of trouble and buffetings 

(Throughout a year of buffetings) 

(24/38 Files 24/1, 24/2 and 24/3).
3
 

 

                                                 
1
 24/38-K/P: Literary Manuscripts.    

2
 Rutherford publishes this as stanzas 16 and 17 „Lottie? The heart of our nomad life?/ Madcap 

girl with the reckless tongue?/ That her? - Why should she die so young/ Scarcely passed from the child 

to the wife?/ Old in the wit that our headrace brings, / But oh! so [sic] sweet, so loving, so ready -/ 

Younger than I but she kept me steady/ Through a year of trouble and buffetings‟ Andrew Rutherford, 

ed., Early Verse by Rudyard Kipling 1879-1889 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986) 125.   
3
  24/38-K/P. 
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  Although the variations appear straightforward they add emphasis and reader 

engagement to the text.  For example, in one version the title changes half way through 

to „lived‟.  The simple alteration of „lived‟ to „lodged‟ suggests impermanence and 

indicates an uncertain, nomadic, impoverished lifestyle for the speaker.  The reader is 

directed to a statement of class in relation to Curtiss.  He is a mere tenant in the most 

inferior part of the house.  At the end of line 1, the question mark changes a narrative 

statement into an invitation for the reader to consider whether „Lottie‟ is the mainstay of 

an itinerant lifestyle.  The same technique in the following line asks the reader to make 

a value judgement on the character and actions of the young woman.  At the beginning 

of line 3, the melodramatic underlining (this emphasis is italicised in the published 

text)
4
 dehumanises „Lottie‟ and dictates the possible level of horror and revulsion felt by 

the reader.  This augments the impression given in line 1 by the use of her name and 

single punctuation mark, that her mortal remains are in a state of deterioration.  More 

unpleasant connotations can be applied depending on the punctuation used.  The entire 

poem with revisions is reproduced below: 

Poem 40 – „The Trouble Of Curtiss Who Lodged In The Basement‟ 

dated March 7
th

 1882 

 

Ever so little to shew [sic] for it 

And I shouldn‟t have cared but I haven‟t a thing 

Excepting her battered turquoise ring 

And my finger‟s so thick it‟s too small to fit 

 

Nothing to shew [sic] for all the (my) sorrow 

And I – Good God! I am here by myself (no !) 

With those two watch pockets over our (the) shelf (up by our) 

I must take the red one down tomorrow 

 

                                                 
4
 Rutherford 125.   
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I wonder why she went so fast 

I‟m sure she ought to have lived a while 

For the doctor said, with his sawdust (sawdust erased) smile 

“She‟s bound to go – but a week she‟ll last” 

 

I shouldn‟t ha‟ (have) (have) minded, if only I‟d known – 

But it (I [sic]) happened so suddenly – just the gasp 

And then – she was holding me tight in her clasp (grasp) 

N.B. – typed notes 24/65 say „light in her clasp‟ 

The jaw went down, and she fell like a stone. 

 

What came next after the stillness? 

Oh! t[T]ea, on a tray, with cups for two 

You see they thought that she‟d pull through (emphasis removed/added 

– depends which book came first) 

And we‟d always taken it so I her illness. 

 

(And) That upset me  Lord knows why 

When the slavey (servant) left and shut the door 

I gulped a bit, and I drop‟t (dropped) (dropped) on the floor 

But my throat was so hot I couldn‟t cry 

 

And then (came) the business next morning and all 

The hideous wrangling over the price 

“For “three pun [sic] ten, you can do it nice [sic] 

“But there‟s ten bob more for the use of the pall” 

 

“And (there‟s) three bob more if you ‟as (takes) the bell, [sic] 

(And three bob more for the bell if you take it) 

“An‟[d] (And) then there‟s the land; we manages that (no emphasis) 

And then theres [sic] the crape what goes (to go) (to go) round your ‟at 

(hat) (hat) 
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And then theres [sic] the parsons [sic] fees as well (punctuation 

corrected) 

 

(The worse [sic] (worst) (worst) of it is you can‟t escape 

The (This) detail after a loved one dies, 

But (You) (You) must quit at once, gird loins and rise 

To haggle for feathers and nails and crape) [sic] 

 

“We‟ll manage it all”.  God! W(w) (w)hat did I care 

As he preached in a („a‟ omitted) („a‟ omitted) dreary monotone 

Of the different merits of different stone 

And asked when the men should come and where [sic] 

 

A wholesale business-mercantile 

To the gilt-head letter – nails hammered in 

(To the last gilt letter – nails hammered in) 

(To the gilt nails that they hammer in – last erased before gilt.  Name 

inserted before nails) 

A matter of money – who cared a pin 

Or thought of my Lottie (Dottie corrected to Lottie) all the while! [sic] 

 

Why is it so?  What‟s (Whats) the good of it all? 

(Why need it have been at all, at all [sic]) 

I‟d ha‟ (have) (have) kept her alive if they‟d let me try 

And she – what need to make her die? 

(What was the need to make her die) [sic] 

(What was the need to make her die) [sic] 

God of the Pestilence! answer my call! [sic] (exclamation marks 

added) 

 

Surely our (this) God is a little blind –  

or a little careless maybe – p(P)erhaps 

He is out of the reach of those awful taps 
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On the shelf (shell) that are driving me out of my mind 

 

All so horrible!  All so strange! (! Omitted) 

She can‟t have altered to this so quickly! (exclamation omitted) 

(exclamation omitted) 

Her colour was always a little sickly 

But what a change! Oh what a change! 

 

The straight, lax lines by the curve of the lips 

The stretched wax skin where no colour lingers 

The blackening tips of her little fingers, 

And the hollow under the finger tips 

 

Lottie? (!) The heart of our nomad life? (? Omitted) 

Madcap girl with the reckless tongue? (? Omitted) 

That her? (no emphasis) Why should she die so young [sic] (? Added) 

Scarcely passed (changed) (stepped) from the child to the wife (girl 

erased – child added) 

 

Old in the wit that our head – race brings (this line erased completely) 

But oh! So sweet, so loving, so ready – 

(But oh! So loveable, quick and ready) 

(But oh so sweet, so (loving erased) bright and ready) 

Younger than I but she kept me steady 

Through (Thro‟) a year of trouble and buffetings 

(Throughout a year of buffetings) 

 

And she‟s somewhere apart and away (far) from me 

Flown like a wild bird out of my hand 

There‟s (There‟s) (Theres) the pain – can you understand 

How it (must) feels and what it must be 
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I (To) (To) think of our councils, her head on my breast 

And the cash book balanced somehow or other 

With plenty of kisses deficits to smother? (? Omitted) 

(Foolish of course – but we liked it best) (brackets omitted) (brackets 

omitted) 

 

And then our evening strolls and (and omitted) our talks 

On the benches facing the Serpentine, 

Retold the old story, her hand in mine 

While darkness settled down on (over) (over) the walks 

 

Went over (back on) the year that joined us two 

Step by step slowly, so slowly 

Till night hid the lapping waters (water) wholly 

And I felt her ulster damp with the dew 

(And the rings of gas-lights flared in view) 

(And the ring of lamp light burst to view) 

 

Now – (– omitted) just nothing and worse than that 

For the room is full of the clothes she wore 

There‟s her corset lying about on the floor 

(Theres her corset lying about on the floor) 

With (And) her knowing, brown little sealskin hat. 

 

**But the step, and the laugh and the eye are gone –  

These things proclaim (are crying) (are crying) the fact aloud 

While the sun glares (stares) in from (thro‟) the grey smoke cloud, 

Lest I miss the bed (couch) that she lay upon. – (– omitted) 

 

**What days those were – and now they‟re (are) over. 

(What days we lived and now they are over) 

I could (might)  work like a slave before t‟was light 

All through (thro‟) the day and half the night 
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But then – I‟m (t‟would be) (t‟would be) Curtiss not Lottie‟s lover 

**These verses are changed over in this notebook 

 

Peace for her, (–) I suppose (suppose) so.  F(f)(f)or me, 

What peace is there, except the lull 

After a (the) storm has blown to its full 

And the sodden corpses come out of the sea 

 

There‟s (Theres) one thought strikes as the worst of it 

The years will heal the scar they made 

And fix (mark) (mark) it, a youthful escapade (“a youthful escapade”) 

When I‟m older – (– omitted) (– omitted) and wiser a little bit 

 

Nothing is fixed – the newer (hope – erased here) day 

Smothers the dead one.  New interests crowd 

(with little breathing space (mourning time) allowed) (brackets 

omitted) 

To take the edge of our (my – erased) grief away 

 

What have I (What‟s) (Whats [sic])  to keep me out of the pit, 

Now you are gone – (?) What chance for me 

To make my life as it used to be 

With you, sole arbitress of it [sic] 

 

Oh Girl(–) wife I was the world to you! 

How (What) will it be when we meet again, 

You (,) stamped with my seal, that you remain 

For ever (Just) as loving, as (as omitted) (as omitted and inserted) 

sweet and true. [sic] 

 

And I, with the hand some alien she 

Presses in fire over the first 

Maybe – (,) or else (the last and worst) (the last and worse) 
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My (The) passion frittered utterly 

 

Through a dozen channels of later loves 

No one single, or perfect or clean –  

How could (dare) I face you oh (O) my Queen 

when we meet again if fate approves. [sic] 

(when next we meet if our fate approves) 

(when we meet again if our fate approves) 

 

(But) I think you would put out your arms as of old 

With that odd, quick (quick odd) gesture draw my face 

Down on your breast (to your breast) (to your breast) in a strict 

embrace 

And keep it there till the (my) tale was told 

 

And after it all you would turn your head 

To the bar – “This man was a god (God) (God)  to me 

Even as Thou (thou) art – set (Let) (let) him free 

Seeing he stood for a time (space) in thy stead” 

 

What am I raving of? There you lie (omit ? there) 

And now you are (you‟re) going – I shan‟t go (I dare not go) 

I loved you too much in life you know 

To follow up to the cemetery 

 

You shall be Lottie, (–)(–) a little worn 

And very silent, (–)(–)a little pale 

Nothing more – what would it avail 

If I walked behind you – where you are borne? [sic] (omit –) 

(If I saw the place where you will be borne?) 

 

You shall be Lottie, so fast asleep, 

That you will not wake ‟though I kiss you now 
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(That you do not smile when I kiss you now) 

Once, twice, thrice – lips, eyes and brow 

And give you our marriage lines to keep 

 

Rest in Peace (!) (!) – God bless you (!)(!)– Goodnight 

And another (again a) kiss before the screw 

Comes to sunder me from you 

And the top-board shuts your face from sight (omit –) 

 

The bitterest wrench of it all is near – (here) 

Up till (to) now it was nothing – but (omit –) 

God have mercy!  I(i) (i)t‟s shut, it‟s shut 

And they‟re going to take it away from here 

 

Help me someone!  Let it bide! (You shall be erased) 

Open it only once again – 

I‟m (am) perfectly well, I can bear the pain, 

I‟ll swear (am sure) (I‟m sure) that a camphor bag slipped inside 

 

A great love spilt and to shew [sic] for it – 

Nothing – the white face (woman) (woman) there is quiet 

While the first floor children continue their riot 

And my head is aching fit to split 

(24/38 Files 24/1, 24/2 and 24/3).
5
 

 

                                                 
5
 24/38.   
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Appendix 24: A. Corbett-Smith Article 

 

I appeal to Mr. Kipling to entrust his work to the Peoples of England and 

of the British Commonwealth, by whom it is virtually unknown. 

 “What,” you exclaim.[sic]  “Unknown? Rudyard Kipling? [original 

emphasis]  Nonsense!”  Very well.  I beg that you will apply a simple 

test for yourself.  Go among…the real folk…and ask…what Rudyard 

Kipling has written, what he stands for and what is his 

message.[sic]….there are thirty odd volumes of stories, poems, travel 

pictures, essays and addresses.  And [sic] this inexhaustible national 

treasure-house of entertainment (in the finest sense of the word) is 

virtually closed to the very folk for whom the author‟s strongest and 

most appealing message is surely intended.  And [sic] that message is of 

the English Scene, of its fragrance, its immemorial tradition and 

continuity, and of the men who have upheld and fostered that tradition 

about the world….Mr. Kipling…is a great leader.  His name carries 

incomparable weight.  His creed may…be a narrow one, but, above all 

else, it is English to the backbone.  He has mirrored the English at work 

as no other author, living or dead, has done…he has set before us, for 

our help and guidance, the imperishable tradition of our race 

(22/38 File 22/3 /Document 9).
1
   

 

  22/38-File 22/3 is a complete file relating to cheap editions of Kipling poems and 

prose.  It contains an original article entitled “Entrust Your Work To The People!” – An 

Appeal to Mr. Rudyard Kipling, written by A. Corbett-Smith.  The article suggests 

„recitals of Kipling stories, poem and songs all over the world‟.  It is condensed for 

newspaper publication with its most extreme hyperbole removed from the original, for 

example, „„To hear Mr. Kipling speak of England is…a rock, towering and 

impregnable, four-square to heaven, against an ocean of decadence…and pitiful 

mediocrity….Mr. Kipling‟s work, by its very character and genius, has now, become 

something above and beyond its creator….It belong to the nation‟ (22/38 File 22/3 

/Document 9).  Also included in the file is a letter which begins „„No, I fear that we 

cannot “leave you alone” (22/38 File 22/3 /Document 9).
2
         

 

                                                 
1
 „People Who Can‟t Read Kipling‟ The Sunday Express 30 Dec. 1928 22/38-Kipling Papers 

Correspondence: Literary General Verse.  The appeal follows an article published the previous week in 

the newspaper entitled „The Disappearance Of Rudyard Kipling‟.  
2
 A. Corbett-Smith, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 30 December 1928 22/38.  
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Appendix 25: The Story of „Recessional‟ 

 

We publish to-day one of the strangest stories about a famous poem that 

ever was heard.  On reading that Kipling threw his first draft of 

“Recessional” into the wastepaper [sic] basket, any ordinary man will 

marvel first at the genius which could throw such a poem off, and next at 

the critical power which could throw it away.  He thought it not worth 

keeping.  Keeping, with Rudyard Kipling, always meant keeping for 

future revision and improvement‟ (28/14, 1894-1946, 3).
1
  

   

  The original story which deals with the incident is recorded in the cutting 

„“Recessional” A Famous Poem‟s Escape‟ also in The Times on that date and present in 

this archive volume.  The rescuer of the poem is stated as Sara Norton, who was staying 

with the Kiplings and who salvaged his poem from the waste-paper basket.  Her father, 

Charles Eliot Norton, was an American scholar and friend.  (Andrew Lycett deems this 

story to be unlikely, since he states that Miss Norton was not there when Kipling wrote 

the poem).
2
    

 

                                                 
1
 „The Story of “Recessional”‟ The Times 20 Dec. 1937 28/14 Miscellaneous Cuttings About 

Rudyard Kipling and His Works 1894-1946 Cartoons etc. 
2
 Andrew Lycett, Rudyard Kipling (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1999) 299.  
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Appendix 26: Caroline Kipling‟s Diary – Troops in South Africa 

 

1900 Feb 12 South Africa: Rud [sic] sees Sir Alfred Milner about a wire 

he sends to the Times [sic] for more troops 13. Rud [sic] spends a long 

morning at No. 2 Hospital and talks to over 200 men.  16  News at 

breakfast of relief of Kimberley.  Rud [sic] goes to No. 3 Hospital 17.  

Rud [sic] goes to the Hospitals. 18. We wind bandages.  20 Rud [sic] 

goes to a concert for the amusement of the wounded men in Nos [sic] 1 

& 2 Hospitals.  He recites some verses within and is most splendidly 

cheered.  (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 26).
1
 

 

 

                                                 
1
 (Box un-numbered) Additions 40/38-K/P.     
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Appendix 27: Daily Mail Discussion of „The Absent Minded Beggar‟ 

 

We have secured for publication some spirited verses by Mr. Rudyard 

Kipling dealing with a phase of the war which cannot be over-

emphasised at the moment.  For this poem the “Daily Mail” offered Mr. 

Kipling £250, but he most generously declined to accept payment, 

asking us to hand over the money to some fund for the wives and 

children of Reservists who have been called to action in South 

Africa…We have no desire to keep the verses for exclusive publication 

in the “Daily Mail”, and we shall be glad to sell the right of publication 

to any London or provincial journals that may care to pay five guineas 

each for the right to use them…All money so received, together with the 

£250, will be handed to the fund in Mr. Kipling‟s name….In addition we 

shall allow the verses, which will make a good ringing song, to be set to 

music,
1
 and we are prepared to treat for the singing and music rights.  

Any fees so received will also be given to the Reservists‟ Fund 

(28/6, 1899-1902, 36-40).
2
   

 

  In a letter written in 1900, Caroline Kipling confirms that her husband had given over 

all authority and interest in the poem to the Daily Mail, although she seems to state that 

he received payment for it: „I have asked Mr. Watt to send you an authentic copy of the 

Absent Minded Beggar, but you understand that Mr. Kipling has no more right or 

interest in it than he has in Tennyson‟s Maud, He [sic] sold it outright, with every right 

he possessed to the Daily Mail‟(4/38 File 4/5 Un-numbered document).
3
  

  The subsequent music hall benefit concert on behalf of the Boer War troops and their 

wives was enthusiastically reviewed in a cutting sourced either from the Daily Mail, or 

the Daily Chronicle.  The source is undated:  

“The Absent-minded Beggar” made a scene at the Alhambra Theatre last 

night the like of which it would be hard to recall.  Mr. Kipling‟s “Daily 

Mail” poem as set to music by Sir Arthur Sullivan was given for the first 

time, and the great theatre found itself all too small to hold the crowd 

                                                 
1 Kipling‟s verse was set to music on many occasions: „I am sending you my setting of your fine 

poem which was sung in the Pageant of Parliament at the Albert Hall last July…I wish to thank you very 

sincerely for your kindness and generosity with regard to the publication of the musical settings.  

Everyone was delighted and thrilled at the poem and the words seemed to inspire the chorus‟ R. Quilter, 

“To Rudyard Kipling,” 19 September 1934 (22/38 File 22/26 /Document 48) 22/38-K/P: Correspondence: 

Literary General-Verse.   
2
 „The Absent-Minded Beggar‟ Daily Mail 31 Oct. 1899.  28/6 Miscellaneous South African 

War 1899-1902.     
3
 Caroline Kipling at The Elms, Rottingdean, “To A.J.Gurlitz,”26 November 1900 4/38-K/P: 

Copyright.  
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which assembled…It has not been often that the greatest of English 

writers and the greatest of English musicians have joined inspiring 

words and stirring melody in a song which expresses the heart-feeling of 

the entire nation….Nor was it only at the Alhambra that the “Absent-

minded Beggar” [sic] set the pulses of the public throbbing.  At the 

Tivoli, the Oxford, and the Canterbury music halls the poem was given 

as a recitation…Altogether not less than 15,000 people must last night 

have listened to the reading and the singing of Kipling‟s verses (28/6 

1899-1902; 37).
4
   

 

                                                 
4 28/6. 
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Appendix 28: Review of „The Absent Minded Beggar‟ 

 

  Sullivan indicates that he wishes to repeat the setting of a Kipling poem to music, 

apparently for more overt imperial and inspirational purposes: 

The war goes on.  The martial spirit of the nations must be kept alive, 

and enthusiasm not allowed to flag.  These sonorous sentences,…mean “ 

have you got any words for me to set”? [sic]  I have often thought that a 

sort of Evening Hymn for Soldiers in camp – not so severe and majestic 

as the “Hymn before the battle” but simple with a little tenderness in it, 

would be a thing soldiers would like 

(22/38 File 22/26 /Un-numbered document).
1
    

 

It appears that Kipling was successful in his aim of bringing to the attention of his 

readership the Boer War soldier-figure.  A review states: 

Really it is impossible to tell, and at the same time to preserve a proper 

appearance of moderation, the plain story of the hold which the “Absent-

minded Beggar” [sic] has taken on the minds of the British people.  It is 

extraordinary, amazing – any adjective you like to select….For just 

think!  It is a poem which in every circumstance of its production 

represents the strongest elements of the national life.  Written by 

Rudyard Kipling, who, of all writers, has known best how to strike the 

vibrant chords of the nation‟s sentiment, it voices that thought of our 

duty towards our soldiers which is in every English mind to-day; set to 

music by Sir Arthur Sullivan, master of English melody, published by 

the “Daily Mail,” which, with whatever measure of success may be 

allowed to it, has set itself to give encouragement and expression to the 

intense Imperialist enthusiasm which is at the bottom of every true 

British heart…is it, then, after all, so very wonderful that “The Absent-

minded Beggar” has attained its enormous vogue?...In theatres, music 

halls, masonic [sic] lodges, clubs, concerts, at meetings of friendly 

societies, at annual dinners, at parish meetings, at private at-homes, in 

barracks and schools, even in churches and chapels, the call to “Pay, 

pay, pay!” is being responded to (28/6, 1899-1902, 37).
2
       

 

 

                                                 
1
 Sir Arthur Sullivan at Shepperton, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 3 May 1900 22/38-K/P: 

Correspondence: Literary General-Verse.  
2
 28/6 Miscellaneous South African War 1899-1902. 
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Appendix 29: Letters of Caroline Kipling 

 

  Evidence of the personal interest that Kipling had in the Indian combatant during the 

Great War is supplied in a letter from Caroline Kipling to her mother written in January 

1915: 

Rud wanted to go and see the Indian wounded who are in hospital and 

convalescent houses in Brighton…Rud delighted in his visit and all the 

lame and halt [?] who could walk followed him to the motor car in the 

hope of a little talk.  Not that they knew who he was but that they 

rejoiced to have some one talk their language (97-251 R-1 PO5).
1
 

                                                 
1
 Caroline Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To Anna Balestier,” 23 January 1915 Kipling-Balestier-

Dunham Papers (2 microfilms): 68: Ref *96m-53 Kipling, Rudyard Letters to Mrs Balestier Reel 1. This 

is microfilm of a handwritten letter from Caroline Kipling to her mother.  The Kipling-Balestier-Dunham 

Papers are additions to the main Kipling Collection and are comprised of correspondence between 

Rudyard, Caroline and members of the Balestier family, in particular Caroline‟s mother.  The papers were 

archived by Wolcott B. Dunham Jr. on 29
th

 March 1994.           
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Appendix 30: An Account of John‟s Entry Into the Army 

 

  Caroline Kipling traces the course of events in her diary.  Her entries are preceded by 

her husband‟s laconic note: „1914 Aug 4 Incidentally Armageddon begins.  England 

declares war on Germany‟ (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 64).
1
  Caroline continues: 

„Aug 12 Burwash: John‟s Commission antedated to take effect from today.‟ She 

describes the young man‟s medical difficulties: „Aug 17 Burwash:  John‟s 17
th

 birthday.  

Rud [sic] takes him first to Hastings then to Maidstone about his commission but they 

will not have him because of his eyes.‟ There is subsequent resolution: „Sept 2.  Rud 

and John to town to see about John‟s commission.  Decided to ask Lord Roberts for 

nomination.  10. Rud to town to meet Lord Roberts at the Irish Guards H.Q.  The 

Colonel says John is to report at once for duty.‟  From the 11
th

 of August, the diary 

explains that John is fully involved with his preparations to join his regiment: „11.  John 

orders his uniform.  12.  John‟s commission given today antedated later to Aug 15
th

.  14.  

John has his uniform tried on, joins us at Brown‟s for lunch, leaving directly after for 

Warley Barracks where he joins his Regiment, the Irish Guards‟ (File Ads 40 Document 

Ad. 40, 64).
2
  Two summer entries for 1915 complete the picture: „1915 Jul 6 Burwash: 

Letter from John to say his C.O. has told him he is to go to France in August, directly he 

is 18.  Aug 15 Burwash:  John leaves at noon for Warley.  He looks very straight and 

smart and brave and young as he turned at the top of the stairs to say “Send my love to 

Dad-o”‟ (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 66)
3
  

  The Kipling-Balestier-Dunham Papers are additions to the main Kipling Collection 

and are comprised of correspondence between Rudyard, Caroline and members of the 

Balestier family, in particular Caroline‟s mother.  The letters are held on two microfilms 

and referenced as Kipling-Balestier-Dunham Papers (2 microfilms): Accession No. 

                                                 
1
 (Box un-numbered) Additions 40/38-K/P.  

2
 Additions 40/38.  

3
 Additions 40/38.  
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SxMs 68: Ref *96m-53 Kipling, Rudyard Letters to Mrs Balestier Reel 1.   (Caroline‟s 

sister Josephine married Dr. Theodore Dunham.  These papers were archived by 

Wolcott B. Dunham Jr. in March (29
th

) 1994).  Below are extracts from a series of 

handwritten letters in this collection, from Caroline Kipling to her mother: 

 

1) John joins his regiment on Monday but does not go on foreign service 

I hope until after Xmas.
4
  

 

2) I have been busy all day at my desk trying with the help of my 

excellent Miss Chamberlain to put Johns [sic] affairs in order…John has 

a hair cut to manage and a good hours [sic] work at his tailor for his 

uniform and then we plan all to lunch together and he leaves for 

Brentwood where his regiment is training.  He has a small room for 

himself a col-bed and mattress brings his sheets and blankets and said the 

Col. “a pillow if he cares for such things”.  I hope he will prove strong 

enough for the job.  Rud thinks it may be a good thing for him.  At any 

rate he goes from the stiff life of a public school which means much.  I 

hope we shall be able to see him from time to time when he can get here 

and come to town.  He is only 40 minutes from London.
5
 

 

3) Our excitement is two letters from John telling of his duties and his 

uniform he had no voice left when he wrote as he had been put to drill 20 

recruits and his voice was not up to the strain.  You see he has done a lot 

of very real soldiering at school where they are trained properly in army 

drill and shooting by army men and he did it every term for his four 

years so he has a start at his new trade…I hope to motor over to spend 

the day with lady Atkins and see her children.  It will be a relief to see 

people young as his children are to be safe from the far reaching hand of 

this devistating [sic] war...I cant [sic] hope for much rest – I shall have a 

quiet time now both children are away and though missing them sadly it 

may be a sort of rest.
6
 

 

4) John wired yesterday to say he would come home this afternoon for a 

24 hour visit and this greatly cheered Rud.  He has decided on a train that 

does not exist but all the same he is coming and we shall hear all the 

things he has not written…John looked so nice in his uniform.  Nothing 

impresses me as much as to see English Officers in uniform in the 

streets…John had a cold but looked well and seemed happy and keen 

about his work: but its [sic] sad to think of the young people of all 

Europe and the British Empire with this awful damper of sadness 

pressing down upon them.
7
   

                                                 
4
 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To Dearest Mother,” 11

th
 September [undated but in a series 

written in 1914].   
5
 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” 13

th
 September 1914. 

6
 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” 18

th
 September 1914.  

7 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” 26
th

 September 1914.  
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5) We had a happy xmas [sic] spite of everything and the children 

enjoyed their small presents and after a mid day dinner we drove to 

Chirkley to spend the night with the Aitkins as that was within John‟s 

prescribed distance from the barracks which Batemans was not…The 

recruiting is all we want it to be and the Armies themselves are splendid 

and nothing short of perfect efficiency is thought of before men are 

allowed to go to France and when they get there they are put into a 

training camp at Harve and moved up to the front by degrees all 

weaklings being kept back, if any have escaped the keen eyes over here.  

The lack of all feaverish [sic] excitement is a great help and until history 

is written no one will realize [sic] what we have done.
8
   

 

6) Elsie and Rud did all they set out to do yesterday…They had John for 

tea and dinner and he reports there is an excellent chance of his regiment 

being removed to barracks in London.  It will be better in some ways but 

not so good in others.
9
    

 

7) John has to be in town and as always I fear and dread what his next 

orders will be and make the most of what times we can get with him.  

We hear from a source not possible to disbelieve that our prisoners in 

Germany are underfed without warm clothing and badly treated which is 

an added burden.
10

 

 

8) There are changes in John‟s regiment –some of the older men are 

going out to France and as always we wonder when his turn will come he 

thinks soon:  but one can‟t tell and can only wait [?] events the most 

difficult thing of all.
11

   

 

 

                                                 
8
 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” [dated as] Rud‟s birthday 1914.  

9
 Carrie Kipling, “To mother,” 6

th
 January 1915.  

10
 Carrie Kipling at Batemans, “To mother,” 7

th
 February 1915.   

11 Carrie Kipling at Brown‟s, “To mother,” 28
th 

March  

 . 
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Appendix 31: Caroline Kipling Writes About the Loss of John 

 

  All the letters in this appendix are handwritten and from Caroline Kipling to her 

mother.  They are held in the Kipling-Balestier-Dunham Papers and are referenced as 

Kipling-Balestier-Dunham Papers (2 microfilms): Accession No. SxMs 68: Ref *96m-

53 Kipling, Rudyard Letters to Mrs Balestier Reel:     

 

1) No more news about John The Guards [sic] Brigade will be in the next 

fight and the reserves now at their base Havre will I suppose be moved 

up and then fresh men will be sent out to build up the reserve at Havre 

meantime we wait and everything changes in a day.
1
 

 

2) Johns [sic] regiment suffered more than I knew 18 officers killed and 

wounded in one fight.  So he wrote he was under orders for the front.  Of 

course that does not mean he will go of course [sic] only it does mean the 

arrangement for field kit and so on and I am so uncertain and anxious. – 
One is really harassed day and night now.

2
 

 

3) John has not written for a week and we are a bit troubled for fear he is 

not well at worst or over worked at best and are keen for the post.  Rud 

was away two days last-week and goes away again on Wednesday and 

will be more or less away all next month doing a bit of work…Mr 

Doubleday telegraphed to ask if he could put the articles France at war 

[sic] into a pamphlet…Every nation in the world has translated it and we 

are pleased America is interested too.
3
     

 

4) John writes of heat and dust – long marches and trench digging and a 

great longing for a bath.  They went into their new quarters on Tuesday 

and I hope will have a little let up.  He says they only have 2 hours off 

their feet in the day which included the time they are at meals.  When he 

is in the trenches proper he will have more rest, though more strain.
4
 

 

5) Rud came home late Saturday night and was heavy with a liver chill 

yesterday.  He had slept in a different ship every night during the week 

and had travelled every day…[He] had to talk and meet people all the 

time…John has been in the firing line as forces we know since Saturday.  

We have this mid day a letter from him written Thursday evening I think.  

He says “we have been marching for 48 hours to take up our position 

(they continued until Friday night to march I suppose) the heat and dust 

is dreadful so we march at night”.  He was just awake after 4 hours sleep 

on the brick floor of a farm house.  He says they have had to abandon a 

lot of their kit – which makes him sad and asks me to post him tooth 

                                                 
1
 Carrie Kipling at Brown‟s, “To mother,” 2

nd
 May 1915. 

2
 Carrie Kipling at Batemans, “To mother,” 2

nd
 June 1915.  

3
 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” 20

th
 September 1915.  

4
 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” 23

rd
 September 1915.  
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brushes when I can…We think John is at La Basse where the fighting is 

heaviest but the Guards Division is bound to be where the heavy work is 

being done.
5
 

 

6) I have no news to send you except the enclosed.  Rud and I are both 

agreed that John was not left in the building he went to bind up his 

wound if his men in their retreat used it, went through it.  I think he 

would have been taken along with his men and shot with the others – 
only one man out of the 200 returned.  The Prince of Wales who belongs 

to John‟s Division is going to help sift the matter and we have asked the 

American Ambassador in Berlin to see if he can discover if he is in 

hospital – but they have told us for a long time Gerrard is slack and a 

German sympathizer [sic] at heart so he may not bother though I believe 

Washington may ask him – Meantime Rud and I are distressed because 

since the telegrams come in hourly from India Canada Australia South 

Africa [sic] that the news would come to you through a newspaper.  You 

will like the letter from his Col. Its [sic] a nice picture – the gallant boy 

with his men leading and encouraging them and the Col. Under whom he 

was trained wrote Rud he was a most excellent officer.  We do not 

grudge him for a second:  it would have been intolerable to have had him 

do otherwise than take his part –; but the anxiety is almost beyond 

bearing.  One knows how the Germans treat prisoners only too well.
6
 

 

7) [A]fter I had read and read letters I went into the garden and worked 

there…to my great help…There are thousands of letters which must in 

part at least be answered and the telegrams are easy to deal with…Your 

letter of Sept 27
th

 John‟s day came on Friday with its enclosure from 

Josephine…a telegram from General French at headquarters in France 

yesterday seemed to us to read as if we had retaken the bit of ground we 

were trying for when John was wounded and if that is the case they may 

find some trace of him  and the next days may bring us some news.
7
 

 

8) We hear today from Berlin the letter coming via the American 

Ambassador…that if John is alive wounded and a prisoner it may well be 

two months before the Germans will give them any information.  The 

wounded are kept in Belgium and they never report until they are well 

enough to go to a Prisoners [sic] Camp in Germany.  Of course we send 

them word at once.  So there is nothing for it but to sit on our grid and be 

turned from side to side hunting here for confirmation and waiting to 

hear from Germany.  The recent murder of Miss Cavell does not exactly 

make one feel easy.
8
 

 

 

 

                                                 
5
 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” 27

th
 September 1915.  

6
 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” 7

th
 October 1915.  

7
 Carrie Kipling at Burwash, “To mother,” 11

th
 October 1915. 

8
 Carrie Kipling, “To [incomplete with no salutation or date],” Noted as being sent to Josephine 

and dated either 27
th

 October 1915, or 20
th

 March 1916.  Three letters are found together in one envelope. 
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9) Yesterday…Rud and Elsie went to Brighton –Rud to see three men in 

Johns [sic] Battalion.  One wounded in the jaw gave us a little help and 

said what another man ha said that he saw him at one time in the fight 

crawl up under a window from which the Germans were firing and shoot 

at the men who were working the machine guns.  The Germans could not 

get him except with their [?] which was what he used…One must go on 

but its [sic] pretty difficult at times and impossible they should find 

John‟s body if he has been killed.  Yet we still hope for news. We heard 

yesterday there was a Lance Corporal from Johns [sic] platoon in 

hospital…and wait to see him.  A young Irishman with such a nice face 

about 24…wounded in three places the afternoon John was wounded.  

He said John was all right when he was taken back to the dressing 

station.  He told us he had been in his platoon always and had never seen 

him down hearted and when he lead [sic] them into action 5 paces ahead 

you would have thought they were just going on parade…He was so 

evidently devoted to “Mr Kipling” it was charming to talk to him.
9
   

 

10) [W]e go to town tomorrow to see one of Johns [sic] fellow officers 

home on 4 days [sic] leave it might so well with better luck have been 

our boy.  Still no news and yet if he is wounded presumed [Killed the? –
the letter edge at this point is torn] Germans must know it only they 

won‟t tell.
10

 

 

11) I am enclosing an account of a German prison, its [sic] the same 

prison where the soldier we met…spent nearly a year and of which he 

wrote an account.  When one imagines ones [sic] son in such a prison its 

[sic] best by far to believe him dead. – and when one knows this state of 

things went on for 10 months before the American Ambassador took any 

steps to reprise the German Govt. one realizes [sic] how helpless we feel 

having the wellfare [sic] of our prisoners in his hands.
11

 

 

12) Xmas can never be anything to Rud and me again but a day of 

repression of sorrow for the sake of those about us, and we mean to start 

this year and do a very little for Elsies [sic] sake.
12

 

 

13) The King and Queen have during the War invariably sent messages 

of sympathy to the nearest relative of those who have lost their lives in 

the service of their Country.  In cases of doubt however, Their Majesties 

have refrained from sending any message, always hoping that the report 

might not be true.  The King and Queen have now heard with deep regret 

that the death of your son, Lieut: J. Kipling, is presumed to have taken 

place in 1915, and I am commanded to convey to you the expression of 

Their Majesties‟ sympathy with you in your sorrow, and to assure you 

that during the long months of uncertainty Their Majesties‟ thoughts 

                                                 
9
 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s “To mother,” 27

th
 October 1915[?].   

10
 Carrie Kipling at Batemans, “To her mother,” [undated, but in the December 1914/ January 

1915 sequence].  However, a handwritten additional note states that it is probably 1915 based on the 

paper used.  Also, the content indicates a late 1915 date.  
11

 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” 12
th

 April 1916.   
12

 Carrie Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To mother,” 19
th

 November 1916.  
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have been constantly with you and those who have been called upon to 

endure this exceptional burden of anxiety  

(19/38 File 19/15 Document A15).
13

 

                                                 
13

 [On behalf of King George V at Buckingham Palace], “To Rudyard Kipling,” 4
th

 July 1919.  

19/38 K/P: Correspondence: Topical Private. 
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Appendix 32: Searching for John 

 

[Oct] 6.  Mr. Gwynne promises to try for news through the Roman 

Catholics in Germany by way of Sir Edmund Talbot.  11.  We went to a 

hospital near Hythe so see [sic] a L/Cpl called Refler in John‟s platoon.  

17.  Busy at my desk with correspondence about John‟s men and the 

hope of finding something from wounded men….19.  Rud and I to town 

to see Mrs Fowler who is helping to hunt up men in John‟s platoon.  Rud 

goes to three hospitals.  One says he saw John shot in the neck just 

before they fell back after which he was wounded.  Nov 9. Major 

Vessey, John‟s Adjutant, says John was his best Ensign and that he never 

gave him a job that he did not do well after he understood.  15.  7 weeks 

to a day since John was last seen and still no news.  Constant and steady 

investigation has gone on and always we just miss seeing the man who 

could tell us (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 66).
1
 

 

1) I have been told that Lce-Corporal P. Daly (2645) 2
nd

 Irish Guards is, 

or has been a patient in your hospital.  He was wounded in the same 

action as that in which my son 2
nd

 Lieutenant Kipling was reported 

missing, and I have written to him by this post asking him for any 

information that he can give me.  I should be very grateful if you also 

would question him on the subject as he might tell you more fully than 

he would write me.  What I want to know is whether Corp. Daly saw my 

son wounded: and, if so, how near Corp. Daly was to my son when my 

son was hit (File Ads. 31).
2
  

 

  The following letters are from the Kipling-Balestier-Dunham Papers referenced as: 

Kipling-Balestier-Dunham Papers (2 microfilms): Accession No. SxMs 68: Ref *96m-

53 Kipling, Rudyard Letters to Mrs Balestier Reel 1.  

 

2) Your son was in my Coy. In command of No. 5 Platoon.  I intended to 

write to you before and tell you as far as possible the course of events on 

the 27
th

 September on the day the 2
nd

 Bn. Irish Guards made the attack 

on the Chalk Pit Wood…We occupied and old German trench on the 

night of the 26
th

 which had been taken a day or two previously.  At mid-

day we were told that we would attack  a small wood about I mile in a 

N.E. direction at 4 p.m to dig ourselves in on the far side and give 

covering fire…No. 2 and 3 Coys were ordered to attack, No. 1 and 4 

being in support…Your son led the Platoon in extended order from No. 2 

Coy.  We were shelled most of the way but remained in this formation 

till we reached the wood…The 2 leading Platoons charged through the 

wood and when I got through with the remaining platoons of my Coy. 

they were already digging themselves in…at his time we were under 

machine guns and casualties were getting numerous…Two of my men 

                                                 
1
 Ad. 40 Kipling, Mrs R. (Carrie) (Box  un-numbered) Additions 40/38-K/P.  

2
 Rudyard Kipling at Bateman‟s, “To Miss Amy Willes S.R.N. Matron of the Connaught 

Hospital, Aldershot,” 25
th

 October 1915 Ad. 31 Kipling, R. (Box un-numbered) Additions 1-36/38-K/P. 
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say they saw your son limping just by the Red house [sic] and one said 

he saw him fall and somebody run to his assistance, probably his orderly 

who is also missing. The Platoon Segt. of No. 5 however tells me your 

son did not did not go up to the Red house [sic] but remained with the 

remainder of the 2
nd

 Bn. Digging themselves in…but I think the former 

story more probably the correct one, and I am very hopeful that he is a 

prisoner...Your son behaved with great gallantry and coolness and 

handled his men splendidly.  I trust that your great anxiety may be 

allayed by definite news of his safety soon.
3
 

 

3) May a brother officer of your son intrude on your great trouble and 

send you a few words of what will be I am afraid very inadequate 

sympathy.  I should so much like to be able to increase the hope that he 

is alive.  I was in his Company and took part in the advance on the 27
th

 

but I never saw him again as far as I remember after we had gone 

through Chalk Pit Wood.  All possible evidence has I know been 

collected and sifted and it will have already reached you.  What I want to 

tell you now is how well he led his men that afternoon without any 

hesitation or faltering though it was his first time in action.  What that 

mean I know for I have been out here many months, myself.  I was close 

behind and saw his platoon crossing the open for nearly a mile under 

shell and machine gun fire without a break or bend in the line, it was a 

grand sight, but as I say after he reached the wood I did not see him 

again, but with the greatest pluck and courage he led his men on further 

and was in fact mixed up with Scotts [sic] Guards when he was last seen.  

It is my most earnest hope that he will still be found alive but if it should 

prove otherwise pray accept my deepest and most sincere sympathy.  

Your loss is indeed irreparable and the Irish Guards have lost a brave and 

useful officer.
4
 

 

  Caroline Kipling‟s diary entries for 1917 show that the couple became obsessed with 

the task of assimilating all the details of their son‟s demise: 

1917 Oct 4 John:  A letter from Oliver Baldwin who has talked to an I.G. 

Sgt. who says he saw John shot in the temple and put him in a shell hole.  

He says what four others of John‟s platoon have said – that John was 

shooting Germans in the Farm House with his revolver.  Dec 12.  I finish 

packing and preparing papers for Rud‟s interview with Sgt [sic] Farrell 

and Cpl [sic] about John.  They convince Rud that John was shot 

through the head on 27
th

 at 6.30 p.m. and carried by Sgt [sic] Farrell to a 

shell hole on the left of the edge of Chalk Pit Wood and was there seen 

later by Cpl [sic] Franklin (File Ads 40 Document Ad. 40, 73).
5
 

                                                 
3
 John B. Bird in the trenches, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 12

th
 October 1915.  

4
 Frank Witts, 2nd Battalion Irish Guards, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 14

th
 October 1915.    

5
 Adds 40/38.  
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Appendix 33: The „Last Post‟ at the Menin Gate 

 

1) We Belgians will never forget that it is thanks to the munificent gift of 

your illustrious husband that the Last Post is sounded every day at the 

Menin Gate at Ypres, and also that this beautiful thought was prompted 

by the heroic sacrifice of your son, John, who gave his life in the Great 

War (20/38 File 20/7 Document C14).
1
 

 

2) I have the pleasure to inform you that the Burgomaster, Aldermen and 

Corporation of the town of Ypres decided, at their session of the 5
th

 of 

this month, to give the name of RUDYARD KIPLING to one of the 

avenues…This avenue has been chosen by preference because it leads to 

the British Memorial at the Menin Gate, where every evening takes place 

the imposing ceremony of the sounding of the Last Post 

(20/38 File 20/7 Document B28).
2
        

  

 

                                                 
1
 E. de Cartier, Belgian Ambassador in London, “To Carrie Kipling,” 19 January 1936 20/38-

K/P: Correspondence: Topical Private-Public.       
2
 E. de Cartier, Belgian Ambassador in London, “To Carrie Kipling,” 21 May 1936 20/38.  
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Appendix 34: The Inception of the Imperial War Graves Commission [IWGC] 

 

  Details of the Draft Royal Charter and a copy of the Draft Charter itself can be found 

in Box 21 of the Kipling Papers.  The draft of a Charter of Incorporation of the Imperial 

War Graves Commission was dated the 1
st
 of May 1917.  This draft was presented 

before King George V in Council a few days later, on the 10
th 

of May, for his approval 

and to be passed: „under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom‟ (21/38 File 21/3 

/Document B.1).
1
 As Document B.1. states: 

10
th

 May 1917 at Court at Buckingham Palace in the presence of the 

King George V: 

 

There was this day read at the Board a letter from Mr. Secretary Long, 

dated the 1
st
 day of May, 1917, transmitting the Draft of a Charter of 

Incorporation to be granted to “The Imperial War Graves 

Commission”[I.W.G.C.]:  

 

His Majesty [original emphasis and layout], having taken the said Draft 

Charter into consideration, was pleased, by and with the advice of His 

Privy Council, to approve thereof (21/38 File 21/3 /Document B.1).
2
   

   

   The draft states in „Section III. The Members of the Commission‟ that „the Members 

of the Commission shall consist of…such other persons, not exceeding the number of 

eight in all, as may from time to time be appointed Members of the Commission by 

Royal Warrant under the Sign Manual of the Sovereign‟ (21/38 File 21/3 /Document 

B.1).
3
   

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 21/38-K/P: Correspondence: Topical Public. 

2
 21/38.  

3
 21/38.  
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Fig. 35 A copy of the Declaration of the Royal Charter of Incorporation of the Imperial 

War Graves Commission as presented before King George V‟s Council on the 10
th 

of 

May 1917 (21/38 File 21/3 Document B1). 
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Fig. 36 A copy of the Draft Royal Charter of Incorporation of the Imperial War Graves 

Commission as presented before King George V‟s Council on the 10
th 

of May 1917 

(21/38 File 21/3 Document B1). 
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Appendix 35: Visiting the Cemeteries 

 

  As Kipling notes in an extract from a series of articles, published in 1933:  

My duties as one of the British Imperial War Graves Commission took 

me for the next few years over the devastated areas….At first, the 

Commission‟s great camions…would push out into oceans of weeds to 

discover where lay the rough cemeteries of the early years.  They would 

be guided sometimes by voices out of the earth or from beneath 

indistinguishable bivouacs, saying: “Monsiuer [sic], this was 

Flers”….In…places, the peasant women sold butter and eggs to our 

searchers for the dead, and religiously cheated them at every small turn.  

Then they would give up half a day in which they might have continued 

their practices to gather and walk five miles with flowers to lay on some 

grave of our people.  Equally devout in both duties [sic].  After all, 

mankind is but made of earth and water; and our hearts, like muddy 

streams, cleanse themselves as they go forward 

(28/8, 1930-1937/ 1891-1945, 38).
1
 

  Correspondence with Fabian Ware illustrates how seriously Kipling, despite his 

personal health problems, undertook the ongoing task of visiting the cemeteries.  The 

first of these illustrates Kipling‟s continued linguistic contribution: 

Everything is going very well about the tour on the 11
th

-13
th

 May….We 

shall have the unveiling ceremony at Terlincthum and it is agreed that a 

short speech [by the Ambassador] should be made.  I have to submit a 

speech for him….Have you any ideas as to the sort of thing we ought to 

get him to say?...Whatever we send in they will probably knock about, 

but we may be able to get in something that really matters  

(21/38 File 21/3 /Document B5).
2
    

 

Ware‟s comments indicate his belief that Kipling has the ability to compose a eulogy 

that is appropriate, moving, sincere and most importantly will enhance the 

remembrance of the dead soldiers. 

  Ware writes a second letter on the same day, which confirms his faith in Kipling‟s 

abilities: „With altogether minor alterations the speech is approved – they can hardly 

                                                 
1
 „Souvenirs of France VI‟ The Daily Telegraph 13-17 Mar. and 20-22 Mar. 1933 Revue des 

deux mondes March 1933.  28/8 Stories and Poems 1930-1937/ Miscellaneous Cuttings 1891-1945.  
2
 Fabian Ware, “To Rudyard Kipling,” 28 March 1922 21/38-Kipling Papers Correspondence: 

Topical Public. 
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find enough words to say how beautiful they think it‟ (21/38 File 21/3 /Document B6).
3
  

He continues in another, undated letter relating to the visit: 

[t]he visit to Meerut Cemetery will be at 11.30 on Saturday morning.  If 

you were able to join Arthur Browne and the India Office 

representative…it would help, as we have not enough interest shewn 

[sic] in Indians by Commissioners with special knowledge 

(21/38 File 21/3 /Document B8).
4
   

 

This shows the importance of Kipling‟s personal history in connection with the work of 

the I.W.G.C. 

 

                                                 
3
 F/W, “To R/K,” (28 March 1922) 21/38.  

4
 Fabian Ware, “To Rudyard Kipling,” [?] 1922 21/38.    
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Appendix 36: Appreciation of the Baker War Memorial 

 

We were at Winchester the day before yesterday: being there of [sic] 

purpose to see your war memorial.  A perfectly clear, Italian-skyed day 

and no one except a small party of schoolgirls about the place – and 

through the far end a framed picture of the boys playing against the 

background of a wall…[I]t was about as perfect a setting as one could 

wish.  And the thing itself is as near perfection to my mind as human 

work can be – in all ways and under all considerations.  One could see, 

when one had admired, how it will weather and how it will arrange itself 

a hundred years hence.  Not being any sort of expert in harmony, 

proportion and so forth, I hadn‟t anything to do except to delight in it 

wholeheartedly – the colour, the idea, the balance, the lay out of the 

whole thing and the air that flooded it and the sun that adorned it…I 

think – indeed I know that so far as my own experience goes, it is 

incomparably the best of all the war memorials.  There is a damnable 

word called “significance” – which one is forced to use now and again.  

But you‟ll understand when I say that, over and above all, it is 

significance itself: and I am writing…just to thank you for the joy 

you‟ve given me  

(14/38 File 14/7 & 14/8 Documents (un-numbered) & 21).
1
   

 

It is quite probable that the proximity of Winchester College and its young students to 

the Baker Memorial intensified Kipling‟s appraisal of its significance. 

 

                                                 
1
 Rudyard Kipling at Golden Bay Hotel, Westward Ho!, “To [Herbert] Baker,” 5 October 1925 

14/38-Kipling Papers Correspondence: A-D. 
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